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3826975    31/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399696]
YKK CORPORATION
1, Kanda izumi-cho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-8642 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Slide fasteners [zippers]; hook and pile fastening tapes; buttons; snap buttons [snap fasteners]; ornamental novelty 
buttons; hooks and eyes; hooks [haberdashery]; eyelets for clothing; shoe eyelets; buckles for clothing; shoe buckles; 
elastic ribbons.
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3827995    31/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399690]
YKK CORPORATION
1, Kanda izumi-cho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-8642 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Slide fasteners [zippers]; hook and pile fastening tapes; buttons; snap buttons [snap fasteners]; novelty buttons; hooks 
and eyes; hooks [haberdashery]; buckles for clothing.
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3828115    31/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399691]
YKK CORPORATION
1, Kanda izumi-cho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-8642 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Slide fasteners [zippers]; hook and pile fastening tapes; buttons; snap buttons [snap fasteners]; ornamental novelty 
buttons; hooks and eyes; hooks [haberdashery]; eyelets for clothing; shoe eyelets; buckles for clothing; shoe buckles; 
elastic ribbons.
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3679748    27/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375614]
YONEX KABUSHIKI KAISHA
23-13, Yushima 3-Chome, Bunkyo-Ku Tokyo 113-8543 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sporting articles; badminton equipment; badminton rackets; badminton bags; cases for badminton rackets; strings for 
badminton rackets; grip tapes for badminton rackets; soft tennis equipment; soft tennis rackets; soft tennis bags; cases 
for soft tennis rackets; strings for soft tennis rackets; grip tapes for soft tennis rackets; tennis equipment; tennis rackets; 
tennis bags; cases for tennis rackets; strings for tennis rackets; grip tapes for tennis rackets; gut for rackets; strings for 
rackets; vibration dampeners for rackets; tennis balls; shuttlecocks; golf equipment; golf clubs; shafts for golf clubs; golf 
club grips; golf club bags; head covers for golf clubs; golf gloves; snowboards; snowboard equipment.
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Priority claimed from 09/08/2017; Application No. : m 2017 17601 ;Ukraine 

3822699    31/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398744]
Tovarystvo z obmezhenoiu vidpovidalnistiu "UKRAINIAN GEARS"
provulok Radyshcheva, bud. 8 m. Kyiv 03680 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building blocks [toys]; jigsaw puzzles; spinning tops [toys]; kites; toys; practical jokes [novelties]; toy models; toy 
figures; games; building games; dolls; dolls' rooms; dolls' beds; dolls' houses; scale model vehicles; scale model kits 
[toys]; board games; apparatus for games; movable toys; three-dimensional mechanical models (modular construction 
toys); 3D mechanical puzzles.
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3779835    16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1265719]
EURIAL
Longève F-86130 DISSAY France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cheese, processed cheese, goat cheese, yogurt, butter, cream (dairy product), whipped cream, edible fats, milk, dairy 
products, margarine, fat-containing mixtures for bread slices.
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3818175    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399191]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
No.71, Xiazhuang Road, Licang District, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Eggs; edible fats; vegetable salads; fruit jellies; tofu; meat, tinned [canned (Am.)]; meat; fish-based foodstuffs.
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3807883    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1396330]
Marco Iovine
Via G. Santacroce, 7 I-80129 Napoli Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Frozen pizzas.
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3809086    13/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1396571]
Qingdao Tianyucheng Trading Co., Ltd..,
No 431 Haiwang Road, Huangdao District, Qingdao City 266400 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tea; honey; propolis; royal jelly; cereal preparations; condiments; chow-chow [condiment].
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Priority claimed from 01/11/2017; Application No. : 1363634 ;Benelux 

3815536    08/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1397608]
Koninklijke Douwe Egberts B.V.
Oosterdoksstraat 80 NL-1011 DK Amsterdam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tea; instant tea; tea-based beverages; tea substitutes; tea extracts; tea essences; tea flavourings; iced tea; herbal 
infusions, other than for medicinal use; infusions consisting of tea, herbs, fruits, spices or flavourings or a combination 
of these products, other than for medicinal use.
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3825813    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398843]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
No.71, Xiazhuang Road, Licang District, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee; tea; sugar; honey; cereal-based snack food; soya flour; edible ices; condiments; cereal preparations.
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3826656    09/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399285]
Fort Sanctuary Pte Ltd
131 Tanglin Road, 02-17 Tudor Court Singapore 247924 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tea; instant tea; tea essence; tea-based beverages; herb tea not for medical purposes; packaged tea (other than for 
medicinal use).
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Priority claimed from 05/07/2013; Application No. : Z.416377 ;Poland 

2735585    29/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1199327]
Tadeusz Ogrodnik TROPICAL
ul. Wolno-ci 69 PL-41-500 Chorzów Poland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES
SUITE NO.204, THE CASTLE, PLOT 36-A,SECTOR-56, GURGAON-110002

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Foodstuffs for fish and ornamental animals living in sweet, salty or mixed water biotypes; products and preparations for 
breeding of fish and ornamental animals in the form of flakes, granules, extrudates, tablets, powders, gels, pastes, liquids, 
grains and mixtures thereof dried, frozen and lyophilised natural food for fish and ornamental animals living in sweet, 
salty or mixed water biotypes, food for fish and ornamental animals living in sweet, salty or mixed water biotypes 
containing nutritional preparations (not for medical purposes).
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2017; Application No. : 705805 ;Switzerland 

3804549    07/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1366686]
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.
CH-1800 Vevey Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Foodstuffs for animals.
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3818343    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399193]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
No.71, Xiazhuang Road, Licang District, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plants; live animals; fruit, fresh; vegetables, fresh; seeds for planting; animal foodstuffs, trees; grains [cereals]; malt for 
brewing and distilling; aromatic sand [litter] for pets.
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3826937    25/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398574]
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY "MOSAIC"
¿¿-kt Sevastopolskiy, 45, korp. 1, kv. 58 RU-117186 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Algarovilla for animal consumption; algae for human or animal consumption; seaweed for human or animal consumption; 
dog biscuits; yeast for animal consumption; edible chews for animals; menagerie animals; live animals; peanut cake for 
animals; oil cake; cattle cake; grains for animal consumption; lime for animal forage; animal foodstuffs; pet food; 
strengthening animal forage; animal litter; meal for animals; fish meal for animal consumption; rice meal for forage; 
peanut meal for animals; linseed meal for animal consumption; flaxseed meal for animal consumption; linseed for animal 
consumption; flaxseed for animal consumption; edible linseed, unprocessed; edible flaxseed, unprocessed; beverages 
for pets; animal fattening preparations; livestock fattening preparations; by-products of the processing of cereals, for 
animal consumption; residual products of cereals for animal consumption; bird food; wood chips for the manufacture of 
wood pulp; litter for animals; sanded paper for pets [litter]; aromatic sand for pets [litter]; straw litter.
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3827639    12/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399246]
Qingdao Jieenhuamei Electronics Co.,ltd.
Jiulong Town Industrial Zone, JiaoZhou City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Nuts [fruits]; seeds for planting; live animals; berries, fresh; flowers, natural; grains [cereals]; trees; fruit, fresh; 
vegetables, fresh; truffles, fresh.
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3828077    12/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399263]
Qingdao Jiaoyan seedling Co. Ltd.
The middle of Yangzhou road Jiaozhou city Qingdao City of Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Seeds for planting; nuts [fruits]; vegetables, fresh; fruit, fresh; live animals; flowers, natural; grains [cereals]; trees.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2014; Application No. : 013427571 ;European Union 

3809045    22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1252772]
Red Bull GmbH
Am Brunnen 1 A-5330 Fuschl am See Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-alcoholic beverages; soft drinks; energy drinks; whey beverages; refreshing drinks; hypertonic and hypotonic drinks 
(for use and/or as required by athletes); isotonic beverages; beer; malt beer; wheat beer; porter; ale; stout and lager; 
mineral water [beverages]; table waters and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; non-alcoholic vegetable or 
fruit juice beverages and non-alcoholic fruit extracts; syrups and other preparations for making beverages and syrups for 
lemonade; pastilles and powders for effervescing beverages; non-alcoholic aperitifs and cocktails; sherbets [beverages]; 
smoothies.
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Priority claimed from 08/08/2017; Application No. : 1073257 ;New Zealand 

3818377    08/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398342]
Abheek Patell
12a Keswick Close Auckland 2013 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; flavoured water; flavoured mineral 
water; non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic flavoured carbonated beverages; powders, syrups and 
preparations for making beverages; nutritionally fortified water; vitamin enriched water.
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3818475    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399190]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
No.71, Xiazhuang Road, Licang District, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beer; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; mineral water [beverages]; non-alcoholic beverages; aerated water; colas; essences for 
making beverages; preparations for making liqueurs.
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Priority claimed from 07/10/2015; Application No. : 014647465 ;European Union 

3290075    20/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280685]
DAVIDE CAMPARI - MILANO S.P.A.
Via Franco Sacchetti, 20 I-20099 SESTO SAN GIOVANNI (MILANO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer); preparations for making alcoholic beverages; cider; spirits and liquors; wine; bitters; 
aperitifs; low alcoholic drinks; edible alcoholic beverages; alcoholic carbonated beverages, except beer; liquor-based 
aperitifs; wine-based aperitifs; alcoholic aperitif bitters; alcoholic coffee-based beverage; alcoholic tea-based beverage; 
rum-based beverages; alcoholic fruit beverages; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, 
other than beer-based; alcoholic energy drinks; alcopops; prepared wine cocktails; alcoholic fruit cocktail drinks; 
alcoholic cocktails containing milk; prepared alcoholic cocktails; alcoholic cocktails in the form of chilled gelatins; 
cocktails; fruit extracts, alcoholic; alcoholic cocktail mixes; rum punch; wine punch; alcoholic punches; schnapps; 
brandy; peppermint liqueurs; spirits [beverages]; anise [liqueur]; distilled beverages; bourbon whiskey; cooking brandy; 
cachaca; calvados; curacao; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; alcoholic egg nog; extracts of spiritous liquors; gin; grappa; 
kirsch; ginseng liquor; blackcurrant liqueur; liqueurs; coffee-based liqueurs; scotch whisky based liqueurs; cream 
liqueurs; herb liqueurs; fermented spirit; flavored tonic liquors; rum; rum infused with vitamins; sugar cane juice rum; 
vodka; whisky; malt whisky; blended whisky; scotch whisky; aperitifs with a distilled alcoholic liquor base; wine-based 
drinks; beverages containing wine [spritzers]; piquette; amontillado; sherry; vermouth.
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Priority claimed from 19/05/2017; Application No. : 2017719658 ;Russian Federation 

3694958    03/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1377809]
Vlaktor Trading Limited
Zinonos Kitieos, 8, Kato Lakatamia, 2322, Nicosia Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vodka.
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3807845    01/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1395719]
Vintech PTY LTD
Rifle Range Road (Cnr Hunt Road) Mclaren Flat SA 5171 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer).
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3818314    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399195]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
No.71, Xiazhuang Road, Licang District, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aperitifs; wine; brandy; alcoholic beverages, except beer; rice alcohol; baijiu [Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage]; 
sparkling wines.
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3821440    10/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398532]
Zhiqiang Qiu
No. 436, Qianguan Village, Yuntai Township, Yuntai District, Lianyungang City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fruit extracts, alcoholic; aperitifs; distilled beverages; cider; wine; mead [hydromel]; kirsch; spirits [beverages]; alcoholic 
beverages containing fruit; rice alcohol.
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3821549    13/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398989]
Lloyd Mark Brown, Lisa Kim Peart, Aviemore Trustees Limited
284 Whitford Park Road, RD 1 Manurewa 2576 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2017; Application No. : 4408367 ;France 

3826575    23/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399336]
SOCIETE CIVILE IMMOBILIERE DU DOMAINE DE CHATEAU PICHON LONGUEVILLE COMTESSE DE LALANDE
Château Pichon Longueville, Comtesse de Lalande F-33250 PAUILLAC France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wines.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2013; Application No. : 32221 ;Andorra 

2734406    22/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1201182]
Philip Morris Brands Sàrl
Quai Jeanrenaud 3 CH-2000 Neuchâtel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP
INDIABULLS FINANCE CENTRE TOWER -2 11TH FLOOR 1103 ELPHINSTONE ROAD MUMBAI 400013 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll-your-own 
cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); 
smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, 
pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters; matches; electronic apparatus for tobacco, particularly electronic 
cigarettes, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; electric vapor generators for tobacco, tobacco products and 
tobacco substitutes; heating apparatus for the preparation for consumption and the consumption of tobacco and tobacco 
products; electric heating apparatus for the preparation for consumption and the consumption of tobacco and tobacco 
products.
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2017; Application No. : 707402 ;Switzerland 

3809022    15/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1397258]
Japan Tobacco Inc.
2-2-1 Toranomon, Minato-ku Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco, raw or manufactured; smoking tobacco, pipe tobacco, rolling tobacco, chewing tobacco, snus; cigarettes, 
electronic cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos; snuff; smokers' articles included in class 34; cigarette paper, cigarette tubes and 
matches.
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3818225    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399200]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
NO. 71, XIAZHUANG ROAD, LICANG DISTRICT, QINGDAO SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco; tobacco pipes; ashtrays for smokers; matches; snuff; electronic cigarettes; pipe tobacco; cigarette cases; pipe 
racks for tobacco pipes; matchboxes.
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Priority claimed from 12/10/2017; Application No. : UK00003262972 ;United Kingdom 

3830549    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399314]
London Dollar Ltd
Kemp House, 160 City Road London EC1V 2NX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigarettes; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; cigarillos; cigars; herbs for smoking; 
snuff; snuff boxes, tobacco, smokers' articles; matches.
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3805241    01/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1355735]
Tic Trading Limited
54 Bondgate Darlington DL3 7JJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail services connected with the sale of watches.
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3809722    16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1326843]
Open-Type Joint Stock Company "ROT FRONT"
2-oy Novokuznetskiy pereulok, d. 13/15 RU-115184 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Import-export agency services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses].
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3821448    10/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398535]
Qingdao Hongtong Tax Division Co., Ltd.
No. 1007, Dalao Road, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; commercial information agency services; business appraisals; commercial information and advice for 
consumers [consumer advice shop]; marketing; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses]; data search in computer files for others; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases.
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Priority claimed from 01/12/2017; Application No. : 1891514 ;Australia 

3826493    29/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400113]
CaroMel Ltd
14 Seville St Camberwell VIC 3124 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business intermediary service for the sale, purchase and supply of live and frozen seafood, meat, agricultural products 
and other non-food goods.
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3828183    09/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1392603]
Fitson Singapore Pte Ltd
625 Aljunied Road, 06-04A Aljunied Industrial Complex Singapore 389836 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retail services; the bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods from a general merchandise catalogue by mail order, a general merchandise 
web site in the global communications network, retail outlet, distributor outlet and from a wholesale outlet; sales 
promotion services; franchising services [group purchasing, group advertising]; management advisory services related 
to franchising; provision of assistance (business) in the establishment and operation of franchises; import and export 
agency services; organisation, operation and supervision of customer loyalty schemes; advisory, information and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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3830520    20/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399818]
Serviceplan Gruppe für innovative Kommunikation GmbH & Co KG
Brienner Str. 45 a-d 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising agencies; mediation of advertising; media buying services; placement of advertising, for others, including 
procurement of media space therefor; procurement and rental of advertising space and time; purchasing, negotiation and 
arranging of advertising space in print media, and providing, issuing or sale thereof to others; procurement (for others) of 
time and space for transmitting advertising messages on air, print space, interior surfaces, exterior surfaces or other 
media, including compact discs and DVDs or website space/time; public relations services; public relations services; 
procurement of advertising space in media, television and radio; providing of media services in the field of direct 
advertising and marketing, namely procurement of media time and space, for others, for direct marketing/advertising; 
digital and online advertising; the placement of advertising in the media; organization of promotional campaigns and 
related consultancy services; advertising and marketing management agencies; creation, development and dissemination 
of advertising material, marketing material, sales promotion material and public relations material, including through 
direct mail, bulk mail, newspapers, radio, television, mobile devices, the internet and other interactive media; loyalty, 
incentive and bonus program services; services in relation to advertising and sales concepts; customer service 
management services, namely conducting of measures for determining and increasing customer satisfaction; customer 
relationship management; loyalty scheme services; customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional and/or 
advertising purposes; sales promotion; marketing services; presentation of companies on the internet and other media; 
good and service presentations; sales promotion whether or not for others; marketing agency services; brand marketing; 
content marketing; marketing by e-mail, telephone or direct mail; interactive marketing; social marketing; trade marketing 
services; mobile marketing; advertising through computers, smartphones and tablets; direct marketing; dialogue 
marketing; live marketing; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising by transmission of on-line publicity for 
third parties through electronic communications networks; providing of online advertising for others via a global 
computer information network; promoting the goods and services of others via computer and communication networks; 
creation of advertising matter and advertising material; design of advertising materials; preparation of audio and/or visual 
displays for businesses; marketing assistance; advertising, marketing and sales promotion, including through online 
websites; provision of information relating to marketing; preparation of marketing plans; advertising and marketing 
consultancy; provision of marketing reports; development and implementation of marketing strategies, including for 
others; providing marketing consulting in the field of social media; search engine marketing services; marketing the 
goods and services of others; television advertising, radio advertising, advertising on the internet and via mobile 
services; marketing services; production of advertising matter and commercials; composition of advertisements for use 
as webpages on the internet; computerised data processing; production of advertisements for radio, video, film, 
computers, internet web sites, television and mobile devices; providing of advertising, including online via computer 
websites or through wireless transmission; production of image and strategic films for advertising purposes; price 
quotations for goods or services; advisory services relating to promotional activities; consultancy and advisory services 
in relation to marketing, brand management, customer relations, customer behaviour, advertising, public relations, event 
marketing; business consultancy and advisory services; consultancy relating to advertising, the preparation of 
advertisements, marketing, business marketing, marketing management and business affairs; consultancy with regard to 
corporate image and corporate identity; business assistance relating to corporate identity; consultancy in the field of 
design relating to advertising logos; marketing consultancy in relation to social, ecological and economic management 
(corporate social responsibility); development of communications campaigns and strategies in the field of public 
relations; market analysis; research and information services relating to business, advertising and marketing; compilation 
of market statistics; statistical analysis and compilation; advisory services relating to business analyses for creating 
communications concepts; consultancy in the field of business management and organisation; consultancy in the field of 
public relations; providing of information and consultancy in relation to e-commerce; consumer research and marketing 
studies; customer research in relation to affective response (neuromarketing); opinion polling; media research for 
business, sales promotion and/or advertising purposes; media consultancy for business, sales promotion and/or 
advertising purposes; design of advertising in media; optimisation and control of local and regional advertising 
campaigns in the context of national media planning, geo-marketing, branch marketing, advertising mail and geo-
targeting; analysis of information relating to consumer opinions and behaviour collected in the context of marketing and 
advertising studies; market research; investigations of marketing strategy; conducting and management of marketing 
studies; statistical evaluations of marketing data; consultancy in connection with sales channel strategies; brand 

4538



consultancy; brand management; brand creation services; brand evaluation services; brand positioning services; brand 
testing; brand strategy services; professional business consultancy in the field of brand communications; consultancy in 
connection with marketing, business planning and business management of events; providing of commercial and sales 
promotion information, including online from a computer database or the internet; compilation and systemisation of data 
and information into computer databases; computerised updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; 
recording, evaluation, processing, management and maintenance of data in databases, including computerised; 
searching for and providing of information, including online from a computer database or the internet, for business, sales 
promotion and/or advertising purposes; purchasing and arranging of name and address lists for advertising purposes; 
devising, designing and implementing of advertising strategies and advertising campaigns; analysis of marketing tools, 
advertising materials and advertising initiatives; producing of company and product presentations and advertising 
strategies; devising and implementation of direct marketing; analysis of implemented advertising strategies; permanent 
monitoring of the results of advertising strategies and advertising media used; monitoring of the success of advertising 
initiatives and optimising of advertising strategies; planning of product sales, in particular by electronic cash and 
electronic transactions; planning of advertising initiatives; planning, design, implementation and support of company and 
product presentations; arranging and organising of advertising materials and advertising media; rental of advertising 
space on the internet; promotion, advertising and marketing of on-line websites; online advertising network matching 
services for connecting advertisers to websites; digital advertising services; providing advice relating to the analysis of 
consumer buying habits and needs provided with the help of sensory, quality and quantity-related data; analysis of 
business information; assessment analysis relating to business management; cost benefit analysis; preparation and 
realization of media and advertising plans and concepts; computerised file management; provision of information relating 
to data processing; providing business information in the field of social media; price comparison services; price analysis 
services; price analysis services; search engine optimisation for sales promotion; marketing research and analysis; 
analysis of market research data and statistics; analysis of advertising response; analysis relating to marketing; 
statistical analysis and reporting; development of marketing strategies and concepts; production of sound recordings for 
marketing purposes; production of sound recordings for advertising purposes; web site traffic optimisation; consultancy 
relating to search engine optimisation; business intelligence services; evaluation of business opportunities; advertising, 
marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; direct mail advertising.

4539



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 36 
 

3809628    02/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1396807]
Dodge & Cox
555 California Street, 40th Floor San Francisco CA 94104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Investment management and investment consultation.

4540



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 36 
 

3815529    01/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1397622]
YOUPASS
455 Promenade des Anglais F-06200 NICE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance services; banking services; on-line banking services; real estate affairs; provident fund services; issuing of 
travelers' checks or credit cards; real estate appraisals; financial management; real estate management; financing 
services; financial analysis; raising or investing capital; financial consultancy; financial evaluation (insurance, banking, 
real estate); fund investment.

4541



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 36 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/01/2018; Application No. : 87751806 ;United States of America 

3821485    16/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398644]
LeMahieu, Colin
3319 W. Braker Lane, Suite 300 Austin TX 78758 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Virtual currency, namely, a peer-to-peer digital currency, incorporating cryptographic protocols, operating through the 
Internet, and used as a method of payment for goods and services.

4542



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 36 
 

3821516    10/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398536]
Qingdao Hongtong Tax Division Co., Ltd.
No. 1007, Dalao Road, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing financial information via a web site; loans [financing]; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; 
financial services; financial analysis; financial consultancy; accident insurance underwriting; brokerage; surety services; 
trusteeship.

4543



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 36 
 

3827177    26/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400110]
Block By Block Foundation
PMB 452, 16625 Redmond Way, Suite M Redmond WA 98052 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Charitable fundraising in the field of urban planning and urban design; charitable fundraising in the field of using video 
games to enable urban planning and urban design; charitable fundraising in the field of educational workshops in the 
field of urban planning and urban design.

4544



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 26/09/2017; Application No. : 87623284 ;United States of America 

3834011    31/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1401403]
Cboe Exchange, Inc.
400 South LaSalle Street Chicago IL 60605 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services, namely, conducting a securities and derivatives exchange and providing services connected 
therewith.

4545



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 37 
 

3818229    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399201]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
NO. 71, XIAZHUANG ROAD, LICANG DISTRICT, QINGDAO SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Elevator installation and repair; construction information; mining extraction; heating equipment installation and repair; 
electric appliance installation and repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; furniture maintenance; dry cleaning; 
upholstering.

4546



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 37 
 

 

3830454    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398450]
Shandong Zhongding Municipal Engineering Co., Ltd.
Floor 22, Building 23, Block B, Qiancheng, No. 190, Zhangzhuang Road, Huaiyin District, Jinan City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Inspection of construction project progress; pipeline construction and maintenance; construction; rental of construction 
equipment; building construction supervision; construction information; asphalting; road paving; bricklaying; 
upholstering.

4547



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 38 
 

3818310    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399203]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
NO. 71, XIAZHUANG ROAD, LICANG DISTRICT, QINGDAO SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Television broadcasting; message sending; wireless broadcasting; communications by telephone; communications by 
computer terminals; providing internet chatrooms; videoconferencing services; teleconferencing services; providing 
online forums; streaming of data.

4548



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 38 
 

Priority claimed from 12/04/2017; Application No. : 2017-050677 ;Japan 

3821475    22/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398763]
ABeam Consulting Kabushiki Kaisha (d/b/a ABeam Consulting Ltd.)
1-4-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-0005 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telecommunication (other than broadcasting); providing electronic telecommunication connections; providing Internet 
chatrooms; providing online forums: communications by cellular phones; communication by computer terminals; 
computer aided transmission of messages and images; streaming of data; providing access to databases; providing user 
access to global computer networks; rental of access time to global computer networks; electronic bulletin board 
services [telecommunications services]; transmission of electronic mail; broadcasting; news agencies; rental of 
telecommunication equipment including telephones and facsimile apparatus; information about telecommunication.

4549



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 38 
 

3830450    10/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398981]
Qingdao Hongtong Tax Division Co., Ltd.
No. 1007, Dalao Road, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Message sending; communications by telephone; communications by computer terminals; computer aided transmission 
of messages and images; communications by fiber optic networks; providing user access to global computer networks; 
transmission of digital files; providing online forums; radio communications; news agency services.

4550



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 39 
 

2734380    17/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200895]
Japan Oil Transportation Co., Ltd.
WEST BLDG. Gate City Ohsaki, 11-1, Ohsaki 1-chome, Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 141-0032 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Freight brokerage; rental of containers.

4551



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 39 
 

3804540    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1386439]
time:matters GmbH
Gutenbergstrasse 6 63263 Neu-Isenburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Transport; messenger services; courier services.

4552



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 39 
 

3827964    02/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398226]
Nippon Concept Corporation
2-2, Uchisaiwaicho 2-Chome, Chiyoda-ku 100-0011 Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport of cargo requiring temperature control; transport; railway transport; car transport; boat transport; air 
transport; brokerage of transport of goods; storage of cargo requiring temperature control; storage; storage of goods 
under deposit in warehouse; rental of transport containers; rental of containers; rental of transport tanks; rental of 
storage tanks; rental of cargo handling machinery; refilling of goods; transhipment of goods; packaging of goods; loading
and unloading of goods.

4553



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 39 
 

3830518    19/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399549]
SAVOYA, LLC
1845 WOODALL RODGERS FRWY., SUITE 1725 DALLAS TX 75201 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chauffeured ground transportation services.

4554



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 40 
 

3818214    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398955]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
No. 71, Xiazhuang Road, Licang District, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flour milling; slaughtering of animals; dressmaking; printing; waste treatment [transformation]; air purification; water 
treating; abrasion; applying finishes to textiles; paper finishing.

4555



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 40 
 

3821551    29/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399039]
Dongying Kehong Chemicl Co., Ltd.
North of No.1 Gangbei Road and West of No.3 Gangxi Road in Dongying Port Economic Development Zone, Dongying Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sorting of waste and recyclable material [transformation]; water treating; destruction of waste and trash; decontamination 
of hazardous materials; production of energy; recycling of waste and trash; incineration of waste and trash.

4556



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 08/08/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 045 503.7/41 ;Germany 

2735633    05/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200201]
Lohmann & Rauscher International GmbH & Co.KG
Westerwaldstrasse 4 56579 Rengsdorf Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education; providing of training.

4557



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 41 
 

3818611    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398600]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
NO. 71, XIAZHUANG ROAD, LICANG DISTRICT, QINGDAO SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Teaching; arranging and conducting of conferences; mobile library services; publication of books; photography; 
entertainment services; health club services [health and fitness training]; zoological garden services; organization of 
lotteries; games equipment rental.

4558



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 41 
 

 

3826479    26/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398736]
S.L.E. Services aux Loteries en Europe, Société coopérative à responsabilité limitée
Avenue Herrnann Debroux 44-46 B-1160 Bruxelles

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Teaching and training, education and entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; correspondence courses; 
editing and publication of illustrations, books, reviews, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, publications of all kinds and 
in all forms (other than for advertising purposes), including electronic and digital publications (other than advertising) of 
sound and/or visual media, multimedia carriers, (interactive discs, digital-audio CD-ROMs), multimedia programs 
(computer formatting of text and/or images, still or animated), games; editing of radio and television programs, 
audiovisual and multimedia programs (computer editing of texts and/or images, still or animated, and/or of musical or non 
musical sounds), for interactive use or non-interactive use; production of news programs, of radio and television 
entertainment, of audiovisual and multimedia programs (computer editing of texts and/or of still or animated images, 
and/or of musical or non-musical sounds) for interactive or non-interactive use; organization of shows; artistic production 
and rental of films and cassettes including video cassettes, and more generally all sound and/or visual media and 
multimedia carriers (interactive disks, digital-audio CD-ROMs); leisure services, namely arranging leisure events 
(entertainment); editing of videotapes, photographic reporting services; scriptwriting services; sound recording service 
(recording studio) and image recording service (filming); organization of competitions relating to education or 
entertainment; organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences and congresses; organization of exhibitions for 
cultural or educational purposes; organization of lotteries and other games of chance, gambling and prediction games, 
raffles, prize draws, scratch card games, betting games, prediction games; book lending; film production; rental of films, 
phonographic recordings, cinema projection apparatus and accessories, theater sets.

4559



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 41 
 

 

3827917    08/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399791]
BenQ Technology (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. Suzhou first branch
181 Zhuyuan Road, New District 215011 Suzhou China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of sports competitions; arranging and 
conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; organization of shows [impresario services]; 
publication of texts, other than publicity texts; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; electronic desktop 
publishing; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; layout services, other than for advertising 
purposes.

4560



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 41 
 

3828340    08/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399793]
BenQ Technology (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. Suzhou first branch
181 Zhuyuan Road, New District 215011 Suzhou China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of sports competitions; arranging and 
conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; organization of shows [impresario services]; 
publication of texts, other than publicity texts; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; electronic desktop 
publishing; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; layout services, other than for advertising 
purposes.

4561



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 01/10/2013; Application No. : 86079473 ;United States of America 

2734486    24/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201277]
McGraw-Hill Global Education Holdings, LLC
Two Penn Plaza New York NY 10121 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALG INDIA LAW OFFICES.
30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing a website featuring non-downloadable software for collecting data and creating reports for the evaluation of 
student performance.

4562



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 42 
 

3826611    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400308]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
NO. 71, XIAZHUANG ROAD, LICANG DISTRICT, QINGDAO SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Technical research; quality control; surveying; packaging design; dress designing; computer software design; 
authenticating works of art; chemical research; construction drafting.

4563



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 43 
 

3809713    16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1323848]
Open-Type Joint Stock Company "ROT FRONT"
2-oy Novokuznetskiy pereulok, d. 13/15 RU-115184 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Snack-bar services; café services; cafeteria services; restaurant services; self-service restaurant services.

4564



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 43 
 

3821552    08/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399044]
HK CTS Hotels Co., Ltd.
Floor 9, CTS Building, No.2 East Road of North Third Ring, Chaoyang District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Canteen services; accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses]; food and drink catering; café services; 
hotel services; hotel reservations; rental of meeting rooms; mobile catering services; bar services; teahouse services; 
tourist home services.

4565



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 06/09/2013; Application No. : 4520130005133 ;Republic of Korea 

2735559    04/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200685]
CERAGEM CO., LTD.
10, Jeongja 1-gil, Seonggeo-eup, Seobuk-gu, Cheonan-si, Chungcheongnam-do 331-831 (Republic of Korea)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P.AHUJA & CO.
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA- 700 019

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Health care; medical nursing; medical assistance; health care using oriental medicines; tattooing; beauty consultancy; 
beauty salons; manicuring; barber services; tanning salon services; rental of sanitation facilities; health spa services; 
skin care salons; massage; providing information about beauty; foot massages; rental of medical machines and 
apparatus; providing weight loss program services; consultation services in the field of make-up; make-up consultation 
and application services.

4566



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 44 
 

 

3821417    27/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398586]
Qingdao Zhengzhuang Industrial Co.,Ltd
zhengzhuang, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rest home services; diet and nutritional guidance; hospital services; gardening; opticians' services.

4567



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 16/08/2017; Application No. : 2017/05479 ;Sweden 

3826522    13/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399605]
Gloobe AB
Lovisagatan 411 SE-554 74 Jönköping Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical nutrition therapy in non-communicable diseases (NCD's) as well as in prevention and in clinical treatment.

4568



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 45 
 

3818388    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399194]
QINGDAO AOXU ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.
No.71, Xiazhuang Road, Licang District, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Detective agency services; clothing rental; burial services; dating services; fire-fighting; legal research; opening of 
security locks; genealogical research; planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies.

4569



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 45 
 

3830456    10/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398982]
Qingdao Hongtong Tax Division Co., Ltd.
No. 1007, Dalao Road, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Intellectual property consultancy; copyright management; licensing of intellectual property; monitoring intellectual 
property rights for legal advisory purposes; legal document preparation services; litigation services; on-line social 
networking services; clothing rental; escorting in society [chaperoning]; personal background investigations.

4570



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

2726011    25/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1194049]
HARTING KGaA
Marienwerderstrasse 3 32339 Espelkamp Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Navigation, measurement, data collection, data transmission, speed measurement, rotation measurement, vibration 
measurement and/or localization devices and apparatus, in particular for rail vehicles; data processing devices; electronic 
devices and apparatus as well as software for tracking of movements, localisation, collection, transmission, storage, 
processing and interrelating as well as reproducing status and other object-related data of rail vehicles, goods, parts of 
goods, containers, persons, animals and other objects (tracing and tracking systems); telecommunication devices and 
apparatus.

Cl.35;Compilation (office works) and economic analysis of operation relevant data of objects in the context of transport 
logistics, in particular of rail vehicles; monitoring of maintenance and repair schedules for rail vehicles (office works) for 
logistics and for transport.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; transmission of data; electronic transmission of data via satellite, 
radiocommunication and/or cable, in particular of data related to maintenance and repair of rail vehicles.

Cl.42;Measurement, technical surveillance and technical as well as scientific evaluation of operational data, in 
particular speed, rotation and/or vibration of objects, in particular rail vehicles; design and development of computer 
hardware and software.

4571



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 03/05/2013; Application No. : T201301335 ;Finland 

2726050    04/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1195486]
Jolla Oy
Itämerenkatu 11-13 FI-00180 Helsinki Finland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer software; computer software for mobile phones; mobile phones; covers for mobile phones; 
battery chargers and charging docks for mobile phones; headsets for mobile phones.

Cl.35;Whole sale and retail sale services of mobile phones and accessories and applications thereto; electronic 
shopping services of mobile phones and accessories and applications thereto.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; software maintenance and updating services; 
technological consultancy in the field of mobile phones and software relating thereto; computer services relating to 
protecting and securing software, databases and user data.

4572



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 17/09/2013; Application No. : 129403 ;Bulgaria 

2726217    24/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193907]
"VARCHEV FINANS" EOOD
Vladislav Varnenchik bul. 186 BG-9009 Varna BG 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management and computerized file management; business management consultancy; business 
management assistance; professional business consultancy.

Cl.36;Stock exchange quotations; securities brokerage; exchanging money; deposits of valuables; electronic funds 
transfer; issue of tokens of value; capital investment fund management; financial management; financial information; 
financial consultancy; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; financing services; financial sponsorship; 
repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal]; financial evaluation for insurance purposes; financial restructuring services.

Cl.42;Computer system analysis; computer software design.

4573



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2013; Application No. : 1270265 ;Benelux 

2726223    11/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1194010]
VMI Holland B.V.
Gelriaweg 16 NL-8161 RK EPE The Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines or machine components used for building tires or building tire components, as well as tools for 
machines, accessories for machines, machine tools; parts of and parts for the aforementioned machines (as far as not 
comprised in other classes).

Cl.37;Assembly services for others relating to the installation of tire manufacturing machines and rubber machines for 
the tire and rubber industry.

Cl.42;Design, development of tire manufacturing machines and rubber machines for the tire and rubber industry, as 
well as technical advice related to the manufacture of these machines.

4574



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/06/2013; Application No. : 011890291 ;European Union 

2734213    11/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1200773]
King.Com Limited
Aragon House Business Centre, 4th Floor, Dragonara Road St. Julians STJ 3140 MT 

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO.
ONE INDIABULLS CENTRE,13TH FLOOR,841 SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,ELPHINSTONE ROAD,MUMBAI 400013,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers; computer software; animated cartoons; audiovisual teaching apparatus; camcorders; cameras [photography]; 
cassette players; compact disc players; compact discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; computer game 
programs; computer keyboards; computer memory devices; computer operating programs, recorded; computer 
peripheral devices; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer 
software, recorded; disks, magnetic; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; downloadable ring tones for 
mobile phones; DVD players; electronic publications, downloadable; films, exposed; headphones; holograms; juke boxes,
musical; laptop computers; magnetic data media; microphones; monitoring apparatus, electric; monitors [computer 
hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; mouse pads; notebook computers; optical data media; optical discs; personal 
stereos; portable media players; portable telephones; record players; sound recording apparatus; sound recording 
carriers; sound reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting apparatus; spectacle cases; spectacle frames; sunglasses; 
tape recorders; teaching apparatus; telephone apparatus; television apparatus; usb flash drives; video cassettes; video 
game cartridges; video recorders; cases for mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; computer games 
(software); computer game software; computer game entertainment software; downloadable software; downloadable 
electronic games; video game software; interactive multimedia computer game programs; games software for use on 
mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; games software downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and 
other electronic mobile devices; software for use on mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; software 
downloadable to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; applications (apps) featuring computer 
games.

4575



Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; aprons [clothing]; babies' pants [clothing]; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; bath robes; 
bath sandals; bath slippers; bathing caps; bathing trunks; beach clothes; beach shoes; belts [clothing]; berets; bibs, not 
of paper; boas [necklets]; boots; boots for sports; brassieres; caps [headwear]; clothing for gymnastics; clothing of 
imitations of leather; clothing of leather; coats; dresses; dressing gowns; ear muffs [clothing]; esparto shoes or sandals; 
footwear; gloves [clothing]; hats; headbands [clothing]; jackets [clothing]; jerseys [clothing]; jumper dresses; knitwear 
[clothing]; masquerade costumes; mittens; money belts [clothing]; neckties; outerclothing; pants; paper hats [clothing]; 
pullovers; pyjamas; ready-made clothing; sandals; shirts; shoes; shower caps; skirts; sleep masks; slippers; socks; 
sweaters; tee-shirts; trousers; underpants; underwear; vests; waterproof clothing.

Cl.41;Providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; amusements; arranging and conducting of 
workshops [training]; providing casino facilities [gambling]; education information; educational examination; electronic 
desktop publishing; entertainer services; entertainment information; film production, other than advertising films; 
gambling; game services provided on-line from a computer network; games equipment rental; operating lotteries; 
organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; party planning [entertainment]; production of music; 
production of shows; providing amusement arcade services; providing karaoke services; providing on-line electronic 
publications, not downloadable; publication of books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; providing 
recreation facilities; scriptwriting services; writing of texts; electronic games services, including provision of computer 
games on line, on social networks, or by means of a global computer network; providing electronic games for use on 
mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile devices; providing entertainment services, namely, providing game 
enhancements in the form of providing extra lives, charms and virtual goods to players within online computer and 
electronic games; providing electronic games for download to mobile phones, tablets and other electronic mobile 
devices; providing interactive single and multi-player electronic games via the internet, electronic communication 
networks or via a global computer network; publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game 
software.

4576



Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/05/2013; Application No. : T201301463 ;Finland 

2734349    07/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1199184]
Jolla Oy
Itämerenkatu 11-13 FI-00180 Helsinki Finland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
53 SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, photographic, cinematographic, optical, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data 
carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; calculating machines, data processing 
equipment, computers; computer software; computer software for mobile phones; mobile phones; covers for mobile 
phones; battery chargers and charging docks for mobile phones; headsets for mobile phones.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; organizing of trade fairs, trade 
shows and expositions including display and advertising of mobile phones and accessories and applications thereto; 
whole sale and retail sale services of mobile phones and accessories and applications thereto; electronic shopping 
services of mobile phones and accessories and applications thereto.

Cl.38;Consultation services in the field of mobile phones.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; software maintenance and updating services; 
consultation services in the field of software used in mobile phones; computer services relating to protecting and 
securing software, databases and user data.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2013; Application No. : TO2013C003381 ;Italy 

2734754    13/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1201001]
Invicta S.p.A.
Via Fornacino, 96 I-10040 Leini (TO) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter, including stationery articles, decalcomanias (transfers), bookmarkers, tickets, tag labels, cards, 
business cards, greetings cards, invitations, stickers, gift voucher, writing or drawing books, diaries, block note pads; 
posters, calendars, photographs; printed publications, books, periodicals, manuals and handbooks, magazines, 
newspapers, newsletters, catalogues, brochures and pamphlets; articles for the correspondence, including writing papers 
and envelopes; sets of stationery material, articles and instruments for writing and drawing, namely pens, ball-point pens, 
fountain pens, felt-tip markers, permanent markers, highlighters, markers for underlining, rollerball pens, fine tip pens; 
pencils, chalk, crayons, cases for pens and for drawing, daily and weekly planners, ring covers, folders for drawing, 
loose-leaf binders, gift wrapping paper, shopping bags of paper, plastic materials for packaging.

Cl.18;Rucksacks; backpacks; school bags, shoulder bags for carrying infants, bags, shopping bags; travelling bags 
and duffel bags for travel; bags and holdalls for sports; handbags; bags for campers; beach bags; backpacks for hiking 
and climbing, satchels, briefcases, pocket wallets; purses; key cases; hip bags; suitcases; umbrellas, trunks; walking 
sticks; overnight suitcases; vanity cases, sample bags, garment bags for clothing, wheeled bags, wheeled backpacks and 
wheeled suitcases.

Cl.25;Articles of clothing, footwear, headgear; active wear, sportswear, namely trousers, sport suits, shorts; swimwear, 
bathing suits, bikinis, slips, swimsuit shorts, swimming caps; pareos, bras, ponchos; underwear, namely bodies, boxers, 
T-shirts, tank tops, bras, culottes, leotards, shorts, slips, thongs; leather wear and lounge bathrobes, nightdresses, 
pajamas; apparel of any design and nature made from fabrics of any nature, namely, pants, trousers, work clothing and 
work overalls, jeans, shorts, jackets, coats, waistcoats, overcoats, raincoats, hosiery, knitwear, sweaters, cardigans, 
fleece tops and bottoms, jumpers, twin sets, woven shirts; dresses, training and track suits, bodies, shirts, plush shirts, 
polo shirts, nightshirts for men, T-shirts, undershirts, cut and sew tops, dresses, skirts, trousers-skirts, gowns; socks; 
dressing gowns; bands; balaclavas, scarves, silk scarves, neck and face masks (bands); gloves and mittens, ski gloves; 
headwear, namely hats, caps, bandanas, basques, visors, wrist bands; belts and ties; footwear, shoes, dress shoes, 
sneakers, boots, chaps, sandals, slippers, sport and athletic shoes, studded shoes, mountaineering shoes; ski boots and 
trekking boots, gaiters, heeled shoes, bands for protecting face and ear from cold.

Cl.35;Retailing, wholesaling and online sales relating to optical apparatus and instruments, eyeglasses, sunglasses, 
spectacles, spectacles frames, goggles for sports, protection devices for personal use against accidents, irradiation and 
fire, cases for electronic diaries, for photographic apparatus, for glasses, for compact discs, DVD and video cassettes, for 
laptops, for telephones and mobile telephones, for smartphones, covers for mobile telephones, for smartphones, for 
tablet computers and for electronic and/or computer products, calculating machines, pocket calculators, cases for 
calculators, USB flash drivers, printed matter, including stationery articles, decalcomanias (transfers), bookmarkers, 
tickets, tag labels, cards, business cards, greetings cards, invitations, stickers, gift voucher, writing or drawing books, 
diaries, block note pads, posters, calendars, photographs, printed publications, books, periodicals, manuals and 
handbooks, magazines, newspapers, newsletters, catalogues, brochures and pamphlets, articles for the correspondence, 
including writing papers and envelopes, sets of stationery material, articles and instruments for writing and drawing, 
namely pens, ball point pens, fountain pens, felt-tip markers, permanent markers, highlighters, markers for underlining, 
rollerball pens, fine tip pens, pencils, chalk, crayons cases for pens and for drawing, daily and weekly planners, ring 
covers, folders for drawing, loose-leaf binders, gift wrapping paper, shopping bags of paper, plastic materials for 
packaging, rucksacks, backpacks, school bags, shoulder bags for carrying infants, bags, shopping bags, travelling bags 
and duffel bags for travel, bags and holdalls for sports, handbags, bags for campers, beach bags, backpacks for hiking 
and climbing, satchels, briefcases, pocket wallets, purses, key cases, hip bags, suitcases, umbrellas, trunks, walking 
sticks, overnight suitcases, vanity cases, sample bags, garment bags for clothing, wheeled bags, wheeled backpacks and 
wheeled suitcases, articles of clothing, footwear, headgear, active wear, sportswear, namely trousers, sport suits, shorts, 
swimwear, bathing suits, bikinis, slips, swimsuit shorts, swimming caps, pareos, bras, ponchos, underwear, namely 
bodies, boxers, T-shirts, tank tops, bras, culottes, leotards, shorts, slips, thongs, leather wear and lounge wear, 
bathrobes, nightdresses, pajamas, apparel of any design and nature made from fabrics of any nature, namely, pants, 
trousers, work clothing and work overalls, jeans, shorts, jackets, coats, waistcoats, overcoats, raincoats, hosiery, 
knitwear, sweaters, cardigans, fleece tops and bottoms jumpers, twin sets, woven shirts, dresses, training and track suits, 
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bodies, shirts, plush shirts, polo shirts, nightshirts for men, T-shirts, undershirts, cut and sew tops, dresses, skirts, 
trousers-skirts, gowns, socks, dressing gowns, bands, balaclavas, scarves, silk scarves, neck and face masks (bands), 
gloves and mittens, ski gloves, headwear, namely hats, caps, bandanas, basques, visors, wrist bands, belts and ties, 
footwear, shoes, dress shoes, sneakers, boots, chaps, sandals, slippers, sport and athletic shoes, studded shoes, 
mountaineering shoes, ski boots and trekking boots, gaiters, heeled shoes, bands for protecting face and ear from cold, 
skis, protective padding for the practice of sports, namely shin guards, knee pads, elbow pads, gloves for sports, namely 
for football, soccer, hockey, rugby, golf, bicycle and motorcycle, bob-sleighs, sleighs (sports articles), roller skates, 
games, toys, skateboards (recreational equipment), ski and surf boards, parachutes for paragliding, paragliders, hang 
gliders.
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2734778    13/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1199144]
Messe München GmbH
Am Messesee 2 81829 München Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter.

Cl.35;Organization of exhibitions or fairs for commercial advertising purposes.

Cl.41;Organisation of exhibitions or fairs for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of congresses 
and conferences; publication and issuing of printed matter.
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Priority claimed from 27/05/2013; Application No. : 011847894 ;European Union 

2735302    26/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1200357]
MEDAN GmbH Maschinenelemente und Druckantriebe
Auf dem Brühl 6 72658 BEMPFLINGEN Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Compressed air machines (except machines for the textile industry), sizing machines (except machines for the 
textile industry), grease boxes (machines), brewing machines, grinding machines, mortising machines, calenders (except 
machines for the textile industry), bottle capping machines, carding machines (except machines for the textile industry), 
centrifuges (machines), bearing brackets for machines (except machines for the textile industry), compressors 
(machines), jacks (machines) (except machines for the textile industry), drainage machines, stalk separators (machines), 
packaging machines, packing machines, wrapping machines, foundry machines, engraving machines, printing machines, 
electromechanical machines for the chemical industry, dairy machines, automatic handling machines (manipulators) 
(except machines for the textile industry), metalworking machines, crushing machines, flour mill machines, driving 
motors other than for land vehicles, mills (machines), rams (machines), electric machines and apparatus for cleaning, 
papermaking machines, stone working machines, spraying machines, darning machines, embossing machines, robots 
(machines) (except machines for the textile industry), printing rollers for machines, sealing machines for industrial 
purposes, saws (machines), blowing engines, electric welding machines, sugar making machines, tobacco pressing 
machines, heel-making machines, sieves (machines), earth moving machines, printing machines for use on sheet metal, 
sorting machines for industry; machine tools (except machines for the textile industry), motors and engines (except for 
land vehicles and except for the textile industry); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land 
vehicles and except machines for the textile industry); valves (parts of machines); gates (parts of machines); pistons 
(parts of machines or engines); pistons for cylinders, plunger pistons for machines; pumps (machines), pumps (parts of 
machines or engines); compressors (machines); jacks (machines), pneumatic jacks; cylinder heads for engines; control 
devices for machines or motors and engines (except machines, motors and engines for the textile industry), pneumatic 
controls for machines, motors and engines (except machines, motors and engines for the textile industry); pneumatic 
actuating apparatus (except actuating apparatus for the textile industry); cylinders for machines (except cylinders for 
machines for the textile industry), cylinders for motors and engines (except cylinders for motors and engines for the 
textile industry); clutches other than for land vehicles and other than for machines for the textile industry; machines and 
parts of machines actuated by pressure, in particular by the textile industry; steam actuated machines.

Cl.9;Electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for controlling, switching, regulating and monitoring machines 
and parts of machines and apparatus actuated by pressure (except electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for 
checking, controlling, measuring and weighing textiles, fibres, yarns and threads, and leather, and except protective 
helmets for sports, cases for spectacles, lenses for spectacles, frames for spectacles, sunglasses, sports goggles, 
electric parts for bicycles, tachometers for bicycles); magnets.

Cl.37;Installation, machinery maintenance and repair, parts of pressure-actuated machines and apparatus; construction
consultation, construction information.

Cl.42;Construction drafting, quality control, material testing, technical project studies, surveying, engineering, 
mechanical research, design and development of installations for pressure-actuated machines, parts for machines and 
apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 044 691.7/01 ;Germany 

2735303    03/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1201042]
Roche Diagnostics GmbH
Sandhofer Str. 116, 68305 Mannheim (Germany)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in science, in particular cytological and histological stain, fixative, rinse, and wash solutions.

Cl.9;Apparatus for blood analysis for scientific purposes, and computer software and replacement parts therefor; 
microscopes, and computer software and replacement parts therefor; containers for microscope slides; pipettes for 
laboratory use; pipette tips for laboratory use; specimen tube racks other than for medical use; computer software for 
scientific and medical purposes.

Cl.10;Apparatus for blood analysis, and replacement parts therefor; specimen tube racks for medical use; specimen 
tube piercing needles for medical use.
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2735386    30/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200997]
AZ Electronic Materials (Luxembourg) S.à.r.l.
32-36, boulevard d'Avranches L-1160 Luxembourg

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals; unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed plastics; silicic chemicals; silicic unprocessed artificial 
resins; silicic unprocessed plastics.

Cl.2;Paints.

Cl.17;Electrical insulating paints.
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Priority claimed from 18/07/2013; Application No. : 011993748 ;European Union 

2735444    17/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1200781]
Förster, Felix
Panoramastraße 73 72766 Reutlingen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic apparatus for non-destructive testing and testing of materials; electronic apparatus for non-destructive 
testing of materials by means of magnetic field determination; electronic apparatus for non-destructive testing of 
materials by means of eddy current testing; electronic apparatus for non-destructive testing of materials by means of 
ultrasound measurement; electronic apparatus for non-destructive testing of materials by means of imaging methods, in 
particular by means of thermography; electronic apparatus for measuring electric, magnetic and other physical 
properties; electronic apparatus for measuring magnetic flow density and relative magnetic permeability; apparatus for 
testing conductive materials, in particular metallic materials, for material defects, surface defects and material 
inhomogeneities; electronic apparatus for measuring the magnetisation, saturation induction and coercive field strength; 
detectors for metallic objects; probes, sensors, test heads and exploring coils for the aforesaid apparatus; electronic data 
processing equipment for controlling electronic apparatus, and for evaluating information therefrom; parts of the 
aforesaid goods; software and programs recorded on data carriers for controlling electronic apparatus and for evaluating 
and presenting the information therefrom.

Cl.37;Installation, commissioning, maintenance, repair and restoration of apparatus for non-destructive testing and 
testing of materials and parts therefor, and of probes, sensors, test heads and exploring coils for the aforesaid apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 27/02/2017; Application No. : 87350546 ;United States of America 

3671731    10/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1372591]
UHD ALLIANCE, INC.
5177 Brandin Court Fremont CA 94538 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Battery operated devices and portable products and devices, namely, mobile phones, smart phones, tablets, 
laptops, and notebooks.

Cl.38;Electronic transmission and streaming of digital media content for others via global and local computer networks;
video broadcasting; transmission of voice, data, images, signals, messages and information; streaming of audiovisual 
and multimedia content via the Internet; transmission and delivery of audiovisual and multimedia content via the Internet; 
video broadcasting; video-on-demand transmission services.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SaaS) services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
streaming audiovisual and multimedia content via the internet and global communications networks; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable software for streaming audiovisual and multimedia content to mobile digital electronic devices; 
providing non-downloadable software for searching, organizing, and recommending multimedia content.
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Priority claimed from 18/08/2017; Application No. : 87575486 ;United States of America 

3672261    31/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1373333]
Wowza Media Systems, LLC
523 Park Point Drive, Suite 300 Golden CO 80401 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable cloud computer software for audio and text conferencing and chat; downloadable cloud computer 
software for data encryption and decoding; downloadable cloud computer software for streaming video, audio and data 
over the internet and telecommunications networks; software and hardware for use in sending, receiving, transforming, 
transcoding, enhancing, securing, monetizing, measuring, recording and managing media over the internet and 
telecommunications networks, including video, audio and data; software and hardware for video conferencing and chat; 
software and hardware for conducting meetings, interviews, and conferences via the internet and telecommunications 
networks; software and hardware for audio and text conferencing and chat; software and hardware for data encryption 
and decoding; software and hardware for measuring bandwidth in the field of streaming media and video over the internet 
and telecommunications networks; software and hardware for caching streaming media and data; software and hardware 
for manipulating digital audio and video information for use in audio and video media applications; computer hardware; 
computer hardware for audio and text conferencing and chat; computer hardware for data encryption and encoding; 
computer hardware for streaming video, audio and data over the internet and telecommunications networks.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services, namely, providing access to pictures and video at a remote station; transmission 
and distribution of data, audio visual images, and video via the internet and telecommunications networks; streaming of 
video and audio on the internet and telecommunications networks; transmitting streamed sound, audiovisual recordings, 
and video via the internet and telecommunications networks; transmission of information by electronic communications 
network.

Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable software for use in video conferencing and chat, conducting meetings, 
interviews, and conferences via the internet and telecommunications networks, text conferencing and chat, data 
encryption and decoding, measuring bandwidth in the field of streaming media and video over the internet and 
telecommunications networks, and caching streaming media and data; providing online non-downloadable software for 
use in sending, receiving, transforming, transcoding, enhancing, securing, monetizing, measuring, recording and 
managing media over the internet and telecommunications networks, including video, audio and data; data encryption 
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and decoding services; data encryption services; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer 
software problems; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable cloud computing software for use in video conferencing and chat, conducting meetings, interviews, and 
conferences via the internet and telecommunications networks, text conferencing and chat, data encryption and 
decoding, measuring bandwidth in the field of streaming media and video over the internet and telecommunications 
networks, and caching streaming media and data; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing 
software for use in sending, receiving, transforming, transcoding, enhancing, securing, monetizing, measuring, recording 
and managing media over the internet and telecommunications networks, including video, audio and data; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in video conferencing and chat, conducting meetings, interviews, and 
conferences via the internet and telecommunications networks, text conferencing and chat, data encryption and 
decoding, measuring bandwidth in the field of streaming media and video over the internet and telecommunications 
networks, and caching streaming media and data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in 
sending, receiving, transforming, transcoding, enhancing, securing, monetizing, measuring, recording and managing 
media over the internet and telecommunications networks, including video, audio and data; providing non-downloadable 
software for use in the streaming of audio, media, and video over the internet and telecommunications networks; 
providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in the streaming of audio, media, 
and video over the internet and telecommunications networks; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software 
for use in the streaming of audio, media, and video over the internet and telecommunications networks.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2017; Application No. : UK00003232822 ;United Kingdom 

3676128    04/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1374619]
Mergermarket Limited
10 Queen Street Place London EC4R 1BE United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications; digital recording media and digital recordings; electronic books; downloadable electronic 
publications; downloadable digital media and recordings; electronically recorded data; databases; computer software for 
publishing; all of the aforesaid concerning financial news, information and analysis or business news, information and 
analysis.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; books, publicity texts, journals, magazines, newspapers, newsletters, 
manuals, brochures, instructional and teaching materials; text books; printed reference materials; guides; brochures, 
leaflets; all of the aforesaid concerning financial news, information and analysis or business news, information and 
analysis; diaries; calendars; stationery.

Cl.35;Business analysis, research and information services; commercial information agency services; compilation of 
business statistics and commercial information; provision of business statistical information; computerised business 
information services; economic information services for business purposes; provision of on-line business and 
commercial information; information and expert opinions relating to companies and business; preparation and 
compilation of business and commercial reports and information; opinion polling services; compilation and input of 
information into computer databases; computerised file managing; document reproduction; arranging newspapers and 
magazine subscriptions for others; news clipping services; publication of publicity texts; marketing research and 
marketing studies; data retrieval services; arranging and conducting exhibitions and trade shows for business and 
commercial purposes; business consultancy services; advertising; event marketing; information and advisory services 
relating to all the aforementioned services; all of the aforesaid services also provided online via the internet or by 
telecommunication and/or electronic means including computer databases; economic research services.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; financial research, analysis, forecasting and advisory services; financial information; financial 
information relating to mergers, acquisitions, corporate transactions, debt finance, debt trading and debt issuance; 
financial information evaluation, appraisal, forecasting and reporting; preparation of financial reports and analysis; 
financial research services; investment information; provision of pension information; provision of credit information; 
providing securities market information; collection of financial information; stocks and shares information services; 
foreign exchange information services; information services relating to financial business appraisals; information 
services relating to finance; information services relating to bonds; financial information services relating to financial 
bond markets; information services relating to securities; information services relating to banking; provision of pricing 
information about commodities; financial information services relating to individuals; financial information services 
relating to currencies; financial information services relating to infrastructure investment; providing information 
regarding publicly traded investments; provision of pricing information about money market rates; providing information, 
consultancy and advice in the field of financial valuation; information and advisory services concerning or relating to all 
of the aforesaid services; all of the aforesaid services also provided online via the internet or by telecommunication 
and/or electronic means including computer databases.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting seminars, conferences, congresses and conventions for business and commercial 
purposes.
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Priority claimed from 20/02/2015; Application No. : 013756631 ;European Union 

3676253    01/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1275344]
MEGA SPIELGERÄTE GMBH
Im Dachsstück 15 65549 Limburg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA LAW OFFICES
103 ASHOKA ESTATE 24 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer and video games software; games software for use on any computer platform, including electronic 
entertainment and games consoles; programs for computer games; computer games; video games (software); computer 
games provided through a global computer network or supplied by means of multi-media electronic broadcast or through 
telecommunications or electronic transmission or via the internet; computer games, leisure and recreational software, 
video games and computer software, all provided in the form of storage media; programs for operating electric and 
electronic apparatus for games, amusement and/or entertainment purposes; computer software for computer games on 
the internet; online games (software); computer software in the form of an app for mobile devices and computers; 
software for casino and amusement arcade games, for gaming machines, slot machines or video lottery gaming machines 
or games of chance via the internet;

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for christmas trees; 
gaming apparatus (including coin-operated apparatus); coin-operated arcade games (machines); games for amusement 
arcades (included in this class); coin-operated video gaming apparatus; video games apparatus adapted for use with 
external screens or monitors only; casino fittings, namely roulette tables, roulette wheels; coin-operated automatic 
gaming machines and gaming machines, in particular for gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; electronic or 
electrotechnical gaming apparatus, gaming machines, games machines and slot machines operated by coins, tokens, 
banknotes, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial use in 
casinos and amusement arcades, with or without a prize payout; automatic gaming machines and gaming machines, in 
particular for commercial use in casinos and gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; coin-operated gaming 
machines and/or electronic money-based gaming apparatus (machines), with or without prizes; housings adapted for 
gaming machines, gaming apparatus and automatic gaming machines, operated by means of coins, tokens, tickets or by 
means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial use in casinos and gaming 
arcades, with or without a prize payout; electronic games; video game apparatus, other than those adapted for use with 
an external display screen or monitor; video output game machines; drawing apparatus for prize games and lotteries, 
draws or raffles; housings of metal, plastic and/or wood for coin-operated automatic machines; apparatus for games 
(including video games), other than adapted for use with external screens or monitors only; electropneumatic and electric 
slot machines with pulling handles (gaming machines); gaming tables, in particular for table football, billiards, sliding 
games; quoits (playthings) and darts; electric, electronic or electromechanical gaming apparatus for bingo games, 
lotteries or video lottery games and for betting offices, networked or unnetworked; LCD games consoles; automatic 
gaming machines; including all the aforesaid automatic gaming machines, gaming machines and apparatus operating in 
networks; apparatus and devices for accepting and storing money, being fittings for the aforesaid automatic machines, 
included in this class.
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3676254    25/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1373946]
ZHEJIANG SAS VALVE INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
Zhongshan Village, Chumen, Yuhuan 317605 Zhejiang China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Valves of metal, other than parts of machines; nozzles of metal; elbows of metal for pipes; junctions of metal for 
pipes; drain traps [valves] of metal; water-pipe valves of metal.

Cl.11;Faucets; taps [cocks, spigots] for pipes; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; regulating and safety accessories 
for water apparatus, taps.
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Priority claimed from 14/03/2017; Application No. : 016466138 ;European Union 

3677085    25/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1374546]
IFA ROTORION - Holding GmbH
Industriestr. 6 39340 Haldensleben Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Drive shafts, axle drives, transmission shafts, transmission joints, constant velocity joints, universal joints, 
mechanical, hydrodynamic couplings, switchable or non-switchable, and elastic couplings, universal couplings, and parts 
for all the aforesaid goods, joint discs, flanges, intermediate bearings, universal joint spiders and joint components with 
flanges, all other than for land vehicles; machine lifting jacks; tools (hand-held-), other than hand-operated; tools [parts of 
machines]; parts for automobiles, motors and motor parts, cylinders, pistons [parts of machines or engines], piston rings, 
piston pins, gear wheels for machines, wheelwork, crank shafts, valves, valve guides, plungers, cams; carburettors and 
attachments therefor; machine coupling and transmission components, friction discs, clutch levers and throttle levers; 
bowden cables for gearboxes; motor housings and attachments therefor, transmission chains, transmission shafts, chain 
wheels (parts of motors), toothed wheels, grease rings (parts of machines and motors); springs (parts of machines and 
parts of engines); seals (parts of machines and parts of engines); ball-bearings and ball bearing parts, ball rings for 
bearings, ball bearing sleeves, ball bushings, ball bearing inserts, ball bearing shells; piston rods; exhausts and 
attachments therefor, band clamps, gripping clamps, muffler inserts, manifolds, manifold nuts; cocks and regulators for 
fuel feeds (parts for engines or parts for machines).

Cl.12;Parts for automobiles, tractors, motorcycles, motor scooters, mopeds, combustion engines (including for 
auxiliary motors for bicycles), motor vehicle trailers, automobile, tractor, motorcycle, motor scooter and moped 
accessories, namely mudguards, shock absorbers, transmission shafts, windscreen wipers, wind-deflector and anti-glare 
devices; car-top luggage carriers; stands for two-wheeled vehicles, air pumps (vehicle accessories); horns for vehicles; 
replacement parts amd components for two-wheeled vehicles, brake systems and components therefor, hand levers for 
brake actuation, brake shoes, brake blocks, brake levers, brake drums, brake disks, main brake cylinders, brake calipers, 
brake hoses, fastening elements for brake systems; hubs for vehicle wheels; valves and valve caps for vehicle tyres; 
axles for vehicles; torsion bars for vehicles; spokes for wheels; spoked wheels; wheel trims; spoke nipples; mudguards; 
vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water and rail, in particular automobiles, tractors, motorcycles, motorised scooters, 
mopeds, combustion engines, for land vehicles (including auxiliary motors for bicycles), motor vehicle trailers; motor 
vehicles and parts therefor, clutches and power transmission mechanisms for land vehicles, bodies for vehicles, 
suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; suspension struts and telescopic forks for motor vehicles and components 
therefor, namely absorbing elements, axle tubes, skid pipes, spring elements, outer and inner chrome sleeves, adjustment
levers, back-up ring casings, bearing shells, bearing elements, bearing bushings, bearing discs and guide elements; tyres 
and tubes of rubber for motor vehicles; vehicle bumpers; frames and underbodies for vehicles; trailer hitches for 
vehicles; handlebars for vehicles; kick stands and side stands for vehicles; fuel tanks and side coverings for vehicles; 
foot supports, foot rests, running boards and foot-operated gear levers for vehicles, saddles, bench seats and seat covers 
for vehicles, rearview mirrors; electric and mechanical steering, steering support, steering shafts, steering columns, 
steering adjusters, steering drives, power steering, superimposed steering.

Cl.21;Hub cleaning rings.
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Priority claimed from 14/06/2017; Application No. : 016860744 ;European Union 

3677112    23/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1374545]
Philosophy Brands
Blumenstraße 13 69115 Heidelberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Toiletries; essential oils and aromatic extracts; cleaning and fragrancing preparations; make-up removing 
preparations; hair preparations and treatments; cosmetics; massage oils; nail varnish; nail care preparations; oils for 
cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; sachets for perfuming linen; shaving preparations; cleansing milk for 
toilet purposes; make-up; make-up powder; beauty masks; soap; laundry preparations; sunscreen preparations; 
dentifrices; oils for toilet purposes; perfumery; body sprays; face creams for cosmetic use; face packs; antiperspirants 
[toiletries]; aromatic oils for the bath; bath creams (non-medicated -); bath concentrates (non-medicated -); bath lotions 
(non-medicated -); bath pearls (non-medicated -); bath powders (non-medicated -); bath salts, not for medical purposes; 
bath foams (non-medicated -); bath preparations, not for medical purposes; non-medicated bath oils; scented bathing 
salts; shower and bath foam; anti-perspirant deodorants; antiperspirants for personal use; deodorants for personal use 
[perfumery]; deodorants for body care; deodorants for the feet; feminine deodorant sprays; dandruff shampoos, not for 
medical purposes; combing oil; oil baths for hair care; hair balm; hair dyes; hair lotions; hair fixers; hair care 
preparations, not for medical purposes; non-medicated hair shampoos; oils for hair conditioning; hair wax; hair styling 
waxes; hair mousse; styling gels; preparations for setting hair; hair moisturising conditioners; detanglers; shampoo-
conditioners; cosmetic hair lotions; hair protection lotions; conditioning balsam; hair care lotions; shampoos; non-
medicated shampoos; anti-aging creams; creams (non-medicated -) for the eyes; bath salts; bath lotion; essential oils for 
the care of the skin; essential oils for use in air fresheners; skin cleansing cream [non-medicated]; fair complexion 
creams; non-medicated scalp treatment cream; make-up removing creams; non-medicated creams; moisturizers; skin 
moisturisers; emollients; moisturising creams, lotions and gels; skin moisturizer masks; non-medicated moisturisers; 
foot balms (non-medicated -); non-medicated foot cream; foot care preparations (non-medicated -); face cream (non-
medicated -); facial masks; face scrubs (non-medicated -); face-powder on paper; hand creams; hand lotions; hand lotion 
(non-medicated -); skin cleansers; skin cleansing lotion; skin cleansing cream; skin care creams, other than for medical 
use; non-medicated skin clarifying lotions; skin balms (non-medicated -); body powder (non-medicated -); body masks; 
creams (non-medicated -) for the body; lotions for face and body care; lip protectors (non-medicated -); lip cream; lip 
balms [non-medicated]; cosmetic oils for the epidermis; night creams [cosmetics]; body oil spray; lip protectors 
[cosmetic]; exfoliants for the cleansing of the skin; exfoliants for the care of the skin; exfoliants; exfoliant creams; 
cleansing foam; cleansing milks for skin care; cleansing lotions; cleansing gels; toilet powders; dusting powder; non-
medicated lip care preparations; day creams; facial concealer; make-up removing lotions; make-up removing milks; 
concealers; fair complexion cream; nail polish top coat; liners [cosmetics] for the eyes; eyebrows [false]; face paint; 
cheek colors; colour cosmetics for the eyes; make-up removing gels; make-up for the face; lipsticks; lip glosses; nail 
varnish remover [cosmetics]; cosmetic pencils; cuticle oil; cosmetics in the form of eye shadow; cosmetics in the form of 
rouge; cosmetics in the form of gels; moist paper hand towels impregnated with a cosmetic lotion; skin make-up; make-
up pencils; mousses [cosmetics]; bath and shower gels, not for medical purposes; cream soaps; creams (soap -) for use 
in washing; shower creams; shower gels; shower soap; body washes; body cream soap; soaps for body care; scented 
soaps; foams for use in the shower; shower and bath gel; pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; foot scrubs; moist wipes for 
cosmetic purposes; cleaning masks for the face; feminine hygiene cleansing towelettes; non-medicated body care 
preparations; beauty lotions; impregnated tissues for cleaning [non-medicated, for use on the person]; body cleansing 
foams; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; tissues impregnated with essential oils, for cosmetic 
use; cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; massage oils and lotions; non-medicated massage preparations; tissues 
impregnated with cosmetics; impregnated cleaning pads impregnated with toilet preparations; massage oils, not 
medicated; massage creams, not medicated; cotton balls for cosmetic purposes; aromatherapy creams; fragrances; body 
deodorants [perfumery]; body sprays [non-medicated]; perfumes; aromatics [essential oils]; aromatic essential oils; 
aromatherapy preparations; scented oils; ethereal oils; essential oils for aromatherapy use; non-medicated oils; 
aromatherapy oil.

Cl.21;Cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom articles; combs; brushes; sponges; powder puffs; toothbrushes; 
toothpicks; rags [cloth] for cleaning; floss for dental purposes; polishing cloths; lockable non-metal household 
containers for food; make-up brushes; brushes for household purposes; brush holders; toilet brushes; canister sets; 
household containers; containers for ice; beverage coolers [containers]; toilet paper dispensers; water closet brush 
holders; powder compacts; exfoliating pads; dusting cloths [rags]; lotion containers, empty, for household use; utensil 
jars; ice cube molds [moulds]; toilet cases; toilet utensils; cotton ball dispensers; scent sprays [atomizers]; hand-
operated vaporizers for household use; bathroom basins [receptacles]; brushes for cleaning; brushes for cleaning tanks 
and containers; hard brooms; feather-dusters; holders for flowers and plants [flower arranging]; storage jars; bakeware 
[not toys]; baking utensils; containers for household or kitchen use; jars for household use; abrasive instruments for 
kitchen [cleaning] purposes; electric make-up removing appliances; non-electric make-up removing appliances; body 
scrubbing puffs; cosmetic utensils; soap dispensers; dispensers for facial tissues; paper towel dispensers; dispensers 
for paper wipes [other than fixed]; dusting apparatus, non-electric; artificial sponges for household purposes; sponges 
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for household purposes; abrasive pads for kitchen or household use.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; rain boots; waterproof clothing; trousers; skirts; suits; bath robes; caps 
[headwear]; jackets [clothing]; neck scarves [mufflers]; sandals; slippers; underwear; vest tops; ladies' underwear; 
hooded tops; halter tops; Tee-shirts; printed T-shirts; short-sleeved t-shirts; long sleeve pullovers; short-sleeved or long-
sleeved t-shirts; bathing suits; bikinis; bathing trunks; stockings; woollen tights; pop socks; hats; ponchos; waistcoats; 
scarves; gloves [clothing]; waist belts; belts [clothing]; tights.
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3677163    30/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1374098]
FERRERO S.P.A.
Piazzale Pietro Ferrero, 1 I-12051 ALBA, CUNEO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas trees; swings; slides 
[playthings]; scooters [toys]; playing cards; pinatas; swimming pools [play articles].

Cl.30;Pastries; confectionery; cookies; wafers; cocoa; cocoa-based products; chocolate; chocolate products; ice 
cream.
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3679391    28/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375726]
MOTOHOUSE CO.,LTD
14-30, Sumiyoshicho 5-chome, Anjyo-shi Aichi-ken 446-0072 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Radiator core guards for motors or engines; ignition coils [engine parts]; motor or engine mufflers; motor or engine
radiators; motor or engine silencers.

Cl.12;Motorcycle brake cylinders; motorcycle brake levers; motorcycle brake calipers; motorcycle brake caliper 
brackets; motorcycle brake pads; motorcycle brake or clutch hoses; motorcycle clutch cylinders; motorcycle clutch 
levers; motorcycle clutch release hardware; motorcycle clutch plates; motorcycle suspension springs; motorcycle 
suspension initial adjustors; motorcycle low-down link plate kits; motorcycle swing arms; axle shafts for land vehicles; 
sprockets for land vehicles; chains for land vehicles; motorcycle handlebar end sliders; motorcycle license plate 
retainers; motorcycle turn signal retainers; motorcycle turn signals; motorcycle engine covers; engine hanger kits; 
motorcycle covers; motorcycle side view mirrors; motorcycle rear view mirrors; motorcycle shifter linkage rods; 
motorcycle cylinder caps; motorcycle cowls; motorcycle back steps (rear footrest); motorcycle engine oil caps; 
motorcycle suspensions; motorcycle frame sliders; motorcycle handlebars; motorcycle wheels; motorcycle stands.
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Priority claimed from 14/02/2017; Application No. : 87335346 ;United States of America 

3679576    14/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375262]
AFFINITY EXPRESS, INC.
Suite 150, 2250 Point Blvd Elgin IL 60123 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing, and promoting the goods and services of others via digital and physical marketing 
services and graphic design services including providing website solutions and website templates, presentation 
templates, social media presence, email marketing, search engine marketing, search engine optimization, ratings and 
review management, marketing analytics, print ads, digital ads and video ads, vector artwork, logo creation, ad 
operations, ad trafficking, sales support, ad analytics, marketing collateral, business collateral documents, promotional 
items, pre-press services, image editing, pagination services; advertising copywriting.

Cl.42;Graphic design services for website pages and logos; providing on-line non-downloadable software that enables 
users to perform workflow management for advertising and marketing campaigns, via a website.
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Priority claimed from 07/11/2016; Application No. : 87227960 ;United States of America 

3679592    07/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375277]
PerkinElmer Health Sciences, Inc.
940 Winter Street Waltham MA 02451 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software systems for providing secure remote access to computer and communication 
networks; computer hardware, namely, firewalls; computer software for the creation of firewalls; downloadable cloud-
based software for storing and managing electronic data; electric installations for the remote control of industrial 
operations.

Cl.42;Maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; technical 
support services, namely, remote and on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, administration and 
management of public and private cloud computing it and application systems; updating of computer software relating to 
computer security and prevention of computer risks; computer security services in the nature of providing an Internet 
trust center, namely, computer security assurance and administration of digital keys and digital certificates; consulting 
services in the field of maintaining the security and integrity of databases.

Cl.45;Analyzing data in computer databases for criminal activity; monitoring of computer systems for security 
purposes.
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Priority claimed from 08/03/2017; Application No. : 304069602 ;Hong Kong 

3680354    31/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375781]
SINCLAIR PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
Office Village, Chester Business Park Chester CH4 9QZ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics, namely, anti-aging cosmetic products and preparations, anti-wrinkle cosmetic products and 
preparations; anti-wrinkle cosmetic preparations, in the form of injectable preparations, for the face, for topical, 
intradermal and subcutaneous application; cosmetic preparations, in the form of injectable preparations, for skin 
regeneration; injectable cosmetic preparations; injectable cosmetic preparations for smoothing wrinkles and to provide 
volumisation of the injected area; injectable cosmetic preparations made from hyaluronic acid.

Cl.5;Injectable preparations for medical and pharmaceutical purposes; injectable preparations for medical and 
pharmaceutical purposes for smoothing wrinkles and to provide volumisation of the injected area; injectable dermal 
fillers; filled syringes for medical purposes; pre-filled syringes for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2016; Application No. : 2016-053603 ;Japan 

3680405    18/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1375407]
SONY CORPORATION
1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; two-legged humanoid robots for use in research, engineering, 
assistance or entertainment; monitoring robots for household and professional purposes (excluding those for industrial, 
medical or gaming purposes); exhibition guide robots with artificial intelligence; humanoid robot; telecommunications 
devices, apparatus and instruments; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; artificial intelligence computer 
software; dance performance robots for events.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments.

Cl.11;Electric lamps and other lighting apparatus; household electrothermic appliances (other than for beauty or 
sanitary purposes); household electrothermic appliances for beauty or sanitary purposes.

Cl.28;Toy robots; home video game machines; portable video game apparatus with liquid crystal display.
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Priority claimed from 18/01/2017; Application No. : 181483 ;Morocco 

3680449    17/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375074]
INSTITUT MAROCAIN DE NORMALISATION IMANOR
Angle Av Kamal Zebdi et rue Dadi Sec 21 Hay Ryad Rabat Morocco

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Lubricants.

Cl.7;Parts of motors and engines; parts of transmission components; filters for motors and engines of land vehicles.

Cl.9;Radio receivers and audio devices for land vehicles; displaying devices for land vehicles; electric and electronic 
components for land vehicles; electric cables and wires for land vehicles; fuses for land vehicles; batteries for land 
vehicles; antennas for land vehicles; devices for safety, security, protection and signaling.

Cl.11;Interior and exterior lighting devices for land vehicles.

Cl.12;Land vehicles and means of transport; parts and component parts of land vehicles; wheels, tires for land 
vehicles; devices and equipment for security, safety and anti-theft devices for land vehicles; transmission components 
for land vehicles; windows for land vehicles; rearview mirrors for land vehicles; windshields for land vehicles; windshield 
wipers for land vehicles; bodies for land vehicles; shock absorbers for land vehicles; brakes for land vehicles.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard for packaging of spare parts for land vehicles; sheets, films and bags of plastic for wrapping
and packaging spare parts for land vehicles; stationery and printed matter.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management, commercial administration; office functions.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair services for land vehicles.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; distribution of spare parts for land vehicles.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; information technology services; analysis and research services; quality 
control, authentication and testing; design of spare parts for land vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2016; Application No. : UK00003196534 ;United Kingdom 

3680454    09/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375460]
Johnson Matthey Public Limited Company
5th Floor, 25 Farringdon Street London EC4A 4AB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry and science; catalysts for use in industry and science, catalysts for the control of 
emissions from internal combustion engines and industrial processes, catalysts for use in petrochemical processes; 
radioactive materials for use in industrial processes; chemical compounds for use as tracers for diagnostic and 
identification purposes; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs.

Cl.2;Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; active pharmaceutical ingredients for therapy use.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; pipes and tubes of common 
metal.

Cl.7;Exhaust gas treatment systems for vehicles and parts thereof.

Cl.9;Scientific and measuring apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing 
energy, electrical batteries, lithium batteries and battery components, fuel cells and fuel cell components, piezoelectric 
switches and components.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery; goods in this class made wholly or principally from precious metals 
or their alloys, goods in this class coated with precious metals or their alloys, coins, medals and medallions.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; metal refining and recycling services, precious metal refining; regeneration and recycling 
of spent catalysts; advice and provision of technical information relating to the purification of gases, liquids, natural gas, 
industrial oils, petrochemicals and catalysts.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; measurement services for monitoring and characterising fluid flow; advice services relating to safety evaluation 
of products, namely, radiation and radiological safety; technological consultancy services relating to radiological 
protection; engineering services being process diagnostics services; environmental monitoring in the nature of pipeline 
monitoring and tracking services, chemical research services; petrochemical research services.

Cl.45;Licensing of technology; radiation safety consulting.
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Priority claimed from 13/09/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 026 350 ;Germany 

3680757    07/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375439]
Leybold GmbH
Bonner Strasse 498 50968 Köln Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Operating fluids, namely mineral oils, silicone oils; lubricants.

Cl.6;Metals and metal alloys; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway 
tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; metal hardware and small items of metal hardware; springs [metal 
hardware]; flanges of metal [collars]; cramps of metal; copper rings; sleeves [metal hardware]; pipe muffs of metal; 
collars of metal for fastening pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; screws of metal; nuts of metal; shims; valves of metal, 
other than parts of machines; metal tubes, branching pipes of metal, jets of metal, penstock pipes of metal, elbows of 
metal for pipes, pipework of metal; containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air, closures of metal for containers, 
bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas or liquid air, safes; ores.

Cl.7;Vacuum pumps including gas transfer vacuum pumps, displacement vacuum pumps, oscillation displacement 
vacuum pumps, membrane vacuum pumps, piston vacuum pumps, rotary displacement vacuum pumps, rotary vane 
vacuum pumps, rotary piston vacuum pumps, kinetic vacuum pumps; mechanical kinetic vacuum pumps, turbo vacuum 
pumps, molecular vacuum pumps, turbomolecular vacuum pumps; propellant vacuum pumps, diffusion vacuum pumps; 
gas-binding vacuum pumps, adsorption vacuum pumps, Getter vacuum pumps, cryo vacuum pumps, rotary vacuum 
pumps, condensation propellant vacuum pumps, sorption vacuum pumps; condensers as parts of machines; vacuum 
pump stations comprising several vacuum pumps of said type; valves, connection components (parts of machines), 
separators, filters, condensers, vacuum shut-off valves, said goods as parts of machines; compressors; electric 
compressors; motors for compressors; vacuum devices (electric) and/or vacuum machines for operation under rough, 
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fine, high or ultra-high vacuum conditions; welding devices and apparatus; machines for the filling of materials under 
vacuum conditions; machines for the impregnating of materials under vacuum conditions; machines for the mixing of 
materials under vacuum conditions; machines for the pressing of materials under vacuum conditions; machines for the 
forging of materials under vacuum conditions; machines for the casting of materials under vacuum conditions; machines 
for the spraying of materials under vacuum conditions; machines for the coating of materials under vacuum conditions; 
gas compressors; electrical devices and machines for the production and treatment of metal powders; electrical devices 
and machines for cryogenic engineering (parts of vacuum pumps); rings of metal as machine parts and sealings; devices 
with vacuum chambers for etching and coating under vacuum conditions; apparatus for treatment of metals in vacuum; 
apparatus for the production and treatment of metal powders.

Cl.9;Devices for measuring, regulating, controlling and checking, vacuum measuring devices; nuclear-physics and 
nuclear-technological devices and apparatus for laboratory use; devices with vacuum chambers for experimenting.

Cl.11;Refrigerating machines, cryocoolers; devices for drying, freeze-drying, distilling, vaporizing or coating of 
materials under vacuum conditions; devices for the heat treatment of metals under vacuum conditions; sintering furnaces 
for the treatment of materials under vacuum conditions; electric furnaces for treatment of materials under vacuum 
conditions; furnaces for melting materials under vacuum conditions; hot-air apparatus for treatment of metals under 
vacuum conditions; furnaces for melting, cleaning, refining and reprocessing of metals; vacuum furnaces, light-arc 
furnaces, induction furnaces, electron beam furnaces and electroslag remelting furnaces; gas purifying and gas recovery 
apparatus; distillation columns (gas-to-liquid) for physical separation of fractions; apparatus for pulling single crystals or 
for zone pulling (as far as included in this class); apparatus for the production of monoglycerides (as far as included in 
this class); gas-operated apparatus (for cooling) for cryogenic engineering.

Cl.16;Printed matter; books; books related to vacuum pumps and vacuum technology; brochures; brochures related to 
vacuum pumps and vacuum technology; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus) related to vacuum 
technology, physical and technical basics of vacuum technology as well as leak detection, measuring technology, 
maintenance and repair work on vacuum pumps, vacuum measuring devices and leak detectors.

Cl.17;Unprocessed and semi-processed guttapercha, rubber, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; 
plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; sealing, packaging and insulating materials for vacuum pumps and 
compressors; sealings for vacuum pumps and compressors, caulking materials, sealing rings; rubber rings; tubes [not of 
metal].

Cl.37;Repair, maintenance and refurbishing (repair) of machines and devices related to vacuum technology, repair and 
maintenance of compressors.

Cl.40;Rental of apparatus for treatment of metals in vacuum.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops in the field of vacuum technology, physical-technical 
basics of vacuum technology and measurement technology, repair and maintenance work on vacuum pumps, vacuum 
measurement devices and leak detectors; arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops related to the physical-
technical basics of vacuum technology and leak detection; arranging and conducting of product training in the field of 
vacuum technology, particularly relating to vacuum pumps, pump stations, vacuum measuring devices and leak 
detectors; arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops in the field of measurement technology; arranging and 
conducting of seminars and workshops related to repair and maintenance work on vacuum pumps, pump stations, 
vacuum measuring devices and leak detectors; writing of instruction and teaching material in the field of vacuum 
technology, physical-technical basics of vacuum technology and measurement technology, maintenance and repair work 
on vacuum pumps, vacuum measuring devices and leak detectors; providing online publications [not downloadable] 
related to teaching material and seminar materials in the field of vacuum technology, leak detection technology and 
physical-technical basics of vacuum and leak detection technology and in the fields of maintenance and repair work on 
vacuum pumps, vacuum measuring devices and leak detectors.

Cl.42;Programming of software for an internet platform for conducting training in the field of vacuum technology, 
physical-technical basics of vacuum technology and measurement technology, maintenance and repair work on vacuum 
pumps, vacuum measuring devices and leak detectors; calibration of devices of vacuum technology; technical 
counselling in the field of vacuum technology; cloud computing; providing temporary use of electronic teaching material 
and educational software in the fields of vacuum technology, leak detection technology and physical-technical basics of 
vacuum technology and leak detection technology and in the fields of maintenance and repair work on vacuum pumps, 
vacuum measuring devices and leak detectors.
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3680899    22/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1374934]
ALTESSE
Valamas F-07310 SAINT-MARTIN-DE-VALAMAS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumes.

Cl.9;Spectacles (optics); spectacle cases; storage bags and cases for mobile telephones; telephone holders.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; works of art of precious metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal;
jewelry; jewelry; fashion jewelry; medals; precious stones; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; timepieces and chronometric 
instruments; cases or presentation cases for timepieces; cases; bracelets; chains; springs or glasses for watches.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; purses (coin purses); card cases (notecases); diary holders; briefcases; purses;
briefcases; document bags and briefcases; music cases; satchels; clutch bags (leather goods); handbags; backpacks; 
wheeled shopping bags; traveling bags; beach bags; school bags; shopping bags; key cases; vanity cases; traveling 
sets; traveling trunks; trunks [luggage]; suitcases and small cases; wallets.

Cl.35;The bringing together (excluding the transport thereof) for the benefit of others, of perfumes, spectacles (optics), 
cases and covers for storing mobile telephones, mobile phone holders, enabling consumers to view and purchase those 
goods conveniently; the bringing together (excluding the transport thereof) for the benefit of others, of goods of precious 
metal and alloys thereof, namely, works of art of precious metal, jewelry cases, boxes of precious metal, jewelry, jewels, 
costume jewelry, medals, precious stones, key rings (fobs), timepieces and chronometric instruments, cases or 
presentation boxes for timepieces, boxes, bracelets, chains, springs or watch crystals, enabling consumers to view and 
purchase those goods conveniently; the bringing together (excluding the transport thereof) for the benefit of others, of 
leather and imitation leather goods, namely, pocket wallets, coin purses, card cases (notecases), diary holders, 
briefcases, purses, satchels, document bags and briefcases, music cases, school bags, pouches (leatherware), 
handbags, backpacks, bags with wheels, traveling bags, beach bags, school satchels, shopping bags, key cases, 
enabling consumers to view and purchase those goods conveniently; the bringing together (excluding the transport 
thereof) for the benefit of others, of vanity cases, traveling sets, traveling trunks, trunks, valises and suitcases, enabling 
consumers to view and purchase those goods conveniently; presentation of the aforesaid goods on all media and any 
means of communication for the retail sale thereof.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2017; Application No. : 016279564 ;European Union 

3686619    19/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1376193]
Straumann Holding AG
Peter Merian-Weg 12 CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, in particular CAD/CAM programs for dental purposes, measuring programs for 3D 
measurements for dental purposes, programs for reconstructing 3D data from 2D photos for dental purposes, programs 
for creating and managing X-ray images, programs for controlling dental apparatuses.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental apparatus and instruments; dental implants; prostheses for use in dentistry; 
components and accessories for the above-mentioned products, included in this class; dental crowns and bridges and 
parts thereof.

Cl.16;Printed matter, in particular magazines, newsletters, brochures, instruction manuals and handbooks, catalogues, 
advertising material.

Cl.35;The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of services relating to dentistry enabling consumers 
to conveniently compare and purchase those services; wholesale and retail services, including via the internet, relating to 
pharmaceutical preparations, materials for use in dentistry, in particular materials for the manufacture of dental 
impressions, models, crowns and bridges, inlays, prostheses, artificial teeth, alloys of materials made from precious and 
non-precious metals for dentistry and dental technology, dental ceramics, finished elements for crowns and bridges, 
computer software, in particular CAD/CAM programs for dental purposes, measuring programs for 3D measurements for 
dental purposes, programs for reconstructing 3D data from 2D photos for dental purposes, programs for creating and 
managing X-ray images, programs for controlling dental apparatuses, surgical, medical, dental apparatus and 
instruments, dental implants, prostheses for use in dentistry, components and accessories for the above-mentioned 
products, included in this class.

Cl.44;Medical advice and assistance in the field of dentistry, pediatric dentistry, periodontology, prosthodontics, 
periodontics, restorative and reconstructive dentistry.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins; unprocessed 
plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for 
preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry; adhesives for wallpaper; additives, (chemical), to 
fungicides; additives, (chemical), to insecticides; adhesives for wall tiles; agglutinants for concrete; agricultural 
chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; alginates for industrial purposes; ammonia; 
antifreeze; antistatic preparations, other than for household purposes; antitarnishing chemicals for windows; auxiliary 
fluids for use with abrasives; balm of gurjun for making varnish; bases [chemical preparations]; bleaching preparations 
[decolorants] for industrial purposes; brazing fluxes; brazing preparations; brickwork preservatives, except paints and 
oils; cement for mending broken articles; cement preservatives, except paints and oils; cement-waterproofing chemicals, 
except paints; ceramic glazings; chemical additives for oils; chemical condensation preparations; chemical intensifiers 
for rubber; chemical preparations for facilitating the alloying of metals; anti-sprouting preparations for vegetables; 
birdlime; carbolineum for the protection of plants; chemical preparations to prevent mildew; chemicals, except pigments, 
for the manufacture of enamel; chemicals for the manufacture of paints; chemicals for the manufacture of pigments; 
chimney cleaners, chemical; colour-brightening chemicals for industrial purposes; concrete-aeration chemicals; concrete 
preservatives, except paints and oils; condensation-preventing chemicals; corrosive preparations; damp-proofing 
chemicals, except paints, for masonry; degreasing preparations for use in manufacturing processes; degumming 
preparations; dehydrating preparations for industrial purposes; detergents for use in manufacturing processes; 
emulsifiers; enamel-staining chemicals; filtering materials [chemical preparations]; filtering materials [unprocessed 
plastics] for use in forestry, except fungicides, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; fertilizers; fertilizing 
preparations; fireproofing preparations; glass-frosting chemicals; glass staining chemicals; glaziers" putty; glue for 
industrial purposes; flower preservatives; flowers of sulfur for chemical purposes; grafting mastic for trees; grafting wax 
for trees; gums [adhesives], other than for stationery or household purposes; leather-dressing chemicals; leather glues; 
leather-renovating chemicals; leather-waterproofing chemicals; limestone hardening substances; masonry preservatives, 
except paints and oils; mastic for leather; metal hardening preparations; metal tempering preparations; mold-release 
preparations; mordants for metals; must-fining preparations; oil-bleaching chemicals; oil cement [putty]; oil dispersants; 
oil-purifying chemicals; oil-separating chemicals; polish removing substances; preparations for preventing the tarnishing 
of glass; preparations for the separation of greases; preservatives for tiles, except paints and oils; rubber preservatives; 
salts for colouring metal; scale removing preparations, other than for household purposes; silicones; soldering fluxes; 
solvents for varnishes; spirits of salt; spirits of vinegar [dilute acetic acid]; stain-preventing chemicals for use on fabrics; 
synthetic materials for absorbing oil; synthetic resins, unprocessed; tan-wood; wallpaper removing preparations; water-
purifying chemicals; water-softening preparations; wax-bleaching horticultural chemicals, except fungicides, herbicides, 
insecticides and parasiticides; peat [fertiliser]; peat pots for horticulture; plant growth regulating preparations; potting 
soil; preparations of trace elements for plants; seed preserving substances; seaweeds [fertilizers]; soil conditioning 
preparations; substrates for soil-free growing [agriculture]; tan-wood; tree cavity fillers [forestry]; fertilizers (natural and 
artificial); potting composts; manures; peats (fertilizers); soil enhancers; topsoil; water purification or softening 
preparations; chemicals; welding chemicals for use in agriculture, horticulture and sylviculture; leather-dressing 
chemicals; leather glues; leather-renovating chemicals; leather-waterproofing chemicals; limestone hardening 
substances; masonry preservatives, except paints and oils; mastic for leather; metal hardening preparations; metal 
tempering preparations; mold-release preparations; mordants for metals; must-fining preparations; oil-bleaching 
chemicals; oil cement [putty]; oil dispersants; oil-purifying chemicals; oil-separating chemicals; polish removing 
substances; preparations for preventing the tarnishing of glass; preparations for the separation of greases; preservatives 
for tiles, except paints and oils; rubber preservatives; salts for colouring metal; scale removing preparations, other than 
for household purposes; silicones; soldering fluxes; solvents for varnishes; spirits of salt; spirits of vinegar [dilute acetic 
acid]; stain-preventing chemicals for use on fabrics; synthetic materials for absorbing oil; synthetic resins, unprocessed; 
tan-wood; wallpaper removing preparations; water-purifying chemicals; water-softening preparations; wax-bleaching 
chemicals; welding chemicals; chemical preparations for swimming pool water treatment; grafting wax for trees; chemical 
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substances for absorption of water indoor and outdoor moisture for walls, loam, peat, composts, soils and ingredients 
thereof; chemicals for the purification of water used in swimming pools; chemical preparations for the treatment and 
preserving of cement, concrete, brickwork and of the like materials; chemicals for use in the cleaning of drains; damp 
resisting preparations for walls; solvent preparations for oil, varnishes and polishes; finings; fuel additives; waterproofing
compounds, loam, peat, composts, soils and ingredients thereof; water purifying chemicals for treating swimming pool 
water; chemicals for use in brewing and fermenting; artificial and synthetic resins; preservatives for rubber; wood glues; 
adhesive fillers for filling surface blemishes; expanding foam agents; de-icers; wallpaper paste; water repellents; 
polymers and retardants for use in plasters; adhesives for plasters; manures; chemicals for use in brewing and 
fermenting; artificial and synthetic resins; preservatives for rubber; chemicals for use in gardening; chemicals for use in 
the care of house plants; soil conditioning chemicals; chemicals for soil analysis; fertilizers; horticultural growing media; 
compost; soil improver; topsoil; soil; soil substitutes; plant food; mulch for soil enrichment; bark products for soil 
enrichment; water absorbing compounds; water retaining compounds; wallpaper removing preparations.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; paints and lacquers for artists 
and decorators; dyes, dyestuffs, coatings (paints), fireproof paints, bactericidal paints, vitrification preparations, surface 
coatings, base coatings for walls, dye thinners; colouring paint thinners, lacquer thinners, dye thinners; pigments; wood 
stains; preservatives for metals; colouring pigments; thinning preparations for paints and for coatings; enamels; metal 
paints; finishing paint; varnishes for wood; dyes for wood; colouring materials; primers; primer thinners; undercoating for
surfaces to be painted; aluminium paints; aluminium powder for painting; anti-corrosive preparations; anti-rust greases; 
anti-rust oils; anti-rust preparations for preservation; anti-tarnishing preparations for metals; binding preparations for 
paints; bitumen varnish; bronze powder for painting; bronzing lacquers; carbonyl [wood preservative]; ceramic paints; 
coatings for roofing felt [paints]; coatings [paints]; cobalt oxide [colorant]; colorants; creosote for wood preservation; 
dyes; enamels for painting; enamels [varnishes]; fireproof paints; fixatives [varnishes]; glazes [paints, lacquers]; 
mordants for leather; oils for the preservation of wood; pigments; primers; protective preparations for metals; 
repositionable paint patches; siccatives [drying agents] for paints; silver emulsions [pigments]; sumac for varnishes; 
thickeners for paints; thinners for lacquers; thinners for paints; turpentine [thinner for paints]; wood coatings [paints]; 
wood mordants; wood preservatives.

Cl.3;Emery cloths; oil of turpentine; paint-stripping preparations; laundry preparations; sandpaper; paint strippers; non-
medicated preparations in cream form for forming a barrier against dirt on the body; hand cleaner; essential oils; 
preparations for grinding and sharpening; preservatives for leather; sand paper; glass and emery paper.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; lamp wicks, waxes for industrial use, waxes for lighting, waxes for 
belts, wood briquettes for barbecue use, wood charcoal (fuel), peat briquettes (fuel), wood charcoal (fuel); candles for 
night lights; wicks; firelighters; firewood; preservatives for leather (oils and greases).

Cl.5;Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; weedkillers, anti-moss agents, bactericides, 
insecticides, rodenticides, raticides, algicides, disinfectants for hygienic use, parasiticides; wall treatment agents namely 
fungicide, insecticide treatments; disinfectants; pesticides; preparations for destroying the reproductive systems of 
vermin and of insects; fumigating preparations for destroying harmful organisms in the soil; pharmaceutical preparations 
for the relief of insect stings and of insect bites; mildewcides; first aid kits; plasters; herbicides for use in gardening; 
herbicides for use in the care of house plants.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and
wires of common metal; ironmongery; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; aluminium; aluminium wire; arbours [structures of 
metal]; balls of steel; baskets of metal; bathtub grab bars of metal; binding screws of metal for cables; bindings of metal; 
bolts, flat; bolts of metal; boxes of common metal; box fasteners of metal; braces of metal for handling loads; brackets of 
metal for building; branching pipes of metal; brazing alloys; buckles of common metal [hardware]; building or furniture 
fittings of nickel-silver; building panels of metal; bungs of metal; cable joints of metal, non-electric; casement windows of 
metal; cashboxes of metal; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; ceilings of metal; chains of metal; chests of metal; 
chimney shafts of metal; chimneys of metal; clips of metal for cables and pipes; clothes hooks of metal; collars of metal 
for fastening pipes; common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; containers of metal [storage, transport]; copper rings; 
copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; copper wire, not insulated; cornices of metal; couplings of metal for chains; door 
bells of metal, non-electric; door bolts of metal; door closers, non-electric; door fittings of metal; door frames of metal; 
door handles of metal; door knockers of metal; door openers, non-electric; door panels of metal; doors of metal; door 
stops of metal; drain pipes of metal; drain traps [valves] of metal; ducts of metal, for central heating installations; ducts of 
metal for ventilating and air conditioning installations; elbows of metal for pipes; eye bolts; fences of metal; ferrules of 
metal; ferrules of metal for handles; figurines [statuettes] of common metal; filings of metal; firedogs [andirons]; fittings 
of metal for beds; fittings of metal for building; fittings of metal for furniture; fittings of metal for windows; flanges of 
metal [collars]; flashing of metal, for building; floors of metal; floor tiles of metal; foils of metal for wrapping and 
packaging; frames of metal for building; framework of metal for building; furnace fireguards of metal; furniture casters of 
metal; gates of metal; grease nipples; greenhouse frames of metal; greenhouses of metal, transportable; grilles of metal; 
gutter pipes of metal; hardware of metal, small; hinges of metal; hooks for slate [metal hardware]; hooks [metal 
hardware]; hooks of metal for clothes rails; hoppers of metal, non-mechanical; house numbers of metal, non-luminous; 
ironwork for doors; ironwork for windows; junctions of metal for pipes; keys; knobs of metal; ladders of metal; latch bars 
of metal; latches of metal; laths of metal; lead seals; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; letter boxes of metal; letters and 
numerals of common metal, except type; linings of metal [building]; lintels of metal; lock bolts; locks of metal for bags; 
locks of metal for vehicles; locks of metal, other than electric; metal clips; metals in powder form; moldings of metal for 
cornices; monuments of metal; nails; nozzles of metal; nuts of metal; outdoor blinds of metal; packaging containers of 
metal; padlocks; partitions of metal; paving blocks of metal; paving slabs of metal; pegs of metal; pins [hardware]; pipes 
of metal; pipework of metal; platforms, prefabricated, of metal; poles of metal; porches of metal [building]; posts of metal; 
pot hooks of metal; prefabricated houses [kits] of metal; props of metal; pulleys of metal, other than for machines; reels 
of metal, nonmechanical, for flexible hoses; refractory construction materials of metal; registration plates of metal; 
reinforcing materials of metal for building; reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; reinforcing materials of metal for 
machine belts; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; rings of common metal for keys; rings of metal; rivets of metal; 
rods of metal for brazing; rods of metal for brazing and welding; rods of metal for welding; roof coverings of metal; roof 
flashing of metal; roof gutters of metal; roofing of metal; roofing of metal, incorporating solar cells; roofing tiles of metal; 
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ropes of metal; rope thimbles of metal; runners of metal for sliding doors; safes [strong boxes]; safety cashboxes; safety 
chains of metal; scaffolding of metal; screws of metal; screw tops of metal for bottles; sealing caps of metal; sheet piles 
of metal; sheets and plates of metal; shims; shuttering of metal for concrete; shutters of metal; sills of metal; silos of 
metal; silver-plated tin alloys; slabs of metal for building; sleeves [metal hardware]; slings of metal for handling loads; 
soldering wire of metal; spring locks; springs [metal hardware]; spurs; staircases of metal; stair treads [steps] of metal; 
statues of common metal; steel alloys; steel buildings; steel pipes; steel sheets; steel strip; steel, unwrought or semi-
wrought; steel wire; steps [ladders] of metal; step stools of metal; stops of metal; strap-hinges of metal; straps of metal 
for handling loads; street gutters of metal; stringers [parts of staircases] of metal; swimming pools [metal structures]; 
tacks [nails]; tanks of metal; taps for casks of metal; tile floorings of metal; tiles of metal for building; tin; tin cans; tinfoil; 
tinplate; tinplate packings; tool boxes of metal, empty; tool chests of metal, empty; towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; trays 
of metal; tree protectors of metal; trellis of metal; troughs of metal for mixing mortar; tubbing of metal; tungsten; tungsten 
iron; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; vanadium; vats of metal; wall claddings of metal [building]; wall 
linings of metal [building]; wall plugs of metal; wall tiles of metal; washers of metal; water-pipes of metal; water-pipe 
valves of metal; window casement bolts; window closers, non-electric; window fasteners of metal; window frames of 
metal; window openers, non-electric; window pulleys; windows of metal; window stops of metal; wire of common metal; 
wire of common metal alloys, except fuse wire; wire rope; small items of metal hardware namely nails, screws, bolts, nuts 
and rivets; statues or statuettes of common metal; laminated and cast building materials; construction elements of metal; 
boxes and containers; greenhouse frames; greenhouses; silos; traps for wild animals made of metal; hooks; trellises and 
latticework; metal pipe connectors; valves (other than parts of machines); reels of metal, non-mechanical for flexible 
hoses; vats; weathervanes; floors; fences; gratings; construction panels; pergolas, garage doors, barriers, gutters, bed 
mouldings; gates; garage doors; barriers; swimming pools; pickets; door handles; doors; padlocks; locks; ladders; 
stepladders; steps; letter boxes; roll shutters of metal, metal window shutters, interior metal shutters; windows; gutters; 
drains; frameworks; cornices; bed mouldings; corner pieces; keys; wainscoting; roof tiles; drain grills; scaffolding; stairs;
metal reinforcement materials for building, metal piping, metal building panels for dividing, metal building materials; 
hinge-pins; hinges; assembly brackets; corner brackets; all purpose metal straps; metal chains; metal hardware, namely, 
pulleys; knobs (handles); piping of copper, zinc, steel for water supply, draining, producing hot water, water treatment 
and gas supply; floor tiles; metal tiles; scaffolding; staircases; iron frameworks; rolled and cast construction materials; 
bump keys of metal for locksmithing; elements for building; metal tool boxes; building panels; posts; pegs; iron fittings; 
angle irons; fittings for windows; latches; all the aforesaid goods being of metal or predominantly of metal; vehicle 
number plates; swimming pools (structures); building structures for agricultural or horticultural use; metal strips; steel 
sheets; shaped metal sections; cash boxes; welding and soldering metals; key blanks; door gratings; bells, articles of 
hardware, copper tubes, hose fittings, door gratings, all of common metals; bells; roller blinds of steel; blinds of metal; 
waterpipe valves; conservatory frames of metal; transportable conservatories of metal; hose fittings; steel wire; security 
boxes; screws of metal, screw rings; screw caps; tool clips; hose clips; shackles; casters of metal; door stops; 
prefabricated greenhouses (metallic); roofing; metal clamps; floor edging; grab rails; weather bars; weather-strippings; 
metal expansion joints for piping and ducting; non-luminous and non-mechanical metal display signs; gas supply ducts 
and pipes of metal for central heating installations; metal fasteners namely screw eyes, cup hooks, nuts, bolts, rivets, 
threaded rods, staples and anchors, washers, metal cable clips and ties; metal pipe clips" locks; metal assembly blocks 
for the assembly of furniture; metal joints; metal safety hasps for commercial and industrial use; metal d-rings; screw 
rings; tacks; picture wire; metal hardware namely threaded fasteners, unthreaded fasteners; reinforcement and support 
hardware namely metal shelf brackets; metal corner braces; metal mending plates; metal tee plates; metal plates, 
brackets and angle braces for building construction; metal building fixtures and fittings; non-electric cable connectors of 
metal; boxes for storage; metal storage units; roofing (metallic-); strips of common metals; sheets of metal; sheets of 
aluminium; sheets of steel; copper tubes [other than parts of machines]; articles of metal hardware; threaded rods of 
metal; staples of metal; anchors of metal; welding rods; small items of metal hardware for use in plumbing; couplings of 
metal; pipe couplings of metal; waste to trap connectors of metal; brackets of metal for building, sealing caps of metal; 
drains of metal; traps of metal; drain pans of metal; building bricks of metal; jointing articles of metal [non-electric]; metal 
reinforcement materials for building; corner elbows of metal; non-electric metal junction boxes for trunking; gates of 
metal; gate latches of metal; gate eye bolts of metal; gate hooks of metal; metal balustrades; fence posts of metal; 
assembly fittings for interconnecting fence sections; fence panels of metal; hose fittings of metal; hose clamps of metal; 
interlocking metal cross-braces; clamps of metal for attaching awnings; stackable containers for the storage of materials, 
storage apparatus; trellises of metal; key cabinets [not furniture] of metal; frames of metal, namely for conservatories and 
prefabricated greenhouses; metal pipe fittings; metal pipe clips; handles and locks for doors; handles and locks for 
windows; handles and locks for furniture; metal locks [non electric]; welding wire; solder wire; metal fencing; fencing 
materials of metal; metal fittings for doors; metal fittings for hangings; articles for use as plumbing fittings; drainage 
pipes and branching pipes of metal; non-electric metal door bells; fireplace grates; blinds of metal; jointing articles of 
metal [non-electric]; hasps of metal; metal knobs; tacks of metal; corner elbows of metal; towel dispensers of metal; metal
garage doors; building panels of metal for kitchens; metal framed greenhouses; cloches (metal framed) for gardening 
use; metal brackets for hanging baskets; garden wire; barbed wire; compost bins of metal; water butts of metal; lawn 
edging (metallic); connectors of metal for hoses; wire mesh; letter boxes of metal; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
goods; metal clips; speed bumps of metal; plugs of metal for baths; plugs of metal for showers; plugs of metal for sinks; 
wheeled containers for the transport of goods; screw rings; foot-scrapers.

Cl.7;Machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components 
(except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; construction and civil engineering 
machines; metal-working machines; farming machines; large agricultural implements other than hand-operated; motor 
hoes; lawnmowers (machines); grinders (machines); mechanical reels; pumps (machines); water pumps as machines; 
drainage pumps as machines; boring pumps as machines; concrete mixers; hoists; compressors (machines); electrical 
cleaning machines and apparatus; washing apparatus; electric parquet-floor polishers; electrical carpet and rug 
shampooing devices; steam-cleaning apparatus; high pressure cleaning apparatus; gas-operated welding apparatus; 
soldering irons; vacuums; window-washing machines; spraying machines; vitrifying machines; non-electric welding 
apparatus; drilling machines; mobile electrical power units (generators); paint spray guns; swimming pool vacuums; 
swimming pool pumps; waste water lift pumps; built-in dishwashers; automatic distribution machines; electric welding 
apparatus and machines; electric arc welding apparatus; electric arc cutting apparatus; welding electrodes; gas-operated 
soldering apparatus; gas-operated soldering irons; engines and transmission assemblies for opening and closing gates 
and shutters and swivel shutters; engines and transmission assemblies for rolling shutters, rolling shutters incorporated 
in woodwork, gates, garage doors; engines and transmission assemblies for rolling shutters incorporated in curtains and 
blinds; hydraulic controls and devices for opening and closing doors, gates, windows and shutters; pneumatic controls 
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and devices for opening and closing doors, gates, windows and shutters; agricultural machines; sump pumps; pulleys; 
watering pumps; pneumatic hammers; pneumatic controls for machines; pneumatic transporters; saws (machines); saw 
benches (machines); saw blades (machines); circular saw blades (machine parts); jigsaw blades (machine parts); portable 
electric saws (jigsaws, circular saws, saber saws, back saws); miter saws; band saws; table saws; inflation guns; 
spraying machines; hammer drills; hedge trimmers; edge cutters; sharpening machines; scarifiers and grinding wheels 
for sharpening; drills; screw machines; grinders; heat scrapes (machines); electric paint mixers; bench grinders; paint 
guns; electric glue guns; airbrushes; wallpaper stripping machines; steam cleaners; injector-extractors (shampooing 
machines); chain saws; motorized cultivators; brush cutters; electric shredders for plants; cultivators (machines); 
compressed air machines; compressed air engines; compressed air pumps; diggers (machines); self-propelled road 
sweeping machines; grinding machines; electric shears; chisels for machines; scissors, electric; control cables for 
machines, engines or motors; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; crushing machines; root slicers 
(machines); cutters (machines); grain separators; turf removing plows; electric knives; harvesting machines; joints (parts 
of engines); blades (parts of machines); drill chucks (parts of machines); screw tips (parts of tools); mower blades 
(machines); lawnmower blades (machines); slicing and deburring disks for grinders; diamond disks (parts of machines); 
plane irons (machine parts); drill presses; portable electric planes; portable electric routers; stationary planing machines; 
wood-turning lathes; electric tile cutters; power operated tools; machines and pumps, all for use in agriculture, 
horticulture, building; machines and pumps, all for use in decorating, plumbing, electrical supply; machines and pumps, 
all for use in woodworking, metalworking, pottery or vehicle maintenance; washing and abrading machines; drills; vehicle 
washing installations; pressure washers; steam cleaners; vacuum cleaners; sweepers; floor polishers; tillers; polishers; 
demolition hammers; spray guns for paints; air brushes; vehicle washing installations; lawnmowers; strimmers; hedge 
trimmers; soldering instruments; machine tools for cutting; lathes; blow lamps; jacks; concrete mixers; waste disposal 
apparatus; screwdriver bits; air compressors; tyre compressors; shower pumps; generators; electric motors; electric arc 
welding apparatus; electrical cutting apparatus; electrical welding apparatus; saws; inflation guns; atomisers; clippers; 
hedge trimmers; edging trimmers; scarifying machines and grindstones (all the aforesaid goods being portable electric 
tools); drilling machines; screw machines; angle grinders; hot-air paint strippers; sanders; electric paint mixers; hand 
winches; compressor units; spray guns for paint (airbrush guns); glue guns, electric; airbrushes; wallpaper strippers; 
electric cleaning machines and apparatus; washing apparatus; high-pressure cleaners; cleaning apparatus utilizing 
steam; injectors/extractors (shampooing machines); vacuum cleaning machines; chain saws; motorized cultivators; 
edgers; electric plant crushing machines; cultivators (machines); sharpening machines; compressed air machines; 
compressed air engines; compressed air pumps; diggers (machines); shears, electric; road sweeping machines [self-
propelled]; grinding machines; shears, electric; chisels for machines; scissors, electric; control cables for machines, 
engines or motors; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; crushing machines; root slicers (machines); 
cutters (machines); grain separators; turf removing ploughs; knives, electric; harvesting machines; power-generating 
engines; joints (parts of engines); blades (parts of machines); welding apparatus, gas-operated; soldering irons, gas-
operated; welding machines, electric; hydraulic devices and controls for opening and closing doors, gates, windows and 
blinds; pneumatic devices and controls for opening and closing doors, gates, windows and blinds; engines and motors 
not for land vehicles; drill chucks (parts of machines); screw tips (parts of tools); circular saw blades (parts of machines); 
jigsaw blades [parts for machines]; clipper blades (machines); lawnmower blades (machines); pumps for use in gardening
(machines); electric pumps for ponds; electric pumps for garden irrigation systems; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
goods; gardening tools; scarifiers; edge cutters; sowers (machines); spreaders (machines); aerators; edging trimmers; 
hedge trimmers; hammers; cutters; scarifiers; edge cutters; seeders (tools); spreaders (tools); aerators; edging trimmers; 
screwdrivers; diggers; hammers; grinders; decorating knives; wire brushes; jig-saws (machines); routers; glue guns; 
drills; cutting and deburring discs for grinders; diamond discs (parts of machines); plane irons (parts of machines) and 
tool holders (parts of machines); electric arc cutting apparatus; apparatus for electric arc welding; welding electrodes; 
electric door closers, window closers and blind closers; electric devices for opening and closing doors, gates, windows 
and blinds; electric apparatus for mixing, pounding, kneading, grinding, cutting, chopping, emulsifying and slicing food; 
vegetable peelers; dishwashers; laundry washing machines; rotary steam presses; garbage disposals units and waste 
compacters; electric steam cleaning machines; electric vacuum cleaners; apparatus for waxing, cleaning, and 
shampooing carpets; accessories for vacuum cleaners and floor waxers; machines for making, mixing or dispensing 
beverages; mixers [machines]; food processors; electric slicers, electric can openers, electric knives, electric 
knife/scissor sharpeners; fruit juice extractors; electric coffee grinders; filtering machines and cartridges for filtering 
machines; ironing machines; electronic door openers; electric welding torches; laser cutting torches; electric arc 
welders; electrical welding apparatus; electric door openers; scarifiers; aerators routers glue guns; electrical door 
closers, window closers and shutter closers; switches as parts of machines; electrical devices for opening and closing 
doors, gates, windows and shutters electric apparatus and devices for opening and closing shutters, swivel shutters, 
rolling shutters, rolling shutters incorporated in woodwork, gates, garage doors, curtains and blinds.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; gardening tools; hoe-forks; hoes; grippers; pitchforks; rakes; 
spades; peat spades; shovels; pickaxes; edge cutters; sowers (tools); spreaders (tools); lawn rollers; edging trimmers; 
hand-operated lawnmowers; hedge trimmers; shears; shearing knives; lopping shears; pruning shears; bill-hooks; axes; 
grafting tools; hand operated tools for do-it-yourself purposes; perforating tools; pincers; pliers; wrenches (tools); 
assembling tools; hand jacks; scissors; strippers; scrapers; hammers; scraping tools; hand operated tools for plumbing; 
insecticide sprayers (tools); knives (except electric and surgical knives); tiling tools; cutters; lawn rakes; cutting tools; 
hand-driven tools and instruments for treating floorings and floor coverings; barbecue cutlery (forks, spoons, and 
knives); hand operated precision tools; tool belts; clamps; forks; scoops; seeders (tools); lawn sweepers; secateurs; 
unsticking tools; screwdrivers; saws (tools); hand saws; blades for hand saws; saw holders; hand instruments for 
scouring, filing, sanding, sharpening; graving tools [hand tools]; rasps (tools); planes; sledgehammers; diggers (tools); 
guns (tools); squares (tools); joint clamps (tools); spatulas (hand tools); pipe cutters (tools); drills (tools) and bits for 
drills (parts of tools); router milling cutters (hand tools); drill holders (tools); screw tips (parts of tools); saw blades (parts 
of tools); clipper blades (hand instruments); lawn mower blades (hand instruments); diamond disks (parts of tools); 
cylinder saws and drill bits (tools); plane irons (parts of tools) and tool holders; cutting and surfacing tools; sockets 
(tools); scissors (hand-operated hand tools); files; wood chisels; bits (parts of tools); grout spreaders; brush cutters; 
hand-operated sharpening tools and instruments; hand-operated grinding tools; disks (tools); diggers; garden tools; 
shearers; pliers; clamps; chisels; picks; hammers; abrading instruments; trowels; punches; riveters; files; planers; 
decorating knives; knife sharpeners; jig-saws (hand-operated); tile cutters; tube cutters; gimlets (hand tools) and drill bits 
(parts of tools); scarifier rippers (tools); bits (hand tools) and holesaws; plane irons (parts of tools); hand operated garden 
tools; hoes being hand tools for gardening; pliers; picks; garden forks; pruning shears; garden spades; dibbers; garden 
scissors; potting sieves; knives (except electric and surgical knives); knives ; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
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goods; knife handles of metal; tool handles of metal; tool handles; shearers hoe-forks; hoes; grippers; pitchforks; rakes; 
spades; peat spades; shovels; pickaxes; lawn rollers; hand-operated lawnmowers; shears; shearing knives; lopping 
shears; pruning shears; bill-hooks; axes; grafting tools; hand operated tools for do-it-yourself purposes; perforating 
tools; pincers; pliers; wrenches (tools); assembling tools; hand jacks; scissors; strippers; scrapers; scraping tools; hand 
operated tools for plumbing; insecticide sprayers (tools); tiling tools; lawn rakes; cutting tools; hand-driven tools and 
instruments for treating floorings and floor coverings; barbecue cutlery (forks, spoons, and knives); hand operated 
precision tools; clamps; forks; spades [hand tools]; peat spades; scoops; pickaxes; lawn sweepers; lawn rollers; 
secateurs; unsticking tools; saws (tools); hand saws; blades for hand saws; saw holders; hand instruments for scouring, 
filing, sanding, sharpening; graving tools [hand tools]; rasps (tools); planes; diggers (tools); guns (tools); squares (tools); 
joint clamps (tools); pipe cutters (tools); drills (tools) and bits for drills (parts of tools); router milling cutters (hand tools); 
drill holders (tools); screw tips (parts of tools); saw blades (parts of tools); clipper blades (hand instruments); lawn mower 
blades (hand instruments); diamond disks (parts of tools); cylinder saws and drill bits (tools); plane irons (parts of tools) 
and tool holders; cutting and surfacing tools; sockets (tools); scissors (hand-operated hand tools); files; wood chisels; 
bits (parts of tools); grout spreaders; brush cutters; hand-operated sharpening tools and instruments; hand-operated 
grinding tools; disks (tools); garden tools; shearers; pliers; clamps; chisels; rakes; picks; shovels; abrading instruments; 
spades; punches; riveters; files; planers; knife sharpeners; abrading instruments; tile cutters; tube cutters; gimlets (hand 
tools) and drill bits (parts of tools); scarifier rippers (tools); drill holders (hand tools); screw tips (parts of tools); bits 
(hand tools) and holesaws; plane irons (parts of tools); hand operated garden tools; hoes being hand tools for gardening; 
pliers; rakes; picks; garden forks; pruning shears; garden spades; dibbers; secateurs; garden scissors; potting sieves.

Cl.9;Surveying, weighing, measuring, signalling apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; fire-extinguishing apparatus; protective and safety equipment; knee 
pads (except orthopaedic knee pads); protective gloves; protective visors and glasses; protective masks; breathing 
masks (other than those for artificial respiration); protective helmets; gloves for protection against accidents; safety 
footwear; irrigation pumps namely fire pumps; thermometers not for medical use; remote controls; satellite dishes; 
demodulators; thermometers not for medical purposes; respiratory masks (except for artificial respiration); protective 
helmets; slide calipers; covers for electric outlets; gauges; plumb lines; antennas; aerials; satellite dishes; household 
thermometers; clothing for protection against accident or injury; measuring wheels; spirit levels; road cones; safety 
boots; helmets; safety clothing; safety harnesses; respirators; fire blankets; fire extinguishers; jump leads; face-shields; 
protective face shields; protective clothing and footwear; frames for protective glasses; protective helmets; protective 
masks; aerials; parabola antenna; clothing for protection against accidents, radiation and fire; footwear for protection 
against accidents, radiation and fire; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; incinerators; composting grills; fountains; water filtering apparatus; water softening or purifying 
apparatus and machines; ornamental water fountains; barbecues; lava rocks for barbecue grilling; barbecue grills; 
convectors; torches; inspection lamps; light bulbs; lamps; water tanks; water flushing installations; filters (parts of 
household or industrial installations); filters for swimming pools; water heaters; radiators; boilers; sinks; faucets; bidets; 
bathtubs; showers; shower heads for hydrotherapy; sauna and spa installations; toilets (water closets); sinks; 
humidifiers; ventilators; exhaust hoods; air purification apparatus and machines; air-conditioning apparatus; ventilation 
apparatus; fans (air-conditioning); chimneys and apartment fireplaces; siphons, namely water flushing installations; 
heated towel holders; lighting apparatus; light housings; built-in ovens; built-in refrigerators; cooking plates; electric 
apparatus for the treatment of air; toilet (water closet) accessories namely toilet lids and seats; installations for lighting, 
heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply; air conditioning apparatus, air 
conditioning installations; incinerators; composting grills; fountains; water filtering apparatus; apparatus and machines 
for purifying, deodorizing or freshening air; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water; flashlights; apparatus 
for softening water; ornamental fountains; barbecues; barbecue grills; convectors; flashlights; portable lamps; light 
bulbs; light bulbs; electric light bulbs; thermionic lamps and tubes; incandescent or fluorescent tubes; fluorescent, 
incandescent or halogen strips; flood, wall and ceiling spot (lighting) embedded spots, LED kitchen lighting; external 
lighting sets, namely wall lights for exterior lamps and standard lamps; exterior halogen floodlights; porthole wall lights; 
lawn spotlights; external building-site lighting, namely floodlights for building sites; exterior embedded spotlights; 
flushing cisterns; flushing apparatus; filters (parts of domestic or industrial installations); washbasins; toilets; valves and 
fittings for sanitary installations; shower nozzles; tubes for showers; whirlpool and balneotherapy apparatus and 
instruments; whirlpool-jet apparatus; hydrotherapy apparatus and installations; anti-splash tap nozzles, end pieces and 
air injectors for showers and bathtubs, siphon covers, drain plugs, water outlets; shower columns, whirlpool columns, 
water distribution apparatus and installations; hot air bath fittings; sanitary apparatus and installations; baths, bath and 
shower fittings and installations; taps, toilet seats, bath and shower screens, shower cubicles, bathroom suites; 
radiators; heaters; central heating boilers; gas fires; immersion heaters; hot water cylinders; stop cocks; combined 
refrigerators and freezers; ovens; hobs; cookers; microwave ovens; grills; table top grills and rings; electric food 
warmers; toaster ovens; toasters; electric kettles; coffee makers; ice machines; rice cookers; electric pressure cookers; 
extractor fans; barbecues; hair dryers; fans; light bulbs; lamps; lamp shades; fluorescent tubes; floodlights; halogen 
lamps; reflector lamps; torches; security lights; emergency lights; wallpaper steamers; electric coffee filters; toasters; 
domestic pressure cookers; machines for making hot drinks; decorative electric lighting apparatus; decorative electric 
lighting installations; plumbing fixtures and fittings; faucet filters; shower control valves; shower sprayers; aerators for 
faucets; pipeline bib cocks for regulating water; pipeline cocks for regulating water; plumbing fittings being couplers; 
sink strainers; bathroom installations for water supply purposes; shower valves; fittings for the draining of water; fittings 
for the draining of water from baths; fittings for the draining of water from shower trays; flushing apparatus; flushing 
apparatus for urinals; bath plumbing fixtures; safety apparatus for water apparatus; regulating accessories for water 
apparatus; outdoor lights; outdoor electrical light fixtures; outdoor light fixtures; fairy lights for festive decoration; 
floodlights; lanterns; lamp shades; flashlights (hand-held lamps); fountains; ornamental fountains; water fountains; 
outdoor fountains; plate warmers; heat-storage batteries (solar energy) for heating; barbecues and grills; electric outdoor 
grills; saunas; sauna apparatus; bubble baths (spas); spa baths; solar furnaces and parts and fittings thereof; irrigation 
devices (machines) for gardening use; sprinkler machines for garden irrigation; heating systems and heaters for 
greenhouses; humidifier apparatus for greenhouses; ventilation apparatus for greenhouses; heating mats for plants; 
propagators (electric) for plants; garden fountains; garden water features; parts and component parts for all the aforesaid 
goods.

Cl.12;Wheelbarrows; wheelbarrow tires; sack-barrows; garden carts; vehicles for domestic or garden use; lawn 
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tractors; trolleys; trucks; air pumps (vehicles accessories); mechanics" creepers; covers for vehicles; casters [wheels]; 
parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.14;Key rings; key tags; key rings (non-metallic).

Cl.16;Printed matter; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; paint brushes; office 
requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not 
included in other classes); printing blocks; books, pamphlets, paint rollers, sealing wax, stencils, wall stickers, paper or 
plastic garbage bags, cardboard boxes for moving; materials for modelling; hand rollers and pads incorporating holding 
devices, all for applying paint; maps, posters, decalcomanias; printed matter; publications (printed); printed promotional 
material; brochures; printed forms; cards (other than encoded or magnetic) for use in connection with loyalty, bonus and 
incentive schemes; instruments for use in painting; paint applicators in the nature of sponges; hand held instruments for 
painting; paint brushes; pads for applying paint; hand rollers and pads incorporating holding devices, all for applying 
paint; paint roller covers; paint roller trays; paint stirrers; paint trays; requisites for painting [other than paint]; correcting 
aids for painting purposes; correcting implements for painting purposes; paint books [colour charts]; paint books [printed
matter]; colour cards; maps; posters; printed gift vouchers, not encoded; gift tokens; greeting cards; bags of paper for 
lining refuse bins; bags of plastics for lining refuse bins; dustbin bags; carrier bags; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
goods.

Cl.17;Plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of
metal; sheets, plates and rods of plastic materials (semi-manufactured); stopping, packing and insulating materials; 
flexible non-metallic pipes; watering hoses; insulating felt; adhesive tape (other than for medical, stationery or household 
use); insulators; seals; articles made of rubber or synthetic rubber for jointing purposes, sealing and insulation purposes; 
casings of synthetic rubber for tubes and pipes; covers made of rubber for protecting electrical components; draught 
excluders made of rubber; insulating materials made of plastics; articles and materials, all for packing, jointing, stopping, 
sealing or insulating (insulating materials and insulating floorings); pipes, tubes and hoses, all made wholly or principally 
of non-metallic materials; articles made of rubber for sealing, jointing, protection and insulation purposes; insulating 
tape; weather strips (non-metallic-); silicone sealants; adhesive sealant and caulking compound; insulation materials; 
insulation materials for roofs and walls; masking tape other than for household or stationery purposes; flexible pipes not 
of metal; flexible conduits not of metal, flexible tubes, not of metal; non-metallic connectors, pipe connectors, couplings, 
pipe clips; brackets and seals, all being parts and fittings for pipes and all being goods of plastic or rubber; insulating 
plaster; rubber stoppers for use with sinks, baths; couplings and joints not of metal for pipes; adhesive sealing strip for 
roofing joints; non-metallic hose pipes; non-metallic connectors for hose pipes; polythene for covering plants; plastic 
weed suppressing membranes; plastics plant covers for protection against moisture, heat or cold; adhesive sealing strip 
for roofing joints; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; rubber stoppers for use with sinks, baths; couplings and 
joints not of metal for pipes.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic 
transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; natural and artificial stones; cement; statues and statuettes of stone, 
concrete or marble; building felt; wooden bridges; wooden screen walls; building timber; lumber; semi-worked wood; 
manufactured timber; wood panelling; posts; basins (pools); arbors; greenhouse frameworks; greenhouses; garden 
shelters; sheds; sandboxes (for building); sand (except foundry sand); silos; reeds for building, non-metal latticework; 
coatings (building materials); tiles; terrace tiles; wall tiles; kitchen tiles; cross works for laying tiles; parquet floors; 
laminated floors; flooring; floor tiles; building panels not of metal; roof tiles; slate; chimneys; insulating glass; draining 
grills; drain troughs; scaffolding; stairs; frameworks; windows; skylights; interior and exterior shutters not of metal; 
outside blinds neither of metal or of textile; gutters; cornices; bed mouldings; corner pieces; dividers; gates; garage 
doors; mouldings; trellises; repair coatings (building materials) for interior walls in powder or paste form; filling cement; 
smoothing plaster; mortars; cabins; wattle fences; floors; fences; building panels; barriers; swimming pools; posts; 
doors; gullies; cornices; angle irons; lime, mortar, sand, plaster and gravel; pipes of earthenware or cement; bitumen-
based compositions for building purposes; portable buildings; stone monuments; floor boards, bricks, concrete building 
elements, coverings, door panels and frames, plasterboards, plywood, roof coverings and flashings, roofing slates, 
scaffoldings, water pipe valves not of plastic or metal, wood pulp board for buildings; portable structures (non-metallic); 
gazebos; gazebos not primarily of metal; bird baths (not of metal); paving; materials (non-metallic-) for use as underlays; 
slabs, not of metal; cement blocks; roofing materials; roofs (non-metallic-); building materials (non-metallic) for use in 
plumbing; drainpipes (not of metal); drainage installations (non-metallic); pipes of terracotta or cement; sheetings for 
roofs, barriers, scaffolding; garden sheds of non-metallic materials; concrete joints for levelling concrete floors; concrete 
joints forming parts of concrete floors; expansion joints of non-metallic materials for use in buildings and construction 
work; expansion joints of non-metallic materials for floors and walls; wood joints; roofing joints; garage doors (non-
metallic); glazed doors [non-metallic frame]; external doors (non-metallic-); non-metal gates and fencing; non-metal gates 
and fencing panels; non-metal fencing stays; conservatories (non-metallic); garden ornaments being non-metallic 
building structures; pre-fabricated greenhouses (non-metallic); double glazed building panels; decking; balustrades; 
pergolas (non-metallic); non-metallic blinds; barrier apparatus [non-metallic structures]; greenhouses having non-metallic 
frames; non-metallic cold frames; cloches (non-metallic frame); lawn edging (non-metallic); flooring blocks; flooring 
boards; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; expansion joints of non-metallic materials for buildings and 
construction works; expansion joints of non-metallic materials for floors and walls; mastics; expansion joints of non-
metallic materials for buildings and construction works; expansion joints of non-metallic materials for floors and walls; 
lawn edging strips (non-metallic); lawn edging strips (non-metallic).

Cl.20;Cases (non-metallic) for bottles; furniture; stepladders, steps, baskets, hinges, hinge-pins, all these goods not of 
metal; valves (other than machine parts); wood baskets; ladders of wood or plastic; furniture including garden furniture; 
bathroom and kitchen furniture; kitchen countertops; mirrors (looking glasses); frames; decorative items of wood; plaster 
or plastic namely statues; statuettes; pan drawer fronts; rack bars [furniture]; shelf bars (non-metallic); latch bars of non-
metallic materials; shower grab bars, not of metal; bathtub grab bars, not of metal; curtain rings; shower curtain rings; 
spring rings of plastic; ring pulls, not of metal; ring closures, other than of metal; curtain hooks; curtain rollers; curtain 
rails; indoor blinds; non-textile tiebacks; cases of wood or plastic; trim for windows; doors for furniture; frame strips; 
furniture doors; frame mouldings; latches; knobs (handles) of plastic; pet houses; shelving; storage shelves; shelves; 
bookcases; lockers; shelves for closets and dressers; rattan; tool holders (storage cases); flower stands, flower pot 
pedestals; statues or statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; pedestals; vats; cushions (not for medical use); 
wallpapering tables; workbenches; furniture coasters and stands; comb foundations for beehives; curtain rods; door 
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handles of wood; garden stands; balcony planters; letter boxes (not of metal or masonry); display units; racks; works of 
art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; racks; packaging of wood; bins; clothes 
hangers; wickerwork; mobiles (decorative items); packaging containers of wood or plastic; metal display units; metal 
workbenches; door handles of porcelain; knobs of porcelain; blinds of textile materials; curtain rings; curtain rollers; 
cable clips; mirrors; bed fittings (not of metal); water-pipe valves of plastic; tables; chairs; deck chairs; stools; cushions; 
frames for chairs; dressing tables; indoor slatted blinds, venetian blinds and roller blinds, all of wood or non-textile 
plastics materials; cupboards; wardrobes; chests of drawers; desks; sofas; filing cabinets (furniture); cabinets; 
armchairs; frames for chairs; cupboard doors; closet organizers; storage cabinets; storage containers; boxes, not of 
metal; wooden storage boxes and containers, stackable; storage boxes; baskets for storage; drawers; wine racks; 
storage units; garment covers; glass shelving units; furniture shelves; shelf brackets; coat hangers; cable clips; hanging 
holders; work benches incorporating vices; benches not of metal; hanging storage racks; coat racks; handles for 
furniture and doors; frames for prints; shelf supports; shelf units; hanging basket liners (plastic); hanging baskets 
(flower) of non-metallic materials; stakes for plants; stakes for trees; tubs made of plastics for containing plants; tubs 
made of wood for containing plants; compost bins of non-metallic materials; corks for bottles; bottle racks; knobs, not of 
metal; cases of wood or plastic; boxes of wood or plastic; chairs (seats); counters (tables); containers not of metal; trays 
not of metal; clothes rails; towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal; closures, not of metal, for containers; bottle closures, not 
of metal; meat chests, not of metal; furniture fittings not of metal; door fittings, not of metal; window fittings, not of metal; 
edgings of plastic for furniture; clothes hooks, not of metal; door handles, not of metal; wood ribbon; pulleys of plastics 
for blinds; packaging containers of plastic; bamboo curtains; curtain rods; blinds of woven wood (furniture); equipment 
and accessories fitted in kitchens namely countertops, shelves and furniture; equipment and accessories fitted in 
bathrooms namely hooks not of metal; shower curtain rods; bedroom furniture; mattresses; pillows; headboards; fitted 
furniture for bedrooms; screens; cases (non-metallic) for bottles; parts and component parts for all the aforesaid goods; 
vice benches of metal; furniture, doors; vice benches; storage shelves, racking for storage purposes; hinges; ladders; 
wine racks not of metal; soft furnishings; cushions; wardrobes of textile.

Cl.21;Combs and sponges; brush-making materials; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); 
glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; garbage cans; boot jacks; fly swatters; insect traps; 
pottery; vases not of precious metal; pans (for plants); flowerpot covers (not of paper); basins; troughs; statues and 
statuettes of porcelain, terracotta or glass; watering devices; nozzles for sprinkler hose; sprinklers; watering cans; 
buckets; laundry drying racks; plant holders; gardening gloves; soap holders; non-heated towel holders; toilet (water 
closet) accessories namely toilet roll holders; brush pots; decorative items of wood, plaster, or plastic, namely vases; pet 
cages; bird cages; bird baths; bird feeders; bird baths; litter trays; bowls; cutlery drawer inserts; refuse bins; towel rails; 
vegetable racks; non-electric coffee filters and tea filters (other than of precious metal); kettles, pressure cookers; coffee 
pots; chamois leather; soap dispensers; bins and refuse bins; sprinklers; trash cans; napkin holders; vegetable drainers; 
household and kitchen filters, namely coffee filters and tea filters; stew-pans; kettles, pressure cookers; non-electric 
coffee perculators; glass; earthenware namely glass vessels, glasses (receptacles), candelabra (candlesticks), boxes, 
flower pot holders, figurines, tableware, flasks, soap holders, powder compacts, sprayers, table plates, boxes, bottles, all 
these goods of precious metal; pottery and porcelain; cloths for cleaning; dust cloths; trash cans; accessories for the 
bathroom namely towel holders, toothbrush holders, holders for cups for bathrooms, bathroom cups, glasses, mugs, 
holders for washing mitts, toilet paper holders; vessels of metal for making ices and iced drinks; wheeled refuse bins, not 
of metal; parts and component parts for all the aforesaid goods; laundry baskets; dish-drying racks; siphons; balcony 
planters; vanity basins; accessories fitted in bathrooms namely rails for towels not of metal; dish cloths; drying racks for 
airing clothes.

Cl.22;Textile storage bags.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers; felt, mosquito nets, 
tablecloths (not of paper), textile wall hangings and coverings, textile curtains and veiling; travellers" rugs; textile throws; 
towelling; textiles for making articles of clothing; duvets; covers for pillows, cushions or duvets; mattress covers; shower 
curtains of textile or plastic; curtains made from textile materials; dust sheets; tea towels; waterproofed textile piece 
goods; cloths; tablemats not of paper; table napkins of textile; handkerchiefs of textile, furniture coverings of textile, 
towels of textile, face towels of textile, textile wall hangings, boxes of textile; bed and table covers; waterproofed textile 
piece goods; cushion covers; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; aprons, clothing for do-it-yourself purposes and gardening, shoes and boots 
(except for medical use); wellington boots, gloves; working shoes; sweatshirts; articles of outer-clothing; fleeces; jackets;
overalls; work clothing.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings (non-
textile); slip-proof carpets, wallpaper, non-textile floor coverings; wallpaper and wall coverings; wallpaper; insulating 
wallpaper; glassfibre wallpaper; textile lined wallpaper; bath mats; vinyl floor coverings, insulating floor coverings, all for 
existing floors; floor rugs; hangings and linings, all made of non-textile materials for existing walls and for existing 
ceilings; artificial turf; garden kneeler mats; tiles for application to existing floors or walls; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods; doormats.

Cl.28;Playhouses.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; advertising by mail order; 
compilation of information into computer databases; computerized file management; cost price analysis; demonstration 
of goods; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of samples; on-line advertising on a 
computer network; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; providing 
business information via a web site; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
retail services and online retail services in relation to building materials, chemicals, concrete and cement for use in 
building, decorating, damp proofing and insulation, joinery, plumbing, roofing and guttering, agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry, sanding materials and abrasives, adhesives and glues, sealants; retail services and online retail services in 
relation to internal and external paints, stains, varnishes, lacquers, colorants, mordants, wallpaper and wall coverings, 
floor coverings, decorating supplies, cleaners and strippers, polishing solutions, scouring materials, soaps, essential 
oils, toilet preparations; retail services and online retail services in relation to oils and greases, lubricants, fuels and 
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illuminants, candles and wicks for lighting, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, weedkillers, 
bactericides, insecticides, disinfectants, air fresheners, first aid kits, plasters; retail services and online retail services in 
relation to metal building materials, transportable buildings of metal, non-electric cables and wires, doors, windows, 
fences and gates, pipes, nails, screws, bolts, barbeques, paving and decking; retail services and online retail services in 
relation to machines for household use, power tools and equipment, drill bits and tool accessories, hand tools and 
implements, garden power tools and implements, garden hand tools and implements, paint and workshop tools and 
implements, agricultural implements, electric cleaning machines, cutlery, building and do-it-yourself tools and 
implements; retail services and online retail services in relation to electrical and electronic equipment, fire-extinguishing 
apparatus, protective masks, clothing, footwear and headgear; retail services and online retail services in relation to 
indoor and outdoor lighting, radiators, fires, stoves, heaters, central heating, boilers, air conditioners, fans, dehumidifiers, 
cooking equipment, refrigerating equipment, drying and ventilating equipment, insulation and draught excluders, water 
tanks, water filters and softeners, sanitary equipment and fittings, showers, taps, toilets, baths, sinks, basins, and parts 
and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; retail services and online retail services in relation to electric and non-electric 
household apparatus and utensils, vehicles, printed matter, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes, paint brushes, office requisites, plastic packaging, printing blocks, painting apparatus and 
instruments; retail services and online retail services in relation to plastic building materials, packing, stopping and 
insulating materials, pipes, electrical, thermal and acoustic insulating materials; retail services and online retail services 
in relation to non-metallic building materials, pipes, transportable buildings and monuments; retail services and online 
retail services in relation to furniture, mirrors, picture frames, storage and shelves, and parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods; retail services in relation to household or kitchen utensils and containers, brushes, cleaning tools, 
glassware, cookware, porcelain and earthenware, ornaments and vases, hand-operated utensils and apparatus for 
household and kitchen use, toilet utensils, pet and bird cages and accessories, non-electric cooking apparatus, 
household and kitchen filters; retail services in relation to fabrics, cushions, bed covers and bedding, table covers, 
blinds, curtains, shutters, clothing, footwear, headgear, carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and flooring coverings, 
wall hangings, foot-scrapers, wallpaper, artificial turf, tiles, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products, seeds, natural 
plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, lawn, plant and animal care products, garden and landscaping equipment and 
tools; administration of in-house store cards and loyalty card services.

Cl.36;Financial services; credit services; insurance services; services for the provision of credit; financial information; 
transfer of electronic funds; sales credit financing; financial leasing; extended warranty insurance; issuance of tokens of 
value and credit cards; credit card services; credit, debit and charge card services; issuance of store value cards; 
financial payment services; issue and redemption of tokens and vouchers; insurance brokerage; reinsurance services; 
provision of life assurance services and insurance services relating to motor vehicles; advisory, information and 
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.37;Building construction; construction, repair and maintenance of furniture and buildings; repair and maintenance of
electrical household appliances and machines; repair and maintenance of machines and tools for do-it-yourself purposes 
and gardening; construction services for the installation of heating, air-conditioning apparatus, electric household 
appliances and kitchen appliances; rental of construction site machines; rental of hydraulic or electrical machines for do-
it-yourself purposes; rental of hand-operated tools (hydraulic or electric for do-it-yourself purposes); cabinet work 
(repair); information on construction, maintenance and repair; services for installation, maintenance and repair of 
machines and furniture; installation of building insulation; rental of cleaning machines; rental of machines and apparatus 
for do-it-yourself purposes; consulting in the construction of buildings, houses and living quarters; advisory services 
relating to the construction, installation, cleaning, maintenance and repair of heating installations, air conditioning 
apparatus, kitchen apparatus and electric household apparatus; advice relating to the rental of construction equipment; 
installation of kitchens, bathrooms and bedrooms; installation services for kitchen and bathroom equipment; installation 
of fixtures and fittings for homes and gardens, building and for insulation purposes; installation and repair of heating 
equipment; advice services relating to plastering, plumbing, wallpapering, painting, construction and varnishing; 
smoothing, sanding, tinning services.

Cl.40;Timber felling and processing; abrasion; custom assembly of materials for third parties; woodworking; glass 
pane dying via surface treatment; stripping of surfaces; millworking; galvanization; gilding; artwork framing; information 
on materials treatment; rental of air-conditioning apparatus; rental of generators; polishing (abrasion); planing; sawing; 
soldering; cutting of glass and custom manufacturing of countertops; treatments to improve surface characteristics of 
materials or to carry out structural transformations on metal materials including hardening, softening, mechanical, 
conversion treatments, non-metallic treatments; processing of materials namely, abrasion, brazing, pickling, polishing, 
chroming, gilding, nickel-plating, sawing, soldering, electrolytic plating, milling, engraving, galvanizing, lamination and 
magnetization services; treatment, dyeing, waterproofing, fireproofing and bleaching services for fabrics; treatment, 
casting, tempering and plating of metals; treatment of water; custom assembling of materials; air deodorizing, purifying 
and freshening; wood and ceramic working; leather processing; rental of generators; paint mixing and treatment services;
glass cutting services; picture framing services; key cutting services.

Cl.41;Provision of training; practical training and demonstrations including such services provided on-line from a 
computer database or the Internet and/or at a helpdesk in a retail outlet; training services; provision of training, 
instruction in the field of do-it-yourself; arranging and conducting of competitions; advisory, consultancy and information 
services relating to all these services.

Cl.42;Research and design services; interior design, exterior design, consulting relating thereto, materials testing; 
computer assisted design modelling services; computer assisted/aided home improvement and/or home design services; 
visual design services; design of interior decor; graphic arts design; industrial design; packaging design; advisory, 
consultancy and information services for all the aforesaid services.

Cl.44;Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; rental of farming equipment, gardening services provided by 
nursery gardeners and landscape gardening, horticultural services, gardening services; rental of agricultural equipment; 
gardening, rental of hydraulic or electric machines for gardening and hydraulic, electric or hand tools for gardening; 
garden and landscaping design services; flower arranging; landscape gardening; lawn care; tree planting for carbon 
offsetting purposes; tree surgery; vermin exterminating for agriculture, horticulture and forestry; weed killing; computer 
assisted gardening and landscape services, horticultural services, lawn care services; advisory, consultancy and 
information services for all the aforesaid services; computer assisted garden design services.
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3688010    02/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1376136]
Rusoh, Inc.
3925 North Hastings Way Eau Claire WI 547033703 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Fire extinguishing compositions; kits for reloading fire extinguishers comprising fire extinguishing preparations, 
carbon dioxide (CO2) filled cartridges, reloading cartridge filled with monoammonium phosphate extinguishing agents 
and other dry chemical fire extinguishing preparations.

Cl.9;Fire-extinguishing apparatus; fire extinguishers.

Cl.41;Fire safety training services.
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3688020    07/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1376142]
AECOM
1999 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2600 Los Angeles CA 90067 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Cost analyses; consultancy relating to demographics for marketing purposes; marketing studies; business 
economic feasibility studies; business management and business consulting services in the fields of transportation, 
infrastructure, environment, energy and aviation; project management services for others for business purposes in the 
fields of architecture, interior design, and urban planning design; value engineering, namely, cost analysis; advisory 
services for others for business purposes in the fields of architecture, interior design and urban planning design; 
business efficiency experts; business management analysis, namely, cost analysis services for contracted work; 
business management and business consulting services in the field of transportation and aviation; professional business 
consulting; economic consulting and information for architectural, engineering and design projects; economic consulting 
and information for economic development, urban revitalization, real estate, tourism and culture, and sustainable 
development; business consulting and advisory services in the fields of energy efficiency, renewable energy, logistics 
and mining; consultancy services regarding business strategies in the field of wastewater liquids and solids treatment, 
specifically related to the commercial, industrial and municipal uses; business management services, namely, managing 
logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain services, supply chain visibility and synchronization, supply and demand 
forecasting and product distribution processes for others; business services, namely, procuring qualified and 
credentialed third-party experts, professionals and other qualified personnel, and documentation and information all on 
behalf of others; business services, namely, providing information regarding the purchase and sale of a wide variety of 
products and services of others via computer databases; business services, namely, registering, screening, credentialing,
and organizing third-party vendors, suppliers, and contractors, and procuring documentation and information on behalf of
others; compilation and systemization of information into computer databases; computerized database management; 
database management; business services, namely, integrated tracking and management and carrying out of commercial 
transactions on a global computer network; inventory control; inventory control in the field of database management; 
inventory management; inventory management in the field of database management; management and compilation of 
computerized databases; records management services, namely, document indexing for others; business administration 
services, namely, management of human resources and office and facility equipment, and materials; business 
management services, namely, management of military equipment and materials; business advisory and consultancy 
services in relation to defense systems and facilities management and commercial assistance relating to system 
implementation and system integration in the field of analysis of anti-terrorism protection, base alignment and closure, 
emergency preparedness, environmental restoration, global threat reduction, installations management, logistics 
management, military aviation and ground systems, military facilities design, military flight training, nuclear, chemical and 
biological weapons demilitarization, and weapons systems development and modernization, computer technology 
implementation, computer systems modification, installation of new computer systems and computer peripheral 
equipment, and the design and manufacture of computer hardware and software and equipment and integrated logistics 
support for aviation and ground defense systems; business services, namely, business management of facilities in the 
field of aviation, corporate operations, government, energy, industrial and manufacturing facilities, office buildings, 
research and development facilities, and transportation facilities; business advisory services in relation to consultants, 
costs and scheduling monitoring, construction and renovation monitoring, technical operations, interior design; business 
management of industrial installations and configurations, namely, business operation services in the field of 
manufacturing, processing and assembly plants, processing and refining facilities, distribution centers, power plants, 
transportation infrastructure, and mining operations; business consulting services in the field of applicable statutes, 
regulations, directives and instructions, due diligence, environmental assessments, safety and health assessments, asset 
management, acquisition planning, technology assessment, licensing and permitting, and risk management; business 
consulting services in the field of internal process optimization and on the job process hazards analysis; business 
acquisition and merger consultation; corporate governance consulting services, namely, economic and strategic 
planning, budgeting, contingency planning, social risk assessment and developing sustainable work systems; human 
resource management, namely, project staffing; business management and business management in the nature of control
over secure information distribution on global computer information networks and on local computer networks; business 
project management services for construction projects, namely, cost and schedule control, document control, utility 
coordination, contract administration, contractor coordination and change order control; graphic and multimedia design 
of advertising materials for the purpose of promoting the goods and services of others.

Cl.37;Construction supervision services for the energy, transportation, pollution, abatement, water resources and 
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health care industries; building construction supervision; construction management of tunnels and underground 
structures; construction consultancy; construction management; construction services, namely, custom construction of 
commercial buildings; construction supervision; consulting in the field of building construction and building construction 
supervision; consulting in the field of hospital construction; inspection services in the course of construction of airports, 
highways and bridges; residential and building construction consulting; residential and commercial building 
construction; technical consultation in the field of building construction; technical consultation in the field of building 
materials, namely, cementitious materials, asphalt and aggregates; house, building and public or industrial structure 
demolition services; building construction services; building construction, remodeling, inspection, maintenance, 
reinforcing, restoration and repair; construction of tunnels and underground structures; construction and renovation of 
buildings; construction grading services; construction of airports, buildings, medical establishments, roads, underground
utilities, housing pads, highways and bridges; construction, maintenance and renovation of property; consulting services 
for repair and restoration of historic buildings and structures; electrical contracting, namely, installation of electrical 
systems, installation of electrical machinery, repair of electrical systems, and comprehensive preventative maintenance 
service for electrical systems; erecting of commercial centers, housing areas and manufacturing plants; pipeline 
construction, maintenance, installation and repair; providing information on repair services in the aviation sector; 
refurbishment of buildings; renovation and restoration of buildings; repair of buildings; repair work on buildings; road 
construction; construction of steel structures; steel structure construction works; street construction; construction 
project management services; construction services in the field of entertainment, commercial, sports, data centers, 
disaster recovery, government, healthcare, education, hospitality, transportation, residential and retail; construction 
project management services in the field of construction of oil and gas facilities; technical consulting related to the 
installation of oil and gas facilities; construction of aquatics facilities; construction of water treatment facilities; 
consulting services for the construction of water treatment and purification plants, solid waste treatment plants and other 
municipal infrastructure facilities; marine construction; pump repair and maintenance; repair or maintenance of water 
pollution control equipment and water purifying apparatus; construction consultancy relating to sanitation facilities; 
underwater building, construction, dredging, and repair; industrial construction services, namely, construction of 
manufacturing plants, bulk storage facilities and specialized structures, and installation of industrial equipment for use in 
the mining, forestry, food processing, power generation, petrochemical, manufacturing and materials handling industries; 
construction supervision services, namely, construction project management, construction program management and 
construction management, all for creation, demolition, and decommissioning of facilities and sites; construction 
management services, namely, construction consultation, and construction of government, commercial and industrial 
properties, and inspections during building construction; construction program management and construction 
management services and maintenance services for large and complex engineering projects to build, maintain and 
improve healthcare complexes, K-12 schools, colleges and universities, public buildings, power plants, commercial, 
industrial and manufacturing facilities, and federal, state and municipal infrastructure, namely, bridges, highways, 
interchanges, tunnels, intelligent transportation systems (ITS), mass transit systems, airports, port and harbor facilities, 
and water supply, and water and waste treatment and distribution systems; maintenance and improvement in the nature 
of repair of public buildings, commercial, industrial and manufacturing facilities, and federal, state and municipal 
infrastructure, namely, bridges, highways, mass transit systems, and airports.

Cl.42;Engineering and architectural analysis, planning and design services for the energy, transportation, pollution 
abatement, water resources and health care industries; architectural and engineering services; architectural consultancy; 
architectural design; civil engineering; conducting engineering surveys; conducting of technical feasibility studies; 
consulting in the field of structural engineering; consulting in the fields of engineering and architecture; design for others 
in the field of engineering; design of tunnels and underground structures; drawing up of plans and engineering drawings; 
engineering services for building and property condition assessment, facility management, repair and restoration, 
building instrumentation and monitoring, and environmental consulting; engineering services for the construction of 
water treatment and purification plants, solid waste treatment plants and other municipal infrastructure facilities; 
engineering services in the field of environmental compliance; engineering services, namely, engineering for the 
construction of airports, highways and bridges; land use planning services; landscape architectural design; planning and 
layout design for the interior space of retail business establishments; planning of buildings and infrastructure systems 
for buildings; providing quality assurance services in the field of engineering; quality control for others; structural 
engineering design services; urban planning; architectural research; civil engineering for the design of airports, highways 
and bridges; computer aided design for others; conducting chemical surveys, namely, strength and chemical testing of 
cementitious materials, asphalt and aggregates; construction drafting; consulting services in the field of architectural 
design; building and construction drafting; drafting of construction plans for recreation premises; engineering; graphic 
illustration and drawing services, namely, providing graphic illustrations and drawings of commercial and industrial 
building designs, and converting building designs or markups to electronic CAD drawings; monitoring inspections, 
verification of the quality and quantity of raw materials, commodities, manufactured, semi-manufactured and transformed 
goods or goods of any other nature, for quality control purposes inspections of airports, highways and bridges; marine, 
aerial and land surveying; materials testing, analysis and evaluation; mechanical engineering and research relating to 
mechanical engineering; monitoring of commercial and industrial sites for detection of volatile and non-volatile organic 
compounds; monitoring of erosion and sedimentation; pipeline inspection services; planning and layout design services 
for cleanroom environments; product development and engineering services for others; providing design services for 
others in the field of theme parks, museums, and miniature golf courses; research and development and consultation 
related thereto in the field of civil engineering; research and development of technology in the field of civil engineering; 
research on building construction or city planning; research relating to mechanical engineering; research, development, 
engineering and testing services in the fields of welding and material joining; survey design and research; surveying and 
engineering; technical consultancy regarding the field of road cutting machinery technology; technical surveying; testing 
or research on civil engineering; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of 
certification; testing, analyzing and evaluating the structural properties of masonry and concrete structures; architectural 
consultation; civil engineering relating to water irrigation; engineering and hydrological design for restoration of stream 
channels, marshes, estuaries, and wetlands; engineering services in the field of reduction of operating costs, fuel 
blending, waste handling, quality performance of co-products and by- products, and chemical distribution; environmental 
services, namely, technical consultation in the field of environmental science, engineering services, namely design for 
others in the field of energy engineering, designing and testing of energy products for others; environmental services, 
namely, technical consultation in the field of environmental science, engineering services, design for others in the field of 
environmental engineering, designing and testing of new environmentally friendly products for others; hydraulic 
engineering and design; hydrologic and engineering modeling and design of measures to protect areas likely to be 
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inundated by storm-water and flood-waters; architectural design services in the fields of civic, corporate, education, 
healthcare, justice, leisure, sports venues, transportation, government, and utilities; engineering design services; 
planning of buildings and infrastructure for buildings, namely, spatial planning for buildings; climate and resource 
planning for buildings, namely, planning of buildings and infrastructure systems for buildings; infrastructure and public 
facilities planning, namely planning of buildings and infrastructure for buildings; consulting in the field of sustainable 
community planning and sustainable business design; engineering services in the field of reduction of operating costs; 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in accounting/financial management, deployment/personnel 
management, property/inventory control management, production control management, quality/safety/environmental 
management, supply chain management, planning and schedule management, document management and earned value 
management; application service provider featuring software for providing an on-line database in the field of transaction 
processing to upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; application 
service provider, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, web sites, 
and databases in the fields of personal productivity, wireless communication, mobile information access, and remote data 
management for wireless delivery of content to handheld computers, laptops and mobile electronic devices; application 
service provider, namely, providing, hosting, managing, developing, researching, analyzing, reporting, and maintaining 
applications, software, web sites, and databases of others in the fields of healthcare, benefits programs, employee 
productivity, risk management; application service provider for hosting computer application software in the field of 
knowledge management relating to creating searchable databases of information and data to allow users to perform, on-
line, the collecting and analyzing of different types of opinion surveys; application service provider for hosting computer 
application software in the field of knowledge management relating to creating searchable databases of information and 
data; application service provider for hosting computer application software in the field of knowledge management 
relating to searching and retrieving information from databases and computer networks; computer services, namely, 
hosting a web-based system and online portal for customers to remotely manage, administer, modify and control their 
end user computer devices, data and software applications; computer systems integration services; database 
development services; integration of computer systems and networks; IT integration services; hosting a secured-access 
website that gives registered internet-networked institutions the ability to upload, view, copy, print, download and share 
documents and images for the purposes of conducting consumer-driven transactions; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring database management; software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by 
others for use in accounting/financial management, deployment/personnel management, property/inventory control 
management, production control management, quality/safety/environmental management, supply chain management, 
planning and schedule management, document management and earned value management; analysis of stream water 
quality; bacteriological consultation, research and testing; calculating and simulating flood flows, modeling of areas likely 
to be inundated, and preparing related reports and technical documentation; chemical, biochemical, biological and 
bacteriological research and analysis; civil engineering for the design of wastewater treatment facilities; civil engineering 
relating to water irrigation; computer-aided engineering services for others; consultation services in the field of 
hydrological research; consulting services in the field of environmental assessment, compliance and planning; 
technological consultancy in the field of water distribution systems and wastewater systems; environmental services, 
namely, detection of contaminants in water; environmental testing and inspection services; hydrologic and hydraulic 
modeling and design of storm drainage infrastructure; hydrologic study of surface and ground water; hydrological 
calculations and simulations of flood flows in streams, marshes, and wetlands; hydrological research; inspections of 
water treatment facilities; mapping services; marine, aerial and land surveying; materials testing, analyzing, and 
evaluation; mechanical engineering and research; monitoring of stream water quality; planning and designing aquatics 
facilities; providing environmentally friendly automation solutions, namely, site evaluations, control design analysis, and 
integrated software installation services for monitoring and controlling respective innovative devices within a designated 
area; providing quality assurance services in the field of wastewater treatment; providing reagent sample testing and 
diagnostic services for others in the fields of science and research related thereto; providing technological and scientific 
information about environmentally-conscious and green innovations; research in the field of hydrogeology; scientific 
research and development; sewer overflow monitoring services; sewer system monitoring services; technical 
consultancy in the field of environmental science; technical monitoring services for conditions of water; technology 
consultation and research in the field of water resources; technology supervision and inspection in the field of water 
resources; testing of filters; testing of raw materials; underwater structural inspection services; water quality control 
services; engineering consultation and engineering services in the areas of industrial engineering, mining, land surveys, 
mapping and geographic information services, transportation, water resources and irrigation, environmental engineering, 
urban economic and development planning, urban development engineering, and municipal engineering; engineering and 
architectural design, namely, creating plans, specification and preliminary and final designs for others for large and 
complex engineering projects to build, maintain and improve healthcare complexes, K-12 schools, colleges and 
universities, public buildings, power plants, energy facilities, commercial, industrial and manufacturing facilities, and 
federal, state and municipal infrastructure, namely, bridges, highways, mass transit systems, port and harbor facilities, 
airports, water supply, and water and waste treatment and distribution systems; systems engineering for large and 
complex engineering projects to build, maintain and improve public buildings, power plants, industrial and manufacturing 
facilities, and federal, state and municipal infrastructure, namely, bridges, mass transit systems, port and harbor facilities, 
airports, water supply, and water and waste treatment and distribution systems; Systems engineering for large and 
complex engineering projects to build, maintain and improve healthcare complexes, public buildings, commercial, 
industrial and manufacturing facilities, power plants, and federal, state and municipal infrastructure, namely, highways, 
mass transit systems, port and harbor facilities, airports, water supply, and water and waste treatment and distribution 
systems; Engineering services, namely, technical planning and design services for others in the field of engineering for 
general building, transportation facilities and infrastructure, manufacturing, sewer waste, power, industrial processes, 
petroleum, telecommunications, hazardous waste for the energy, defense and security, education, retail, government, 
manufacturing, industrial, commercial, transportation, transportation security, pollution abatement, air, water, and soil 
resources and health care industries; design services for others in the field of defense systems, namely, engineering for 
development of aviation and ground systems, vehicles, shelters and ground support equipment; design services for 
others in the field of engineering for air emission control, and flood control; civil and environmental engineering services, 
namely, preparing environmental impact assessment, preparing environmental impact assessment in the fields of climate 
change and bio-diversity, biological, ecological, energy management, and earthquake studies, and compliance reports; 
computer consultation in the field of computer security; computer security service, namely, restricting access to and by 
computer networks to and of undesired web sites, media and individuals and facilities; design and development of 
computer networks; engineering services with respect to government, commercial and industrial properties; design of 
government, commercial and industrial properties for others; computer and computer network design and engineering, in 
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the fields of geographic information services combining software and information technology to produce visual 
representations of topographies; computer application software development for others for simulation and imaging 
services, integration of computer systems and networks; updating and maintenance of database systems; engineering in 
the field of network and database design and development; engineering services for large and complex engineering 
projects to build, maintain and improve healthcare complexes, K-12 schools, colleges and universities, public buildings, 
power plants, commercial, industrial and manufacturing facilities, and federal, state and municipal infrastructure, namely, 
bridges, highways, mass transit systems, airports, port and harbor facilities, water supply, and water and waste treatment 
and distribution systems; operations for computer systems and computer networks in the nature of computer and 
network design and engineering, computer application development, computer application integration, development, 
updating, and maintenance of software for databases, computer network integration, and computer systems integration 
for large and complex engineering projects; planning and laying out of commercial buildings; construction planning; 
planning and laying out of factory buildings and production facilities; hosting computer databases via secured-access 
internet through which documents and images can be viewed, copied, and printed for purposes of conducting corporate 
transactions; hosting an on-line computer database in the field of locating products, describing products, rating products,
pricing products and comparing prices of products.
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Priority claimed from 02/05/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 104 413 ;Germany 

3688101    09/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1376156]
Leadec Holding BV & Co. 
KG Meitnerstraße 11 70563 Stuttgart DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring, regulating and control devices and systems consisting thereof; electronic control units; process 
control systems, namely electronic and electrical facilities for conducting of procedures or signals; measuring 
instruments; controllers; control apparatus; traction current converters.

Cl.12;Gear boxes; engine retarders for vehicles and torsional vibration dampers; hybrid drives for buses; independent 
suspensions and rigid axles for buses; drive systems for rail vehicles, in particular turbo transmissions, final drives and 
self-locking differentials; locomotives; ship rudders; stabilisation systems consisting of stabilisers for ships; front ends 
for power units.

Cl.37;Servicing, maintenance, repair and cleaning of buildings and industrial plants, rental of cleaning machines; 
machinery installation, maintenance and repair.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.39;Transportation logistics; transport services; packaging and storage of goods.

Cl.41;Education, providing of training, entertainment.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, industrial analysis and research 
services, design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 28/01/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 002 236 ;Germany 

3688126    03/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1377000]
Carl Zeiss Meditec AG
Göschwitzer Str. 51-52 07745 Jena Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; databases; information technology and audiovisual equipment; all above goods for the use in the field of 
ophthalmology; fundus cameras.

Cl.10;Ophthalmological apparatus and instruments; parts and accessories of all the above goods.

Cl.35;File management by computer; compilation of data in computer databases; all the above services for the use in 
the field of ophthalmology.

Cl.38;Provision of access to online platform to use in the field of ophthalmology.
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3688193    17/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1376847]
FINE OTEL TURIZM ISLETMECILIK ANONIM SIRKETI
Meltem Mah. Sakip Sabanci Bulvari No: 3, Muratpasa Antalya Turkey

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles (not included in other classes); playing cards; action skill 
games; action figures and accessories therefor; board games; card games; children"s multiple activity toys; balloons; 
baseball bats; bath toys; beach balls; building blocks; chess sets; collectable toy figures; dolls; electric action toys; 
boards for playing board games; inflatable toys; jigsaw puzzles; music box toys; plush toys; puppets; role playing games;
roller skates; skateboards; soccer balls; squeeze toys; stuffed toys; teddy bears; tennis balls; toy action figures; toy 
masks; toy mobiles; toy vehicles; toy scooters; toy cars; toy figures; toy model train sets; toy trucks; water squirting 
toys; paper party hats.

Cl.41;Services provided by a leisure and amusement park in the field of education and entertainment; providing 
amusement and/or theme park facilities; zoological gardens; training of animals; publication and issuing of books and 
journals; rental of books; information relating to recreation, amusement parks; organization of competitions of instructive 
and entertaining contents; popular entertainment; broadcast and/or television entertainment; production of records and 
films; casino services (gaming); provision of cinema facilities, film studios, circuses, club services (entertainment or 
education); theatre performances; musicals; reservation of seats for shows.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; rental of temporary accommodation; 
reservations of temporary accommodations; hotel, motel, bar, cafe, restaurant, banquet and catering services; rental of 
rooms for holding functions, conferences, conventions, exhibitions, seminars and meetings.
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Priority claimed from 09/01/2017; Application No. : UK00003205519 ;United Kingdom 

3688346    03/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375917]
THE BUSINESS OF CITIES LTD
2 Velde Way, East Dulwich Grove London SE22 8TP United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Booklets; books.

Cl.35;Assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business planning; brand strategy services; 
business consultancy and advisory services; consultancy services regarding business strategies; market analysis and 
research; research (business -); business research and information services.

Cl.36;Research services relating to investment; research services relating to real estate acquisition.

Cl.41;Training; workshops (arranging and conducting of -) [training]; conducting seminars; writing of texts, other than 
publicity texts.

Cl.42;Research on building construction or city planning; town planning consultancy services; consultancy services 
relating to geographical planning.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2016; Application No. : UK00003196530 ;United Kingdom 

3688433    09/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375887]
Johnson Matthey Public Limited Company
5th Floor, 25 Farringdon Street London EC4A 4AB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry and science; catalysts for use in industry and science, catalysts for the control of 
emissions from internal combustion engines and industrial processes, catalysts for use in petrochemical processes; 
radioactive materials for use in industrial processes; chemical compounds for use as tracers for diagnostic and 
identification purposes; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs.

Cl.2;Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; active pharmaceutical ingredients for therapy use.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; pipes and tubes of common 
metal.

Cl.7;Exhaust gas treatment systems for vehicles and parts thereof.

Cl.9;Scientific and measuring apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing 
energy, electrical batteries, lithium batteries and battery components, fuel cells and fuel cell components, piezoelectric 
switches and components.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery; goods in this class made wholly or principally from precious metals 
or their alloys, goods in this class coated with precious metals or their alloys, coins, medals and medallions.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; metal refining and recycling services, precious metal refining; regeneration and recycling 
of spent catalysts; advice and provision of technical information relating to the purification of gases, liquids, natural gas, 
industrial oils, petrochemicals and catalysts.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; measurement services for monitoring and characterising fluid flow; advice services relating to safety evaluation 
of products, namely, radiation and radiological safety; technological consultancy services relating to radiological 
protection; engineering services being process diagnostics services; environmental monitoring in the nature of pipeline 
monitoring and tracking services, chemical research services; petrochemical research services.

Cl.45;Licensing of technology; radiation safety consulting.
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3688458    11/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375826]
AISINO CORPORATION
No. 18A, Xingshikou Road, Haidian District 100195 Beijing China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL RAJPUT , ADVOCATE
CHAMBERS OF LAW, 336-B, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH, LUDHIANA - PUNJAB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Dyes; pigments; food colorants; printing ink; paints; waterproof powder (paint); paint thinner; lacquers; 
preservative oil for wood; mastic [natural resin].

Cl.16;Paper; copying paper [stationery]; toilet paper; cardboard; printed matter; printed publications; picture poster; 
boxes of cardboard or paper; document laminators for office use; office requisites, except furniture; ink; numbering 
apparatus; writing instruments; gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; drawing instruments; drawing 
materials; duplicators; teaching materials [except apparatus]; architects" models.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; business 
information; import-export agency services; personnel management consultancy; relocation services for businesses; 
compilation of information into computer databases; systemization of information into computer databases; office 
machines and equipment rental; administrative processing of purchase orders; business auditing; rental of vending 
machines.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; capital investment; tax auditing service; art appraisal; accommodation bureau services 
[apartments]; brokerage; surety services; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; pawnbrokerage.

Cl.37;Construction information; mining extraction; kitchen equipment installation; interference suppression in 
electrical apparatus; installation and repair of medical equipment; photographic apparatus repair; rustproofing; retreading
of tires [tyres].

Cl.38;Television broadcasting; message sending; communications by telephone; electronic mail; computer aided 
transmission of messages and images; teleconferencing services; satellite transmission; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global computer network; communications by computer terminals; providing access to databases; 
rental of message sending apparatus.

Cl.39;Transport; marine transport; salvaging; car transport; piloting; car parking; carting; storage; rental of diving 
suits; distribution of energy; operating canal locks; courier services [messages or merchandise]; arranging of tours; 
launching of satellites for others.

Cl.41;Teaching; teaching; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; lending library services; publication of books; 
production of shows; holiday camp services [entertainment]; health club services; zoological gardens; operating lotteries.

Cl.42;Research and development of new products for others; certificate of quality system; surveying; chemical 
research; biological research; meteorological information; material testing; physics [research]; industrial design; 
architectural services; dress designing; computer programming; consultancy services in the field of design, selection, 
implementation and use of computer hardware; recovery of computer data; computer system analysis; creating and 
maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; computer 
rental; providing search engines for the Internet; computer virus protection services; computer software consultancy; 
installation of computer software; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; maintenance of 
computer software; rental of computer software; updating of computer software; authenticating works of art; invisiable 
asset evaluation.
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3688501    30/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1376975]
Symington's Limited
Brand House, Unit 8, Southfork Industrial Estate, Dartmouth Way Leeds, West Yorkshire LS11 5JL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Instant meals (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); prepared meals (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); instant food which requires heating (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) 
(b) of the Common Regulations); soups; noodle based soups.

Cl.30;Instant meals (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); prepared meals (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); preparations for making instant meals (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 
(2) (b) of the Common Regulations); instant food which requires heating (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); noodles; preparations consisting principally of 
noodles.
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Priority claimed from 24/12/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 036 628 ;Germany 

3693686    07/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1377357]
Testo SE & Co. KGaA
Testo-Straße 1 79853 Lenzkirch Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, storing, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmitting or reproducing sound or 
images; magnetic data carriers; CDs; DVDs; digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers; calculating machines; hardware for data processing, computers; computer software; information technology 
and audio-visual equipment; electrical and electronic surveillance devices and apparatus; electrical monitoring control 
devices; apparatus for acquiring, recording, storing, displaying data and/or measurement values; apparatus and 
instruments for temperature monitoring and temperature documentation; temperature sensors; control units for 
temperature monitoring systems, apparatus and devices; data loggers and data recorders, apparatus and instruments for 
monitoring and documenting humidity; humidity measuring devices, humidity sensors, humidity probes; hygrometers; 
sensors and detectors; alarms; alarm systems; alarm sensors; alarm signal transmitters and receivers; equipment for 
measurement data monitoring; equipment and software for monitoring and documenting measurement values; wireless 
local area network devices; software, recorded and downloadable, data processing software; interface software; software 
for unified communications; computer software for document management; software for securing and archiving 
documents, data and data files; computer software for database administration and database management; databases 
[electronic]; computer data carriers on which software is recorded; data processing devices; computer peripheral 
devices; cloud servers; application software for cloud computing services; cloud network monitoring software.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; data management with computers.

Cl.41;Education, teaching and training, organizing and running training courses; teaching and seminars; arranging and 
running training sessions/classes.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research work and related design services; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; software design; computer software 
creation; development and creation of data processing programs; development, programming, implementation and rental 
of software and web-based software; website hosting services; software as a service (SaaS); consultancy relating to 
technical and scientific analysis; consultancy in the field of metrology; IT consultancy, technical project management; 
network management; customized software development and software adaptation; configuration, calibration, installation, 
updating, maintenance of computer software and databases; technical support in the field of software; management of 
computer projects; provision of the temporary usage of non-downloadable online computer software; computer hardware 
and software consultancy services; customized computer software package design; technical software support; 
electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; electronic storage, securing and archiving of data files, 
documents and data; development, constructions and maintenance of databases and database software for compiling, 
editing, administrating, indexing and searching data and documents; electronic data storage; document conversion into 
different data formats; hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information; development and maintenance of 
database software; design and development of software for electronic databases; installation, maintenance and updating 
of database software; consultancy in the field of information technology and in regard to computer systems and computer
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software; consultancy services in the field of cloud computer networks and applications; cloud computing; development, 
installation and updating of cloud software; design and development of operating software for accessing and using cloud 
computing networks; provision of virtual computer systems by cloud-computing; electronic data storage; preparation of 
expert opinions in the field of measurement technology; research in the field of measurement technology and 
measurement of physical, chemical, biological and electrical values; technical project planning, particularly in the field of 
measurement technology and the measurement of physical, chemical, biological and electrical values; consultancy, 
assessment, research, testing and monitoring in the field of technology; issuing certificates and/or quality labels for 
tested services, substances, materials, results, documentation and/or information documents, particularly in the field of 
measurement technology and the measurement of physical, chemical, biological and electrical values as well as 
monitoring of certified businesses.
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Priority claimed from 03/03/2017; Application No. : 701305 ;Switzerland 

3693727    30/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1377968]
PALAISTRA ASSETS GMBH
Dorfstrasse 38 CH-8706 Meilen CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARAD KUMAR PURI
C-68 NEETI BAGH (II FLOOR) NEW DELHI 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; interactive computer programs; electronic games; audio and video products (included in this class), two-
dimensional and three-dimensional movies, videos and audio recordings, downloadable signals and data from the 
Internet; two-dimensional and three-dimensional movies downloaded from the Internet; videos and audio recordings, data 
and signals on electronic, optical, magnetic data carriers, programs for processing of data recorded on machine-readable 
data carriers; electronic publications (downloadable); application software for mobile devices.

Cl.16;Printed materials, teaching and learning material, questionnaires and lists of criteria; pamphlets; prints, 
newspapers, pamphlets; publications; drawings (graphic); photographs; photographic pictures; illustrations; posters and 
display boards.

Cl.35;Consultancy services on economical affairs in private and public sector; business management consultancy; 
business management; consultancy in public relations for political purposes, consultancy in public relations for religious 
purposes, administrative services, political lobbying for commercial purposes; accounting; development and 
implementation of marketing strategies for others, market research, market studies; staff placement and selection 
services; business consultancy for the development of products; assistance in the management of business cooperation; 
commercial activity appraisal services; brokerage of contracts for others; design of printed and electronic advertising 
means, computerized management services, namely, images, texts and audio data, consultancy services relating to 
management by provision of commercial information on the Internet; preparation and organization of conferences, 
seminars, colloquiums and training workshops (training) for commercial and advertising purposes.

Cl.36;Banking and financing services; financial and tax consultancy services; management services, brokerage and 
consultancy relating to investment; insurance consultancy; financial services for social and charitable organizations; 
consultancy in the field of buildings and land; provision of information relating to real estate appraisal; financial 
consultancy for real estate investments, real estate management; financing of real estate; real estate management and 
administration; real estate agency services for purchasing, selling or renting real estate; services of a broker; venture 
capital brokerage services; capital brokerage from and for the private sector, non-profit and government funds brokerage, 
credit rating services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, online transmission and dissemination of information, provision of access to a computer 
database interactive online or on electronic networks, also over the Internet, in the field of databases, videos, movies, 
audio data, graphic images, photographic images, pictures and posters.

Cl.42;Services in the field of science and technology as well as research and development services relating thereto; 
services of graphic design and design of products; industrial analysis and research; design and development of 
computers and computer programs; technical consultancy relating to the development of products; technological 
evaluation services.

Cl.45;Legal consultancy services; consultancy services relating to intellectual property; consultancy services in the 
field of intellectual property licenses, distribution of licenses of all kinds, advertising licenses and licenses for franchise 
concepts; providing information relating to political; organization of religious events; organization and arrangement of 
conferences, seminars and colloquiums for religious purposes.
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Priority claimed from 02/03/2017; Application No. : 4342541 ;France 

3693787    01/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1377976]
GORGY TIMING
Beauregard, Lieudit la Laiterie F-38350 LA MURE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Instruments for measuring time (excluding clocks and watches); apparatus and instruments for recording time; 
apparatus for controlling time; apparatus for recording time and the date; dynamic display; display monitors; display 
screens; luminous display boards; electroluminescent display panels; electronic message display panels; electrical 
scoreboard apparatus; software for electronic bulletin boards; data transmission apparatus; transmitters and receivers 
for transmitting long-distance; transmitters for transmitting electronic signals; downloadable software for transmitting 
data; downloadable mobile applications for transmitting data; computer software for transmitting data relating to time; 
computer hardware for transmitting data relating to time; computer servers; software; computer servers for measuring, 
broadcasting and displaying time; software for measuring, broadcasting and displaying time; software for time control; 
time programming units.

Cl.14;Timepieces and chronometric instruments; control clocks (master clocks); timing clocks; industrial clocks; 
electronically-controlled digital clocks; clock oscillators.

Cl.38;Communication of data by electronic means; telematic communications via computer terminals; digital 
communication services; electronic communication services for data transmission; transmission and reception of data by 
telecommunications; digital transmission services; data transmission services; secure data transmission services; 
transmission via telecommunications systems; digital transmission of data; data transmission services via the Internet 
and other communication networks; transmission and broadcasting of data for measuring and displaying time; rental of 
equipment for transmitting information; computer and electronic display services (telecommunications).
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2016; Application No. : 1817144 ;Australia 

3693790    21/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1377788]
WiseTech Global Limited
U3A 72 O'Riordan St ALEXANDRIA NSW 2015 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software programs including computer software for business purposes; computer software for freight 
forwarding, transportation brokers, customs broking and logistics including for airline carriers, ocean, river and water 
carriers, shippers, trucking and road haulage companies and warehouse facilities; computer software for database 
management, record creation, data transfer, document creation, accounting, workflow, training, testing and data sharing 
functions; training guides and manuals in the form of a computer program; electronic publications.

Cl.41;Education and training including education and training in relation to logistics for freight forwarding, 
transportation brokers, customs broking and logistics including for airline carriers, ocean, river and water carriers, 
shippers, trucking and road haulage companies and warehouse facilities; education and training in the use of computer 
software programs; computer based training; computer and computerised training; computer training advisory services; 
information in relation to the foregoing services.

Cl.42;Software as a service including software as a service for business purposes; software as a service for freight 
forwarding, transportation brokers, customs broking and logistics including for airline carriers, ocean, river and water 
carriers, shippers, trucking and road haulage companies and warehouse facilities; software as a service for database 
management, record creation, data transfer, document creation, accounting, workflow and data sharing functions; 
advisory services relating to computer software and computer systems; computer database consultancy services; design 
and development of computer software; installation, repair and maintenance of computer software including patching; 
cloud computing services; testing of computer software; support services for computer software; information in relation 
to the foregoing services.
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3770466    15/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1287441]
NOVASOL SPRAY, S.A.
Ctra. de l'Arboç a Llorenç, Km 4.7 E-43712 Llorenç del Penedès Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers, pigments, paints; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; 
colorants; ink for graphic arts; mordants, enamels; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, 
decorators, printers and artists; non-insulating varnishes and thinners for paints and lacquers.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; stain removers; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; deodorants for personal use.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for candles.
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2013; Application No. : 651030 ;Switzerland 

3777878    20/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1189044]
Abbott Products Operations AG
Hegenheimermattweg 127 CH-4123 Allschwil Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products and preparations containing lactulose as active ingredient for human use; dietetic 
foodstuffs and preparations for human medical use; dietary food supplements containing lactulose for human use.

Cl.29;Milk and dairy products; milk derivatives.

Cl.30;Confectionery containing lactulose.
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Priority claimed from 14/04/2017; Application No. : 2017-051657 ;Japan 

3779776    15/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1381453]
ISEHAN COMPANY LIMITED
7, Goban-cho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 102-0076 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; make-up preparations; make-up removing preparations; make-up foundations; facial concealer; face 
powder; rouges; mascara; eye liner; eye shadow; eyebrow colors; lipsticks; lip gloss; lip creams; lip balm; cosmetic hand 
creams; nail enamel; nail enamel removers; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic skin lotions; skin moisturizers; 
milk for cosmetic purposes; skin emollients; skin creams; beauty scrubs; skin cleansers; cosmetic sunscreen 
preparations; skin whitening preparations; false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; double eyelid tapes; 
double eyelid glues; false nails; cosmetic soaps; perfumery; fragrances; incense; hair lotions; shampoos; hair 
conditioner; bath lotion for cosmetic use; dentifrices; eye make-up; lip neutralizers; non-medicated serums for use on 
eyelashes; blusher; lip liner; nail polish top coat; nail polish base coat; nail hardeners; non-medicated skin serums; anti-
aging creams for cosmetic use; cosmetic creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, hands and body; 
cosmetic massage creams.

Cl.8;Pedicure sets; eyelash curlers; manicure sets; scissors for cosmetic use; razors, electric or non-electric; non-
electric shavers; electric shavers; eyebrow scissors; replacement rubbers for eyelash curler.

Cl.21;Cosmetic utensils; powder compacts; powder puffs; make-up sponges; make-up brushes; eyebrow brushes; eye 
make-up applicators; eyelash combs; lip brushes; fitted vanity cases; perfume sprayers sold empty; nail brushes; large-
toothed combs for the hair; cosmetic spatulas.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2015; Application No. : 302015000015487 ;Italy 

3783775    28/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1284225]
BRUNELLO CUCINELLI S.P.A.
Viale Parco dell'Industria 5, Frazione Solomeo I-06073 Corciano (PG) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Illuminating wax; candles and wicks for lighting; lighting fuel.

Cl.8;Manicure sets; pedicure sets; emery files; manicure implements; depilation appliances; razors; shaving cases; side 
arms other than firearms; cutlery; boxes adapted for cutlery; spoons; table forks.

Cl.14;Precious and semi-precious gems; imitation precious stones; precious metals and alloys of precious metals; 
pearl; jewellery findings; costume jewellery; tie bars; jewellery, namely, amulets, imitation jewellery ornaments, jewellery 
ornaments; cases for watches and clocks; clocks and watches; shoe ornaments of precious metal; clothing ornaments of 
precious metals; jewel cases; fitted cases for jewels; fitted cases for clocks.

Cl.16;Packing cardboard; gift packaging; paper boxes; decorative bows for packaging; decorative paper bows for 
wrapping; paper ribbons; paper bags; paper boxes; pen-cases; attachments for pencils; inkwells; pens; color pencils; 
writing sets; penholders; writing instruments; paper cutters; scrapbooks; page holders; book covers; textbooks; 
manuals; notebooks; cards; calendars; catalogues; engravings; invitation cards; writing stationery; notepads; writing 
paper; display binders; bookmarkers.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, 
amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics; furniture fittings, not of metal; 
head-rests; cupboards; coatstands; lockers drawers; chests of drawers; mobiles; picture frames; tea carts; cushions; 
covers for clothing; garment covers; divans; display stands; edgings of plastic for furniture; pillows; mirror tiles; beds; 
works of art, of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; wickerwork; screens; armchairs; towel closets; book rests; umbrella stands; 
magazine racks; doors for furniture; furniture shelves; shelves for storage; racks; filing cabinets; bins of wood or plastic; 
writing desks; desks; easy chairs; seats; seats of metal; stools; sofas; mirrors; statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; 
woven timber blinds; interior textile window blinds.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes, except paint brushes; brush-making
materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass, except glass used in building; 
glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; cruets; napkin rings; bottle openers; wine tasters; 
basins; drinking glasses; tankards; candy boxes; bottles; glass flasks; mugs; butter-dish covers; candlesticks; 
decanters; corkscrews; dish covers; fruit cups; plate glass; crystal; majolica; toilet cases; works of art, of porcelain, terra-
cotta or glass; oil cruets; scoops; pie servers; table plates; dishes; saucers; candle rings; porcelain ware; soap holders; 
napkin holders; powder compacts; ceramics for household purposes; drinking vessels; lunch boxes; bread bins; boxes 
of glass; coffee services; liqueur sets; tea services; spice sets; services; trivets; statues of porcelain, ceramic, 
earthenware or glass; statuettes of porcelain, ceramic earthenware or glass; cups; teapots; toilet utensils; perfume 
sprayers; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; pottery; pots; vases; flower pots; trays; opal glass; glasses; 
painted glassware; enameled glass; sugar bowls; soup bowls.

Cl.23;Yarns; thread for textile use.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flowers; hair 
ornaments; haberdashery, except thread; brassards; bows for the hair; zippers; zippers for bags; dress fastenings; 
monogram tabs for marking linen; numerals for marking linen; cords for rimming, for clothing; ornamental badges; hair 
bands; belt clasp; barrettes; fastenings for braces; buckles; artificial flowers; sequins; elastic ribbons; ribbons; shoe 
ornaments, not of precious metal; hat ornaments, not of precious metal; passementerie; beads other than for making 
jewellery; silver embroidery; gold embroidery; brooches; laces.

Cl.27;Rugs, doormats and mats; wallpaper; wallcoverings.

Cl.34;Match holders; match boxes; cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos and other ready-for-use smoking articles; lighters for 
smokers; ashtrays; smokers' articles.

Cl.40;Dressmaking; clothing alteration, commission manufacturing; cloth edging; edging of textiles; shoemaking; 
embroidery; custom tailoring; cutting of fabric.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; academies; rental of show 
scenery; rental of stage scenery; organization of competitions for education or entertainment; organization of exhibitions 
for cultural or educational purposes; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of shows; 
arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of 
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congresses; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting 
of symposiums; arranging and conducting of workshops; vocational guidance; entertainment party planning; publication 
of books; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; electronic 
desktop publishing; theatre productions; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; photographic reporting; 
bookmobile services; club services for entertainment or education; providing museum facilities such as presentation, 
exhibitions.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; creches; cafes; providing campground 
facilities; rental of temporary accommodation; canteens; rental of cooking apparatus; rental of portable buildings; rental 
of drinking water dispensers; rental of meeting rooms; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; rental of tents; 
boarding houses; restaurants; hotel services; holiday camp services; catering services for the provision of food and 
beverages.
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3783798    06/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1299794]
Soundtrap AB
Box 390 SE-101 27 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Providing access to digital music web sites on the Internet; delivery of digital music by telecommunications; 
providing access to digital music web sites on the Internet; music broadcasting; audio broadcasting; broadcasting 
programs via a global computer network; communication services, namely, electronic transmission of data and 
documents among users of computers; communications services, namely, transmitting streamed sound and audio-visual 
recordings via the Internet; electronic, electric, and digital transmission of voice, data, images, signals and messages; 
radio broadcasting; satellite television broadcasting; streaming of audio material on the Internet; streaming of video 
material on the Internet; television broadcasting; transmission of sound via satellite or interactive multimedia networks; 
video broadcasting; video narrowcasting services; video teleconferencing; video-ondemand transmission services; voice 
over Internet protocol (VoIP) services; web conferencing services; webcasting services; electronic transmission of 
computer programs via the Internet.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; design and development of 
computer hardware and software; computer programming for the Internet; installation, repair and maintenance of 
computer software; programming of educational software and educational services for the Internet; programming of 
software for music production; development of software and online services for music production; development of 
computer software application solutions; encryption of digital music; encryption of digital music.
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3784059    16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1329054]
Joint-Stock Company "Krasnyj Octyabr"
ul. Malaya Krasnoselskaya, d. 7, str. 24 RU-107140 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others 
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses].

Cl.43;Snack-bar services; café services; cafeteria services; restaurant services; self-service restaurant services.
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Priority claimed from 04/10/2016; Application No. : 015885288 ;European Union 

3793337    08/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1361560]
NATIXIS
30 avenue Pierre Mendès-France F-75013 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; 
calculating machines; equipment for data processing and computers; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; credit cards; 
debit cards; magnetic cards; cash withdrawal cards; payment cards; magnetic cards used in particular for paying 
financial, banking, monetary and stock exchange transactions; magnetic identity cards; magnetically encoded cards for 
storing or collecting data; magnetic cards for physical access control, control of access to computer systems; encoded 
loyalty cards, magnetic cards for collecting points, magnetic subscription cards; Magnetic, optical, electronic memory or 
microprocessor, chip, disposable or rechargeable cards, cards for prepaid or postpaid use, contact or contactless cards, 
cards able to contain one or more electronic cash wallets to purchase products or pay for services; software; 
downloadable software in the financial, banking, monetary, real estate, stock exchange, saving and insurance field; 
downloadable software for managing shares, securities and other financial instruments; electronic publications 
[downloadable]; downloadable computer software applications; application software for mobile telephones; computer 
applications for computers, mobile telephones, tablet computers, personal digital assistants; downloadable software in 
the form of applications for computers, mobile telephones, tablet computers, personal digital assistants; interactive 
computer devices; virtual reality helmets and visors; virtual reality software for monitoring movement, location, position 
and orientation detection; software for the development and interfacing of virtual reality software; software, namely for 
mobile applications for installation, configuration, display and operation of virtual reality software; software tools for 
editing prepaid vouchers for printing (digit codes, barcodes, 2D codes or other graphic signatures that can be optically 
scanned), the aforesaid products for use on hand-held and mobile digital electronic devices and other consumer 
electronic devices; downloadable electronic publications in the financial, banking, monetary, real estate, stock exchange, 
saving and insurance fields; electronic wallets; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; automatic ticket dispensers; 
counterfeit [false] coin detectors; readers for memory or chip cards, magnetic cards, payment cards, credit cards, debit 
cards, loyalty cards, discount cards.

Cl.16;Printing products (printed matter); instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); printed matter, 
newspapers and periodicals, checkbooks, printed forms for use by banks; albums, brochures, notebooks, calendars, 
information bulletins, publications, magazines, prospectuses, books, manuals, directories; checks, service vouchers and 
special payment vouchers.

Cl.35;Advertising; online advertising on a computer communication network; commercial business management; 
commercial administration; business consultancy; business inquiries or information; commercial advertising, commercial
canvassing for the dissemination of securities; business account management services for clients; accounting services; 
invoicing services; administration, billing and reconciliation of accounts on behalf of others; computer file management; 
data search in computer files; commercial and industrial company operational assistance; market study and research; 
compilation of information; services provided by consultants relating to company acquisitions and mergers; drawing up 
of bank statements, preparation of business statistics, auditing of accounts; economic forecasting; consultancy relating 
to tax declaration preparation; tax preparation; administrative management of financial, banking, monetary, real estate 
and stock exchange transactions; administrative management of shares, securities and other financial assets; 
administrative management of investment funds [for others]; arranging subscriptions to telematic services; subscription 
to a provider center for access to a computer network for telecommunications or data transmission, subscription to 
electronic newspapers, subscription to a telecommunications service; services to bring together for others of products 
(excluding the transport thereof) and services, namely financial, banking, monetary, real estate, stock exchange, savings 
and insurance services to enable customers to view and/or purchase the said products and services; presentation of 
financial, banking, monetary, real estate, stock exchange, saving and insurance products on any communication medium 
for the retail sale of such products; promotional and advertising operations with a view to developing customer and staff 
loyalty; research and prospecting of financial markets.

Cl.36;Banking; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; stock exchange affairs; actuarial services, 
factoring, credit agencies; debt collection agencies; financial analysis; insurance services; insurance consultancy; 
insurance in connection with financial and stock exchange transactions; provident funds; credit card services; debit card 
services; surety services; raising capital; banking and financial consultancy; real estate appraisal; real estate brokerage, 
real estate management; wealth management, stock exchange quotations; brokerage; stock exchange brokerage; 
insurance brokerage; credit; lease-purchase financing; deposits of valuables; management of securities; issuing of bank 
checks, of travelers' checks; issuing of bank cards, issuing of loyalty cards (financial service); savings bank services; 
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financial evaluation (insurance, banking, real estate); financing services; fiscal assessments, fiduciary services, raising 
funds; financial information; insurance information; home banking; capital investment; exchange operations; installment 
loans; payment services and transfer of electronic funds; loans [financing]; collateral loans; financial transactions; 
electronic funds transfer; electronic transfer of shares, securities and other financial goods and services; check 
verification; financial and banking management; management of securities; financial sponsorship; banking, financial and 
monetary operations on-line via telecommunication networks and computer communication networks; quotation services 
of investment funds, shares, securities and financial goods and services; management of listed securities; registration 
and admission of stocks, securities and financial goods and services on a stock exchange; services for trading shares, 
securities and financial instruments; intermediary services relating to shares, securities and financial goods and services;
issuing tickets and payment vouchers, pre-paid cards and any other means of payment for purchasing products or paying 
for services; cloud issuing of payment vouchers; issuing of magnetic, optical, electronic memory or microprocessor, 
chip, disposable or rechargeable cards, cards for prepaid or postpaid use, contact or contactless cards, cards able to 
contain one or more electronic cash wallets to purchase products or pay for services; issuing of payment cards, debit and
credit cards, loyalty cards, magnetic subscription cards; financing services for the acquisition of goods or services by 
means of electronic documents, coupons, vouchers or control tickets; consultancy in optimization of company 
remuneration schemes and employee benefit schemes.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunication services regarding finance, banking, money, real estate, stock 
exchange, savings and insurance; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; communications by 
computer terminals; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of computer-aided messages 
and images relating to finances, banking, monetary services, real estate, stock market, savings and insurance; electronic 
messaging; communicating information and handling inquiries concerning financial, banking, monetary, real estate, stock 
exchange, savings and insurance fields on any means of telecommunication, including by means of computer, and 
computer or electronic networks; transmission of data by any means of telecommunication, including transmission of 
financial, banking, monetary, real estate, stock exchange, saving and insurance data; rental of access time to a database 
server center; communication of information and advertising and commercial information in the financial, banking, 
monetary, real estate, stock exchange, saving and insurance fields by any means of telecommunication, including by 
means of computer, tablet, mobile phones, connected virtual reality devices or computer or electronic networks; 
provision of access to hosted applications to acquire information, to compare and subscribe to offers in the financial, 
banking, monetary, real estate, stock exchange, saving and insurance fields.

Cl.41;Education; training; arranging and conducting training workshops, colloquiums, conferences, congresses, 
seminars and/or symposiums in the financial, banking, monetary, real estate, stock exchange, saving and insurance 
fields; practical training [demonstration] in the financial, banking, monetary, real estate, stock exchange, saving and 
insurance fields; provision of on-line electronic publications [non-downloadable]; electronic publication of books and 
journals online; publication of books, booklets and brochures; publication of texts [other than advertising texts]; 
publication of banking, financial, real estate or stock exchange fields, as well as statistics, business information, studies 
and market analysis; organization of competitions, games (entertainment), information campaigns and professional and 
other events in the cultural, sports, research, environmental solidarity and humanitarian fields, and for cultural or 
educational purposes; production of films and television series, information shows, cinematographic and television 
entertainment, audiovisual and multimedia programs (computer editing of texts and/or of still or animated images, and/or 
of musical or non-musical sounds) for interactive or non-interactive use.

Cl.42;Development [design], installation, updating, maintenance and rental of software; creation [design], installation, 
updating, maintenance and rental of software in the finance, banking, monetary, real estate, stock exchange, saving and 
insurance fields; providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments; 
providing temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable authentication software to control access and communication with 
computers and computer networks.

Cl.45;Legal services; all kinds of legal or judicial research; legal analyses; legal assistance services; legal advice and 
consultancy; litigation services; computer software licensing [legal services].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/10/2017; Application No. : 017368151 ;European Union 

3801484    16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1394273]
Anti Labs, SIA
Gunara Astras iela 8B LV-1082 Riga Latvia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software for mobile phones; computer application software for mobile telephones.

Cl.38;Chatroom services for social networking; providing internet chatrooms and internet forums.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

3802050    09/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1299219]
LUIGI LAVAZZA S.P.A.
Via Bologna, 32 I-10152 TORINO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Electric machines for preparing coffee, infusions and other hot beverages; beverage cooling apparatus; kettles, 
electric; coffee machines, electric; coffee percolators, electric.

Cl.30;Coffee; vinegar; coffee flavorings; seasonings; cereal bars; coffee-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; 
tea-based beverages; cookies; cocoa; cinnamon [spice]; caramels [candy]; chocolate; condiments; confectionery; natural 
sweeteners; edible ices; fruit jellies [confectionery]; chewing gum; honey; husked barley; bread; pasta; pastries; vegetal 
preparations for use as coffee substitutes; rice; sauces [condiments]; spices; artificial coffee; tea; tarts; sugar.

Cl.43;Accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses]; cafés; cafeteria services; retirement home services; 
tourist home services; providing campground facilities; rental of temporary accommodation; canteen services; rental of 
cooking apparatus; rental of meeting rooms; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; boarding house services; 
boarding for animals; hotel reservations; temporary accommodation reservations; boarding house bookings; restaurant 
services; self-service restaurant services; hotel services; bar services; holiday camp services [lodging]; food and drink 
catering; motel services; snack-bar services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

 

3804454    09/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1318093]
Fresh Nuts GmbH
Pinkertweg 10 22113 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Cut fruits; candied fruits; glazed fruits; bottled fruits; canned fruits; pickled fruits; dried fruits; preserved fruits; 
processed fruits; tinned fruits; fruits (crystallized -); prepared fruits; cooked fruits; frosted fruits; crystallized fruits; frozen 
fruits; canned sliced fruits; bottled sliced fruits; edible crystallised fruits; processed fruits, fungi and vegetables 
(including nuts and pulses); ground almond; ground almonds; processed almonds; prepared almonds; almonds 
(prepared -); almonds, ground; olives stuffed with almonds; edible seeds; seeds (processed -); processed seeds; seeds, 
prepared; edible sunflower seeds; processed sunflower seeds; sunflower seeds, prepared; seeds (processed sunflower -
); processed plantain seeds; processed edible seeds; processed watermelon seeds; processed pumpkin seeds; flavoured 
nuts; ground nuts; seasoned nuts; flavored nuts; roasted nuts; blanched nuts; candied nuts; shelled nuts; prepared nuts; 
processed nuts; spiced nuts; dried nuts; edible nuts; preserved nuts; roast nuts; salted nuts.

Cl.30;Flavourings made from fruits [other than essential oils]; filled yeast dough with fillings consisting of fruits; food 
mixtures consisting of cereal flakes and dried fruits; almond cake; almond pastries; almond paste; almond confectionery; 
sugar almonds; sugared almonds; almond flavorings; almonds covered in chocolate; almond flavorings, other than 
essential oils; sesame seeds; cereal seeds, processed; gingerbread nuts; roasted and ground sesame seeds; table salt 
mixed with sesame seeds; sesame snacks; sesame paste; sesame seeds; flaked corn; flakes (corn -); corn chips; 
processed corn; roasted corn; corn (processed -); corn, roasted.

Cl.31;Unprocessed fruits; raw fruits; fresh fruits; nuts [fruits]; almonds [fruits]; fresh dragon fruits; fresh fruits, nuts, 
vegetables and herbs; fresh almonds; fruit seeds; crop seeds; sowing seeds; flower seeds; grass seeds; agricultural 
seeds; grains [seeds]; sunflower seeds; natural seeds; vegetable seeds; plant seeds; seeds for flowers; seeds for 
agricultural use; seeds for horticultural purposes; seeds for planting; cereal seeds, unprocessed; edible seeds 
[unprocessed]; seeds for vegetables; hybrid wheat seeds; seeds for fruit; propagation material [seeds]; seeds for sowing; 
unprocessed cereal seeds; unprocessed oil seeds; unprocessed flax seeds; fresh nuts; raw nuts; unprocessed nuts; corn 
(unprocessed -); fresh corn; unprocessed corn; raw corn.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 05/02/2018; Application No. : 017775529 ;European Union 

3804594    06/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1395672]
GENTILIN SRL
Via Delle Tezze, 20/22 I-36070 TRISSINO (VI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Air compressors; compressed air sprayers; pumps, compressors and fans; axial flow blowers; air spray guns; 
pneumatic nail guns; glue guns, electric; spray paint machines; spray guns for paint; spray guns (electric -) [airbrushes]; 
pneumatic tools [machines]; air driven hand tools; portable air tools.

Cl.10;Compressors [surgical]; compressors for medical [treatment] purposes.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of compressors; leasing of air compressors; maintenance of pneumatic hand tools.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/10/2016; Application No. : 015945041 ;European Union 

3804606    05/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1350157]
Federico Lestini
Via Mondello 12 I-00054 Fiumicino Italy
Luca Pofi
Via Tommaso Salvini 13 I-00197 Roma Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Mobile accommodation [metal].

Cl.42;Contriving designs, design, architectural services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/11/2017; Application No. : 017525619 ;European Union 

3806538    14/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1395175]
Organisation Européene des Brevets Europäische Patentorganisation European Patents Organisation Internationale Org.
Bob-van-Benthem-Platz 1 80469 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Providing of access to databases and enabling of access to databases in the field of intellectual property.

Cl.42;Generation (development) of data and data sets relating to property rights in the field of intellectual property.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 07/02/2018; Application No. : 017785007 ;European Union 

3806550    14/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1395176]
Oatly AB
Stora Varvsgatan 6 A SE-211 19 Malmö Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.43;Provision of food and drink; café services and cafeteria services; cafés and cafeterias; take away food and drink 
services; take away café and cafeteria services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/05/2017; Application No. : 302017000058897 ;Italy 

3806679    01/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1392762]
VALENTINO S.P.A.
Via Turati, 16/18 I-20121 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; purses; school book bags; bags (nose-) [feed bags]; card wallets [leatherware]; 
traveling trunks; travelling bags; backpacks; wallets; grocery tote bags; attache cases; beach bags; casual bags; 
handbags; travel baggage; handbag frames; purses; document cases; cases made of leather; beauty cases sold empty; 
key-cases of leather and skins; travel garment covers; sport bags; hat boxes of leather; bags (garment -) for travel; straps 
(leather shoulder -); straps (leather -); raw skins; dog collars; clothing for pets; umbrellas; walking sticks; walking staffs; 
whips, harness and saddlery; harness fittings.

Cl.25;Clothing; coveralls; underwear; jumpers; shirts; sweaters; tutus; ready-made clothing; breeches; tops [clothing]; 
articles of knitwear; coats; skirts; petticoats; sweaters; topcoats; jackets [clothing]; quilted jackets; ski jackets; ski 
trousers; parkas; leather clothing; tee-shirts; chemisettes; trousers; dressing gowns; tights; gilets; jerseys; pajamas 
(Am.); robes; brassieres; vest tops; bustiers; briefs; children's wear; layettes; swimming caps; swimming costumes; 
clothing for gymnastics; rainproof clothing; mackintoshes; masquerade costumes; footwear; slippers; bath sandals; 
boots; boots for sports; riding shoes; galoshes; shoes; beach shoes; sandals; training shoes; gymnastic shoes; 
overshoes; headgear; hats; berets; visors; socks; stocking suspenders; stockings; garters; gloves [clothing]; fingerless 
gloves; muffs [clothing]; shawls; neckties; bow ties; scarves, sashes for wear; veils [clothing]; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; 
furs (clothing); stoles of fur; waist belts; wedding dresses.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/10/2017; Application No. : 4020170131226 ;Republic of Korea 

3806710    06/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1395711]
Kyochon F&B Co., Ltd.
78, Songsin-ro, Gasan-myeon, Chilgok-gun Gyeongsangbuk-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; noodle-based prepared meals; gimbap [Korean rice dish]; 
kimchijeon [kimchi pancakes]; nurungji [scorched rice crust]; tteokguk [cooked dish consisting primarily of sliced oval 
rice cakes with broth]; mandu [Korean-style dumplings]; buckwheat noodles; barley meal; roasted coffee beans; 
bibimbap [rice mixed with vegetables and beef]; bindaetteok [Korean-style pancakes made with mung beans]; rice-based 
pudding dessert; rice-based snack food; prepared cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; rice balls; sushi; chopped noodles 
(kalguksu); noodles in cold soybean soup.

Cl.43;Canteen services; tourist restaurant services; lunch box restaurant services rendered in the framework of 
franchising; restaurant and hotel services; restaurant services; buffet restaurants; salad bar services; western style 
restaurants; restaurant services rendered in the framework of franchising; mobile cafe services for providing food and 
drink; mobile restaurant services; Japanese restaurants; Korean traditional tea cafes; Chinese restaurants; cafe and 
cafeteria services; take-away food services; street stalls serving light dishes (restaurant services); street stalls services; 
pizza parlors; Korean restaurants.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/10/2017; Application No. : 017300864 ;European Union 

3807017    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1396444]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; information technology and 
audiovisual equipment; communications equipment; computer software and application software for mobile telephones 
or tablets for aiding in falling asleep, sleep monitoring, waking up and monitoring statistics in relation to sleep; daylight 
radios incorporating clocks.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus; lamps and light sources; wake-up lights; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.14;Time instruments; electronic alarm clocks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

3808311    15/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1285137]
GÖKLER MOBILYA MEDIKAL VE SAGLIK HIZMETLERI GIDA MADDELERI INSAAT NAKLIYE IMALAT MONTAJ 
PAZARLAMA ITHALAT IHRACAT SANAYI TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
1. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi, 1.Cadde No:7-8 Sivas Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; furniture especially made for medical 
purposes; artificial limbs and prostheses; medical orthopaedic articles; surgical gowns and surgical sterile sheets; adult 
sexual aids; condoms; babies' bottles; babies' pacifiers; teats; teethers for babies.

Cl.20;Furniture, made of any kind of material; mattresses, pillows, air mattresses and cushions, not for medical 
purposes, sleeping bags for camping, water beds, not for medical purposes; mirrors; beehives, artificial honeycombs and 
sections of wood for honeycombs; bouncing chairs for babies, playpens for babies, cradles, infant walkers; display 
boards, frames for pictures and paintings, identification plates, identification tags, nameplates, identification labels made 
of wood or synthetic materials; packaging containers of wood or plastics, casks for use in transportation or storage, 
barrels, storage drums, tanks, boxes, storage containers, transportation containers, chests, loading pallets and closures 
for the aforementioned goods, of wood or plastics; Small hardware goods of wood or synthetic materials included in this 
class, furniture fittings, of wood or synthetic materials, opening and closing mechanisms of wood or synthetic materials; 
ornaments and decorative goods of wood, wax, beeswax, plastic or plaster bone, ivory or plaster, included in this class; 
baskets, fishing baskets; kennels, nesting boxes and beds for household pets; portable ladders and mobile boarding 
stairs of wood or synthetic materials; bamboo curtains, roller indoor blinds, slatted indoor blinds, trip curtains, bead 
curtains for decoration, curtain hooks, curtain rings, curtain tie-backs, curtain rods.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; office functions; business management, business administration and business consultancy; 
accounting; commercial consultancy services; import-export agencies; business appraisal services for commercial or 
industrial products; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, surgical, 
medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, furniture especially made for medical purposes, artificial limbs 
and prostheses, medical orthopaedic articles, surgical gowns and surgical sterile sheets, adult sexual aids, condoms, 
babies' bottles, babies' pacifiers, teats, teethers for babies, Furniture, made of any kind of material, mattresses, pillows, 
air mattresses and cushions, not for medical purposes, sleeping bags for camping, water beds, not for medical purposes, 
mirrors, beehives, artificial honeycombs and sections of wood for honeycombs, bouncing chairs for babies, playpens for 
babies, cradles, infant walkers, display boards, frames for pictures and paintings, identification plates, identification tags, 
nameplates, identification labels made of wood or synthetic materials, packaging containers of wood or plastics, casks 
for use in transportation or storage, barrels, storage drums, tanks, boxes, storage containers, transportation containers, 
chests, loading pallets and closures for the aforementioned goods, of wood or plastics, small hardware goods of wood or 
synthetic materials included in this class, furniture fittings, of wood or synthetic materials, opening and closing 
mechanisms of wood or synthetic materials, ornaments and decorative goods of wood, wax, beeswax, plastic or plaster 
bone, ivory or plaster, included in this class, baskets, fishing baskets, kennels, nesting boxes and beds for household 
pets, portable ladders and mobile boarding stairs of wood or synthetic materials, bamboo curtains, roller indoor blinds, 
slatted indoor blinds, trip curtains, bead curtains for decoration, curtain hooks, curtain rings, curtain tie-backs, curtain 
rods, woven or non-woven textile fabrics, textile goods for household use, not included in other classes: curtains, bed 
covers, sheets (textile), pillowcases, blankets, quilts, towels, flags, pennants, handkerchiefs, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods, such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by 
means of electronic media or through mail order catalogues. 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 06/10/2017; Application No. : 017300898 ;European Union 

3809576    07/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1396755]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; information technology, audiovisual 
devices; communications equipment; computer software and application software for mobile telephones or tablets for 
aiding in falling asleep, sleep monitoring, waking up and monitoring statistics in relation to sleep; daylight clock radios.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus; lamps and light sources; wake-up lights; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.14;Time instruments; electronic alarm clocks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/08/2017; Application No. : 017096281 ;European Union 

3809744    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1397296]
WABCO Europe BVBA
Chaussée de la Hulpe 166 B-1170 Brussels

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Diagnostic systems and components thereof for land vehicles; measuring and control devices for electrically or 
pressure medium operated systems and components thereof for land vehicles; sensors for measuring vehicle relevant 
signals; apparatus and electronic control units for the processing and the evaluation of signals generated by sensors for 
measuring land vehicle relevant signals; pressure operated switches; solenoid valves and components thereof in class 9, 
but not included in other classes; electronic control apparatus, including software for pressure-actuated braking systems 
for land vehicles, sensors, position sensors, distance sensors and sensors for measuring the wearing of brake blocks; 
position sensors; decelerators with electronic control units and software; devices for giving acoustic, optical or haptic 
warning signals (included in class 9); electronic control units and software for steering brake systems for land vehicles; 
electronic control units and software for control systems for pressure-actuated clutches for land vehicles; sensors for 
vehicles signals, and electronic control units and software therefor; apparatus for recording, apparatus for transmission 
and reproduction of sound or images, especially camcorders.

Cl.12;Parts for motor vehicles, in particular utility vehicles, namely brake devices, cylinders, pressure-actuated braking 
systems for land vehicles, including pressure lines, fittings, brake valves, multi-circuit protection valves, brake cylinders, 
coupling heads, brake rod adjusters, anti-lock brake systems (abs) and parts therefor, anti-slip regulating systems (asr) 
and parts therefor, electronic braking systems (ebs) and parts therefor (included in class 12), servo braking systems; 
wheel brakes for land vehicles, drum skids, disc brakes and their parts; apparatus for braking land vehicles; structural 
parts [for land vehicles], couplings and gear actuators for land vehicles; systems and components therefor for controlling 
the movement stability of land vehicles; braking systems and braking equipment with video cameras and/or distance 
sensors and/or control equipment and parts therefor and parts for regulated braking systems and equipment.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/08/2017; Application No. : 017096249 ;European Union 

3810368    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1397298]
WABCO Europe BVBA
Chaussée de la Hulpe 166 B-1170 Brussels

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Diagnostic systems and components thereof for land vehicles; measuring and control devices for electrically or 
pressure medium operated systems and components thereof for land vehicles; sensors for measuring vehicle relevant 
signals; apparatus and electronic control units for the processing and the evaluation of signals generated by sensors for 
measuring land vehicle relevant signals; pressure operated switches; solenoid valves and components thereof in class 9, 
but not included in other classes; electronic control apparatus, including software for pressure-actuated braking systems 
for land vehicles, sensors, position sensors, distance sensors and sensors for measuring the wearing of brake blocks; 
position sensors; decelerators with electronic control units and software; devices for giving acoustic, optical or haptic 
warning signals (included in class 9); electronic control units and software for steering brake systems for land vehicles; 
electronic control units and software for control systems for pressure-actuated clutches for land vehicles; sensors for 
vehicles signals, and electronic control units and software therefor; apparatus for recording, apparatus for transmission 
and reproduction of sound or images, especially camcorders.

Cl.12;Parts for motor vehicles, in particular utility vehicles, namely brake devices, cylinders, pressure-actuated braking 
systems for land vehicles, including pressure lines, fittings, brake valves, multi-circuit protection valves, brake cylinders, 
coupling heads, brake rod adjusters, anti-lock brake systems (abs) and parts therefor, anti-slip regulating systems (asr) 
and parts therefor, electronic braking systems (ebs) and parts therefor (included in class 12), servo braking systems; 
wheel brakes for land vehicles, drum skids, disc brakes and their parts; apparatus for braking land vehicles; structural 
parts [for land vehicles], couplings and gear actuators for land vehicles; systems and components therefor for controlling 
the movement stability of land vehicles; braking systems and braking equipment with video cameras and/or distance 
sensors and/or control equipment and parts therefor and parts for regulated braking systems and equipment.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/09/2017; Application No. : 4020170120765 ;Republic of Korea 

3810374    12/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1396860]
LOTTE Corporation
(Sincheon-dong) 300, Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; milk sugar for pharmaceutical purposes; powdered milk for babies; disinfectants; 
veterinary preparations; fabric deodorizers; microorganisms for medical purposes; first-aid boxes, filled; bandages for 
dressings; sticking plasters; sanitary pads; cotton for medical purposes; teeth filling material; babies' diapers [napkins]; 
medicated diapers; adult diapers; adhesives for catching flies; mothproofing paper; food for babies; medical and surgical 
plasters.

Cl.29;Frozen beans; pollen prepared as foodstuff; frozen vegetables; processed fruit products; processed vegetable 
products; vegetable juices for cooking; tofu; processed bean products (other than bean curds and their processed 
foodstuff); frozen fruits; frozen meat; edible eggs; processed meat; processed dairy products; edible oils and fats; 
silkworm chrysalis for human consumption; fish and shellfish (not live) (including those frozen or preserved with salt); 
processed seaweed products; food products made from fish and shellfish; preserved/frozen/dried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; soups; jellies; side dishes based on prepared vegetables; fish; meat; poultry and game, not live.

Cl.30;Polished cereals; edible flour of cereals; almond paste; processed cereals; yeast; malt for human consumption; 
sugar for food; rice cakes; soya sauce; chemical seasoning; sauces; spices; edible salt; tea; coffee; tea-based beverages; 
ice; meat tenderizers for household purposes; flour and preparations made from cereals; condiments.

Cl.31;Grains [cereals]; vegetables, fresh; fresh beets; copra; malt for brewing and distilling; fodder; plant seeds; fruit, 
fresh; natural plants and flowers; hops; raw cocoa beans; eggs for hatching, fertilized; live animals; worms, live; fish and 
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shellfish, live; fresh seaweeds; litter for domestic animals; straw litter; raw barks; wood chips for the manufacture of 
wood pulp; Christmas trees; live baits; wreaths of natural flowers; silkworms; seaweed for human or animal consumption.

Cl.32;Extracts of hops for making beer; malt extracts for making liquors; non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and 
fruit juices; soft drinks; sports drinks; aerated water; pastilles for effervescing beverages; powders for effervescing 
beverages; preparations for making effervescent beverages; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; 
mineral water; waters [beverages]; drinking water; tonic water; flavor enhanced water; beer; alcohol-free beers; beer-
based beverages.

Cl.33;Korean distilled spirits (soju); refined rice wine (yag-ju); sake; Korean traditional rice wine (bupju); unstrained rice
wine (tag-ju); Korean traditional rice wine (makgeoli); sparkling fruit wine; vodka; brandy; champagne; wines and 
liqueurs; western liquor; whisky; kaoliang (Chinese liquor); laojiao [Chinese brewed alcoholic beverages]; black raspberry
wine (bokbunjaju); ginseng liquor; red ginseng liquor; wild ginseng liquor; alcoholic beverages except beers.

Cl.34;Tobacco; tobacco substitutes; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; electronic 
cigarettes; nicotine liquid for electronic cigarettes; smoking tobacco; smokers' articles; cigarette cases; ashtrays for 
smokers; cigar cases; neck chains for electronic cigarettes; smokers' articles of precious metal; smokers' articles, not of 
precious metal; electronic cigarette cases; matches; cigarette lighters; lighters for smokers; tobacco filters for use with 
lighters.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1851 ,   28/05/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/08/2017; Application No. : 017096272 ;European Union 

3810378    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1397297]
WABCO Europe BVBA
Chaussée de la Hulpe 166 B-1170 Brussels

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Diagnostic systems and components thereof for land vehicles; measuring and control devices for electrically or 
pressure medium operated systems and components thereof for land vehicles; sensors for measuring vehicle relevant 
signals; apparatus and electronic control units for the processing and the evaluation of signals generated by sensors for 
measuring land vehicle relevant signals; pressure operated switches; solenoid valves and components thereof in class 9, 
but not included in other classes; electronic control apparatus, including software for pressure-actuated braking systems 
for land vehicles, sensors, position sensors, distance sensors and sensors for measuring the wearing of brake blocks; 
position sensors; decelerators with electronic control units and software; devices for giving acoustic, optical or haptic 
warning signals (included in class 9); electronic control units and software for steering brake systems for land vehicles; 
electronic control units and software for control systems for pressure-actuated clutches for land vehicles; sensors for 
vehicles signals, and electronic control units and software therefor; apparatus for recording, apparatus for transmission 
and reproduction of sound or images, especially camcorders.

Cl.12;Parts for motor vehicles, in particular utility vehicles, namely brake devices, cylinders, pressure-actuated braking 
systems for land vehicles, including pressure lines, fittings, brake valves, multi-circuit protection valves, brake cylinders, 
coupling heads, brake rod adjusters, anti-lock brake systems (abs) and parts therefor, anti-slip regulating systems (asr) 
and parts therefor, electronic braking systems (ebs) and parts therefor (included in class 12), servo braking systems; 
wheel brakes for land vehicles, drum skids, disc brakes and their parts; apparatus for braking land vehicles; structural 
parts [for land vehicles], couplings and gear actuators for land vehicles; systems and components therefor for controlling 
the movement stability of land vehicles; braking systems and braking equipment with video cameras and/or distance 
sensors and/or control equipment and parts therefor and parts for regulated braking systems and equipment.
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3810414    13/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1397318]
Smile Expo s.r.o.
Kaprova 42/14 CZ-110 00 Praha Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; event marketing; organisation and holding of fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organisation and conducting of product presentations; organisation of exhibitions 
for business or commerce; arranging of trade fairs; organisation of exhibitions and trade fairs for business and 
promotional purposes; sales promotion; business promotion; trade promotional services; publicity and sales promotion 
services; online advertisements; advertising and marketing; promotion [advertising] of business; advertising; arranging 
of exhibitions for business purposes.

Cl.41;Education, entertainment and sports; organisation of conferences, exhibitions and competitions; arranging, 
conducting and organisation of seminars; arranging, conducting and organisation of congresses; arranging, conducting 
and organisation of conferences; arranging of seminars relating to trade; arranging of seminars relating to entertainment; 
arrangement of seminars for educational purposes; arranging of conferences relating to trade; arranging of conferences 
relating to business; arrangement of conventions for educational purposes; arranging and conducting of commercial, 
trade and business conferences; organising of education exhibitions.
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Priority claimed from 24/08/2017; Application No. : 17141979 ;European Union 

3815518    20/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1397707]
Südwolle GmbH & Co. KG
Wieseneckstraße 26 90571 Schwaig Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.23;Yarns and threads for textile use.

Cl.24;Linens; curtains.
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Priority claimed from 09/12/2016; Application No. : 87263161 ;United States of America 

3815690    05/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1361980]
bioMerieux Inc.
100 Rodolphe Street Durham NC 27712 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical reagent, other than for medical or veterinary purposes, namely, calibration kits comprised of liquid 
medium, chemical samples and chemical solutions for use in the scientific, laboratory, agri-food, cosmetic, 
pharmaceutical and industrial fields.

Cl.5;Chemical reagent, namely, calibration kits comprised of liquid medium, chemical samples and chemical solutions 
for use in the medical and veterinary fields.

Cl.9;Laboratory apparatus and instrument to measure the optical density of a microorganism suspension, not for 
medical purposes.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instrument to measure the optical density of a microorganism suspension, for medical, 
pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes.
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Priority claimed from 02/11/2017; Application No. : 711771 ;Switzerland 

3815738    06/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1397852]
Sabina von Arx
Grütstrasse 23 CH-8704 Herrliberg Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; professional business consultancy.

Cl.36;Financial management; fund management; wealth management; services provided by investment consultants; 
financial services.
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3815921    23/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1397977]
M2Talent Oy
Ensi Linja 2 FI-00530 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for personnel management, recruitment, employment services, career planning and job hunting; 
downloadable electronic publications.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SaaS) for personnel management, recruitment, employment services, career planning and 
job hunting.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2017; Application No. : 017279977 ;European Union 

3818342    19/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399198]
EUROPEM N.V.
Duwijckstraat 7 B-2500 LIER

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Pipes, tubes and hoses, and fittings therefor including valves, of metal, for industrial use.

Cl.11;Burners, boilers and heaters for industrial use; industrial ovens and furnaces (not for food or beverages); thermal 
oxidizers for industrial air pollution control; incinerators for industrial use; vapour recovery apparatus or installations; 
flare gas recovery apparatus or installations; sulphur recovery apparatus or installations; vapour extraction and treatment 
apparatus or installations; flares, flare tips, flare components; gas cleaning apparatus or installations.

Cl.37;Installation, inspection, maintenance, regulation and repair services with respect to burners, boilers and heaters 
for industrial use, industrial ovens and furnaces, thermal oxidizers, incinerators, recovery apparatus or installations, 
flares, flare tips or flare components, vapour extraction and treatment apparatus or installations, utility pipes, derricks.

Cl.40;Consultancy related to air and water conditioning and purification; consultancy relating to recycling and waste 
treatment.

Cl.42;IT services namely software development, programming and software implementation with respect to optimising, 
controlling or managing energy production units, recovery units, vapour extraction and treatment systems, flare systems, 
cleaning systems; technical design and planning of energy production units, recovery units, vapour extraction and 
treatment systems, flare systems, cleaning systems; software installation and maintenance.
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Priority claimed from 07/09/2017; Application No. : 1360405 ;Benelux 

3818604    19/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398602]
FRID MIND TECHNOLOGIES SA
Rue Henri Danvoie 39 B-6220 Fleurus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; medical devices; vascular implants comprised of artificial 
material; stents.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; scientific research services for medical purposes.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical testing for the diagnosis and treatment of persons.
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Priority claimed from 06/10/2017; Application No. : 017300914 ;European Union 

3818644    08/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398477]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; information technology and 
audiovisual equipment; communications equipment; computer software and application software for mobile telephones 
or tablets for aiding in falling asleep, sleep monitoring, waking up and monitoring statistics in relation to sleep; daylight 
radios incorporating clocks.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus; lamps and light sources; wake-up lights; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.14;Time instruments; electronic alarm clocks.
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3821418    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398785]
Zhangzhou Aonong Animal Husbandry Science and Technology Co., Ltd.
Hengguan Road, Wumen Village, Shiting Town, Xiangcheng District, Zhangzhou City 350000 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Lysine hydrochloric acid salt for medical purposes; vaccines; insect repellent (human or veterinary); preparations 
of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; parasiticides; biological preparations for medical purposes; 
preparations of trace elements for human and animal use; pharmaceutical preparations for use in Chinese medicine; 
medicines for veterinary purposes; biological preparations for veterinary purposes; protein supplements for animals; 
non-medical animal feed supplements.

Cl.31;Poultry for breeding; chestnuts, fresh; watermelon, fresh; cucumbers, fresh; seeds for planting; fodder; stall food 
for animals; bedding and litter for animals.

Cl.44;Hospital services; rest home services; animal breeding; veterinary assistance; consultancy services relating to 
the care of animals in the fields of animals feeding and nutrition; artificial insemination services; gardening; plant nursery 
services; vermin exterminating for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; weed killing.
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Priority claimed from 15/12/2017; Application No. : UK00003277381 ;United Kingdom 

3821432    27/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398168]
Pearson Education Limited
80 Strand London WC2R 0RL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, computer programmes; data recorded in electronic, optical or magnetic form; apparatus for the 
recording, transmission, reception, processing and/or reproduction of sound, images and/or data; electronic publications;
CDs, CD-ROMs, DVDs and other media for the recording of or bearing software and/or electronic data; media bearing 
electronic publications and data; educational, teaching, instruction, research, training, testing, examination or 
assessment apparatus and instruments; electronic apparatus for teaching, training, testing, examination and assessment 
purposes; publications in electronic format; on-line electronic publications; downloadable electronic publications; 
downloadable electronic books; downloadable instructional, teaching, training and educational materials; downloadable 
educational examination and test materials; downloadable study guides; downloadable instructional manuals for 
teaching; computer software applications for educational, teaching, research, training, testing, examination and 
assessment purposes; computer software and computer software platforms for educational, teaching, research, training, 
testing, examination and assessment purposes; optical data media; magnetic data media; data storage and data memory 
apparatus; media bearing electronic publications for educational, teaching, research, training, testing, examination and 
assessment software; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media for teaching, training or assessment 
purposes.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; examination papers and syllabuses; instructional and teaching materials; 
paper, books, booklets, documents, certificates, forms, brochures, handbooks, manuals, study guides, stationery, 
posters; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); educational publications; educational books; textbooks; 
printed matter for instructional purposes; printed educational and training materials; teaching manuals; instructional 
manuals for teaching; printed examinations and answer sheets; printed research reports.

Cl.41;Examination services; educational services; design of educational courses, examinations and qualifications; 
provision of instructional, training, teaching, testing, and/or assessment services; arranging, organising and conducting 
colloquiums, conferences, exhibitions, seminars and symposia; publication in both electronic and paper format of 
instructional, training, teaching, testing, examination and/or assessment materials, including examination papers and 
syllabuses and materials for the testing of candidates; production and distribution of films, videos and DVDs for 
educational purposes; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; including all 
the aforesaid services provided on-line from computer databases and/or intranets and/or extranets and/or the Internet; 
computer based information services relating to training, teaching, education, instruction, examination, testing and 
development of others; organisation and provision of courses, examinations, assessment, teaching and training using 
distance learning methods; career and vocational education and training services; educational and assessment services; 
educational testing; standardized testing; examinations and qualifications; providing computer-delivered educational 
testing and assessments; providing educational examinations and tests; educational achievement testing; assessment of 
educational and vocational ability for use in connection with educational and vocational instruction and placement; 
educational services in the nature of correspondence courses; distance learning services; computer based educational 
services; educational information services; educational research; educational advisory and consultancy services; 
development of educational materials; design of educational courses; publication of texts, books, magazines and other 
printed matter; publication of educational books; publication of educational materials; publication of educational texts 
and instructional books; providing on-line [non-downloadable] publications.
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3821443    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398526]
GLOBAL PRODUCT PLANNING CO., LTD.
12-8, Nampeidai-cho, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0036 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Essential oils; soaps and detergents; cosmetic kits; cosmetic lotions; massage oils; shampoos; hair conditioners; 
hand creams; body creams; bath salts; fragrances.

Cl.11;Electric fragrance diffusers for household purposes.
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3821454    08/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398751]
Peter Alexander Sleepwear Pty Ltd
658 Church St RICHMOND VIC 3121 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing footwear, headgear.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling services; online services, namely the retailing of goods provided over a computer 
network.
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2017; Application No. : 2017727552 ;Russian Federation 

3821455    25/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398687]
Joint-Stock Company "GRUPPA CHTPZ"
Kotelnicheskaya emb., 1/15, B RU-115172 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Brazing fluxes.

Cl.6;Fittings of metal for compressed air lines; tanks of metal; reservoirs of metal; bottles [metal containers] for 
compressed gas or liquid air; preserving boxes of metal; preserve tins; tin cans; casks of metal; barrels of metal; silos of 
metal; prefabricated houses [kits] of metal; chimneys of metal; containers of metal for storing acids; iron slabs; skating 
rinks [structures] of metal; elbows of metal for pipes; manifolds of metal for pipelines; buildings of metal; buildings, 
transportable, of metal; steel buildings; masts of metal; pipe muffs of metal; props of metal; branching pipes of metal; 
platforms, prefabricated, of metal; collars of metal for fastening pipes; floating docks of metal, for mooring boats; 
containers of metal for liquid fuel; floating containers of metal; junctions of metal for pipes; posts of metal; pipework of 
metal; pipes of metal; tubes of metal; steel pipes; steel tubes; flanges of metal [collars].

Cl.7;Mud catchers and collectors [machines]; clack valves [parts of machines]; taps [parts of machines, engines or 
motors]; mixing machines; filtering machines; mixers [machines]; pumps [machines]; pumps [parts of machines, engines 
or motors]; boiler tubes [parts of machines]; lifting apparatus; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; 
elevating apparatus.

Cl.9;Monitoring apparatus, electric.

Cl.11;Taps [cocks, spigots] [faucets (Am.)] for pipes; faucets for pipes (Am.); pipe line cocks [spigots].

Cl.37;Drilling of wells; construction; pipeline construction and maintenance.

Cl.40;Metal tempering; metal treating; welding services; sandblasting services; millworking.

Cl.42;Engineering; scientific research; technological consultancy; technical writing.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2017; Application No. : 302017000053710 ;Italy 

3821459    15/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398688]
HUMANITAS S.P.A.
Via Manzoni, 113 I-20089 ROZZANO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic digital online interactive publications, being downloadable and non-downloadable, computer 
applications, computer software for publishing and sharing digital media and information via global computer and 
communication networks, computer software development tools, software, all the above mentioned goods related to 
medical, sanitary, nursing and hospital matters.

Cl.41;Educational services related to medical, sanitary, nursing and hospital matters; events organization including 
conventions, congresses, workshops, seminars and symposium related to medical, sanitary, nursing and hospital 
matters; publication of texts also online related to medical, sanitary, nursing and hospital matters.

Cl.44;Medical, sanitary, nursing and hospital services; provision of information related to medical examination also 
through media services including internet; consultancy and health risk assessment surveys related to medical, sanitary, 
nursing and hospital matters.
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2017; Application No. : 87550168 ;United States of America 

3821461    18/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398628]
Accelo Inc.
530 Howard St., 200 San Francisco CA 94105 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for automating, accessing and manipulating customer and client data and 
information in the fields of customer relationship management (CRM), customer billing and invoicing, customer sales, and
customer support; all for use by professional services businesses.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for automating, accessing and manipulating customer 
and client data and information in the fields of customer relationship management (CRM), customer billing and invoicing, 
customer sales, and customer support; all for use by professional services businesses.
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Priority claimed from 21/07/2017; Application No. : UK00003245277 ;United Kingdom 

3821472    19/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398730]
Nextgen Technology Ltd
Alba House, Mulberry Business Park, Fishponds Road Wokingham, Berkshire RG41 2GY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; testing and quality control devices; testing apparatus for electronic equipment; electronic testing 
apparatus for use in the field of telecommunications; computer interface apparatus; computer interface software; 
computer application software for use in implementing the Internet of Things [IoT]; computer hardware modules for use in 
electronic devices using the Internet of Things [IoT]; automatic control apparatus; electronic control systems; simulation 
apparatus; simulation software; data capture apparatus; image capturing devices; parts, fittings and accessories for all 
the aforementioned goods.

Cl.42;Development and testing of computing methods, algorithms and software; technical testing; product testing; 
testing of apparatus; conformance testing services; research relating to the computerised automation of industrial and 
technical processes; design of mathematical models; technical data analysis services; testing of computer software and 
hardware for home automation; testing of wearable computers and mobile phones; analysis and evaluation of product 
development; testing and evaluation of connectivity between electronic and electrical devices and apparatus through 
simulating interactions by end users; information, advisory and consultancy services connected with all the 
aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 04/07/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 214 508 ;Germany 

3821479    25/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398726]
Gesellschaft für Technische Kommunikation - tekom e.V.
Rotebühlstraße 64 70178 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer utility programs for file management; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; file synchronisation software; databases.

Cl.16;Prospectuses; book; printed matter; catalogues; teaching materials [expect apparatus]; posters; pamphlets; 
periodicals; newspapers.

Cl.41;Providing on-line information and news in the field of employment training; vocational training services; on-line 
publication of electronic books and journals; arranging and conducting educational conferences; arranging and 
conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging 
and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; organisation of exhibitions for cultural 
or educational purposes; publication and editing of books; publication of printed matter; organisation of seminars.

Cl.42;Maintenance and updating of computer software; analytical services relating to computer programmes; 
consultancy and information services relating to computer software design; consultancy and information services 
relating to computer system integration; computer aided industrial analysis services; computer system design; computer 
software design; electronic storage of files and documents; development of computer programs; development of data 
bases; development, updating and maintenance of software and database systems; design, development and 
programming of computer software; computer programming; provision of technical studies relating to computer 
programming; creation of computer programmes for data processing; preparation of reports relating to computer 
programmes; surveying; research relating to computer programs; creating of computer programs; engineering services 
relating to computer programming; maintenance of database systems; testing, analysis and evaluation of the services of 
others for the purpose of certification; testing of computer programs; software development; technical research; 
technological consultancy; rental of computers and computer software; scientific and technological services; certification 
[quality control]; certification of educational services [quality control]; providing back-up computer programs and 
facilities; editing of computer programs.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software [legal services]; licensing of databases; licensing of research and development; 
licensing of franchise concepts.
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Priority claimed from 23/09/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 024 554 ;Germany 

3821492    29/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398809]
Aglobis AG
Grienbachstr. 17 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals; sulphur; sulphuric acid.

Cl.39;Transport; transport brokerage; boat transport; truck hauling; transport of sulphur and sulphuric acid by rail, 
truck and ship.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2017; Application No. : 017138801 ;European Union 

3821493    22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398857]
NOKIA SOLUTIONS AND NETWORKS OY
Karaportti 3 FI-02610 ESPOO Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunication equipment.

Cl.12;Civilian and military drones.
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Priority claimed from 20/10/2017; Application No. : 87653484 ;United States of America 

3821494    15/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398642]
SmartContract ChainLink, Ltd.
P.O. Box. 309, Ugland House, South Church Street Grand Cayman KY1-1104

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software in the nature of a decentralized oracle network which allows smart contracts to securely, 
quickly, and auditably connect to external data sources, APIs, internal systems, and the existing bank payments 
infrastructure.

Cl.42;Providing services in the nature of a decentralized oracle network which allows smart contracts to securely, 
quickly, and auditably connect to external data sources, APIs, internal systems, and the existing bank payments 
infrastructure.
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3821501    02/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398802]
BANERJI SUBHASIS
187 Bishan Street 13, 02-479 Singapore 570187 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Stroke rehabilitation apparatus which consists of a wearable data capture unit which captures and stores brain 
and muscle signals, an arm glove which senses muscle signals, a headset which senses brain signals and a graphic user 
interface which guides the stroke patient on how to self-correct muscle use, manage relaxation and attention states and 
helps them recover use of the limbs.

Cl.41;Provision of education and training services on how to manage posture, muscle use and management of mind 
states for recovery from various health disorders; provision of training on appropriate technologies to achieve better 
strength, function and health.
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3821515    23/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398826]
CHICO'S BRANDS INVESTMENTS, INC.
11215 Metro Parkway Fort Myers FL 33966 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Colognes, perfumes and cosmetics; face and body lotions; cosmetics.

Cl.25;Women's clothing, namely, shirts, shorts, pants, jackets, sweaters, exercise bra tops; pajamas, pajama tops, 
pajama bottoms, nightgowns, robes, teddies, slips, night shirts, peignoirs, brassieres, camisoles, chemises, slips, 
underwear, briefs, panties, and corsets, leggings and hosiery; and slippers; shapewear, namely, control briefs, corsets, 
body suits, thigh shapers, bottom shapers, waist shapers, and camisole shapers.

Cl.35;Retail store, electronic retail store and mail order services in the field of apparel.
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3821596    21/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399106]
Kano Computing Limited
69-79 Mile End Road London E1 4TT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; kit consisting of computer hardware, computer software, computer peripherals, computer keyboards, 
computer screens, computer accessories, computer parts and fittings, allowing users to assemble, control and operate a 
computer; computer apparatus; computer modules; computer sub-assemblies; personal computers; portable computers; 
micro-computers; desktop computers; components for computers; circuit boards; printed circuit boards; computer circuit
boards; memory boards; memory chips; computer chips; integrated circuit chips; data storage apparatus equipment; data
storage units; data storage units for use with computers; computer memory apparatus; computer memory devices; 
computer memory hardware; memory cards; computer motherboards; hard drives, interface cards; kit consisting of 
computer hardware, computer software, computer peripherals, computer keyboards, computer screens, computer 
accessories and LED lights, allowing users to assemble and operate a pixel LED board that may be assembled, controlled 
and operated by the user; pixel brain (computer software); speakers; kit consisting of computer hardware, computer 
software, computer peripherals, computer accessories, speaker parts and fittings, allowing users to assemble, control 
and operate a speaker for the reproduction of sound; speaker brain (computer software); computer screens; kit 
consisting of computer hardware, computer software, computer peripherals, computer accessories, computer screens, 
computer monitor, parts and fittings for the aforesaid, allowing users to assemble, control and operate a computer screen 
for the reproduction of images; adaptor rings for attaching accessories and equipment to cameras; volume control units; 
speaker boom tube; drum pad for speakers (speaker component); cameras; kit consisting of computer hardware, 
computer software, computer peripherals, computer accessories, camera parts and fittings, allowing users to assemble, 
control and operate a camera for the recording and transmission of images; camera lenses and viewfinders; camera bags;
camera filters; camera brains (computer software); LEDs; LED monitors and displays; LED ring flash; camera sensors; 
tripwire sensors; tilt, gesture, electronic, optical, sensory and motion USB sensors; tripods; mode control units; pixel 
board storage case; speaker case; camera case; computer case; switches, transceivers and converters; computer cables; 
power cables; charging cable; power supplies; batteries; power adapters; power protection devices; electrical cables; 
electrical couplings; data transmission cables; computer serial ports; computer software; operating software; application 
software; computer programs; computer programs for accessing and using the Internet; computer peripherals; computer 
peripheral devices; monitors; tablets; smart phones and watches; computer controllers; keyboards; computer mouse; 
scanners; printers; computer projectors; headsets, speakers and microphones for use with computers; wireless 
transmitters; wireless computer peripherals; networking devices; CD-ROM drives; DVD-drives; apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; calculating machines, data 
processing equipment; downloadable publications; parts and fittings, accessories and components for all the aforesaid 
goods.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; chat room services; providing access to an online platform where users can upload 
and share images and audio visual recordings, share games, projects and software applications and exchange messages 
with other users; the provision of information, advice and consultancy relating to all of the aforesaid.
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3821599    08/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399014]
Qingdao Jiuhua Anmin Commercial and Trading Co., Ltd.
602 Room No. 111 Yanan San Road, Shinan Area, QingDao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Brokerage; guarantees.

Cl.42;Chemistry services; biological research; material testing; dress designing; computer programming; 
authenticating works of art.
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3821600    29/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399073]
IMMAGINAZIONE SRL
Via Antonio Bazzini, 14 I-20131 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfume; essential oils; bodycare preparations; hair lotions; room fragrances; ethereal essences; incense; 
dentifrices; room fragrance.

Cl.4;Bougies in the nature of wax candles; aromatherapy fragrance candles; candles for absorbing smoke; Christmas 
tree candles.

Cl.5;Balsamic preparations for medical purposes.

Cl.11;Lighting appliances; heating apparatus and installations; sanitary installations; chandeliers; standing lamps; 
desk lamps; table lamps; lamp shades.

Cl.14;Jewellery; imitation jewellery; precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.18;Bags; small bags; pouches (bags); notecases; valises; trunks; make-up bags; leather briefcases; umbrellas; 
holdalls; sports bags.

Cl.19;Parquet flooring; parquet flooring and parquet slabs; timber panels; ceramic tiles for tile floors and coverings; 
statuettes of stone; figurines of marble.

Cl.20;Furniture; mirrors; picture frames; beds; mattresses; cushions; spring mattresses; pillows.

Cl.21;Vases; cruets; decorative articles made of porcelain; works of art of terracotta; works of art of glass; tumblers; 
bottles; candy boxes; containers for household or kitchen use; collector plates; tableware; coffee services; incense pots; 
combs and sponges; brushes.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers and table linen; pillowcases.

Cl.25;Suits; skirts; trousers; shirts; jackets; coats; hats; mufflers; stockings; gloves; belts; ties; swimming costumes; 
bathing trunks; beach clothing; tracksuits; knitted underwear; brassieres; underpants; slips; housecoats; peignoirs; 
bathing gowns; nightshirts; shoes; boots; sandals; slippers; trainers.

Cl.27;Wallpapers; wallpaper with a textile covering; wallpaper of vinyl; insulating wallpaper; carpets [textile]; bath mats;
rugs; straw mats; wall hangings (non-textile).
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3822702    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398878]
FUJIAN SEPTWOLVES GROUP CO., LTD
No. 655 of Zhongxing South Road, Jinjing Town, Jinjiang City Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Animal skins; briefcases; travelling bags; pocket wallets; key cases; handbags; school bags; umbrellas; canes.

Cl.25;Clothing; layettes [clothing]; waterproof clothing; footwear; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; neckties.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2017; Application No. : 710995 ;Switzerland 

3822703    14/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399216]
Fydec Holding SA
Z.I. Larges Pièces A Chemin du Dévent CH-1024 Ecublens Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Powder transfer system (machines); crushing machines; crushers; powder handling apparatus (loading and 
unloading); mills for micronizing powder; insulators (machines) for closed processes in the chemical and pharmaceutical 
industry; powder dosing components (parts of complete machines); powder micronization equipment (machines); powder 
mixing machines; powder sampling machines.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy services; technical project studies; engineering.
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3822773    16/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1300416]
SOURCE CODE TECHNOLOGY [SCT] FOUNDATION OF SWITZERLAND
c/o Schweizerische Treuhandgesellschaft AG, Lange Gasse 15 CH-4052 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Food supplements for humans and animals; herbal teas.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear, shirts; belts (clothing); furs (clothing); gloves (clothing); scarves; neckties; hosiery;
socks; bedroom slippers; beach, ski or sports footwear; underwear.

Cl.32;Mineral and aerated waters; beverages based on fruit and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making 
beverages; lemonades; fruit nectars; soda water; non-alcoholic aperitifs.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; bar services; food and drink catering; hotel 
services; temporary accommodation reservation; day-nurseries [crèches]; providing campground facilities; retirement 
homes; boarding for animals.
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Priority claimed from 04/01/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 100 065 ;Germany 

3822781    04/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398389]
tacterion GmbH
Sonnenstr. 1 80331 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products and materials for film, photography and printing; chemical substances, chemical materials and 
chemical preparations; filtering media of chemical and non-chemical substances included in the class; adhesives for use 
in industry; unprocessed plastics; unprocessed artificial and synthetic resins.

Cl.7;3D printers; dispensing machines; current generators; agricultural, horticultural and forestry machines and 
apparatus; machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; generic machine parts; pumps, 
compressors; robots; control mechanisms for machines; moving and handling equipment; vending machines; parts and 
fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.

Cl.9;Media players for sound and image carriers; application software for wireless devices; scientific research and 
laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; 
audio/visual and photographic devices; recorded content; automatic control apparatus; touch-sensitive input devices; 
computer hardware; computer components and parts; data processing equipment and accessories (electrical and 
mechanical); robotic electrical control apparatus; electric control apparatus; electrical and electronic components; 
electronic publications, downloadable; devices for treatment using electricity; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; 
information technology and audiovisual equipment; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and 
photographic devices; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; measuring, counting,
alignment and calibrating instruments; measuring transducers; mobile apps; modulators; integrated circuit modules; 
navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; sensors 
and detectors; sensor switches; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; software; controllers (regulators); 
sensor controllers; diving equipment; clothing, footwear and headwear for protection against accidents, irradiation and 
fire; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.

Cl.10;Electronic medical instruments; hearing protectors; physical therapy equipment; feeding aids and pacifiers; 
medical clothing; physical exercise apparatus, for medical purposes; medical furniture and beds specially made for 
medical purposes, equipment for moving patients; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; orthopaedic 
instruments; orthopaedic articles; orthopaedic and mobility aids; prosthetics and artificial implants; sensor apparatus for 
medical use in diagnosis; sensor apparatus for medical use in monitoring the vital signs of patients; sex aids; sex toys; 
parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.

Cl.11;Filters for industrial and household use; heating, ventilating, and air conditioning and purification equipment 
(ambient); industrial treatment installations; heating, cooling and treatment equipment; refrigerating and freezing 
equipment; personal heating and drying implements; control devices [thermostatic valves] for heating installations; 
drying installations; water purification, desalination and conditioning installations; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid 
goods, included in the class.

Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; steering units for land vehicles; parts and fittings for vehicles and transportation 
means.

Cl.17;Flexible pipes, tubes, hoses, and fittings therefor, including valves, non-metallic; insulation and barrier materials; 
unprocessed and semi-processed materials included in the class, not specified for use, namely polyester, mineral fibers, 
elastomers, carbon fibres, cellulose acetates, glass fibres and glass wool, cast nylon for use in manufacture, chemical 
fibres not for textile use; unprocessed and semi-processed materials included in the class, not specified for use, namely 
microporous synthetic sheets for the manufacture of protective clothing, for the manufacture of protective work wear, 
protective rainwear, as well as for use in manufacture, microporous synthetic sheets for the manufacture of protective 
wear; synthetic resins [semi-finished products]; semi-worked plastic substances; finished or semi-finished goods, of 
materials included in the class, specified for use, namely shock-absorbing and packing materials, vibration dampers; 
masking films; masking materials for use in printing in blocking radiation; joint covers (non-metallic-); covers made of 
rubber for protecting electrical components; rubber covers for switches; laminate foil for application to a substrate; 
laminated plastic covers for material protection; roll coverings of rubber; gaskets; sealing sheets and semi-processed 
synthetic filtering materials; adhesive tapes for industrial use, strips, bands and films; parts and fittings of all the 
aforesaid goods, included in the class.

Cl.20;Furniture; furnishings, namely beds, bedding, mattresses, pillows and cushions, frames, indoor blinds, and 
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fittings for curtains and indoor blinds, mirrors (silvered glass), walkers (infant-), mats for infant playpens, children's mats 
used for sleeping.

Cl.25;Clothing; headgear; footwear; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.

Cl.27;Floor coverings and artificial ground coverings; carpets, rugs and mats; wall and ceiling coverings; parts and 
fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in the class.

Cl.28;Bite sensors; fairground and playground apparatus; paddings (protective-) [parts of sports suits]; automatic 
gaming machines; toys, games, playthings and novelties; sporting articles and equipment; controllers for game consoles; 
controllers for toys; gymnastic and sporting articles; video game apparatus; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, 
included in the class.

Cl.35;Business inquiries; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging procurement of goods for others; advice and 
information about customer services and product management and prices on internet sites in connection with purchases 
made over the internet; business analysis, research and information services; retail and wholesale services with the 
following goods: electrical tools and apparatus, machines and equipment for household use, apparatus for lighting, 
heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply, installations for sanitary purposes, 
furniture, indoor and outdoor furnishings, cooking goods, kitchen goods, electric kitchen machines, hardware and 
software, recorded media, consumer electronic equipment and apparatus, apparatus for recording, transmission, 
reproduction and/or storage of sound, images and/or other data, optical apparatus, computers, telecommunication 
apparatus, goods in the robotic field, robots (machines) and humanoid robots as well as their components and 
controllers, measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers, measuring, counting, alignment 
and calibrating instruments, electric and electronic components, sensors and detectors, medical apparatus, equipment 
and instruments, orthopaedic articles, sex aids and sex toys, clothing, footwear, headgear, also for protection against 
irradiation, fire and accidents, land, air and water vehicles and their components and accessories, sporting goods and 
toys; business management; commercial trading and consumer information services; business project management; 
marketing, market research and market analysis; merchandising services; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; presentation of goods and services; demonstration of goods for advertising purposes; 
business consultancy and advisory services; operation of businesses [for others]; business administration; promoting 
the goods and services of others; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; arranging of 
business introductions; procurement of contracts for others; advertising, marketing and promotional services; the 
bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, excluding the transport thereof to enable customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods namely of electrical tools and apparatus, machines and equipment for 
household use, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply, 
installations for sanitary purposes, furniture, indoor and outdoor furnishings, cooking goods, kitchen goods, electric 
kitchen machines, hardware and software, recorded media, consumer electronic equipment and apparatus, apparatus for 
recording, transmission, reproduction and/or storage of sound, images and/or other data, optical apparatus, computers, 
telecommunication apparatus, goods in the robotic field, robots (machines) and humanoid robots as well as their 
components and controllers, measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers, measuring, 
counting, alignment and calibrating instruments, electric and electronic components, sensors and detectors, medical 
apparatus, equipment and instruments, orthopaedic articles, sex aids and sex toys, clothing, footwear, headgear, also for 
protection against irradiation, fire and accidents, land, air and water vehicles and their components and accessories, 
sporting goods and toys.

Cl.37;Machinery installation, maintenance and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of machines, installations 
and components in the field of robotics, sensor technology and electric and electronic components; installation of 
computer systems (hardware); repair of electronic apparatus; maintenance and repair of computer hardware.

Cl.40;Customized manufacturing and on-demand services; customized engineering services (on-demand services for 
third parties).

Cl.42;Measurement evaluation services; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications 
accessible via a web site; design services; engineering; computer hardware development; development of testing 
methods; software development, programming and implementation; product research and development; research and 
development services; engineering services relating to robotics; engineering consultancy services; installation, repair 
and maintenance of computer software; computer systems analysis; computer systems development; IT programming 
services; IT consultancy services; design and development of data processing systems; design and development of data 
processing apparatus; it project management; testing, authentication and quality control; software as a service [saas]; 
engineering consultancy relating to data-processing; technical data analysis services; technological analysis services; 
technological consultation services; research relating to technology; scientific and technological services; consultation 
services for all aforesaid services; providing information on all aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 28/04/2017; Application No. : 4358063 ;France 

3822782    26/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399207]
LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton
22 avenue Montaigne F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumes, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; depilatories; make-up removing 
products; lipstick; beauty masks; shaving products; preservatives for leather (polishes); creams for leather.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, optical or sound recording disks; compact 
disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers; calculating 
machines, data processing equipment, computers; electronic tablets, smartphones, e-book readers; game software; 
software (recorded programs); software in the form of applications for digital tablets or smartphones; computer 
peripheral devices; electric batteries; detectors; electric wires; electric relays; diving suits, gloves or masks; clothing for 
protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; protection devices for personal use against accidents; fire 
extinguishers; spectacles (optics); 3D spectacles; optical goods; spectacle cases; diagnostic apparatus not for medical 
use; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; bags designed for laptop computers; downloadable electronic publications.

Cl.14;Jewelry; jewelry products, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; precious metals and their 
alloys; works of art of precious metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; watch cases, straps, chains, 
springs or glasses; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; statues or figurines (statuettes) of precious metals; cases or presentation 
cases for timepieces; medals; cuff links; tie pins.

Cl.16;Printing products (printed matter); bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional or 
teaching material (except apparatus); printing type; printing blocks; paper; cardboard; boxes of cardboard or paper; 
posters; albums; cards; books; newspapers; prospectuses; pamphlets; calendars; writing instruments; engravings or 
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lithographic works of art; paintings (pictures), framed or unframed; aquarelles; patterns for dressmaking; graphic prints; 
drawing instruments; handkerchiefs of paper; face towels of paper; table linen of paper; toilet paper; bags and small bags 
(envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastic for packaging; garbage bags of paper or of plastics.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; 
whips, harness and saddlery; wallets; purses (coin purses); credit card cases [wallets]; bags of leather or imitation 
leather; satchels; vanity cases (empty); collars or clothing for animals; net bags for shopping.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; shirts; clothing of leather or imitation of leather; belts (clothing); furs (clothing); 
gloves (clothing); scarves; neckties; hosiery; socks; bedroom slippers; beach, ski or sports footwear; underwear.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; dissemination of 
advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); newspaper subscription services (for others); 
arranging of telecommunication service subscriptions for others; presentation of goods on all communication media, for 
retail sale; business management and organization consultancy; accounting; document reproduction; employment 
agencies; business management for freelance service providers; computer file management; web site traffic optimization; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer network; rental of 
advertising time on all communication media; publication of advertising texts; rental of advertising space; dissemination 
of advertisements; public relations; company audits (commercial analyses); commercial intermediation services; 
customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; loyalty card services; distribution 
(dissemination) of promotional vouchers and/or advertising vouchers, intended for exchange for goods and/or services; 
retail or wholesale services in stores, via mail order or online (via a website) of candles, soaps, essential oils, cosmetics, 
perfumery and toiletries, perfumery and toilet accessories (namely toilet cases, hair ornaments, perfume vaporizers, 
refills, perfume sprayers, perfume) of parapharmaceutical goods, optical goods, electronic apparatus (telephones, 
computers, tablets, audio, video and photographic apparatus), jewelry, timepieces, works of art, stationery and writing 
articles, table linen, bed linen, bath linen, articles of leather or imitation leather, accessories made of leather or imitation 
leather, luggage, umbrellas and walking sticks, furniture, bedding, blinds and curtains, clothing items and footwear, 
clothing accessories, footwear and headgear, haberdashery, materials for covering existing floors or walls, games and 
toys, gymnastic and sporting articles, utensils and containers for household or kitchen use, tableware and vases, 
porcelain and earthenware, lighting appliances, electrical household goods, food and drink.

Cl.36;Insurance services; banking services; on-line banking services; real estate affairs; provident fund services; 
issuing of travelers' checks or credit cards; real estate appraisals; financial management; real estate management; 
financing services; financial analysis; raising or investing capital; financial consultancy; financial evaluation (insurance, 
banking, real estate); fund investment; issuing of loyalty cards and prepaid cards (financial services).
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Priority claimed from 13/11/2017; Application No. : 302017000129083 ;Italy 

3823433    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398804]
ZEC S.P.A.
Via Lungolorno, 11 I-43052 COLORNO (PARMA) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Pipes of metal; junctions of metal for pipes; gutter pipes of metal; drain pipes of metal; collars of metal for 
fastening pipes.

Cl.17;Flexible hoses, not of metal; pipe muffs, not of metal; junctions, not of metal, for flexible pipes; fittings, not of 
metal, for rigid pipes.
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Priority claimed from 19/04/2017; Application No. : UK00003225657 ;United Kingdom 

3823487    19/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398207]
World First UK Limited
Millbank Tower, 21-24 Millbank London SW1P 4QP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software; computer application software; computer application software for mobile devices; computer 
application software, downloadable; application software for mobile digital devices and mobile telecommunication 
devices; downloadable mobile applications for the use with mobile communication devices; downloadable mobile 
applications for providing insurance services; downloadable mobile applications for providing financial and monetary 
transaction services; downloadable mobile applications for providing credit card and debit card services; downloadable 
mobile applications for providing issuance of credit cards and debit cards; downloadable mobile applications for 
providing money transfer services; downloadable mobile applications for providing currency dealing services; 
downloadable mobile applications for providing currency account services; downloadable mobile applications for 
providing brokerage of currency; downloadable mobile applications for providing currency exchange rate quotations; 
downloadable mobile applications for providing foreign currency exchange; downloadable mobile applications for 
providing financial protection against foreign exchange risks; downloadable mobile applications for providing pricing 
information about foreign exchange rates; downloadable mobile applications for providing banking and private banking 
services; downloadable mobile applications for providing money deposit services; downloadable mobile applications for 
providing deposit account services; downloadable mobile applications for providing multi-currency credit card and debit 
card services; downloadable mobile applications for providing facilitation of money transfers between multi-currency 
worldwide accounts, third party accounts and debit and credit cards; downloadable mobile applications for providing 
issuance of multi-currency credit cards and debit cards; downloadable mobile applications for providing multi-currency 
account services; downloadable mobile applications for providing financial analysis; downloadable mobile applications 
for providing financial management; downloadable mobile applications for providing acquiring bank services; 
downloadable mobile applications for providing FX market and rate information; downloadable mobile applications for 
providing account registration and functionality; downloadable mobile applications for sending payment to new and 
existing beneficiaries.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial and monetary transaction services; credit card and debit card services; issuing of 
credit cards and debit cards; money transfer services; currency dealing services; currency account services; brokerage 
of currency; currency exchange rate quotations; foreign currency exchange; foreign monetary exchange advisory 
services; provision of financial protection against foreign exchange risks; provision of pricing information about foreign 
exchange rates; banking and private banking services; money deposit services; deposit account services; multi-currency 
credit card and debit card services; facilitation of money transfers between multi-currency worldwide accounts, third 
party accounts and debit and credit cards; issuing of multi-currency credit cards and debit cards; multi-currency account 
services; financial analysis; financial investment advisory services; financial management; bank account services; 
information, consultancy and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 05/10/2017; Application No. : 017288804 ;European Union 

3823491    06/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399307]
Openscoring OÜ
Põllu tn 9, Kilingi-Nõmme linn, Saarde vald EE-86304 Pärnu maakond Estonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for computer system and application development, deployment and management.

Cl.42;Research, development, design and upgrading of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 28/04/2017; Application No. : 4358145 ;France 

3823505    24/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398435]
BUREAU VERITAS MARINE & OFFSHORE REGISTRE INTERNATIONAL DE CLASSIFICATION DE NAVIRES ET DE 
PLATEFORMES OFFSHORE
8 cours du Triangle F-92800 PUTEAUX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, software for computer databases, design software, computer-aided manufacturing software, 
software for controlling, monitoring the maintenance of equipment and vehicles, software for 3-D graphic display, 
especially for computer-aided design, software intended for the simulation of events, software for creating and 
processing images and models, maintenance software, especially software for simulating visuals of industrial equipment 
and parts thereof at each stage of their operating life, all the above-mentioned products especially intended for 
shipbuilding yards, marine fleet management, offshore oil and gas companies and operators.

Cl.35;Computer file management, compilation of computer data in databases for 3-D graphic display, especially for the 
design of virtual models and for creating, animating and simulating events intended for studying the behavior of a virtual 
model, all the above-mentioned services, especially intended for shipbuilding yards, marine fleet management, offshore 
oil and gas companies and operators.

Cl.42;Expertise (engineering work), inspection, technical supervision, mechanical research, technical testing for the 
purpose of assessing the quality and reliability of the behavior of the functioning of virtual models, equipment and 
vehicles, on-line technical audits and controls of vehicles and equipment, computer programming services, development 
of computer software applications, computer data storage, computer services, namely immaterial electronic infrastructure 
hosting for others for remotely organizing and monitoring technical audits, industrial analysis and research services with 
regard to the design of equipment and vehicles, computer support services (programming and software installation), all 
the above-mentioned services especially intended for shipbuilding yards, marine fleet management, offshore oil and gas 
companies and operators; technical project studies, technical services, engineering services, naval expertise, namely 
monitoring and technical inspection to assess the safety and reliability of commercial ships.
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Priority claimed from 26/01/2017; Application No. : 87315100 ;United States of America 

3823519    21/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399602]
Grabango Co.
1140 Grizzly Peak Blvd Berkeley CA 94708 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Automated security gates of metal (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); turnstiles of metal.

Cl.9;Computer software for use in processing point of sale transactions and check-out free shopping; computer 
software for use in point-of-decision access and use of coupons, incentives and rewards, viewing and providing product 
recommendations, making shopping lists and product wish lists, and retail store navigation; computer software for 
integrating multiple sales channels, namely, retail stores, internet, mobile applications and mobile devices; computer 
software for use in the fields of computer vision and video technology, sensor technology and machine learning for use in
accessing, browsing, searching and collecting digital video data and information; computer software for use in authoring, 
downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing and organizing data, 
digital information, graphics, images, audio and video; computer software for use in the collection, editing, organizing, 
modifying, bookmarking, transmission, storage and sharing of data, digital information, graphics, images, audio and 
video; database management software; computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; data 
synchronization software; computer application software for mobile devices, internet browsers, electronic readers, and 
tablet computers, namely, software for check-out free shopping, product comparison, electronic financial transactions 
and point of sale transactions; computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; computer 
software for providing integrated mobile phone communication with computerized global information networks; electronic
automatic ticket examination machines; electronic and electrical apparatus, namely, ticket issuing, reading and recording 
machines; magnetic coded cards for use as electronic tickets; security products, namely, entry door systems comprising 
touch pads, security gates and scanning apparatus (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) 
(b) of the Common Regulations); entry/exit security portal comprised of an electronic passageway equipped with 
biometric devices for identification verification and detection of impermissible items being carried through; security alarm 
controllers; electronic video surveillance products, namely, control panels, motion sensors, cameras, door and window 
sensors, cellular backup unit, electric door locks; theft alarms; anti-theft electronic devices, namely, burglar alarms, anti-
theft locks specially adapted to personal electronic devices, namely, laptops, computer, mobile phones, tablets; 
electronic anti-theft system comprised of electronic components of security systems, computer software and electronic 
sensors that detects product payment or movement from a retail location; interactive computer kiosks comprising 
computers, computer hardware, computer peripherals, and computer operating software, for use in security, access and 
retail commerce tracking and surveillance; computer software for use in employee time card management, payroll and 
piece work tracking; gesture recognition software; security cameras for surveillance and monitoring; electronic devices, 
namely, electronic transmitters and receivers for use in providing wireless communication to and from remote locations; 
electronic devices, namely, electronic transmitters and receivers, security cameras for use in monitoring remote 
locations; software applications for use with computers and mobile devices for managing information received from 
electronic devices monitoring remote locations; software for analyzing usage statistics, including product usage, product 
shrinkage, sales trends, inventory management, and merchandising.

Cl.19;Automated security gates not of metal (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of 
the Common Regulations); turnstiles not of metal.

Cl.35;Supply chain management services; business management services, namely, managing logistics, reverse 
logistics, supply chain services, supply chain visibility and synchronization, supply and demand forecasting and product 
distribution processes for others; business consulting services relating to product distribution, operations management 
services, logistics, reverse logistics, supply chain, and production systems and distribution solutions, including shipping 
and receiving, warehousing and inventory; inventory management; business analytics services, namely, obtaining and 
tracking customer data, analyzing, modeling, and reporting customer information, maintaining consumer-related data, 
conducting statistical analysis for business purposes, delivering multi-channel solutions for the purpose of promoting the
goods and services of others, provided by means of direct and indirect methods of advertising and marketing 
communications, including via e-mail, direct mail, database appends, lead generation, identification and profiling, 
monitoring, scoring, engagement, re-engagement, nurturing, analysis, and reporting, telemarketing, social media, search 
engines, printed materials, the internet, mobile, electronic and digital channels, and live and virtual events; providing 
employee information relating to time card management, payroll preparation, payroll administration and management 
services and piece work tracking.

Cl.36;Providing an internet website portal in the field of financial transactions and payment options; financial 
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transaction services, namely, providing secure commercial transactions and payment options using mobile phones, 
smartphones, portable electronic devices, portable digital devices, tablets and computers at point of sale; electronic 
financial service for use in processing point of sale transactions and check-out free shopping.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of streaming and downloadable audio and video 
and other digital media content for others via computer and other communications networks; delivery of messages by 
electronic transmission; electronic transmission of audio, video and other digital content, and information and data; 
communication services for transmitting, accessing, receiving, downloading, streaming downloads, broadcasting, 
sharing, and displaying text, images, audio, video and data via telecommunications networks, wireless communications 
networks, and the internet; providing access to online directories, databases, and on-line reference materials; electronic 
transmission for others of financial transaction and payment information via computer linking services, namely, 
communicating and routing financial transaction payment information from point of sale payments to others via a global 
computer network; providing electronic transmission of financial transaction data and electronic payment data via a 
global computer network.

Cl.39;Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of documents, 
packages, raw materials, and other freight for others by air, rail, ship or truck.

Cl.41;Entertainment ticket agency services; arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events; 
admission ticket reservation and booking services for sporting events, musical concerts, theatrical events, and other 
entertainment events; online admission ticket agency services for entertainment, educational, sporting and cultural 
events.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in processing point of sale transactions and 
check-out free shopping; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in point-of-decision access and 
use of coupons, incentives and rewards, viewing and providing product recommendations, making shopping lists and 
product wish lists, and retail store navigation; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for integrating 
multiple sales channels, namely, retail stores, internet, mobile applications and mobile devices; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for use in the fields of computer vision and video technology, sensor technology and 
machine learning for use in accessing, browsing, searching and collecting digital video data and information; software as 
a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in authoring, downloading, transmitting, receiving, editing, 
extracting, encoding, decoding, displaying, storing and organizing data, digital information, graphics, images, audio and 
video; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in the collection, editing, organizing, modifying, 
bookmarking, transmission, storage and sharing of data, digital information, graphics, images, audio and video; software 
as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring software for data synchronization and database management; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for mobile devices, internet browsers, electronic readers, and tablet computers, 
namely, software for check-out free shopping, product comparison, electronic financial transactions and point of sale 
transactions; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for accessing, browsing and searching online 
databases; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing integrated mobile phone 
communication with computerized global information networks; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software 
for use in employee time card management, payroll and piece work tracking; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable and remotely hosted software for use with computers and mobile devices for managing and monitoring 
electronic devices installed at remote locations; providing temporary use of non-downloadable remotely hosted software 
for analyzing usage statistics, including product usage, product shrinkage, sales trends, inventory management, and 
merchandising; application service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, 
software, and web sites, in the fields of personal productivity, wireless communication, mobile information access, and 
remote data management for wireless delivery of audio, video and digital content to handheld computers, laptops and 
mobile electronic devices; entertainment admission venue control services, namely, the remote verification of ticket 
validity upon presentation of tickets at an entertainment venue (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - 
Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.45;Providing security surveillance of premises for others.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2017; Application No. : 87731137 ;United States of America 

3823746    12/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400178]
MarcoPolo Learning, Inc.
524 Broadway, 11th Floor New York NY 10012 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable video recordings featuring educational content for children; e-books recorded on computer media 
featuring educational content for children to develop reasoning, critical thinking skills, creativity, mathematics, reading, 
language arts and science skills; educational computer programs and software for teaching children to develop 
reasoning, critical thinking skills, creativity, mathematics, reading, language arts and science skills; computer application 
software for mobile phones, computers, tablet computers, and handheld computing devices, namely, software for 
providing interactive stories, storybooks and educational games for children; downloadable e-books featuring interactive 
children's stories; online downloadable educational computer games for mobile phones, computers, tablet computers, 
and handheld computing devices.

Cl.38;Audio, video and multimedia broadcasting via the internet and global communications networks; transmission of 
electronic media, multimedia content, videos, movies, games, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, 
audio content, and information via the internet and global communications networks; streaming of audiovisual and 
multimedia content via the internet; audio and video-on-demand transmission services.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the nature of an educational animated video series for children; production and 
distribution of videos in the field of children's education; providing on-line computer games; providing non-downloadable 
videos in the field of children's education, via a website; entertainment services, namely, an ongoing series featuring an 
educational animated video series for children provided through television and the internet.
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Priority claimed from 24/08/2017; Application No. : 40201716338Q ;Singapore 

3823752    22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399564]
WANNA TRAIN PTE. LTD.
4 Battery Road, 25-01 Bank of China Building Singapore 049908 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software downloaded from the Internet.

Cl.35;Commercial information services, via the Internet; provision of business and commercial contact information, via 
the Internet; promoting the goods and services of others via the Internet.

Cl.38;Providing on-line chat rooms for social networking.

Cl.41;Conducting training sessions on physical fitness online.
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Priority claimed from 17/02/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 101 663 ;Germany 

3823770    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399104]
Groz-Beckert KG
Parkweg 2 72458 Albstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine equipment for textile machines as well as parts of textile machines, especially for weaving machines, 
especially reeds, in particular flat reeds, tunnel reeds, accessories for machines for the warp beam preparation, special 
reeds, clamping and tensioning devices; accessories for weaving machines, especially weaving frames, healds, warp stop
motions, drop wires as well as spare parts thereof; machines for the textile industry, namely reed binding machines and 
special machines for pre-loom and post-loom operations; jacquard weaving machines and spare parts thereof, especially 
harnesses, guiding boards, jacquard healds, cords as well as spare parts for harnesses and components.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy relating to parts of textile machines, such as needles, especially sewing needles, 
knitting needles, warp knitting needles and felting needles as well as knitting sinkers, reeds such as flat reeds, tunnel 
reeds, accessories for the warp beam preparation, special reeds, clamping and tensioning devices, equipment items for 
weaving machines and all kinds of weaving healds.
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3823778    09/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400058]
KAIROS CO., LTD.
3-16 Kandasurugadai 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku 101-0062 Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Laboratory apparatus and instruments; optical machines and apparatus; photographic apparatus and instruments; 
cinematographic machines and apparatus; measuring or testing machines and instruments.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus, including medical endoscopes.
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3823805    18/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398711]
Protocol Labs, Inc.
548 Market Street 51207 San Francisco CA 94104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for providing access to the Internet; computer software for downloading software, data files, 
audio files, video files and image files from the internet; computer hardware for encoding, decoding, capturing, playing, 
viewing, downloading, uploading, retrieving, transferring, or sharing audio, video or other multimedia files, software, 
digital files, electronic broadcasts, or data; computer hardware for collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, 
bookmarking, transmitting, storing, or sharing audio, video, or multimedia files, digital files, electronic broadcasts, or 
data; software for collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, bookmarking, transmitting, storing, or sharing of audio, 
video, or other multimedia files, software, digital files, electronic broadcasts, or data; software for electronic data storage; 
software for use in data storage rental services, namely, software that coordinates the rental of electronic and cloud data 
storage by tracking, reporting, managing, allocating, reserving, preserving, and deploying electronic data resources and 
by backing up, synchronizing, and sharing data between computers and electronic devices.

Cl.42;Electronic data storage services, namely, storage of electronic data; software as a service (SAAS) services 
featuring software for electronic data storage and electronic data storage rental in the nature of protocols and software 
that coordinates the rental of electronic and cloud data storage by tracking, reporting, managing, allocating, reserving, 
preserving, and deploying electronic data resources and by backing up, synchronizing, and sharing data between 
computers and electronic devices; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing a virtual 
currency for use by members of online communities via a global computer network; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring software for providing access to the Internet; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software 
for the collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, bookmarking, transmitting, storing, or sharing of audio, video, or other 
multimedia files, software, digital files, electronic broadcasts, or data; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for electronic data storage and electronic data storage rental services in the nature of protocols and software 
that coordinates the rental of electronic and cloud data storage by tracking, reporting, managing, allocating, reserving, 
preserving, and deploying electronic data resources and by backing up, synchronizing, and sharing data between 
computers and electronic devices; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing a virtual 
currency for use by members of online communities via a global computer network.
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Priority claimed from 15/06/2016; Application No. : 87072254 ;United States of America 

3823813    13/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1399343]
APX, Inc.
Suite 315W, 2001 Gateway Place San Jose CA 95110 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Maintaining a registry of environmental instruments and products, namely, for issuing, trading and tracking of 
instruments representing the environmental attributes of environmentally sustainable activities.

Cl.36;Providing information services with respect to trading of environmental instruments and products, namely, 
trading analysis information and financial information.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2017; Application No. : 302017000101577 ;Italy 

3823833    26/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399858]
Steriline Srl
Via Tentorio, 30 I-22100 Como Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Belt conveyors; rinsing machines; bottle filling machines; bottle washing machines; washing apparatus; handling 
apparatus for loading and unloading; packing machines; filling machines; bottle stoppering machines; bottle capping 
machines; bottle sealing machines; cleaning appliances utilizing steam; high pressure washers; robotic filling machines; 
robotic packaging machines; dry-cleaning machines; machines for cleaning surfaces using high-pressure water; multi-
purpose high pressure washers; pressure washing machines.

Cl.42;Computer programming; mechanical research; scientific laboratory services; technological consultancy; 
calibration services; design and development of industrial products; development of industrial machinery; development 
of new products; research and development services; research relating to industrial machinery; technical project 
planning; design and testing of new products; quality control services; testing of machinery; computer aided design for 
manufacturing operations; computer-aided industrial design; engineering design and consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2017; Application No. : 017099474 ;European Union 

3823889    06/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400186]
ABB AB
Kopparbergsvägen 2 SE-721 83 Västerås Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Automatically controlled machines, machine tools, robots (machines), industrial robots, and parts and accessories 
therefor, mechanical apparatus for gripping, holding, processing and moving workpieces, mechanical tools for the 
application of humidifying, binding, lubricating, greasing or colouring substances, inflow and outflow conveyor belts.

Cl.9;Computers for controlling and operating machine tools, robots and industrial robots; software and firmware for the 
operation of computers for controlling and operating machine tools, robots and industrial robots; electronic spatial data 
acquisition and processing apparatus, microprocessors, electric input/output devices, compact discs, diskettes, magnetic
tapes and semiconductor chips for storing technical data.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2017; Application No. : 1366997 ;Benelux 

3825567    29/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399950]
Sunset Holding B.V.
Molenwerf 24 NL-1911 DB Uitgeest

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers; recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; spectacles; sunglasses; straps for spectacles and sunglasses; cases for spectacles and sunglasses; 
covers for spectacles and sunglasses; spectacle frames; decorative magnets; cell phone straps; electronic publications 
(downloadable); mouse pads.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery, precious stones and semi-precious stones; horological and 
chronometric instruments; key rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; coins; medals; watch straps; watch cases 
[parts of watches]; cases for clocks and watches [adapted].

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except 
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; 
instructional and teaching materials [except apparatus]; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; 
printers' type, printing blocks; folders [stationery], files [office requisites]; (refillable) (personal) agendas [printed matter]; 
cards; calendars; albums; stickers; maps; posters; engraving plates; marking chalk; passport holders; photograph 
stands; self-adhesive tapes for stationery use.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas and parasols; 
walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals; school bags; suitcases; 
rucksacks; purses; pocket wallets; key cases; credit-card cases (wallets).

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; shells; 
meerschaum; yellow amber; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; statues, figures, works of art, ornaments 
and decorative objects, made of wood, wax or plaster; mattresses, inflatable; sleeping mats; beds; bedding [except linen]; 
mattresses; pillows and cushions.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; brush-making 
materials; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; glassware, porcelain 
and earthenware, not included in other classes; statues, figures, plaques and works of art, made of porcelain, terra cotta 
or glass; watering cans.

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic; flags and pennants of textile or 
plastic; sleeping bags.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; office functions; retail and wholesale services in the field of 
scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, 
computer software, spectacles, sunglasses, straps for spectacles and sunglasses, cases for spectacles and sunglasses, 
covers for spectacles and sunglasses, spectacle frames, decorative magnets, cell phone straps, electronic publications 
(downloadable) and mouse pads; retail and wholesale services in the field of precious metals and their alloys, jewellery, 
precious and semi-precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, key rings, coins, medals, watch straps, 
watch cases [parts of watches], cases for clocks and watches; retail and wholesale services in the field of paper and 
cardboard, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery and office requisites, except furniture, 
adhesives for stationery or household purposes, drawing materials and materials for artists, paintbrushes, instructional 
and teaching materials [except apparatus], plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging, printers' type, 
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printing blocks, folders [stationery], files [office requisites], (refillable) (personal) agendas [printed matter], cards, posters, 
calendars, albums, stickers, maps, posters, engraving plates, marking chalk, passport holders, photograph stands and 
self-adhesive tapes for stationery use; retail and wholesale services in the field of leather and imitations of leather, animal 
skins and hides, luggage and carrying bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, collars,
leashes and clothing for animals, school bags, suitcases, rucksacks, purses, pocket wallets, key cases, credit-card 
holders; retail and wholesale services in the field of furniture, mirrors, picture frames, unworked or semi-worked bone, 
horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl, shells, meerschaum, yellow amber, containers, not of metal, for storage or transport, 
statues, figures, works of art, ornaments and decorative objects, made of wood, wax or plaster, mattresses, inflatable, 
sleeping mats, beds, bedding [except linen], mattresses, pillows and cushions; retail and wholesale services in the field of
household or kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brushes, except paintbrushes, brush-making 
materials, articles for cleaning purposes, unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass, glassware, porcelain and
earthenware, statues, figures, plaques and works of art, made of porcelain, terra cotta or glass and watering cans; retail 
and wholesale services in the field of textiles and substitutes for textiles, household linen, curtains of textile or plastic, 
flags and pennants of textile or plastic and sleeping bags; retail and wholesale services in the field of clothing, footwear 
and headgear; the aforementioned services also through electronic and telecommunications means.
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Priority claimed from 18/08/2017; Application No. : 40201716012Q ;Singapore 

3825569    02/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399251]
Sivantos Pte. Ltd.
18 Tai Seng Street, 08-08 18 Tai Seng Singapore 539775 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for medical hearing aids, in particular downloadable software applications for medical hearing aids.

Cl.10;Medical hearing aids and parts thereof.
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2017; Application No. : 32016 ;Andorra 

3825805    17/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398403]
Formula One Licensing B.V.
Beursplein 37 NL-3011 AA Rotterdam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; eau-de-cologne; astringents for cosmetic purposes; cleaning chalk; hair conditioners; cosmetic creams; 
shaving creams, shaving gels; facial cleansing creams; shower gels and creams; skin care creams, beauty creams, 
moisturising creams; shoe waxes; polishing creams; deodorants and anti- perspirants for personal use; incense; 
cosmetic pencils; sun care lotions; pre-shave and after- shave lotions; hair lotions, hair gels, hair creams, hair spray; 
decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; essential oils; eye shadows; perfumes; face powders; cosmetic preparations 
for baths; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations for household use, not being preparations for washing 
automobiles; make-up preparations; washing preparations; cleaning preparations; make-up removing preparations; oral 
hygiene preparations, particularly dentifrices, mouthwashes; cleansing products for the body, particularly including 
cleansing lotions, beauty masks, cleansing foam, cleansing creams, cleansing gels and cleansing milk; cleaning 
products; liquid soaps.

Cl.4;Fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; lubricants; industrial oils and 
greases; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; non-chemical additives for motor fuel, lubricants and 
greases; benzine; bio-fuels; carburants; industrial wax; liquid petroleum gases; liquid gases; natural gas; diesel oil; 
gasoline; petrol; fuel gas; industrial greases; lubricating greases; lighting fuel; cutting fluids; fuel oils; lubricating oils; 
industrial oils; engine oils.

Cl.6;Ironmongery; common metals and their alloys; ores; goods of common metal, namely rings of common metal for 
keys, chains of metal and pins (hardware); small items of metal hardware; towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; metal 
distributors of hand towels, paper napkins, kitchen paper; badges of metal for vehicles; statuettes of common metal; 
figurines (statuettes) of common metal; plates, trophies and sheets, all made of common metals.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery, forks and spoons; razor blades; knives; electric or non-
electric razors; tweezers; scissors.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; compact discs, DVDs and
other digital recording media; fire-extinguishing apparatus; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; computer software; 
magnetic data carriers, recording discs; electric batteries for vehicles; loudspeakers; amplifiers; satellite dishes; 
precision measuring apparatus; navigation apparatus; projection apparatus; radios; vehicle radios; remote control 
apparatus; televisions apparatus; high definition television apparatus; cameras (photography); apparatus for recording, 
transmitting, editing, mixing and reproducing of sound and images; apparatus for reading digital music; data processing 
apparatus; speed measuring apparatus (photography); distance measuring apparatus; apparatus for verifying data of 
cards magnetically encoded; time recording apparatus; telephones apparatus; personal digital assistants (PDAs); 
earphones; earphones and headsets for cellular telephones; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; 
rechargeable batteries; binoculars; electronic notebooks, diaries and agendas; directional compasses; cables, electric; 
automated teller machines; cameras (cinematographic cameras); video cameras; cameras and camera accessory cases 
and straps, batteries; headphones; protective helmets for sports; video game cassettes; mouse pads; photovoltaic cells; 
chips (integrated circuits); answering machines; converters, electric; cords for sunglasses and glasses; cellular 
telephone straps; smoke detectors; slides (photography); video game discs; liquid crystal displays; electric door devices 
that facilitate remote opening and closing; electric apparatus for remote ignition; portable electronic storage devices, 
namely disk drives, USB flash drives and other electronic memory devices; ticket dispensers; hands free kits for phones; 
scanners (data processing equipment); carrying cases adapted for cellular telephones; containers for contact lenses; 
exposed films; flash bulbs (photography); photocopiers; cellular telephone covers; karaoke recorders and players; gloves 
for protection against accidents; holograms; magnets; decorative magnets; printers for use with computers; speed 
indicators; alarms; cassette players; portable cassette players; portable CD players; CD players; mini-disc players; DVD 
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players; MP3 players; contact lenses; eyeglasses; video recorders; computer carrying cases; wind socks for indicating 
wind direction; pressure gauges; electronic maps; calculating machines; money counting and sorting machines; dictating 
machines; credit card reading machines; money counting machines; pressure measuring apparatus; microphones; 
modems; monitors (computer hardware); monitors (computer programs); computers; memory sticks; solar panels; 
computer screens; plasma screens; protective screens; flat screens; downloadable ringtones and graphic 
representations for cellular telephones; magnetic identification bracelets; processors (central processing units); data 
processors; software; software for games; computer programmes (programs), recorded; computer programs and 
database; electronic publications; electronic publications (downloadable); electronic publications downloadable from 
internet; portable radios; mouse (data processing equipment); audio-receivers and video-receivers; pressure indicators; 
clothing for protection against fire; semi-conductors; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; home cinema 
systems; computer software for editing, downloading, transmitting, receiving, creating, playing, extracting, encoding, 
decoding, displaying, storing and organizing text, graphics, images, electronic publications; computer software, 
particularly software for transmission, recording, reproduction, visualization, organization, management, manipulation 
and review messages, text, images, archives, audio-visual and audio and video content, and other data to facilitate 
communications between two or multiple users via the global computer network; ear plugs for divers; chip cards; 
memory cards; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); magnetic cards (encoded); identity cards, magnetic; magnetic 
encoded mobile cards; cards containing a computer chip with integrated circuit; computer keyboards; keyboards for 
cellular telephones; facsimile machines; smartphones; portable telephones; electronic pocket translators; transceivers; 
cathode ray tubes; X-ray tubes not for medical purposes; anti-glare glasses; protection goggles; sunglasses; computer 
disc drives; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; video discs, video tapes, magnetic tapes, 
magnetic discs, DVDs, floppy discs, optical discs, compact discs, mini-discs, CD-ROMs, all the aforementioned being 
blank or pre-recorded with music, sound or images (which may be animated); camcorders; video telephones; anti-dazzle 
shades; integrated circuits; encoded cards for use in sale; encoded credit and debit cards; encoded charge cards; pre-
paid telephone calling cards, magnetically encoded.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; lamps; air conditioning apparatus; water filtering apparatus; electric hair dryers; electric laundry 
dryers; drying apparatus; barbecues; light bulbs; stoves; electric kettles; electric coffee machines; freezers; electric 
cookers; gas stoves; kitchen ranges (ovens); drinking water fountains; microwave ovens; ovens, other than for 
experimental purposes; electric deep fryers; grills (cooking appliances); table lamps; incandescent lamps; pocket 
searchlights; lanterns for lighting; lighting fixtures; decorative lamps; bicycle lights; lamp shades; solar collectors for 
heating; refrigerators; toilet seats; electric toasters; flashlights; electric fans for personal use.

Cl.12;Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; vehicles; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; motor buses; 
automobiles; aeroplanes; bicycles; air pumps (vehicle accessories); bicycle bells; anti-skid chains; inner tubes for 
pneumatic tires; vans; trucks; caravans; treads for retreading tires; safety belts for vehicle seats; spikes for tires; casings 
for pneumatic tires; tire covers; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; motor racing cars; baby carriages (strollers); 
windshield wipers; seat covers for vehicles; vehicle covers (shaped); covers for vehicle steering wheels; vans; air 
balloons; airships; hub caps; rims for vehicle wheels; motorcycles; engines for land vehicles; scooters (vehicles); 
luggage carriers for vehicles; ski carriers for cars; trailers (vehicles); rear-view mirrors; vehicle wheels; safety seats for 
children (for vehicles); boats; valves for vehicle tires; electric vehicles; refrigerated vehicles; utility vehicles; adhesive 
rubber- patches for repairing inner tubes.

Cl.14;Jewellery, trinkets (jewellery), precious stones; precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or 
coated therewith, namely jewellery, bracelets, rings, tie pins, amulets, watches, wristwatches, clocks; horological and 
chronometric instruments; ornaments (jewellery); ornamental pins for hats, pins (jewellery); brooches (jewellery); tie pins; 
amulets (jewellery); rings (jewellery); earrings; bracelets (jewellery); key rings (trinkets or fobs); novelty key holders, 
chains for keys; cufflinks; necklaces (jewellery); stopwatches; sculptures of precious metals; statuettes of precious 
metal; figurines (statuettes) of precious metal; jewellery; medals; commemorative medals of precious metal, medallions 
(jewellery); medallions not of precious metal; coins; semi-precious stones; gems (precious stones); pendulums 
(watchmaking); charms (jewellery); trophies, statues of precious metal; watch straps; watches; clocks; wristwatches; 
electric clocks; pendulums (clock); tie clips.

Cl.16;Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; bookbinding material; printers' type, printing blocks; 
photographs; instructional and teaching materials (except apparatus); artists' materials; plastic materials for packaging 
(not included in other classes); paper and cardboard and goods made from these materials, namely books, magazines, 
brochures and newspapers; stationery; paintbrushes; printed matter; stickers (stationery); diaries; albums; sticker 
albums; photograph albums; office requisites, except furniture; drawing materials; files (office requisites); flags of paper; 
tickets; notepads; ball-point pens; pens; fibre-tip pens and felt-tip writing pens; paper bags; garbage bags of paper or 
plastics; boxes of cardboard or paper; pencil cases; decalcomanias; calendars; paint boxes (articles for use in school); 
folders for papers; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; posters; booklets; adhesive tapes for stationery or 
household purposes; blocks for printing; tablecloths of paper; newspapers; adhesive tape dispensers (office requisites); 
writing cases (stationery); bumper stickers; pamphlets; paper coasters; ball-point pen and pencil sets; drawing sets; 
baggage tags; labels, not of textile; paper coffee filters; collectible photographs of sports personalities; commemorative 
stamp sheets; passport holders; paper clips; rubber erasers; staples for offices; writing chalks; printed timetables; 
writing instruments; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; correction fluids (office requisites); 
lithographs; pencils; colouring pencils; books; activity books; address books; books and reviews, including those 
relating to sports personalities and sports events; autograph books; geographical maps; electric or non-electric 
typewriters; pencil sharpeners (electric or non- electric); marker pens (stationery); teaching materials (except apparatus); 
printed teaching material; handkerchiefs of paper; writing cases (sets); lithographic works of art; organizers (calendars); 
palettes for painters; paper banners; paper; self-adhesive paper for notes; food wrapping paper; writing paper; copying 
paper (stationery); gift wrapping paper; toilet paper; luminous paper; entry tickets; covers for entry tickets; plastic film for 
preserving foodstuffs; paperweights; paper clasps, clips; fountain pens; boxes for pens; holders for cheque books; event 
programs; colouring and drawing books; square rulers; paintings (pictures), framed or unframed; charts; felt-tip colouring
pens; comic books; magazines (periodicals); postage stamps; stamps (seals); bookmarkers; envelopes (stationery); 
bookends; stands and containers for office articles; photograph stands; stands for pens and pencils; inking pads; cards; 
invitation cards; cardboard or plastic cards that are printed or stamped; greeting cards; postcards; thumbtacks; tissues 
of paper; ink; admission tickets; place mats of paper; towels of paper; paper wipes and paper towels for other cosmetic 
uses; napkins of paper for removing make-up; travellers' cheques.
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Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather and goods made of these materials, namely bags, handbags, travel bags, leisure 
bags, briefcases, rucksacks, backpacks, trunks and suitcases; whips, harness and saddlery; umbrellas, parasols and 
walking sticks; animal skins, hides; tote bags; suit bags; bags; sport bags; sport bags (other than those adapted for the 
goods they are designed to contain); belt bags; school bags; bags of leather; handbags; travel bags; leisure bags; boxes 
of leather or leather board; wallets; travel trunks; vanity cases (not fitted); collars for animals; straps of leather (saddlery); 
leather leashes; leather and imitation leather; luggage and carrying bags; key cases (leatherware); luggage tags; 
briefcases (leatherware); purses; backpacks, rucksacks; toiletry bags; parasols; umbrellas; collars and leashes for pets; 
wheeled bags; beach bags; garment bags for travel; card cases (notecases); leather straps; clothing for animals; cases 
for visiting cards.

Cl.21;Glassware, porcelain and earthenware for household purposes; articles for cleaning purposes; brush-making 
materials; combs and sponges; brushes [except paintbrushes]; household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of 
precious metal or coated therewith); unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; bottles; insulating bottles; 
drying racks for washing; mixers, manual (shakers); mixing spoons (kitchen utensils); glass flasks (containers); 
decorative boxes of non-precious metals; metal boxes for dispensing paper towels; containers for food and beverages; 
crystal [glassware]; coolers (ice pails); decanters; bottle openers; coasters; statues of porcelain, terra-cotta or glass; 
clothes racks (for drying); figurines (statuettes) of porcelain, terra- cotta or glass; dental floss; cages for household pets; 
ice buckets; tankards; beer mugs; glass (receptacles); drinking glasses; gloves for household purposes; fruit presses, 
non-electric, for household use; feeding troughs for animals; fitted picnic baskets (including dishes); waste paper 
baskets; combs; cutting boards for the kitchen; toothbrushes; hairbrushes; containers for household or kitchen use; non-
electric coolers for food and drinks; coasters, not of paper or textile; trays; decorative glass trays; trays for domestic use; 
saucers; sugar bowls; cups; tea pots; corkscrews; kitchen utensils; utensils for household purposes; commemorative 
plates.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; coats; waistcoats; stadium vests (marking vests); bathing suits; bath robes; hats; 
caps; boots; scarves; shoes and footwear; shirts; headbands; belts (clothing); neckties; aprons; sweatshirts; braces for 
clothing; skirts; shawls; bandanas (neckerchiefs); knitted caps; gloves; waterproof clothing; jackets; blazers; sports 
jackets; pullovers; sleeveless pullovers; sweaters; underwear; garters; socks and stockings; trousers; shorts; pyjamas; 
bibs, not of paper; knitwear (clothing); wrist bands; kimonos; vests; suits for infants and children; shoes; sports shoes; t-
shirts; singlets; sandals; uniforms; dresses; motorists' clothing; cap peaks; clothing made of leather.

Cl.28;Decorations for christmas trees; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; games, toys and 
playthings; golf tees; apparatus for gymnastics; electronic games apparatus adapted for use with television sets; 
electronic games apparatus other than those adapted for use with television sets; electronic game apparatus with liquid 
crystal displays; electronic games apparatus, accessories for electronic games apparatus; video game machines; 
handheld video games apparatus; apparatus for games other than those adapted for use with an external display screen 
or monitor; articles for gymnastics and sports; play balloons; party hats (toys) of paper; golf clubs; lottery tickets to 
scratch; balls for play; sporting bags and containers adapted for carrying sports articles; golf bags with or without 
wheels; fairground ride apparatus; golf club head covers; confetti; gaming consoles; voice- adapted or hand- operated 
game controllers; kites; golf gloves; automatic games (machines) of pre-payment; playing cards; board games; portable 
games with liquid crystal display; games and playthings; inflatable toys; toys for pets; robots (toys) for entertainment; 
joysticks for video games; foam hands (toys); play and entertainment machine started by the introduction of coins; 
electronic video game machines for game rooms; slot machines; automatic amusement machines; ground markers, ball 
markers; scale model vehicles; skateboards; plush dolls; joysticks for game consoles; toy scooters; roller skates; plush 
toys; balls for games; puzzles; rackets; tables for indoor football; jigsaw puzzles; toy vehicles; remote control toy 
vehicles.

Cl.30;Spices; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); snacks based on corn; rice; cookies; cocoa; coffee; cereals; 
confectionery; chocolate confectionery; crackers; candies; soya flour; flour; corn flakes; ice cream; yeast; honey; 
molasses; bread; corn, roasted; pastries; cakes; preparations made from cereals; artificial coffee; sugar; tea; chocolate.

Cl.32;Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; beers; syrups and 
other preparations for making beverages; fruit and vegetable drinks; energy drinks; enriched drinks with added vitamins; 
frozen fruit drinks; hypertonic drinks; hypotonic drinks; isotonic drinks; beverages containing vitamins; non-alcoholic 
beers; ales; lagers; concentrates, syrups and powders for making non-alcoholic beverages; fruit and vegetable juices.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); rice alcohol; anise (liqueur); anisette; aperitifs; arak; distilled beverages; 
cocktails; digesters (liqueurs and spirits); spirits; alcoholic fruit extracts; gin; kirsch; liqueurs; rum; sake; cider; wines; 
wine protected by the appellation of origin "champagne"; sparkling wines; vodka; whisky.

Cl.35;Business administration; business management; advertising; office functions; advertising agencies- publicity 
agencies; search for financial sponsorship in relation to motor sport events; compilation and recording of data and 
information on sports performances; dissemination of advertising matter; compilation of statistics; marketing study 
services; rental of advertising space; rental of advertising time to any means of communication; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; presentation of goods on any communication media for retail 
services; retail services featuring a bonus incentive program for customers; loyalty, incentive and bonus programs for 
customers at sports venues by means of distributing loyalty and encoded member cards which may hold personal user 
data; promotion (advertising) of events, sports, cultural and leisure activities; promoting goods and services of others by 
means of issuing of loyalty reward cards for supporters, containing personal information on the identity of the card holder
and enabling control of access to sports stadiums (ticket office services); promotion of the goods and services of third 
parties; promotion of third parties through ads (sponsors); sales promotion, namely implementing preferential programs 
for customers; provision of space on websites for advertising of goods and services; providing online business 
directories in relation to the reservation of temporary lodgings, and the rankings, ratings, reviews, referrals and 
recommendations in relation to reservation of temporary lodgings; on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising
for sports events; television advertising, radio advertising; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of various 
goods (except the transportation thereof) including sporting equipment, clothing, games, toys, souvenirs, printed matter, 
books and computer software (excluding the transport thereof) in order to give customers the opportunity to view and 
purchase those goods conveniently in a store or via a global computer network (the internet) or via wireless electronic 
communication devices; sponsorship search; compilation of advertisements and information for use in a web page or a 
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web page in relation to an electronic network or internet; compilation of information into computer databases namely still 
or animated images; collection of directories for publication on the internet and on a wireless electronic communication 
network; compilation of information into computer databases; commercial administration services for processing 
commercial services on a global computer network (internet) or via wireless electronic communication devices; 
promotional agency services for sports and public relations; services of an advertising agency on a global computer 
network (the internet) or via wireless electronic communication devices; electronic commerce services (e-commerce), 
namely making product information available via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; 
promotion services provided by a commercial company through a customer loyalty card; promotion services that belong 
to this class, including services promotional with incentive schemes and loyalty programs; advertising and promotional 
services, information services concerning advertising and promotion, all the aforesaid services being provided on-line 
from a computer data bank or via a global computer network (the internet) or via wireless electronic communication 
devices; marketing research services; services for retailing of solvents, paraffin, waxes, bitumen and gasoline; 
promotional services; systemization of information into computer databases; opinion polling; auctioneering on a global 
computer network (the internet) or via wireless electronic communication devices; retailing of goods of all kinds; retailing 
of interactive educational and entertainment products, interactive compact discs, cd-roms, and computer games; 
retailing, particularly on a global computer network, of interactive educational and entertainment products, interactive 
compact discs, cd-roms, and computer games.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; real estate affairs; monetary affairs; credit bureaux; financial sponsorship; hire- 
purchase financing; home banking services; private banking; real estate consultancy; safe deposits; issuance of credit 
cards; issuing of travellers' checks; guarantees- surety services; leasing financing; capital investment; fund investment; 
clearing-houses, financial; loans (financing); banking services; banking services via the internet or on any wireless 
electronic communication network; insurance services; information services concerning finance and insurance, provided 
from a computer database or via the internet or on any wireless electronic communication network; telephone banking 
services; financial guarantee services relating to the reimbursement of expenses incurred following a vehicle breakdown 
or a vehicle accident; payment services; credit card services; debit card services; financial services; financial services 
including e- wallets and cryptocurrency.

Cl.37;Building construction; vehicle repair; vehicle maintenance; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; repair and 
maintenance of aircraft; vehicle polishing; vehicle service stations (refuelling and maintenance); mining extraction; 
vehicle greasing; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; installation of wind power systems; 
installation of solar power systems; installation of hydropower systems; pipeline construction and maintenance; 
installation and maintenance of network systems (hardware); machinery installation maintenance and repair; installations 
and repair of systems of gas; vehicle lubrication; maintenance and repair of power stations; maintenance and repair of 
vehicle tires; maintenance and repair for the oil industry; vehicle cleaning; drilling of wells; refuelling; retreading of tires; 
motor vehicle washing; repair of materials and sports equipment; repair and maintenance of automobiles, tractor trailer 
(tractors) and other utility vehicles; repair and assembly relating to the installation or dismantling and maintenance of 
tires for vehicle wheels; repair or maintenance of machines and measuring instruments and test equipment or apparatus 
in relation to the distribution of power or control of power; service station services; installation, maintenance and repair 
services of equipment, apparatus, devices and installations in the field of electronics, computing, communications and 
telecommunications; construction, repair, restoration, maintenance and installation services for industrial equipments; 
drilling services for oil and gas extraction; repair services of tires for vehicle wheels; services related to exploitation and 
production of oil, namely rental of drilling rigs; building construction supervision; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; 
vulcanization of tires (repair).

Cl.38;Telecommunications; news agency services; news agencies; leasing of broadcast apparatus for external 
broadcasting; leasing of telecommunications installations; communication by radio; communication by telephone; 
communication by telegraph; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network or to internet or 
databases; radio and television broadcasting of programs relating to sports and sports events; cable television program 
broadcasting; radio broadcasting; distribution and transmission of analogue television, digital television, cable television, 
satellite television, pay-per-view television, interactive television, interactive entertainment and interactive competitions 
and radio; television broadcasting; rental of telecommunication equipment; rental of facsimile machines; rental of 
telephones; rental of access time to music streaming websites on the internet via a global computer network or via 
wireless electronic communication devices; rental of access time to a database server centre (telecommunication 
services); rental of access time to a computer database (telecommunication services); electronic mail; operating of 
discussion groups on the internet or on any wireless electronic communication network; providing access to data 
communication servers and real-time chat forums; providing connections for telecommunications with a global computer 
network (the internet) or with data banks; broadcasting; communication by mobile telephone; telex services; service 
provider services via the internet or via any wireless electronic communication network (telecommunication services); 
telecommunication services and consultancy; telecommunication services for the booking of tickets via the internet; 
telecommunication services dedicated to retail sales by means of interactive communications with customers; 
telecommunication services for receiving and exchanging information, messages, images and data; teleconferencing 
services; mobile telephone services; videotext and teletext transmission services; paging services (radio, telephone or 
other means of electronic communication); providing access to websites offering digital music on the internet via a global 
computer network or via wireless electronic communication devices; providing access to a multi- user network system 
giving information relating to betting and money games and internet-based services and other global networks; providing 
access to a global computer network or interactive communications technologies for access to private and commercial 
purchasing and ordering services; providing access to and leasing of access to computer bulletin boards and chat rooms 
in real time via a global computer network; providing access time to a global computer network (the internet) or via 
wireless electronic communication devices; telecommunication via a fibre-optic network; telecommunication of computer 
information (including websites) and other data; multimedia telecommunication; cable television broadcasting; 
transmission of information (including sites on data communication networks) via telecommunication; information 
transmission via communication satellite, microwave or by electronic, digital or analogue means; transmission of 
information via mobile telephone, telephone, facsimile machine and telex; transmission of digital information by cable, 
wire or fibre; streaming; electronic message transmission; computer aided transmission of messages and images; 
transmission of digital music via the internet or via any wireless electronic communication network; transmission of 
digital music via telecommunications; transmission of digital music via streaming websites; transmission of commercial 
internet pages online or via wireless electronic communication devices; facsimile transmission; on- line transmission of 
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electronic publications; real- time streaming of video and audio material via the internet; real- time streaming of digital 
music via mobile telephones; transmission and dissemination of television and radio programs via the internet or via any 
wireless electronic communication network; simulcast broadcasting and/or uploading of film recordings and sound and 
video recordings; simulcast broadcasting and/or uploading of interactive educational and entertainment products, 
interactive compact disks, cd-roms, computer programs and computer games (telecommunications); satellite 
transmission; services to provide access to multiple users to a computerized global information network or any database 
for the transmission and dissemination of any type of information, image or sound.

Cl.39;Packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; transport; packaging of goods; newspaper, review and 
book delivery; distribution (delivery) of films and sound and image recordings; distribution (delivery) of interactive 
educational and entertainment products, interactive compact disks, cd-roms, computer programs and computer games; 
distribution of water, heat, gas and electricity; issuing of tickets for travel; distribution of petroleum products; 
warehousing of goods; rental of parking spaces; vehicle rental; travel organization and reservation; providing information 
related to the planning and bookings of car sharing and temporary parking services; providing information regarding 
transportation services and bookings for transportation services via a website; tracking and locating of goods and 
parcels in transit; travel agency services for arranging travel; courier services; satellite navigation services; travel ticket 
reservation services; taxi transportation; travel tour operation services; freight forwarding services; transportation 
services by airplane, railway, bus and truck; boat travel services; tourist travel services; chauffeur services; postal 
services; transport of persons by aircraft, train, bus, truck or boat; transportation, storage and delivery of letters, 
documents, messages, printed matter, parcels and other goods by land, sea or air; vehicle leasing.

Cl.41;Sporting and cultural activities; education; entertainment; providing of training; betting and gaming services on-
line on the internet or on any wireless electronic communication network; radio or television coverage of sports events; 
timing of sports events; night clubs services; issuing of tickets for events, including motor sports events; entertainment 
through films, television and performances and shows in direct; interactive entertainment; practical training 
(demonstration); educational information provided on-line from a computer database or via the internet or via any 
wireless electronic communication network; entertainment information (including in connection with sport), provided on-
line from a computer database or via the internet or via any wireless electronic communication network; rental of sound 
and picture recordings for entertainment purposes; rental of video and audio-visual installations; providing digital music 
via internet; organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; organization of events relating to motor sport; 
organisation of exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; organization of sports competitions; arranging 
contests; arranging of beauty contests; organisation of computer games competitions; operating lotteries; arranging and 
conducting of concerts, conferences and training workshops; amusement parks services; party planning (entertainment); 
providing sports facilities; providing recreation facilities; production of animated cartoons for the cinema, production of 
animated cartoons for television; production of programmes for radio, television and videotape; production, presentation, 
distribution and/or rental of film recordings and sound and video recordings; provision of digital music (not 
downloadable); publication of books; publication of books and electronic journals on-line; reservation of entry tickets to 
sports or entertainment events; betting and gaming services relating to sports; customer reception services 
(entertainment services); editing services; entertainment services in the form of public viewing of live and delayed 
broadcast of sports events; entertainment services in connection with sports events; information services concerning 
sports events or entertainment; hospitality services (entertainment); audio and video recording services; electronic 
games services provided by means of the internet or mobile telephones; ticket reservation services for entertainment, 
sporting and cultural events; prize draws (lotteries); provision of entertainment facilities; translation services; 
photographic services; provision of sports information relating to statistical information; providing facilities for sports 
events; distribution of sound and images recordings via the internet.

Cl.42;Design and development of computers and software; scientific and technological services and research and 
design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; leasing of computers and computer software; 
installation, research and update of computer software for the electronic exchange of data and telecommunication 
networks for third parties; creation and maintenance of database software and applications; creating, maintaining and 
hosting internet web sites and of wireless electronic communication networks; electronic storage of data; electronic 
storage; installing and maintenance of computer software; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer 
software to enable users to create and share text, documents, images, photos, videos, maps and roadmaps; temporary 
provision of non-downloadable computer software online; temporary provision of non-downloadable computer software 
online allowing usersto access programs with audio content, video, text and other multimedia content, including music, 
concerts, videos, radio, television, news, sports, games, cultural events, and programs in connection with entertainment; 
recovery of computer data; services of a computer software consultant; computer software design and development 
services; graphic arts designing; computer services that provide online web pages created according to customer needs 
and that offer user-specific information, including search engines and online web connections with news, information on 
sports; computer services that provide online web pages created according to the needs of customers and providing 
certain information to the user, including search engines and online web links to news, weather information, sports; 
computer services, namely, creating websites featuring an on-line community for registered users to participate in 
discussions, get feedback, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking on-line; services provided by an 
application service provider (asp) featuring computer software for use in connection with subscription services for online 
music, software allowing users to play and program music and audio, video, text and multimedia content in connection 
with entertainment, and computer software featuring recordings of musical sounds, text, audio, video and multimedia 
content in connection with entertainment.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; providing hotel accommodation; cafés; cafeterias; canteens; tourist 
homes; information on hotel bookings; temporary accommodation reservation; hotel reservation; food and drink catering; 
restaurants; self-service restaurants; snack-bars; catering services for hospitality suites in relation to the provision of 
food and drink for sporting or entertainment events, both on and off site sports facilities; bar services; fast food 
restaurant services; services provided by restaurant.
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3826484    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398993]
SHENZHEN TAT FOOK SCBD INVESTMENT CO., LTD.
32B, Noble Centre, No. 1006, 3rd Fuzhong Road, Futian District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Notebook computers; computer peripheral devices; portable telephones; intercommunication apparatus; 
monitoring apparatus, electric; surveying apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; coaxial cables; 
electronic chip; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations.

Cl.10;Apparatus for use in medical analysis; testing apparatus for medical purposes; vibromassage apparatus; stents; 
dental apparatus and instruments; physiotherapy apparatus; gloves for massage; feeding bottles; condoms; orthopedic 
articles.
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3826495    05/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400263]
HIMA Paul Hildebrandt GmbH
Albert-Bassermann-Str. 28 68782 Brühl Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific measuring, signalling and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments for the industrial and 
commercial sector; controllers, control installations, electric and electronic apparatus for controlling and regulating 
automation processes, programmable logic controllers and relay logic controllers and programmable logic controllers in 
chip form, programmable electronic control systems for the industrial and commercial sector, for the process industry, 
for the railway industry, in the field of medical engineering, in the fields of airport safety, logistics and machine safety, in 
the fields of burner control systems, pipeline and process control systems, sensor systems and drive systems, in the field
of energy-producing installations; controllers and control installations for operating machines, cable cars, lifts, robots, 
escalators, passenger services, medical apparatus, railway installations, industrial installations, conveying installations 
and assembly systems, driverless transport systems, dies and presses, painting installations, robot cells, operation of 
installations in relation to process flows, high-bay storage, sluices and polders, lifting mechanisms and lifting platforms, 
cranes and crane networks; automation, protection and monitoring systems for the industrial and commercial sector, in 
particular for machines, process engineering and industrial installations and railway installations; computer hardware and
software for the industrial and commercial sector, the process industry, the railway industry, in the fields of airport safety, 
logistics and machine safety, medical engineering, for burner control systems and pipeline and process control systems; 
software for controlling and monitoring automated processes in the industrial and commercial sector, in the process 
industry, in the railway industry, in the fields of logistics and machine safety, sensor systems and drive systems, airport 
safety, medical engineering, in the fields of burner control systems, pipeline and process control systems and energy-
producing installations.

Cl.42;Technical development of automation solutions and controllers, and development of programmable logic 
controllers in chip form and software relating thereto for the industrial and commercial sector, the process industry, the 
railway industry, in the fields of medical engineering, logistics and machine safety, airport safety, the fields of sensor 
systems and drive systems, burner control systems, pipeline and process control systems and energy-producing 
installations; technical development of automation, protection and monitoring systems for machines, process 
engineering and industrial installations and railway installations; technical consultancy in relation to the analysis and 
solution of automation tasks in the industrial and commercial sector; development of software for programming 
controllers in the industrial and commercial sector, in the process industry, in the railway industry, in the field of airport 
safety, in the fields of logistics and machine safety, medical engineering, in the fields of burner control systems, pipeline 
and process control systems, sensor systems and energy-producing installations.
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3826496    17/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399628]
Behshahr Industrial Company
8th K.m. of Fath Highway Tehran Iran

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Bottles.

Cl.29;Canned beans, dates, animal oils for culinary purposes, animal oils for food, grapeseed oil for culinary purposes, 
grapeseed oil for food, butter with herbs, margarine, tomato paste, canned peas, colza oil for food, soybean oil for food, 
edible oils, cooking oil, rice bran oil for food, palm oil for culinary purposes, palm oil for food, canned vegetables, 
sunflower oil for culinary purposes, sunflower oil for food, sesame oil, coconut oil, coconut butter, potato chips, cheese, 
butter cream, peanut butter, coconut butter, cocoa butter, nut butter, butter, chowder, soups, bone oil, edible, edible fats, 
edible oils and fats, cream corn oil, maize oil, fruit salads, fruit jellies, pickles, tuna canned, fatty substances for the 
manufacture of edible fats, fat containing mixtures for bread slices, coconut fat, margarine, jellies for food, jams, palm 
kernel oil for culinary purposes, olive oil for cooking, olive oil for culinary purposes, olive oil for food, processed nuts, 
roasted nuts, shelled nuts, milk, canned meat, meat shortening, hydrogenated oils for culinary purposes, hydrogenated 
oils for food.

Cl.30;Flour, crumpets, salt, instant coffee, lasagna, cheese bread, chocolate powder, brown rice, flour and preparations 
made from cereals, honey, vinegar, sugar, seasonings, saffron (seasonings), rice, pizzas, coffee, cocoa, chocolates, 
chewing gum, cakes, cake powder, bread, ice cream, sweets, spices, sugar, spaghetti, paprika [spice], cake butter, pasta, 
biscuits.

Cl.32;Seltzer water; drinking water; soft drinks, non-carbonated; flavored water; sherbets [beverages].

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; retail services for foodstuffs; export agency services of bottles, canned beans, dates 
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animal oils for culinary purposes, animal oils for food, grapeseed oil for culinary purposes, grapeseed oil for food, butter 
with herbs, margarine, tomato paste, canned peas, colza oil for food, soybean oil for food, edible oils, cooking oil, rice 
bran oil for food, palm oil for culinary purposes, palm oil for food, canned vegetables, sunflower oil for culinary purposes, 
sunflower oil for food, sesame oil, coconut oil, coconut butter, potato chips, cheese, butter cream, peanut butter, coconut 
butter, cocoa butter, nut butter, butter, chowder, soups, bone oil, edible, edible fats, edible oils and fats, cream, corn oil, 
maize oil, fruit salads, fruit jellies, pickles, tuna, canned, fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats, fat containing 
mixtures for bread slices, coconut fat, margarine, jellies for food, jams, palm kernel oil for culinary purposes, olive oil for 
cooking, olive oil for culinary purposes, olive oil for food, processed nuts, roasted nuts, shelled nuts, milk canned meat, 
meat, shortening, hydrogenated oils for culinary purposes, hydrogenated oils for food, flour, crumpets, salt, instant 
coffee, lasagna, cheese bread, chocolate powder, brown rice, flour and preparations made from cereals, honey, vinegar, 
sugar, seasonings, saffron (seasonings), rice, pizzas, coffee, cocoa, chocolates, chewing gum, cakes, cake powder, 
bread, ice cream, sweets, spices, sugar, spaghetti, paprika [spices], cake butter, pasta, biscuits, seltzer water, drinking 
water, soft drinks, non-carbonated, flavored water, sherbets [beverages].

Cl.39;Packaging of goods; warehousing; transportation of goods, namely of bottles, canned beans, dates, animal oils 
for culinary purposes, animal oils for food, grapeseed oil for culinary purposes, grapeseed oil for food, butter with herbs, 
margarine, tomato paste, canned peas, colza oil for food, soybean oil for food, edible oils cooing oil, rice bran oil for food, 
palm oil for culinary purposes, palm oil for food, canned vegetables, sunflower oil for culinary purposes, sunflower oil for 
food, sesame oil, coconut oil, coconut butter, potato chips, cheese, butter cream, peanut butter, coconut butter, cocoa 
butter, nut butter, butter, chowder, soups, bone oil, edible, edible fats, edible oils and fats, cream, corn oil, maiza oil, fruit 
salads, fruit jellies, pickles, tuna, canned, fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats, fat-containing mixtures for 
bread slices, coconut fat, margarine, jellies for food, jams, palm kernel oil for culinary purposes, olive oil for cooking, 
olive oil for culinary purposes, olive oil for food, processed nuts, roasted nuts, shelled nuts, milk, canned meat, meat, 
shortening, hydrogenated oils for culinary purposes, hydrogenated oils for food, flour, crumpets, salt, instant coffee, 
lasagna, cheese bread, chocolate powder, brown rice, flour and preparations made from cereals, honey, vinegar, sugar, 
seasonings, saffron (seasonings), rice, pizzas, coffee, cocoa, chocolates, chewing gum, cakes, cakes powder, bread, ice 
cream, sweets, spices, sugar, spaghetti, parika [spice], cake butter, pasta, biscuits, seltzer water, drinking water, soft 
drinks, non-carbonated, flavored water, sherbets [beverage].
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3826520    26/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400115]
Belo Inox, S.A.
Zona Industrial da Gandra - Barco - S. Cláudio, Apartado 4003 P-4801-908 Caldas das Taipas Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Cutlery, forks and spoons; cutlery (products); kitchen knives.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and vessels; cooking pot sets; mixing spoons (kitchen utensils); glassware, 
porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.
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3826524    01/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399253]
Actiforce International B.V.
Het Steenland 20 NL-3751 LA Bunschoten-Spakenburg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Adjustable office furniture; furniture, including do-it-yourself furniture; furniture parts and fittings.

Cl.42;Design services; design of furniture; product development; services of interior architects.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2017; Application No. : 302017000094739 ;Italy 

3826530    15/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400253]
VALSIR S.P.A.
Localita' Merlaro, 2 I-25078 VESTONE (Brescia) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal goods, namely street gutters of metal; drainage course of metal; drainage profiles of metal; drain traps 
[valves] of metal; rain traps of metal.

Cl.19;Building materials and pipes including drain pipes, not of metal; drain traps [valves], not of metal or of plastic; 
street gutters, not of metal; plastic conduits for drainage; drainage courses (non-metallic); drain gullies, not of metal; 
drainage installations (non-metallic); sumps (non-metallic).

Cl.37;Advisory services relating to pipe laying; plumbing installation, repair and maintenance; maintenance and repair 
of drain pipes; maintenance and repair of systems incorporating hoses which convey fluids; pipe laying; installation 
services of rainwater drainage systems.
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2017; Application No. : 1893582 ;Australia 

3826532    20/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400245]
Envato Pty Ltd
L1, 121 King St Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; downloadable software applications; computer software media platforms; downloadable 
electronic files; digital publications; digital products namely audio (including music tracks and sound effects), graphics, 
images, photographs, design templates, digital design content, screen casts, code and code scripts, ebooks, text, videos 
(including video effects and footage), tutorials, software, graphics, 3D models, animations, fonts, vectors, icons, website 
themes and templates, plug-ins, games and music; databases; computer databases.

Cl.35;Advertising; providing an online searchable directory for the selling and buying of goods and/or services of 
others; promoting the goods and services of others; providing online marketplaces for the selling and buying of goods 
and/or services of others; online retail services; retail services; providing online retail trading services in relation to the 
sale of electronic files, digital publications and digital products; compilation and systemisation of information into 
computer databases; media management services for business management assistance; marketing services; 
consultancy, information and advisory services regarding the aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 11/04/2017; Application No. : 302017000040090 ;Italy 

3826533    11/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399848]
XLANCE S.R.L.
Via Don A. Pedrinelli, 96 I-24030 CARVICO (BG) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Textile fibres including synthetic textile filaments, raw fibrous textile materials and substitutes, non-woven textile 
fibres, textile fibres including acrylic fibres, natural fibres, yarn fibres, polyester filaments, flax fibre [raw], cotton fibres, 
fibres made of synthetic materials, fibres made of polytetrafluoroethylene, chemical fibres, synthetic fibres, semi-
synthetic fibres, non-woven polymeric fibres, fibres made of plastic material, raw textile fibres and metallic fibres for 
textile use, textile filaments including synthetic textile filaments, textile filaments and polyester filaments; spun polyester 
fibres for textile use.

Cl.23;Textile filaments [threads], fiberglass thread for textile use, synthetic fibre and semi-synthetic fibre in the form of 
thread and yarn [chemically treated natural fibre yarn], threads including mixed spun threads, twisted threads, heat-stable 
threads, elastic threads, synthetic threads, cotton threads, threads made of spun cotton, rayon thread and yarn, elastic 
thread and yarn for textile use, metal fibres thread for textile use, carded threads in natural fibres for textile use, yarns of 
synthetic or mixed fibres for use in textiles, chemical fibre base mixed threads, inorganic fibre base mixed threads, 
chemicalfibre threads for textile use, regenerated fibre threads for textile use, yarns including mixed spun yarns, twisted 
yarns, heatstable yarns, synthetic yarns, textile yarns and yarns for textile use, textile yarns made of natural and man-
made fibres, elastic yarns, waxed yarns, natural yarns, cotton yarns, flocked yarns, rayon thread and yarn, carded yarns 
made of wool, yarns made of polytetrafluoroethylene for textile use, yarns made of carbon fibres for textile use, knitting 
yarns made of acrylic materials, yarns for textile purposes, combed yarns made of natural fibres, carded yarns in natural 
fibres for textile use,chemical fibre base mixed yarns, inorganic fibre base mixed yarns, chemical-fibre yarns for textile 
use, regenerated fibre yarns for textile use, yarns for knitting.
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Priority claimed from 20/10/2017; Application No. : 017372954 ;European Union 

3826563    22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400131]
Aritco Lift AB
Energivägen 7 SE-196 37 Kungsängen Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Moving and handling equipment; lifting and hoisting equipment; lifts; elevators; home lifts; platform lifts; cabin 
lifts; parts for lifts and parts of elevators.

Cl.37;Installation and repair of moving and handling equipment, lifting and hoisting equipment, lifts and elevators.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No. : 87683667 ;United States of America 

3826574    28/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399857]
KINSANE ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
245 EAST 24TH STREET 17J NEW YORK NY 10010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; visual recordings and audiovisual recordings 
featuring music and animation; game software; motion picture films and films for television featuring children's 
entertainment.

Cl.38;Broadcasting programs via a global computer network; television broadcasting; broadcasting of animated 
television programs; wireless broadcasting.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of children's entertainment; 
entertainment services in the nature of cartoon series; animation production services; entertainment services in the 
nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of animated motion pictures, television 
shows, multimedia entertainment content; production of dvds, videotapes and television programs featuring cartoons; 
provision of information relating to animated television, motion picture film, audio and radio production; providing online 
non-downloadable game software; production of video and computer game software; entertainment services, namely, 
non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile communications devices via a global 
computer network and wireless networks; entertainment services, namely, providing virtual environments in which users 
can interact for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; educational and entertainment services, namely, 
providing on-line interactive children's stories.

Cl.42;Animation design for others; designing and developing computer game software and video game software for use
with computers, video game program systems and computer networks.
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3826585    23/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400239]
AMOVA GmbH
Obere Industriestraße 8 57250 Netphen Germany
Unitechnik Systems GmbH
Fritz-Kotz-Straße 14 51674 Wiehl Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Storage racks of metal; shelves of metal [other than furniture]; low-level or high-level shelving of metal for air 
freight loading units.

Cl.7;Mechanical conveyors and installations composed thereof for logistical solutions in the field of air freight logistics, 
conveyor technology installations for air freight loading units, primarily consisting of mechanical conveying devices for 
indirectly or directly transporting air freight loading units, in particular for storage and retrieval units, cranes, tilting 
chairs, transfer devices, vertical lifters; continuous conveyors, namely roller conveyor installations, conveying chains, 
pallet transport systems, belt conveyors, vertical conveyors, lifting, sliding and rotary tables and turning equipment for air
freight loading units; packaging and binding installations for air freight loading units, namely tables for machines; 
winding tables and stretching stations, turning and stacking equipment having forks, tongs or vacuum plates; packing 
stations; robot-assisted packing stations; netting stations for securing loads; labelling installations for air freight loading 
units, in particular for parallel and bridging portals, robotic labelling installations, alphanumeric plain text labelling 
installations, data matrix code labelling installations, logo labelling installations.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; data processing equipment and computers; software recorded on data carriers; control equipment for 
automating mechanical conveying equipment, packaging and binding installations, labelling installations and reading and 
testing installations; weighing and surveying stations; automatic reading and testing equipment, primarily being 
alphanumeric plain text readers, data matrix code readers, logo readers, machines for testing freight in terms of technical 
safety.

Cl.12;Mechanical conveyors and installations composed thereof for logistical solutions in the field of air freight 
logistics, conveyor technology installations for air freight loading units, consisting primarily of discontinuous conveyors, 
namely transporting and lifting trucks, changeover trucks; driverless transporter vehicles.

Cl.37;Engineering services, all the aforesaid services included in class 37, namely installation, servicing, repair and 
servicing of warehouses, mechanical conveying equipment, packaging and binding installations, labelling installations 
and reading and testing installations.

Cl.42;Engineering services; technical development of warehouse management systems; development of automation 
software.
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3826615    18/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400321]
EXCMO. CABILDO CATEDRAL DE CÓRDOBA
Cardenal Herrero, 1 E-14003 Córdoba Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; data processing equipment, computers; software.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed forms, pamphlets, catalogs, magazines (periodical publications), books and 
publications; circulars of a religious nature; printed matter; bookbinding material; geographical maps, maps, posters, 
stickers, cards, photographs; stationery; adhesives (glues) for stationery or household use; artists' materials; 
paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional material or teaching material (except 
apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printing type, printing blocks.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.35;Recording and transcription services for written communications; page layout services for advertising purposes; 
compilation of business information; systematization of information in databases; assistance services for business 
management or commercial functions for an industrial or commercial company; commercial administration: office 
functions; advertising and marketing services; sponsorship search; import-export services; commercial representation 
and exclusive sales services; retail services and sales via global computer networks, wholesale services; presentation 
services for products on all communication media for retail purposes; commercial business valuation and market study 
services; opinion polling; organization of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes.

Cl.41;Education services; training; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; provision of information 
relating to education, entertainment and sports; organization of trade fairs and exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; publication of non-advertising texts and books; supply services for electronic non-downloadable publications 
online; organization and conducting of competitions (education or entertainment), organization of awards; organization 
and conducting of colloquiums, conferences and congresses; museum services (presentations, exhibitions); production 
of live theater performances and shows.
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3826646    16/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399794]
Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG
Stiftsbergstr. 1 74172 Neckarsulm Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Petrol for lighters.

Cl.6;Bicycle locks of metal; motorcycle locks of metal; metal karabiners.

Cl.7;Fittings for lifting and lowering nets for catching fish, being parts of machines.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery, in particular fish cleaning and fish filleting knives for anglers; 
pocket knives; harpoons; cutlery for camping; spears for fishing rods.

Cl.9;Protective clothing for motorcyclists; protective helmets for motor cyclists; protective gloves for motorcyclists; 
sunglasses; nautical apparatus and instruments; divers' articles, namely wetsuits, divers' masks, life jackets (inflatable or 
not inflatable), diving snorkels, diving goggles, weights, divers' weight belts, breathing apparatus for underwater 
swimming, air tanks for divers, regulators, marine depth finders, manometers, directional compasses, thermometers, ear 
plugs for divers, nose clips, clothing, gloves for divers, footwear and headgear for diving; hip guards for anglers; 
underwater cameras; photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), 
life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; frequency meters; pedometers; smartwatches; global positioning 
system [GPS] apparatus; cycle computers; portable computers for sporting purposes; spectacles [optics]; snow goggles; 
swim goggles; safety goggles; anti-glare glasses; spectacle frames; lenses for eyeglasses; spectacle cases; helmets for 
bicycles; helmets for skiing and snowboarding; tachometers; depth gauges; climbing helmets; safety products, namely, 
reflective safety bands to be worn on the body; light diodes.

Cl.10;Compression garments; pulse meters; massage apparatus.

Cl.11;Electric torches; bicycle lights; lighting lamps; snap lights; apparatus for cooking, refrigerating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; coolers (electric); barbecues; ventilating fans.

Cl.12;Accessories and parts for vehicles of all kinds, in particular for motorcycles and trikes, included in this class; 
small electrically driven vehicles; bike accessories, in particular bicycle trailers, bags for bicycles, pumps for bicycles, 
assembly stands designed for bicycles; fittings and parts for bicycles in the form of repair kits; inner tubes for bicycles; 
boats and boat accessories; small wagons for children; carts; rubber tyre repair in the form of sprays.

Cl.14;Chronoscopes.

Cl.17;Caulking materials.

Cl.18;Bags, pouches, in particular bags for sports, all purpose carrying bags and shoulder bags; bags [envelopes 
pouches] for packaging of leather; rucksacks and backpacks, day packs; neck pouches; walking sticks; alpenstocks; 
trekking poles; saddlery, whips, jockey sticks, lunge reins; clothing and apparel for animals, horse blankets, leggings for 
horses; backpacks; kit bags; stuff sacks; saddlebags; umbrellas.

Cl.19;Pavilions made of non-metallic materials.

Cl.20;Seats and beds for outdoor use, in particular beach chairs and beach loungers, camp chairs and camp beds, field 
cots, camping mattresses, camping furniture, camping tables; air mattresses for use when camping; inflatable seat 
cushions; baskets (fishing-), baskets in the context of fishing baskets; seat cushions for anglers; sleeves and containers 
for storage purposes; fishing seats; inflatable mattresses.

Cl.21;Drinking bottles and containers; isothermic bags, coolers [non-electric containers], cold packs for chilling food 
and beverages; pots, camping pots; bait mixing bowls; tableware for camping; picnic crockery; containers for 
transporting and preserving liquids and foodstuffs; brushes, combs and cleaning instruments for grooming horses.

Cl.22;Tents; tarpaulins; nets; fishing nets, lifting and lowering nets; sun canopies; beach shelters, hammocks; sacks; 
transport sacks; dip nets for fishing.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods for manufacturing and for use as sun canopies and tarpaulins, bath linen; furniture 
coverings made from terry towelling; towels of textile; sleeping bags (included in this class); sleeping bags for camping.
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Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, gloves [clothing], headgear, waist belts, all the aforesaid goods being solely for the sports 
sector; boots for motorcycling, shower proof clothing, in particular weatherproof clothing for motorcyclists, motorcycle 
clothing; rain boots; clothing, footwear and headgear for fishing; beachwear; bath slippers; flip-flops; insoles; shoe 
spikes; gaiters; heated insoles.

Cl.26;Hair bands.

Cl.27;Mats, in particular for gymnastics, sports, travelling, trekking and camping purposes.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles, included in class 28; balls; badminton racquets; badminton nets; 
badminton equipment; squash rackets; squash equipment; tennis rackets; tennis equipment; golf clubs; golf balls; golf 
accessories; table tennis paddles; table tennis equipment; skis; ski accessories; snowshoes; harness (climbers' -); 
climbing equipment; surfing accessories; boxing gloves; striking bags; equipment for boxing; baseball bats; baseball 
gloves; hockey sticks; equipment for hockey; archery implements (sporting articles); bowstrings; archery equipment; 
exercise and fitness equipment; trampolines; lines for fishing, fishing tackle, rods for fishing and parts therefor; fishing 
articles, not included in other classes; angling accessories, reels for fishing, lines for fishing, fish hooks, fishing weights, 
floats for fishing; fishing bait (other than live bait); artificial flies; bait [artificial]; bait jars; rod stands; landing nets for 
anglers; decoys for fishing; artificial lures for use in fishing, creels [fishing traps], fishing gloves, guns (harpoon -) [sports 
articles]; poles, in particular for fishing; swimming jackets; containers and bags for fishing and fishing accessories; 
flippers; bags adapted for carrying sports equipment; boules sets; dart boards and darts; sporting articles for the beach; 
stunt kites; inflatable swimming floats; swim rings; pools (swimming -) [play articles]; swimming pools; swimming kick 
boards; body boards; snow sleds; skateboards; in-line roller skates; ice skates; protectors, in particular for the back, 
shoulders, elbows, knees and wrists (sporting articles); golf equipment, namely golf trolleys; tennis equipment, namely 
tennis bags; badminton equipment, namely badminton bags; squash equipment, namely squash bags.

Cl.34;Lighters; firestones for lighters for smokers.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 012 566 ;Germany 

3826891    16/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400031]
Avigo GmbH
Schanzenstr. 6-20 Gebäude Kupferwerk 51063 Köln Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Travel booking agencies; travel arrangements and/or reservations; arranging, reserving and/or booking of travel 
tickets, rental cars, camper vans, other vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water for travel purposes; 
luggage transport, porterage; taxi services; car parking; consultancy relating to reservation and/or booking of travel 
services; providing travel information and/or transport; travel courier services; guide services (for travel); transportation, 
in particular the transportation of persons, goods, airmail and/or air freight; storage and/or packaging of goods and/or 
luggage; freight-forwarding services; arranging, reserving and/or booking of transportation.

Cl.41;Operating holiday resorts and/or holiday villages (entertainment, sporting activities); arranging entertainment 
events for visitors; cultural and/or sporting activities; provision of training and further training; organising of training and 
further training events and congresses and/or conferences for the travel industry; arranging, reservation and/or booking 
of entrance tickets for cultural and/or sporting events.

Cl.43;Providing of food and drink, temporary accommodation; providing temporary accommodation and/or catering 
services in hotels, holiday resorts and/or holiday villages; arranging, reserving and/or booking of services for 
accommodation and/or catering.
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Priority claimed from 10/08/2017; Application No. : UK00003249579 ;United Kingdom 

3826934    19/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399930]
Flexicare Medical Ltd
Cynon Valley Business Park MOUNTAIN ASH, Mid Glamorgan CF45 4ER United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cameras; display screens; visual display screens; software for processing, displaying, recording and transmitting 
data, sound and images; battery chargers; batteries; battery packs; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.10;Endoscopes; laryngoscopes; bronchoscopes; oesophagoscopes; rhinoscopes; imaging and visualisation 
apparatus for medical use; imaging and visualisation apparatus for surgical use; apparatus for airway management; 
video-based apparatus for airway management; video laryngoscopes; video stylets; display screens for use with medical 
and surgical apparatus, instruments and devices; intubation apparatus; blades and handles for laryngoscopes; stylets; 
bougies; artificial airway devices; endotracheal tubes; endobronchial tubes; laryngeal masks; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 14/02/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 101 451 ;Germany 

3826968    02/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399792]
TAIM e.V. - Verband Industrieller Metalldeckenhersteller
Leostraße 22 40545 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal ceilings and parts thereof; suspended ceilings made of metal and parts thereof, in particular metal panels 
(rectangular panels), metal tiles (as square panels), panels, grid mesh and rib mesh elements, support profiles and 
mounting suspension devices and supporting construction profiles, connecting and fastening elements, all the aforesaid 
goods of, or mainly of metal; suspended ceilings made of metal and parts thereof, in particular as fire protection ceilings 
and sound insulation ceilings and for air conditioning, in particular as heating and cooling ceilings; metal top layers and 
parts thereof, in particular as fire protection ceilings and ceilings with sound insulation properties, ceilings for air 
conditioning, in particular having heating and cooling properties.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling, also via the internet, in the fields of metal ceilings and parts thereof, suspended 
ceilings made of metal and parts thereof, in particular metal panels (rectangular panels), metal tiles (as square panels), 
panels, grid mesh and rib mesh elements, support profiles and mounting suspension devices and supporting 
construction profiles, connecting and fastening elements, all the aforesaid goods of, or mainly of metal, suspended 
ceilings made of metal and parts thereof, as aforesaid, in particular as fire protection ceilings and sound insulation 
ceilings and for air conditioning, in particular as heating and cooling ceilings, metal top layers and parts thereof, as 
aforesaid, in particular as fire protection ceilings and sound insulation ceilings and for air conditioning, in particular as 
heating and cooling ceilings; arranging of commercial and business contacts, also via the internet, in the fields of metal 
ceilings and parts thereof, suspended ceilings made of metal and parts thereof, in particular metal panels (rectangular 
panels), metal tiles (as square panels), panels, grid mesh and rib mesh elements, support profiles and mounting 
suspension devices and supporting construction profiles, connecting and fastening elements, all the aforesaid goods of, 
or mainly of, metal, suspended ceilings made of metal and parts thereof, as aforesaid, in particular as fire protection 
ceilings and sound insulation ceilings and for air conditioning, in particular as heating and cooling ceilings, metal top 
layers and parts thereof, as aforesaid, in particular as fire protection ceilings and sound insulation ceilings and for air 
conditioning, in particular as heating and cooling ceilings.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of metal ceilings; construction consultancy, namely relating to installation of metal 
ceilings; consultancy services relating to the maintenance of buildings, namely the maintenance of metal ceilings; 
installation and maintenance of heating and cooling ceilings as well as of fire protection ceilings and sound insulation 
ceilings; consultancy services relating to construction services for the installation of metal ceilings.

Cl.40;Customized production of metal ceilings and parts for metal ceilings, in particular of fire protection ceilings and 
sound insulation ceilings as well as for air conditioning, in particular as heating and cooling ceilings, for others or on 
behalf of third parties; customized production of metal top layers and parts thereof, in particular as fire protection ceilings 
and sound insulation ceilings and for air conditioning, in particular as heating and cooling ceilings, for others or on behalf
of third parties.

Cl.42;Audits, authentication and certification (quality control) of companies, business processes and products; 
creation of guidelines for companies, business processes and products, in particular for certification purposes; quality 
control testing of companies, business processes and products for certification purposes; engineering services in the 
field of building technology; building design services; engineering consultancy services relating to the production, 
installation and maintenance of metal ceilings; consultancy relating to construction planning.
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2017; Application No. : 585161 ;Portugal 
3827131    05/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400254]
CUF-CONSULTADORIA E SERVIÇOS, S.A.
AV. 24 De Julho, Nº 24, P-1200-480 Lisboa Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in science, industry, photography, agriculture or forestry, namely chemicals used in the 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals, chemicals for the manufacture of inks and pigments, chemicals for the manufacture of 
fibers, chemicals for use in the rubber industry, chemicals for manufacturing polyurethane, water treatment chemicals, 
chemicals for the polyvinyl chloride (pvc) industry, chemicals for use in the textile industry, chemicals for the cellulose 
industry; chemical preparations for use in the food industry, chemicals for the manufacture of sanitary preparations, 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.11;Water purification apparatus, water disposal plants, water treatment filters; water purification installations.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, namely chemical treatment of organic and inorganic substances, water treatment, 
consultancy and information services relating to treatment of materials and water treatment.
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Priority claimed from 12/10/2017; Application No. : 4395783 ;France 

3827136    17/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400217]
GEFCO
77/81 rue des Lilas d'Espagne F-92402 COURBEVOIE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Cases, racks and boxes of wood and of plastic materials, trays of plastic materials; containers not of metal; 
handling, loading and transporting pallets, baskets and trays not of metal; packaging and transport containers of plastic 
materials.

Cl.35;Purchase and sale of spare parts for vehicles; administrative services relating to customs clearance.

Cl.37;Vehicle maintenance (servicing); vehicle lubrication [greasing]; vehicle washing; vehicle cleaning; vehicle 
polishing; fueling of vehicles; repair of vehicles; vehicle repair as vehicle breakdown services; maintenance of automobile
vehicles; maintenance and repair of vehicle tires; servicing and repair of electric vehicles; painting of motor vehicles; 
repair of vehicle towing bars; cleaning and washing of vehicles; vehicle painting services; charging services for electric 
vehicles; reconditioning of land vehicles and structural parts therefor; repair, maintenance, servicing, dismantling, 
rebuilding and cleaning of vehicle engines and parts thereof.

Cl.39;Transport, particularly land, air, river and maritime transport of merchandise; freighting of cars, trucks, trains, 
boats, airplanes; freight brokerage; logistical services in the transport sector; storage of goods; rental of storage 
containers; rental of warehouses; packing, packaging of goods; wrapping of merchandise; storage (warehousing) of 
goods and merchandise; delivery of merchandise; rental of transport vehicles; information on transport and storage; 
supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services comprising storage, transport and delivery of goods for third parties 
by plane, railway, ship or truck; logistics services consisting in merchandise transport and delivery services; 
transportation and delivery services by air, road, rail and sea; provision of advice relating to merchandise delivery; 
express delivery of freight; delivery of goods by truck; distribution [delivery] of goods; vehicle transport; salvage of 
vehicles; inspection of vehicles prior to transport; vehicle parking services; tracking of transport vehicles by computer; 
rental of parking places and garages for vehicles; towing services in case of vehicle breakdowns; tracking, locating and 
monitoring of vehicles, ships and aircraft; tracking of freight transport vehicles by means of computers or global 
positioning systems.
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3827151    25/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400237]
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY "MOSAIC"
¿¿-kt Sevastopolskiy, 45, korp. 1, kv. 58 RU-117186 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Toiletries; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions; cosmetics for animals; shampoos; shampoos for pets; all of the above products are for animals.

Cl.5;Acaricides; deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; lotions for veterinary purposes; dog lotions; 
medicines for veterinary purposes; antiparasitic collars for animals; veterinary preparations; vitamin preparations; vermin 
destroying preparations; biological preparations for veterinary purposes; chemical preparations for veterinary purposes; 
tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; sanitary napkins; sanitary towels; preparations of trace elements for 
human and animal use; chemical preparations for veterinary purposes; insect repellents; repellents for dogs; 
parasiticides; animal washes; dogs washes.

Cl.31;Algarovilla for animal consumption; dog biscuits; yeast for animal consumption; edible chews for animals; animal
foodstuffs; pet food; bird food; strengthening animal forage; animal litter; beverages for pets; animal fattening 
preparations / livestock fattening preparations; wood chips for the manufacture of wood pulp.
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Priority claimed from 21/11/2017; Application No. : 4406441 ;France 

3827156    04/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399991]
KASTE & CO
90 Avenue de la Lanterne, L'Orée de la Lanterne, Bâtiment Les Lentisques F-06200 Nice France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic and herbal cosmetic products for men, namely cosmetic products for skin care, cosmetic creams, lotions 
for cosmetic use, beauty masks, peeling and exfoliating gels for skin care, nail care products; shaving products; non-
medicated after-shave lotions; beard and mustache wax; beard and mustache soap; beard and mustache dyes; beard and 
mustache stones (astringents); cosmetic kits; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; cosmetic and herbal cosmetic 
preparations for baths; men's toiletries, namely soaps, cakes of toilet soap, perfumed shower gels, shampoos, hair 
conditioners and hair masks; hair lotions; hair sprays and gels; scented water and perfumery products for men; 
deodorants [perfumery]; oils for perfumes and scents; essential oils; breath freshening sprays; dentifrices; 
mouthwashes, not for medical use; dental bleaching gels; massage gels other than for medical use; sunscreen 
preparations and after-sun cosmetic products; make-up products for men; depilatory wax.

Cl.35;Preparation and conducting of promotional and marketing events; advertising and promotional services; 
distribution of leaflets, brochures, printed matter and samples; organization of exhibitions or trade fairs for commercial or 
promotional purposes; management of customer computer files; presentation of goods on communication media, in the 
framework of retail sale thereof; retail sale, wholesale, on-line and mail order sale services for cosmetic and herbal 
cosmetic skin products for men, namely cosmetic products for skin care, cosmetic creams, lotions for cosmetic use, 
beauty masks, peeling and exfoliating gels for skin care, nail care products, shaving products, non-medicated after-shave 
lotions, beard and mustache wax, beard and mustache soap, beard and mustache dyes, beard and mustache stones 
[astringents], cosmetic kits, tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions, cosmetic and herbal cosmetic preparations for 
baths, men's toiletries, namely soaps, cakes of toilet soap, perfumed shower gels, shampoos, hair conditioners and hair 
masks, hair lotions, hair sprays and gels, scented water and perfumery products for men, deodorants [perfumery], oils for 
perfumes and scents, essential oils, breath-freshening sprays, dentifrices, mouthwashes, not for medical use, dental 
bleaching gels, massage gels other than for medical use, sunscreen preparations and after-sun cosmetic products, make-
up products for men, depilatory wax.
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3827158    01/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400278]
Aerocompact GmbH
Gewerbestraße 14 A-6822 Satteins Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal building materials, frames and mounts for solar modules.

Cl.9;Photovoltaic apparatus and installations constructed therefrom; solar modules for electricity generation; inverters 
and charge regulators for photovoltaic plants; electric solar cells and installations constructed therefrom; solar batteries 
operated with solar cells; apparatus and installations constructed therefrom, for generating electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; all the aforesaid 
goods, included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 06/09/2013; Application No. : 13/4030579 ;France 

3827163    23/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1222740]
DAVEY BICKFORD
Le Moulin Gaspard F-89550 HERY France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Remote electric ignition (firing) apparatus; remote electric ignition (firing) apparatus; electro-pyrotechnic initiators; 
computer hardware and software for detonating explosives; encryption systems for detonating explosives; computer 
hardware (namely computers, processing units, servers, PDAs, smartphones, electronic tablets and computer peripheral 
devices) for detonating explosives, computer software and computer programs for detonating explosives; electric and 
telecommunications apparatus and instruments, namely apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of data, 
including sounds and images for detonating explosives; encoders and decoders for detonating explosives; modems for 
detonating explosives; electronic systems for encryption and transmission of data for detonating explosives; 
telecommunications equipment for detonating explosives; devices for identifying radio frequencies (transponders) for 
detonating explosives; electronic apparatus for verifying data for detonating explosives; alarms for detonating 
explosives; electric conducting wires for priming explosives; computer software for detonating explosives; electronic 
apparatus for detonating explosives; coated and insulated wires of common metal; electric squibs, electric lighters, 
percussion igniters and percussion igniter primers.

Cl.13;Accessories for firing and and priming explosives; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; detonators; 
mechanical percussion initiation systems; detonating plugs; grenades (projectiles); accessories for firing and priming 
explosives, namely caps of all kinds, slow fuses, fast fuses; devices for igniting and priming explosives, detonating fuses, 
plugs and conductor wires for primers or detonators, connectors for wires and cords; primers intended for use with 
explosives, detonators; detonating capsules; intensifier and primer relays; connectors for detonation purposes; 
detonating devices for blasting in open pit mines, underground mines, open air civil engineering, underground civil 
engineering; shock wave tubes; squibs; rockets, blasting caps, detonating relays, explosive powders; retarding 
compositions; fuses and transmission lines, wires of all kinds for detonators and blasting lines; pyrotechnic initiation 
devices for the entertainment industry (special effects and pyrotechnical effects for the film and television industries, 
theater, pyrotechnic shows, fireworks); pyrotechnic initiation devices and systems for automobile safety, pyrotechnic 
initiation devices and systems for protection against natural events such as lightening and avalanches, pyrotechnic 
devices and systems for fire protection, pyrotechnic devices and systems for protecting means of payment (bills, cash); 
cap heads and flame caps; pyrotechnic cartridges; flame caps; pyro-mechanisms; instant pyrotechnic detonators; 
delayed pyrotechnic detonators; detonating; pyrotechnic lighters; pyrotechnic squibs; electronic detonators; electric 
detonators, non-electric detonators; pyrotechnic detonating cords; pyrotechnic operated mechanical systems; instant 
pyrotechnic detonators; delayed pyrotechnic detonators; shock-wave conductor tubes for priming explosives; fuses; 
percussion caps and detonating percussion primers; percussion squibs and percussion caps; pyrotechnic operated 
mechanical systems, shock wave conductor tubes, pyrotechnic transmission lines; pyrotechnic transmission chains; gas 
generators.

Cl.41;Pyrotechnic training.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services in relation to priming of explosives for mining industries, operating of civil 
engineering quarries and seismic exploration; research and design in relation to priming of explosives for mining 
industries, operating of civil engineering quarries and seismic exploration, aerospace, defense and security; industrial 
research and analysis in relation to priming of explosives for mining industries, operating of civil engineering quarries 
and seismic exploration, aerospace, defense and security; design and development of computer hardware and software in
relation to priming of explosives for mining industries, operating of civil engineering quarries and seismic exploration; 
engineering consultancy in relation to priming of explosives for mining industries, operating of civil engineering quarries 
and seismic exploration, aerospace, defense and security.
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Priority claimed from 03/10/2017; Application No. : 2017-131298 ;Japan 

3827168    09/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400314]
KJ Chemicals Corporation
3-6, Nihonbashi Honcho 3-chome, Chuo-ku 103-0023 Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Preparations for preventing the tarnishing of lenses; chemicals for the manufacture of paints; industrial chemicals; 
adhesives for industrial purposes; drilling muds; synthetic resins, unprocessed; paper pulp.

Cl.2;Paints; thickeners for paints; primers; engraving ink; printing ink; synthetic resin paints; exterior paints; interior 
paints; distempers; oil paints; mixed paints; ink for leather; automobile paints; lower hull paints; waterproof paints; 
bactericidal paints.

Cl.3;Creams for leather; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic hair dressing preparations; nail hardeners; non-
medicated toiletries; shaving preparations; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; hair dyes; depilatory preparations; air 
fragrancing preparations; rust removing preparations; stain removers; polishing preparations; detergents for household 
use; paint stripping preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; eye-washes, not for medical purposes; shampoos; hair 
conditioners; nail polish; nail varnish removers.

Cl.9;Optical lenses; optical filters; optical cables; fiber optics; photovoltaic modules; solar panels for the production of 
electricity; covers for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphone screens.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2017; Application No. : 1873355 ;Australia 

3827191    04/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399867]
TDT GLOBAL PTY LTD
PO Box 8301 South Perth WA 6151 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software applications (apps); charging apparatus; charging systems for battery operated 
appliances; electric apparatus for charging batteries; battery chargers; electric battery chargers; power boards, electrical 
timers and electric sockets for charging computer equipment and portable electronic devices; electrical and voltage surge
protectors; power boards, electric timers, electric sockets, power adaptors; surge protectors and related apparatus for 
protecting from power supply faults; battery chargers, power adapters, data synchronization cables, and docking stations 
for use with computer equipment and portable electronic devices; electronic remote control units (other than remote 
controls for toys); infrared remote control apparatus (other than remote control apparatus for toys); radio remote control 
apparatus (other than remote control apparatus for toys); remote control mechanisms (other than for use with toys); 
apparatus for use in access control; automatic access control apparatus; automatic access control systems; electric 
access control apparatus; electric access control systems; electrical access control apparatus; electric controlled access 
security apparatus; electrical apparatus for security purposes (other than for vehicles); electrical security apparatus, 
other than for vehicles; electrical security devices, other than for vehicles; electrically operated security apparatus, other 
than for vehicles; electronic controlled access security apparatus; electronic security apparatus for use in homes; 
electronic security apparatus for use in offices; security devices for computer hardware; security devices for computer 
software; cases, sleeves, covers, cabinets, carts, racks, and baskets specifically adapted for charging and data 
synchronization of computer equipment and portable electronic devices; cases, sleeves and covers adapted for storing 
and securing computer equipment and portable electronic devices; lockable and reinforced cases, sleeves, covers, racks, 
and replacement parts therefor, adapted for secure storage of computer equipment and portable electronic devices; 
protective covers, cases, and sleeves for use with computer equipment and portable electronic devices; data 
communication hardware, namely, docking stations for storing, securing, charging, syncing, connecting, and transferring 
data with docked devices; data communication software, namely, computer software for docking stations; computer data 
interchange apparatus; computer hardware and software for the communication of data between docking stations and 
networked devices; computer hardware and software for monitoring usage of computer equipment and portable 
electronic devices; computer hardware and software for restricting and monitoring access to computer equipment and 
portable electronic devices.

Cl.20;Security cabinets (furniture); security boxes, not of metal; security units (furniture) of metal; security units 
(furniture), not of metal; lockable storage cabinets, lockable storage boxes, and lockable storage cabinets and boxes 
incorporating cages for secure storage of computer hardware and portable electrical devices; lockable storage cabinets, 
lockable storage boxes, and lockable storage cabinets and boxes incorporating cages for restricting access to computer 
equipment and portable electronics; cabinets, baskets and carts for storing and securing computer equipment and 
portable electronic devices; cabinets, carts, and baskets for secure storage of computer equipment and portable 
electronic devices.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2017; Application No. : 87543436 ;United States of America 

3827771    25/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400021]
Netsuite Inc.
500 Oracle Parkway Redwood Shores CA 94065 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business consultation services; business consultation services regarding leading practices and best practices 
for business customers in the fields of advertising, media, publishing, financial, technology, manufacturing, retail, 
software, internet, wholesale distribution, service-providers, and non-profits.

Cl.42;Software as a Service (SAAS) services featuring software for enterprise resource planning, customer relationship 
management, professional services automation, omnichannel commerce, human resources, payroll management, and 
business intelligence, and consultation related thereto.
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3827805    20/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399108]
Ed. Züblin AG
Albstadt Weg 3 70567 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building and construction materials and elements of metal; structures and transportable buildings of metal; 
unprocessed and semi-processed materials of metal.

Cl.19;Building and construction materials and elements, not of metal; structures and transportable buildings, not of 
metal; wood and artificial wood; pitch, tar, bitumen and asphalt; stone, clay, rock and non-metallic minerals for building or
construction; precast pavers, not of metal; armour-plating, not of metal.

Cl.37;Extraction of natural resources; building, construction and demolition; building maintenance and repair; 
installation, maintenance and repair of plumbing; lift and elevator installation, maintenance and repair; hvac (heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning) installation, maintenance and repair; road sealing and stripping; interior sealing and 
caulking services; waterproofing of basements; road stripping; installation of bridge expansion joints; application of slip-
resistant safety floor sealers; application of waterproof coatings; pavement striping; plant refurbishment; painting of 
metal surfaces to prevent corrosion; coating of drains; coating of sewers; coating of brickwork; asbestos extraction; 
coating [painting] services; application of coatings to tunnels; application of coatings for the repair of walls; application 
of screeds; application of rendering to tunnels; application of waterproof coatings for roofs; application of surface 
coatings; application of protective paint to wood; application of anti-graffiti coatings; application of coatings to swimming 
pools; application of protective coatings to cavity surfaces; application of rendering to swimming pools; excavating 
services for verifying the location of utility lines; advisory services relating to the installation of power plants; advisory 
services relating to the repair of civil engineering structures; advisory services relating to the repair of plumbing; advice 
relating to preventing blockages in septic tanks; advice relating to preventing blockages in plumbing lines; advisory 
services relating to the maintenance of plumbing; advisory services relating to the reinstatement of trenches; advisory 
services relating to surfacing projects; advisory services relating to pipe laying; advisory services relating to the 
installation of fixings; advisory services relating to the installation of plumbing; information services relating to 
installation of security systems; repair information; construction of wave energy power plants; apartment refurbishment 
services; advisory services relating to the repair of environmental control systems; advisory services relating to the 
maintenance of environmental control systems; advisory services relating to the installation of lighting apparatus; 
advisory services relating to the installation of fire prevention equipment; advisory services relating to the installation of 
building automation equipment; advisory services relating to the installation of hydraulic equipment; advisory services 
relating to the installation of passenger lifts; advisory services relating to the maintenance of fixings; advisory services 
relating to the renovation of property; advisory services relating to the maintenance of buildings; providing information 
relating to the repair or maintenance of storage tanks; providing information relating to the rental of construction 
machines and apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of gasoline station equipment; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of chemical plants; providing information relating to the repair 
or maintenance of bicycle parking apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of water 
pollution control equipment; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of construction machines and 
apparatus; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of mechanical parking systems; providing 
information relating to the repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; coating of concrete; coating 
of conduits; coating services for the repair of industrial engineering plant; coating services for the repair of engineering 
plant; coating services for the maintenance of industrial engineering plant; coating services for the maintenance of 
marine engineering plant; concrete repairs; concrete renovation; drilling; roofing installation; resurfacing of roofs; ceiling 
installation; decorating of buildings; asbestos removal; soil covering; soil stabilization means; pavement marking 
services; pressure grouting services; insulating of pipes; installation of sewer liners; installation of lighting systems; 
fitting of floor coverings; installation of ground anchors; installation of grills; services for the installation of cavity wall 
ties; installation of interior partitions for buildings; installation of cavity wall insulation; installation of sun roofs; installing 
drywall panels; installation of doors; installation of false floors; installation of mezzanine floors; installation of internal 
partitioning; installation of electrical wiring; electrical installation services; installation of roof timbering; renovation, 
repair and maintenance of electrical wiring; renovation of electrical wiring; erection of reinforced concrete structures 
utilising sliding and climbing formworks; erection of grandstands; fence erection services; erection of sliding formworks; 
erection of curtain walling; information services relating to maintenance of security systems; information services 
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relating to the refurbishment of buildings; damp proofing services; marine construction services; interior refurbishment 
of buildings; interior renovation of commercial premises; pipeline construction and maintenance; irrigation devices 
installation and repair; installation, repair and maintenance of boiler tubes; installation, repair and maintenance of 
cleanroom facilities and equipment; installation and maintenance of irrigation systems; installation and maintenance of 
photovoltaic installations; installation and maintenance of solar thermal installations; installation services for building 
scaffolds, working and building platforms; installation services of building scaffolds; installation of building scaffolds, 
working and building platforms; installation of lighting apparatus; installation of lightning conductors; application of fire 
retardant coatings; ceiling lining installation; installation of fixtures and fittings for domestic premises; installing fencing; 
installing septic tanks; installation of electric light and power systems; installation of coloured panels in building fascia; 
installation of plant; installation of building automation equipment; installation of hydraulic equipment; installation of 
industrial plant; installation of insulating materials; installing septic fields; installation of storage facilities; installation of 
industrial machinery; installation of photovoltaic cells and modules; installation of shelving; installation of rainwater 
drainage systems; installation of rainwater collection systems; installation of rainwater harvesting systems; installation of 
rainwater tanks; installation of pipe insulation; installation of street information placards; installation of street furniture; 
installation of drying apparatus; installation of environmental protection systems; installation of traffic management 
systems; installation of pneumatic bulk material handling systems; installation of tubular linings in passageways; 
installation of environmental engineering systems; installation of transmission lines; installing wallboard; installation of 
plumbing systems; installation of water supply apparatus; installation of fabricated construction units; installation of 
basement waterproofing products; installation services for building scaffolds, working and building platforms; servicing 
of cranes; servicing of conduits; swimming-pool maintenance; maintenance of roads; insulation services; laying of cable; 
plumbing and glazing services; plumbing and installation of gas and water supply systems; anti-corrosion treatment; 
varnishing of board materials; installation and maintenance of land irrigation systems; painting, interior and exterior; 
painting and varnishing; mechanical cleaning of waterways; installing siding; installation of fittings for buildings; 
installation of felt roofs; installation of racks; installation of doors and windows; erection of pre-fabricated buildings; 
assembling [installation] of storage systems; assembling [installation] of shelving; assembling [installation] of building 
framework; repointing of brickwork; installation of parquet flooring; concrete polishing; pumping septic tanks; cleaning of
drains; cleaning of water supply plumbing; cleaning of building sites; dismantling of scaffolding; cleaning of site roads; 
cleaning of property; septic tank cleaning; cleaning of stone work; cleaning of urban areas; cleaning of public areas; 
renovation of property; renovation of kitchens; welding for repair purposes; repair or maintenance of building equipment; 
repair or maintenance of bicycle parking apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical plants; repair or maintenance of 
machines and apparatus for woodworking; maintenance and repair of storage tanks; repair or maintenance of mining 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of nuclear power plants; repair or maintenance of machines and 
apparatus for lumbering; repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
machines and apparatus for veneer making; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for plywood making; repair 
or maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of cultivating machines and implements; 
repair and maintenance of building scaffolds, working and building platforms; maintenance and repair of earth moving 
equipment; maintenance and repair of earth moving machines; maintenance and repair of energy generating installations; 
maintenance and repair of gas and electricity installations; maintenance and repair of refrigerating apparatus; 
maintenance and repair of cooling appliances and installations; maintenance and repair of road making equipment; 
maintenance and repair of road making machines; maintenance and repair of wave energy power plants; maintenance and
repair of wind power plants; maintenance and repair of mining equipment; repair or maintenance of water pollution 
control equipment; repair or maintenance of mechanical parking systems; repair of construction machines and 
equipment; repair of biogas plants and machines; repair of fire damage; repair of pressurised containers; repair of energy 
production plants and machines; repair of energy supply installations; repair of power lines; repair of gas supply 
systems; repair of water pollution control equipment; scaffolding repair; repair of hollowware; repair of canalization 
systems; services for the repair of canals; repair of air filters; repair of air filters and parts thereof; repair of machines for 
treating organic waste; services for the repair of conduits; repair of sanitary installations; repair of drying apparatus; 
repair of water supply apparatus; repair of water supply installations; services for the repair of heat exchangers; repair of 
fences; repairing construction works; rust removing; rustproofing; renovating services relating to discharge conduits; 
restoration of architectural works; restoration of baths; restoration of retail premises; renovation of industrial boilers; 
renovating services relating to conduits for water supply; renovation of nuclear plant; repair services for floor coverings; 
repair services for stair coverings; repair services for wall coverings; floor sanding; drill bit sharpening; spray painting of 
metals; spray painting; abrasive cleaning of metallic surfaces; underwater abrasive cleaning of metallic surfaces; 
abrasive cleaning of non-metallic surfaces; underwater abrasive cleaning of non-metallic surfaces; street sweeping 
services; marking of roads; street cleaning; ceiling texturing; texturing (ceiling or wall -); wall texturing; paper hanging; 
joinery [repair]; drywall installation services; renovation of commercial premises; maintenance of property; underwater 
dredging; underwater repair; floor layering; installation of gas and water pipelines; installing wood flooring; laying of land 
cables; mains laying; laying floor tile; tile laying, bricklaying or block laying; laying of sea cables; carpet laying; 
installation of water pipes; servicing of nuclear plant; maintenance and repair of flooring; maintaining and repair of roof 
guttering; maintaining and repair of rain channels; repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus; maintenance and 
repair of systems incorporating hoses which convey fluid; maintenance, repair and reconditioning of photovoltaic 
apparatus and installations; maintenance of water pollution control equipment; maintaining septic systems; provision of 
maintenance services for sports centers; maintenance of water purifying apparatus; civil engineering maintenance 
involving the use of pressurised jets of abrasive-containing water; civil engineering maintenance involving the use of 
hydromechanical cutting equipment; civil engineering maintenance involving the use of water-jet cutting equipment; 
carpentry services; providing information relating to septic tank cleaning services.
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Priority claimed from 08/09/2017; Application No. : 017189127 ;European Union 

3827820    07/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400171]
FIIZY OÜ
Toom-Kooli 1 EE-10130 Tallinn Estonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; business analysis, research and information services; business
intelligence services; business advisory and information services; business risk assessment services; competitive 
intelligence services; business risk management services; market reporting services; administrative data processing; 
business consultancy and advisory services.

Cl.36;Financial and monetary services, and banking; valuation services; financial risk management; risk management 
[financial]; counterparty risk management; credit risk insurance; financial risk management services; financial risk 
assessment services; risk management consultancy [financial]; credit advice; credit rating; credit bureaus; credit 
brokerage; credit financing; credit services; credit assessment services; credit rating services; consumer credit services; 
credit scoring services; credit arranging services; credit counseling services; credit management services; credit card 
verification; instalment credit financing; credit and loan services; credit card payment processing; financial credit scoring 
services.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 011 039 ;Germany 

3827827    29/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400267]
SNP Schneider-Neureither & Partner SE
Dossenheimer Landstraße 100 69121 Heidelberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Compact discs [read-only memory]; discs (compact-) [audio-video]; computer operating programs, recorded; 
recorded computer programs; programs (computer-) [downloadable software]; computer software; computer keyboards; 
data processing apparatus; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic agendas; interfaces for computers; 
computers; computer programs for project management; personal computers.

Cl.35;Cost price analysis; business management and organisation consultancy; business management consultancy; 
advisory services for business management; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses]; professional business consulting; computerised file management; compilation of statistics; preparation of 
accounts; business efficiency expert services; commercial information agency services; business information; market 
research; marketing research; data search in computer files for others; business research; public relations services; on-
line advertising on a computer network; business organisation consultancy; advisory services relating to the corporate 
structure of businesses; outsourcing services [business assistance]; business management assistance; radio 
advertising; news clipping services; systemisation of information into computer databases; business consultancy and 
advisory services; organisation of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; compilation of information into 
computer databases; production of advertising material; computerised file management; EDP consultancy.

Cl.38;Information about telecommunication; providing user access to global computer networks; providing 
telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing user access to computer progammes in data 
networks; access to content, websites and portals; providing access to electronic communication networks; 
telecommunications; internet-based telecommunication services; telecommunication services provided via portals; data 
transmission services over telecommunications networks; telecommunications services between computer networks; 
communication of data by means of telecommunications; rental of telecommunication facilities; rental of access time to 
global computer networks; providing access to databases.

Cl.41;Education information; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; coaching; training (practical -
) [demonstration]; electronic desktop publishing; publishing services; tuition; correspondence courses; publication of 
texts, other than publicity texts; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; arranging and conducting of 
conferences; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of symposiums; staff training services; 
publication of printed matter; provision of training courses; arranging and conducting of seminars; workshops (arranging 
and conducting of-) [training]; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; 
publication of books.

Cl.42;Electronic data storage; updating websites for others; updating and upgrading of computer software; 
maintenance and updating of computer software; updating of computer software; consultancy in the field of computers; 
computer hardware and software consultancy; advisory services relating to computer programming; computer system 
analysis; design, creation, hosting and maintenance of internet sites for third parties; design of web pages; software 
design and development; computer system design; application service provider (asp) services; creating programmes for 
data processing; installation and maintenance of internet access software; installation, maintenance and repair of 
software for computer systems; installation of software; configuration of computer systems and networks; engineering 
project management services; rental of computers and computer software; computer rental; rental of web servers; 
maintenance of software; technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; certification [quality 
control]; data security services; hosting the web sites of others on a computer server for a global computer network; 
cloud computing.
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Priority claimed from 06/06/2017; Application No. : 1355166 ;Benelux 

3827831    05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399876]
Stevlos B.V.
Rhijnspoor 255 NL-2901 LB CAPELLE AAN DEN IJSSEL

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Anchors; components for anchors, namely connectors for anchor lines, cable chains, anchor collectors, anchor 
line tensioners and anchor buoys; metal couplings for anchors and anchor buoys; cables, wires and chains of metal for 
mooring and anchoring ships and drilling platforms; floating docks of metal for mooring boats.

Cl.16;Manuals and manuals in the field of anchoring and mooring in the off-shore industry.

Cl.37;Technical assistance in the nature of installation, repair and maintenance services for the off-shore industry; 
technical assistance in the nature of installation, repair and maintenance services for the anchoring of ships and drilling 
platforms; technical assistance in the nature of installation, repair and maintenance services for the mooring of ships; 
rental of anchors and spare parts for drilling platforms.

Cl.42;Technical research and development in the field of anchors, components for anchors, connectors for anchor 
lines, cable chains, anchor collectors, anchor line tensioners and anchor buoys; engineering services in the field of off-
shore activities; preparation of engineering reports for the off-shore industry; technical project studies; consultancy with 
regard to energy saving, energy-efficient and energy use for the use of sustainable energy.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No. : 1366718 ;Benelux 

3827914    09/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399994]
SOCIETE DE RECHERCHE COSMETIQUE SARL
4, place de Paris Luxembourg L-2314

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products; dietetic substances and foods for medical use; food supplements for human beings; 
dermatological and pharmaceutical products.

Cl.35;Presentation of goods on all communication media, for retail purposes; wholesale, semi-wholesale and retail 
services for cosmetic products, beauty products, body hygiene products, cosmetic bags, food supplements, perfumery 
products; online retail store services for cosmetic products, beauty products, body hygiene products, cosmetic bags, 
food supplements.

Cl.44;Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; massage services; hairdressing salons; beauty salons; 
sauna services; provision of spa facilities; balneotherapy, physiotherapy and aromatherapy services; Turkish bath 
services; advisory services relating to beauty and make-up.
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Priority claimed from 25/08/2017; Application No. : AM 51532/2017 ;Austria 

3827956    06/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399662]
Red Bull GmbH
Am Brunnen 1 A-5330 Fuschl am See Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.23;Yarns and threads, for textile use.

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; table covers; bed covers; fabrics; textile goods, and substitutes for textile 
goods; filtering materials of textile; banners; bunting; curtains of textile or plastic; flags, not of paper; furniture coverings 
of plastic; plastic material [substitute for fabrics]; shower curtains of textile or plastic; sleeping bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; boot uppers; cap peaks; dress shields; fittings of metal for footwear; footwear 
uppers; hat frames [skeletons]; heelpieces for footwear; heelpieces for stockings; heels; inner soles; non-slipping 
devices for footwear; pockets for clothing; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; shirt fronts; shirt yokes; soles for 
footwear; studs for football boots; tips for footwear; welts for footwear.
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Priority claimed from 22/09/2017; Application No. : 4020170120766 ;Republic of Korea 

3827960    12/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400182]
LOTTE Corporation
(Sincheon-dong) 300, Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Ores of metal; pot hooks of metal; baskets of metal; signboards of metal; memorial cups of metal; traps for wild 
animals; stakes of metal for plants or trees; prefabricated animal houses of metal; ladders of metal; towel dispensers of 
metal; train and bus ticket holders of metal; casks of metal; boxes of metal; bungs of metal; fittings of metal for furniture; 
door scrapers of metal; letter boxes of metal; tombstone plaques of metal; shoe pegs of metal; ferrules of metal for canes 
and walking-sticks; furnace fireguards of metal; screws of metal; locks of metal; claws of metal for vice; filings of metal; 
steel, unwrought or semi-wrought; unwrought or semi-wrought non-ferrous metals; solder; materials of metal for 
exclusive use in building or construction; tiles of metal; buildings of metal; palings of metal; non-luminous and non-
mechanical traffic signs of metal; wire stretchers [tension links]; loading pallets of metal; marine anchors; foundry molds 
[moulds] of metal; artificial fish reefs of metal; booths of metal for spraying paint; valves of metal (other than for 
machines); rocket launch-platforms of metal; diving boards of metal; tent pegs of metal; spurs; buckles of metal; ropes of 
metal; metal nets; works of art of metal (not of precious metal); metal pipes and tubes; metals and metal alloys; sleeves of 
metal for cable junction; monuments of metal.

Cl.7;Aquarium pumps; electrically operated brushes [parts of machines]; stamping machines; automatic vending 
machines; gas pumps (gas station equipment); non-manual lawnmowers [machines]; electric door opening and closing 
apparatus; elevators [lifts]; automatic grapnels for marine purposes; excavators; cutters [machines]; mining machines; 
civil engineering machinery; agricultural machines; milking machines; incubators for eggs; fishing machines; chemical 
machines for industrial purposes; waste disposal machinery; textile machines; food and drink processing machines for 
industrial purposes; wood milling machines; pulp processing machines; printing machines; sewing machines; leather 
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processing machines; tobacco processing machines; glass processing machines; painting machines; packing machines; 
motive power machines (other than for land vehicles); pumps and compressors as parts of machines, motors and 
engines; power transmissions and gearings (other than for land vehicles); shock absorbers for machine (other than for 
vehicles); braking devices for machine (other than for vehicles); engine bearings; windmills; electric machines and 
apparatus for cleaning; parking machines; rubber processing machines; 3D printers; motors (except for land vehicles); 
laundry washing machines for household use; robots; electrodes for welding machines; sericultural machines; sorting 
machines for industry; couplings for machines and transmission gear components (except for land vehicles); dairy 
machines; motors and engines [except for land vehicles]; taps (machine/engine or motor components); food peeling 
machines for commercial use; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated.

Cl.8;Tableware [knives, forks and spoons]; fireplace tongs; flat irons; knives for processing; side arms, other than 
firearms; hammers [hand tools]; knife sharpeners; saws [hand tools]; money scoops; agricultural implements, hand-
operated; hand-operated lasts for shoe-making; hand pumps; electric razors; scrapers for skis; ice axes; sand trap rakes; 
knives; shovels; razors; portable multi-function hand tools; manicure sets.

Cl.9;Electric door bells; electric audio and visual apparatus and instruments; ear phones; telecommunication machines 
and implements; Bluetooth ear set; laboratory robots; computer software; computer hardware and computer peripheral 
devices; semi-conductors; electric plugs; video game cartridges and cassettes; sports whistles; protective gloves for 
industrial use; helmets; respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration; clothing for protection against accidents, 
irradiation and fire; electronic media pre-recorded with music; metronomes; electronic media pre-recorded with non-
music (excluding computer software); downloadable coupon; cinematographic films; downloadable electronic 
publication; calculating machines; goggles; CDs; control instruments for boiler; life-saving apparatus and equipment; 
audiovisual teaching apparatus; monitors; DNA chips; anti-glare glasses; slide-rules; protective shoes; electric locks; 
carpenters' rules; physical and chemical laboratory apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and instruments except 
for glasses and photographic apparatus; photographic apparatus and instruments; precision measuring apparatus; 
eyeglasses; calculation instruments; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; lifesaving apparatus and equipment; 
automatic fire extinguishing apparatus; alarms; mechanical traffic signals; divers' apparatus, namely, diving gloves, 
diving suits and ear plugs for divers; life boats (rafts); satellites; fire engines; electric fences; egg-candlers; ionization 
apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; electrical controllers; neon signs; electric batteries; electricity measuring 
apparatus and instruments; electric wires; safety appliances for railway transportation; mounting devices for cameras 
and monitors; theft prevention apparatus; lenses; video conference system; home theater system; radio transceivers; 
smartphones; batteries and battery chargers; buzzers; downloadable multimedia file.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments other than for dental purposes; medical thermometer; body fat measuring 
devices for medical use; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; blood glucose meters; portable arterial 
blood pressure measuring apparatus; dental apparatus and instruments; contraceptive apparatus; electric blankets for 
medical purposes; suture materials; baby bottles; bed pans; electric massage apparatus for household use; electric 
esthetic massage apparatus; clothing especially for operating rooms; gloves for medical purposes; masks for medical 
purposes; massaging apparatus for personal use; orthopedic articles; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments.

Cl.12;Wheelchairs; parachutes; electric vehicles; parts and fittings for ships; parts and fittings for aircraft; parts and 
fittings for railway vehicles; parts and fittings for automobiles; parts and fittings for bicycles; carts; baby carriages; tyres 
for vehicle wheels; suspension systems for vehicles; braking devices for vehicles; tractors for agricultural purposes; 
engines for land vehicles; power transmissions and gearings for land vehicles; wheel bearings for land vehicles; motors 
for land vehicles; upholstery for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; vehicle wheels; tailboard lifts [parts of land 
vehicles]; engines and motors for land vehicles; rubber belts for land vehicle transmissions; brakes for land vehicles; air 
pumps for two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; motors and engines for
land vehicles; land vehicles.

Cl.13;Tanks [weapons]; guns [weapons]; artillery guns [cannons]; tear gas rifles; air pistols [air guns]; rifles; pistols 
[arms]; side arms [firearms]; bullets; explosives; blasting agents; gunpowder; gas bombs [weapon]; rockets; missiles; 
sparklers [fireworks]; hand grenades; illuminating shells; firecrackers; guns and bullets.

Cl.19;Tar and pitch; unprocessed non-metallic minerals for building or construction purposes; building glass; non-
metallic advertisement columns; aquaria [structures]; lumber; agglomerated cork for building; tanks of masonry; outdoor 
blinds, not of metal and not of textile; gravestones; cement; stone; building materials, not of metal; tiles, not of metal; 
non-metallic modular building units; building blocks composed essentially of vegetable material for prevention of earth 
collapse or landslide; non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs (not of metal); floating docks, not of metal, for 
mooring boats; non-metal artificial fish reefs; non-metal paint spraying booths; valves (not of metal or plastic) for water 
supply and drainage; rocket launching platforms, not of metal; diving boards, not of metal; insect screens not of metal; 
works of art of stone, concrete or marble; monuments, not of metal; works of stonemasonry; pitch and bitumen; tiles and 
paving slabs (not of metal); logs.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 018 617 ;Germany 

3827965    26/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400232]
Gildemeister Beteiligungen GmbH
Gildemeisterstr. 60 33689 Bielefeld Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools, machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing, 
machines for workpiece processing, production machines, machines for use in assembly, machines for the handling of 
materials and cargo handling machines, metalworking machines, robots [machines], drives for machines, motors and 
engines, electrical drives for machines, tools for machines, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for machines, control 
mechanisms for machines, engines or motors, parts of machines; all afore-mentioned goods in particular from the field of 
or in connection with Cloud-Computing, Cloud-Networks or IOT (Internet-Of-Things), in particular in the field of 
mechanical engineering.

Cl.9;Computer software, in particular, downloadable computer software for the transmission of data, interactive 
computer software enabling exchange of information, data compression software, computer software for authorizing 
access to databases, computer software for communication between computers over a local network, data 
communications software, computer software for data processing, computer software to enable the searching of data, 
computer software for database management, software for use in connection with industrial manufacturing and/or 
production planning, in particular numerical control software and operating software for machine tools, communication 
software for connecting computer network users, communication software for connecting global computer networks, 
cloud network monitoring software, computer software for administration of local area networks, mechanical, engineering 
software, industrial software, software and applications for mobile devices, industrial process control software, graphical 
user interface software, computer-aided manufacturing software, computer-aided design (CAD) software; computer 
programs and programs for data processing, data transfer, and data analysis, in particular, data storage programs, 
computer utility programs for data compression, computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online 
databases, operating system programs and network operating system programs; data networks and data transmission 
networks, network-attached storage [NAS], local area networks [LAN], network management control apparatus, LAN [local 
area network] access points in particular for connecting network computer users, computer networking and data 
communications equipment, communications networks, data storage media and memory storage devices, data compact 
discs, data DVDs, recorded content (recorded data); electronic data carriers, machine readable data carriers, digital 
recording media; computer networking hardware and computer hardware, data processing equipment and data 
processing systems databases, data loggers and recorders, data terminals, computer database servers, data entry 
terminals and data exit terminals, data storage devices, data collection apparatus, apparatus for the transmission of data 
and data communications apparatus, encryption apparatus, peripheral devices for data reproduction, communication 
interface units, electronic sensors and sensor controllers; all afore-mentioned goods in particular from the field of or in 
connection with Cloud-Computing, Cloud-Networks or IOT (Internet-Of-Things), in particular in the field of mechanical 
engineering.

Cl.38;Electronic network communications and communication services for the electronic transmission of data; data 
broadcasting services, transmission of information via wireless or cable networks, electrical data transmission over a 
global remote data processing network, including the internet, data transmission and data broadcasting, data streaming, 
electronic transmission of data and electronic data interchange services; providing access to data in computer networks 
and provision of access to data on communication networks, providing user access to computer programs in data 
networks and providing access to information via data networks; providing access to databases in computer networks, 
providing access to global computer networks and other computer networks, provision of access to data or documents 
stored electronically in central files for remote consultation; telecommunications by computer terminals, via telematics, 
satellites, radios, telegraphs, telephones; telematics services; all afore-mentioned services in particular from the field of 
or in connection with Cloud-Computing, Cloud-Networks or IOT (Internet-Of-Things), in particular in the field of 
mechanical engineering.

Cl.42;IT services, namely IT programming services and IT consultancy services; Information Technology [IT] 
consultancy and computer and information technology consultancy services; IT project management; engineering 
services relating to information technology and research in the field of information technology; provision of information 
relating to information technology; Information technology support services; consultancy and information services 
relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure; data security services; data encryption services; data 
migration services; software engineering; online data storage; technical data analysis services; data conversion of 
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electronic information; technical data analysis services and computer services for the analysis of data; development of 
data processing programs; computer programming for data processing; design services for data processing systems; 
development of data processing apparatus; maintenance of data processing software; Implementation, installation, 
maintenance and updating of computer software; design services for data processing systems; software engineering 
services for data processing programs; engineering services relating to data processing technology; research in the field 
of data processing technology; software design and development; development of computer programs recorded on data 
media (software) designed for use in construction and automated manufacturing (CAD/CAM); monitoring of network 
systems; development of computer based networks; designing and implementing network web pages for others; 
programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; design and development of 
operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; mechanical engineering; mechanical research; 
technological advisory services relating to machine engineering analysis; industrial art design; engineering services 
relating to machine tool design and the designs for data processing programs and software for use on or in conjunction 
with numerically controlled machine tools; design and development of computer software for control and operation of 
numerically controlled machine tools; design and development of computer hardware for the manufacturing industry; 
advisory services relating to man-machine interfaces and machine-machine interfaces for computer software; process 
monitoring for quality assurance; computer aided industrial analysis services; engineering services for the analysis of 
machinery; design of homepages and websites; design of computer cluster configurations, hosting, server hosting, web 
hosting; application service provider [ASP] services, namely hosting computer software applications of others; advisory 
services relating to computer programming; analysis of large amounts of data with respect to the relationships between 
the data, targeted data search (in particular data mining); Software as a Service [SaaS]; all afore-mentioned services in 
particular from the field of or in connection with Cloud-Computing, Cloud-Networks or IOT (Internet-Of-Things), in 
particular in the field of mechanical engineering.
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2017; Application No. : 4020170112235 ;Republic of Korea 

3827972    08/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399375]
LF Corp.
870, Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu SEOUL 135-896 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Labels of leather; portable cosmetic bags (sold empty); clothing for pets; leather; raw skins; imitation leather; 
bags; bags for sports; purses; trunks and traveling bags; handbags; backpacks; boxes made of leather; umbrellas; 
parasols [sun umbrellas]; canes; leather cases for keys; casings, of leather, for springs; harness for horses; leather 
leashes.

Cl.25;Clothing; money belts [clothing]; footwear; inner soles; sports wear; outerclothing; overcoats (except wear for 
exclusive use for sports and Korean traditional dress); hanbok [Korean traditional clothing]; under garments; sweaters; 
shirts; socks; stockings; gloves for clothing having touch technology of electronic products; mufflers; shawls; scarfs; 
neckties; winter gloves; ear muffs [clothing]; caps [headwear]; winter face masks (clothing); waterproof clothing; belts 
[clothing].
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Priority claimed from 30/03/2017; Application No. : 016527236 ;European Union 

3828005    24/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399800]
adp Gauselmann GmbH
Merkur-Allee 1-15 32339 Espelkamp Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; coin-operated mechanisms; computer and video games software; games software in particular 
for use on any computer platform, including electronic entertainment and games consoles; computer game programs 
video games (software); computer game software provided through a global computer network or supplied by means of 
multi-media electronic broadcast or through telecommunications or electronic transmission or via the internet; computer 
games, leisure and recreational software, video games and computer software, all being provided in the form of storage 
media; programs for operating electric and electronic apparatus for games, amusement and/or entertainment purposes; 
computer software for computer games on the internet; online games (software), in particular for online betting games, 
online prize games, online gambling games, online games of skill and online casino games; computer software in the 
form of an app for mobile devices and computers; calculating apparatus in coin-operated machines and parts for the 
aforesaid goods; electric, electronic, optical or automatic apparatus, for identifying data carriers, identity cards and credit 
cards, bank notes and coins; software in particular for casino and/or amusement arcade games, for gaming machines 
and/or slot machines each one with or without prize payouts; gaming software that generates or displays wager outcomes
of gaming machines; operational computer games software; computer software for managing of games (game collection); 
computer programs for video games.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gaming apparatus (including coin-operated apparatus); coin-operated arcade games (machines); 
games for amusement arcades (included in this class); coin-operated video gaming apparatus; video games apparatus 
adapted for use with external screens or monitors only; casino fittings, namely roulette tables, roulette wheels; coin-
operated automatic gaming machines and gaming machines, in particular for gaming arcades, with or without a prize 
payout; electronic or electrotechnical gaming apparatus, automatic gaming machines, gaming machines, slot machines 
operated by coins, tokens, banknotes, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in 
particular for commercial use in casinos and amusement arcades, with or without a prize payout; automatic gaming 
machines and gaming machines, in particular for commercial use in casinos and gaming arcades, with or without a prize 
payout; coin-operated gaming machines and/or electronic money-based gaming apparatus (machines), with or without 
prizes; housings adapted for gaming machines, gaming apparatus and automatic gaming machines, operated by means 
of coins, tokens, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial use 
in casinos and gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; electronic games; electronic game entertainment 
apparatus and parts thereof; video output game machines; drawing apparatus for prize games and lotteries, draws or 
raffles; housings of metal, plastic and/or wood for coin-operated automatic machines; apparatus for games (including 
video games), other than adapted for use with external screens or monitors only; electropneumatic and electric slot 
machines with pulling handles (gaming machines); gaming tables, in particular for table football, billiards, sliding games: 
flying discs (toys) and darts; gaming machines, namely, electric, electronic or electromechanical gaming apparatus for 
bingo games, lotteries or video lottery games and for betting offices, connected or unconnected to a computer network; 
LCD games consoles; automatic gaming machines; all the aforesaid automatic gaming machines operating in networks; 
apparatus and devices for accepting and storing money, being fittings for the aforesaid automatic machines, included in 
this class; automatic lottery machines.
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3828060    20/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399616]
EKATERINA SHEVELEVA
Room 702, No.3, Lane 168, Jinan Road, Huangpu District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sound recording carriers; audio- and video-receivers; sound transmitting apparatus; compact discs [audio-video].

Cl.45;On-line social networking services; dating services; chaperoning; marriage agencies; licensing of computer 
software [legal services]; missing person investigations; consulting services relating to personal appearance [fashion 
and clothing]; adoption agency services; licensing of intellectual property; registration of domain names [legal services].
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2017; Application No. : 585160 ;Portugal 
3828062    05/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400290]
CUF-CONSULTADORIA E SERVIÇOS, S.A.
AV. 24 De Julho, Nº 24, P-1200-480 Lisboa Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in science, industry, photography, agriculture or forestry, namely chemicals used in the 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals, chemicals for the manufacture of inks and pigments, chemicals for the manufacture of 
fibers, chemicals for use in the rubber industry, chemicals for manufacturing polyurethane, water treatment chemicals, 
chemicals for the polyvinyl chloride (pvc) industry, chemicals for use in the textile industry, chemicals for the cellulose 
industry; chemical preparations for use in the food industry, chemicals for the manufacture of sanitary preparations, 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.11;Water purification apparatus, water disposal plants, water treatment filters; water purification installations.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, namely chemical treatment of organic and inorganic substances, water treatment, 
consultancy and information services relating to treatment of materials and water treatment.
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Priority claimed from 07/11/2017; Application No. : 2017-146251 ;Japan 

3828066    09/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399711]
EAST JAPAN RAILWAY COMPANY
2-2, Yoyogi 2-chome, Shibuya-ku 151-8578 Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business advisory services, consultancy and information; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with 
regard to business planning; business organization and management consultancy in the field of personnel management; 
advice and information concerning commercial business management; personnel management and employment 
consultancy.

Cl.37;Providing building construction information via a web site; providing information relating to the installation of 
machinery; consultancy and information services relating to construction; consultancy, information and advisory 
services relating to the construction of public works; advisory services relating to the installation of communication 
equipment; information and consultancy services relating to vehicle repair; repair or maintenance of railway rolling stock; 
providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of railway rolling stock; repair or maintenance of 
telecommunication machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of power 
distribution or control machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; installation, maintenance and 
repair of railroad tracks.

Cl.39;Railway transport; providing information relating to railway transport; transportation consulting services; freight 
transportation consultation in the field of freight transportation by truck, rail, air and ocean; travel arrangement; escorting 
of travellers; reservation and booking of seats for travel; booking of seats for rail travel; booking of tickets for travel; 
providing tourist travel information; travel consultancy and information services.
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Priority claimed from 18/10/2017; Application No. : 17361247 ;European Union 

3828081    01/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1400144]
3D TECH OMEGA ZETA, S.L.
Muntaner 462 E-08006 BARCELONA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audiovisual recordings; image processors; thee-dimensional image manipulators; software for processing digital 
images; software for processing images, graphics and text; computer programs for image processing; imaging devices 
for scientific purposes.

Cl.41;Production of audiovisual recordings; production of audiovisual presentations; provision of audiovisual media 
via telecommunication networks; audiovisual presentation services for educational purposes; provision of online 
information related to audiovisual media.
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3828082    08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400102]
D-matcha CO., LTD.
Kamatsuka Kyomachi 17, Wazuka-cho, Soraku-gun Kyoto 619-1212 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Matcha [Japanese green tea]; confectionery containing matcha [Japanese green tea]; bread and buns containing 
matcha [Japanese green tea]; ice cream containing matcha [Japanese green tea].

Cl.43;Providing food and beverages; providing temporary accommodation.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2017; Application No. : 017285172 ;European Union 

3828083    20/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399904]
Contorion GmbH
Friedrichstraße 224 10969 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Commercial trade and consumer information; retailing and wholesaling in relation to protective work clothing, in 
particular protective goggles and workmen's protective face-shields, earplugs (ear protection devices), protective 
helmets, welders' masks and protective welding helmets, visors for the protection of welders, rescue harnesses, fall-
arrest systems, clothing especially made for laboratories, clothing for protection against accidents, clothing for 
protection against radiation, clothing for protection against fire, respirators; retailing and wholesaling in relation to dyes, 
colorants, pigments, ink and paints, in particular dyestuffs, mordants, varnishes, lacquers and preservatives against rust; 
retailing and wholesaling in relation to lubricants, and industrial greases, wax and fluids, in particular industrial oils and 
greases; retailing and wholesaling in relation to removal and transport apparatus, motors and engines, drives and general 
parts of machines, in particular lifting and elevating apparatus, hoists, electric hoists, elevating apparatus for handling 
loads, lifting devices for vehicles, elevating platform trucks, conveying installations and belt conveyors, electric lifting 
jacks, power-operated lifting jacks, lifting jacks (machines), couplings (machines), couplings being parts of machines, 
couplings for machine tools; retailing and wholesaling in relation to vehicles and means of transport, in particular 
trolleys, carts, two-wheeled trolleys, wheels, tyres and continuous tracks; retailing and wholesaling in relation to hand 
tools for construction, repair and maintenance, in particular hammers, screwdrivers, spanners, pliers, socket wrenches, 
turnscrews, hex keys, tap wrenches, blades, plungers for clearing blockages in pipes; retailing and wholesaling in relation
to sanitary installations and facilities, water supply facilities, in particular water coolers, sanitary and bathroom 
installations, and sanitary fittings, namely water taps, wash-hand basins, showers, bath tubs, toilets, urinals, plugs of 
metal for sinks; retailing and wholesaling in relation to goods of metal, namely nuts, bolts and fasteners, bolts, pivots, 
expansion bolts, screws, nails, threaded bars, locking pins, spacers, anchors of metal, ring-shaped fittings of metal, eye 
bolts, rollers, springs and valves (other than machine elements), fittings for building, building materials and construction 
elements, refractory building materials, building material in the form of boards, tree protectors, containers for 
compressed gas or liquid air, packaging containers, closures for containers, roof coverings, building fittings, furniture 
fittings and reinforcing materials for concrete; retailing and wholesaling in relation to goods of metal, namely binding 
thread, sheets and plates of metal, lead seals, letter boxes, containers, roof gutters, roofing, boxes, wire, wire gauze, wire 
rope, iron wire, barrels and casks, windows, window fittings, window frames, handling pallets, door scrapers, floors, 
hooks (metal hardware), non-luminous house numbers, identity plates, cable clips, non-electric cables of metal, chests, 
cramps (crampons); retailing and wholesaling in relation to goods of metal, namely water-pipe valves, knobs, tool chests, 
copper rings, loading pallets, straps for handling loads, arbours, laths, steps (ladders) and ladders, pipework and water-
pipes of metal, brazing rods, frames of metal for building, lock bolts; retailing and wholesaling in relation to goods of 
metal, namely keys, locks, chimneys, steel pipes, doors, non-electric door bells, latch bars, valves, other than parts of 
machines, cladding for construction and building, ceilings; retailing and wholesaling in relation to staplers (office 
equipment), storage compartments (office requisites), filing boxes (office requisites), clipboards, storage boxes (office 
requisites), correcting tapes (office requisites), letter openers (office requisites), mapping pins, writing tablets (office 
requisites), office perforators, adhesive tapes (office requisites), folders (stationery), pens (office requisites), document 
files (stationery), files (office requisites), paper folders; retailing and wholesaling in relation to stapling presses (office 
requisites), folders, electric heat-sealing apparatus for office use, electric staplers for offices, labelling machines for office 
use, sealing machines for offices, paper binding machines for office use, franking machines for office use, paper 
shredders for office use, imprinters for office use, elastic bands for offices, sealing stamps for office use, envelopes for 
stationery use; retailing and wholesaling in relation to fingertip moisteners (office requisites), automatic adhesive 
dispensers for office use, paper clasps, paper knives (office requisites), protractors for stationery and office use; retailing 
and wholesaling in relation to building materials and construction elements, not of metal, in particular building materials 
of concrete and plastic materials; advertising, marketing and promotional services; online marketing; product launch 
services; brand positioning services; preparation of marketing plans; administration relating to marketing; dissemination 
of advertising matter; online advertising on a computer network; presentation of goods for sales purposes; presentation 
of goods on communications media; publication of publicity texts; updating of advertising material; direct mail 
advertising, namely flyers, prospectuses, pamphlets and samples for mail order; intermediary services with regard to 
advertising; rental of advertising space; office functions; administrative processing and organising of mail order services; 
clerical services for the taking of sales orders; computerised inventory control; computerised compilation of order lists; 
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administrative order processing; data management services; computerized file management; compilation and 
systemisation of data on a central computer; business management; business administration; business analysis, 
research and information services; business invoicing services; cost price analysis; accounting; billing; billing services; 
business investigation; compilation of statistics; marketing studies; business appraisal; economic forecasting; 
presentation of companies, services and goods on electronic marketplaces; intermediary services in relation to the 
presentation of companies, services and goods on electronic marketplaces; business management and organization 
consultancy; business consultancy in relation to sale and distribution activities; negotiation and conclusion of 
commercial transactions for third parties; outsourcing services [business assistance]; commercial information agencies; 
consultancy and providing of information in the fields of online marketing and online trade; commercial intermediation 
services; arranging of business introductions; mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; 
compilation of data relating to name and address lists, for others; customer data management, for others; records 
management, for others, in relation to product catalogues; telephone order-taking services for others; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; searches in computer data files (for others); retailing 
and wholesaling in relation to stationery, typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), in particular writing and 
stamping equipment, correcting and erasing products, office equipment, printing and bookbinding equipment, office 
folders, office paper, clips for offices, containers for office clips, staples for offices; retailing and wholesaling in relation 
to sealing machines for envelopes (office equipment), office equipment for addressing mail, document laminators for 
office use, correcting fluids (office requisites); retailing and wholesaling in relation to adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes, in particular glue for office use, adhesives for office use, adhesives for craft, office or household 
purposes; business efficiency expert services; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, included 
in this class.

Cl.36;Bill paying services; payment processing; collection of payments; payment administration services; remote 
payment services; bill payment services provided through a website; funds transfer services; monetary affairs; extended 
guarantee insurance; assumption of guarantees and warranties; credit assessment services; provision of credit rating; 
financial credit assessment.

Cl.38;Providing access to databases; provision of access to Internet portals; signal transmission for electronic 
commerce via telecommunication systems and data communication systems; transmission of messages of all kinds in 
the form of sound, text and images via the internet; telecommunications; consultancy and information in relation to the 
aforesaid services, included in this class.

Cl.42;Establishing Internet platforms for electronic commerce; scientific and technological services and research and 
design relating thereto; industrial analysis services; industrial research; design and development of computers and 
software; IT services, namely development, programming and implementation of software, hosting, software as a service 
(SaaS) and rental of software; IT consultancy and information; data duplication and conversion services; data coding 
services; computer project management; data mining; computer design and development services; technological 
services relating to computers; computer network services; updating of computer programs for memory banks of 
computer systems; Internet search engine services; data migration services; homepage and webpage design; updating of 
Internet pages; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; testing, authentication and quality control; providing 
search engines for the Internet; digitalization of documents [scanning]; research and development for others with regard 
to new products; development, updating, implementation and rental of software for the management of company and 
product data on electronic marketplaces; consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, included in 
this class; providing of electronic verification of online orders of digital content and generating of electronic permission 
codes enabling users to access the aforesaid content; hosting of platforms on the Internet; online providers, namely 
hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet for mail order; hosting of platforms on the Internet for the management 
of company and product data on electronic marketplaces.
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Priority claimed from 17/02/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 101 662 ;Germany 

3828104    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399265]
Groz-Beckert KG
Parkweg 2 72458 Albstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine equipment for textile machines as well as parts of textile machines, especially for weaving machines, 
especially reeds, in particular flat reeds, tunnel reeds, accessories for machines for the warp beam preparation, special 
reeds, clamping and tensioning devices; accessories for weaving machines, especially weaving frames, healds, warp stop
motions, drop wires as well as spare parts thereof; machines for the textile industry, namely reed binding machines and 
special machines for pre-loom and post-loom operations; jacquard weaving machines and spare parts thereof, especially 
harnesses, guiding boards, jacquard healds, cords as well as spare parts for harnesses and machine components.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy relating to parts of textile machines, such as needles, especially sewing needles, 
knitting needles, warp knitting needles and felting needles as well as knitting sinkers, reeds such as flat reeds, tunnel 
reeds, accessories for the warp beam preparation, special reeds, clamping and tensioning devices, equipment items for 
weaving machines and all kinds of weaving healds.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2017; Application No. : 016890485 ;European Union 

3828227    30/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399430]
SORBINO JEANS S.r.l.
CIS Isola, 1, torre 1, Int. 112 I-80035 Nola (NA) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Saddlery; cosmetic purses; suitcases; toiletry bags; travelling sets [leatherware]; tie cases for travel; keycases; 
luggage; walking sticks; trunks [luggage]; vanity cases, not fitted; casual bags; sling bags for carrying infants; wheeled 
bags; gym bags; sport bags; travel baggage; chain mesh purses; weekend bags; shoe bags for travel; saddlebags; bags 
made of imitation leather; briefcases [leather goods]; canvas bags; garment carriers; all-purpose carrying bags; book 
bags; nappy bags; shoe bags; music bags; roll bags; slings for carrying infants; souvenir bags; small bags for men; key 
bags; purses; hipsacks; multi-purpose purses; handbags; duffel bags; hat boxes for travel; satchels; leather luggage 
straps; shoulder straps; collars for animals; leather, unworked or semi-worked; travel cases; carrying cases for 
documents; luggage covers; luggage label holders; business card cases; leather thread; harnesses; leads for animals; 
bumbags; martingales; umbrellas and parasols; worked or semi-worked hides and other leather; small purses; clutches 
[purses]; business card cases; card wallets [leatherware]; credit-card holders; banknote holders; folding briefcases; baby 
carriers worn on the body; wallets; leather purses; wallets for attachment to belts; haversacks; beach bags; kit bags; 
bags for campers; holdalls; boxes of leather or leatherboard; travelling sets; shoulder belts; wheeled suitcases; 
backpacks; daypacks.

Cl.25;Clothing; menswear; ladies' clothing; rainproof clothing; leather clothing; children's wear; gowns; robes; pumps 
[footwear]; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; bermuda shorts; caps [headwear]; underwear; nightwear; bikinis; blazers; bodies 
[clothing]; fedoras; boy shorts [underwear]; suspenders; corsets; caftans; goloshes; tights; footwear; beach shoes; 
socks and stockings; swimming trunks; chemisettes; albs; shirts; nighties; tank tops; vest tops; headgear; rain hats; 
beach hats; coats; hoods [clothing]; cardigans; stuff jackets [clothing]; chasubles; flip-flops; belts [clothing]; tights; 
collars; chemises; tutus; flat caps; pantsuits; sundresses; shoulder wraps [clothing]; bustiers; bustiers; suits; swimming 
costumes; beachwear; neckties; bonnets; tap pants; turtlenecks; snow boots; espadrilles; sashes for wear; kerchiefs 
[clothing]; sweat shirts; fezzes; scarves; morning coats; gabardines [clothing]; knee-high stockings; gaiters; sweat 
jackets; jackets [clothing]; bed jackets; rainproof jackets; quilted jackets [clothing]; heavy jackets; gilets; neck scarfs 
[mufflers]; blousons; skirts; culotte skirts; pinafore dresses; aprons [clothing]; gloves [clothing]; mackintoshes; 
beachwear; denims [clothing]; flip-flops; denim jeans; jumpers; kilts; leg warmers; jumpers; hosiery; undershirts; 
sweaters; muffs [clothing]; cloaks; head scarves; skorts; deck shoes; duffel coats; boxer shorts; snoods [scarves]; 
camiknickers; waistcoats; babies' pants [clothing]; shorts; trousers; mules; bowties; ear muffs [clothing]; beach wraps; 
bathing suit cover-ups; parkas; furs [clothing]; pyjamas; polo shirts; cuffs; frock coats; brassieres; wooden shoes; 
jumper suits; sandals; neck scarves; hand warmers [clothing]; shoes; booties; shawls; sashes for wear; insoles [for 
shoes and boots]; topcoats; dress shields; boots; slips [underclothing]; shoulder scarves; tee-shirts; women's suits; bath 
wraps; trench coats; jogging sets [clothing]; twin sets; gowns; visors [headwear].
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3828233    06/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398228]
The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University of Cambridge
The Old Schools Cambridge CB2 1TN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus; pocket calculators; sound transmitting apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound 
reproduction apparatus; USB flash drives; CD-ROMs; magnetic data media; magnetic tapes; magnetic disks; optical 
discs; optical data media; videotapes; computer software; downloadable computer software; computer software, 
recorded; software for mobile phones, tablets and portable computers; downloadable software for mobile devices; 
educational software; application software; computer programmes for interactive games or quizzes; computer software 
for communicating with users of hand-held computers; computer software in the field of electronic publishing; 
downloadable books; downloadable booklets; downloadable pamphlets; downloadable image files; downloadable text 
files; downloadable video files; downloadable exam papers; downloadable quizzes; downloadable assessment criteria; 
downloadable educational materials; downloadable periodical publications; downloadable journals; downloadable 
dictionaries; downloadable reference books; downloadable lecture notes; downloadable educational worksheets; 
downloadable slide presentations; downloadable flashcards; downloadable vocabulary lists; electronic publications, 
downloadable; printed publications in electronically readable form; printed publications in optically recorded form; 
databases; podcasts; talking books; downloadable publications; downloadable educational materials including exam 
papers, course materials and lecture notes; mouse pads; sleeves for laptops; sleeves for tablet computers; sleeves for 
portable computers; cases for mobile phones, tablets or portable computers; computer software for the provision of 
training, education, examination and assessment including software for operation over computer networks and by remote 
computer access; magnetic, optical and other disks, magnetic tape and other media for electronically recording data or 
software carrying computer data or computer software for the provision of training, education, examination and 
assessment; 3D spectacles; animated cartoons; audiovisual teaching apparatus; bags adapted for laptops; bar code 
readers; battery chargers; calculating machines; cases for smartphones; cell phone straps; chargers for electric 
batteries; chemistry apparatus and instruments; cinematographic film, exposed; clothing especially made for 
laboratories; compact discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; computer memory devices; computer 
programmes [programs], recorded; computer keyboards; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripheral 
devices; computer software, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer game software; computer 
software applications, downloadable; computer hardware; computers; covers for smartphones; covers for personal 
digital assistants [PDAs]; covers for tablet computers; decorative magnets; digital photo frames; digital signs; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable music files; egg timers [sandglasses] / hourglasses; electronic
pens [visual display units]; electronic agendas; electronic pocket translators; electronic notice boards; electronic book 
readers; electronic interactive whiteboards; electronic sheet music, downloadable; encoded key cards; epidiascopes; 
films, exposed; flashing lights [luminous signals] / blinkers [signalling lights]; floppy disks; frames for photographic 
transparencies; hands-free kits for telephones; headphones; identity cards, magnetic; interactive touch screen terminals; 
interfaces for computers; joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; juke boxes for computers; laptop 
computers; lasers, not for medical purposes; light-emitting electronic pointers; loudspeakers; magnetic tape units for 
computers; magnets; mathematical instruments; measures; measuring instruments; memory cards for video game 
machines; metronomes; microphones; microprocessors; microscopes; mobile telephones / cell phones / cellular phones; 
modems; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; mouse [computer peripheral]; neon signs; 
notebook computers; pedometers; apparatus and instruments for physics; pipettes; Pitot tubes; portable media players; 
precision measuring apparatus; precision balances; pressure measuring apparatus; printed circuits; printed circuit 
boards; printers for use with computers; prisms [optics]; processors [central processing units] / central processing units 
[processors]; projection screens; projection apparatus; protective helmets; protective masks; protective helmets for 
sports; protective films adapted for computer screens; protective films adapted for smartphones; protractors [measuring 
instruments]; quantity indicators; radios; readers [data processing equipment]; reflecting discs for wear, for the 
prevention of traffic accidents; reflective safety vests; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; rulers [measuring 
instruments]; rules [measuring instruments]; scales; scales with body mass analysers / scales with body mass analyzers; 
scanners [data processing equipment]; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; shoes for protection against accidents, 
irradiation and fire; sighting telescopes for firearms / telescopic sights for firearms; mechanical signs; signs, luminous; 
slide projectors / transparency projection apparatus; slide-rules; smart rings; smartglasses; smartphones; smartwatches; 
spectacle cases / eyeglass cases; spirit levels; square rulers for measuring; squares for measuring; personal stereos; T-
squares for measuring; tablet computers; tape recorders; teaching apparatus; teleprompters; test tubes; material testing 
instruments and machines; thermometers, not for medical purposes; time recording apparatus; time clocks [time 
recording devices]; video recorders; video cassettes; video game cartridges; video screens; video telephones; virtual 
reality headsets; wearable activity trackers; weighing apparatus and instruments; weights; wrist rests for use with 
computers; X-ray films, exposed; X-ray photographs, other than for medical purposes; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.
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Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; 
printing blocks; arithmetical tables; atlases; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; booklets; 
bookmarkers; books; calendars; cards; charts; comic books; diagrams; printed forms; geographical maps; handwriting 
specimens for copying; histological sections for teaching purposes; magazines [periodicals]; manuals; handbooks; 
newsletters; newspapers; pamphlets; periodicals; pictures; postcards; posters; printed publications; prospectuses; 
school supplies [stationery]; song books; stickers; teaching materials [except apparatus]; terrestrial globes; exercise 
books; Bibles; printed awards; printed certificates; reference books; dictionaries; directories; reports; journals; exam 
papers; lecture notes; worksheets; quizzes; educational assessment criteria; flashcards; vocabulary lists; documents; 
forms; brochures; instructional and teaching materials relating to the training, testing, examination and assessment of 
candidates for educational achievement, and to the provision of training, testing, examination and assessment services, 
including computer assisted, computer mediated services and on-line services and to the provision of distance learning 
programmes; albums / scrapbooks; announcement cards [stationery]; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for 
packaging; banners of paper; boxes of paper or cardboard; cardboard; catalogues; clipboards; coasters of paper; 
copying paper [stationery]; covers [stationery] / wrappers [stationery]; desk mats; document files [stationery]; document 
holders [stationery]; drawing pads; drawing boards; drawing materials; drawing instruments; drawing sets; drawing pens;
drawing rulers; embroidery designs [patterns]; engraving plates; engravings; envelope sealing machines for offices; 
envelopes [stationery]; erasing products; etchings; fabrics for bookbinding; files [office requisites]; flyers; folders for 
papers / jackets for papers; folders [stationery]; forms, printed; fountain pens; franking machines for office use / postage 
meters for office use; graphic prints; graphic reproductions; graphic representations; greeting cards; gummed tape 
[stationery]; index cards [stationery]; indexes; labels of paper or cardboard; ledgers [books]; lithographic works of art; 
loose-leaf binders; manuals [handbooks] / handbooks [manuals]; marking pens [stationery]; mats for beer glasses; 
mimeograph apparatus and machines; note books; pads [stationery]; paint boxes [articles for use in school]; paper for 
recording machines; paper sheets [stationery]; paper clasps; luminous paper; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of 
computer programmes; paper for radiograms; paper ribbons; paper-clips; paperweights; parchment paper; passport 
holders; pen clips; pen cases / boxes for pens; pen wipers; pencil holders; pencil lead holders; pencil sharpeners, electric 
or non-electric; pencils; penholders; pens [office requisites]; photographs [printed]; placards of paper or cardboard; 
place mats of paper; plastic film for wrapping; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; portraits; printed timetables; 
printed coupons; printed sheet music; printers' blankets, not of textile; printers' reglets; printing type; printing sets, 
portable [office requisites]; prints [engravings]; rubber erasers; scrapers [erasers] for offices; sealing stamps; sealing 
wax; sealing machines for offices; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; seals [stamps]; self-adhesive tapes for 
stationery or household purposes; shields [paper seals]; signboards of paper or cardboard; stamp pads; stamp stands; 
stamps [seals]; stands for pens and pencils; stencils [stationery]; stencils; stickers [stationery]; table linen of paper; table 
napkins of paper; table runners of paper; tablecloths of paper; tablemats of paper; tags for index cards; tickets; tracing 
patterns; washi; wrapping paper / packing paper; writing or drawing books; writing materials; writing paper; writing cases 
[sets]; writing brushes; writing instruments; writing board erasers; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; academies [education]; boarding 
schools; schools; nursery schools; services of schools [education]; coaching [training]; education information; physical 
education; practical training; teaching services; educational services; instruction services; tuition; vocational guidance 
[education or training advice]; vocational retraining; adult education services; analysing educational test scores and data 
for others; arrangement of training courses; business educational services; business training; computer assisted 
education services; computer assisted examination services; design of educational courses, examinations and 
qualifications; development of educational material; educational assessment services; educational examination services; 
academic examination services; educational research; provision of educational examination facilities; setting of 
educational standards; university education services; university services; provision of distance learning programmes; 
arranging and conducting of colloquiums, workshops [training], congresses, conferences, seminars and symposiums; 
correspondence courses; distance learning courses; organisation of competitions [education or entertainment]; 
organisation of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging of festivals for educational purposes; club 
services [entertainment or education]; game services provided on-line from a computer network; holiday camp services 
[entertainment]; holiday camp services [education]; sport camp services; electronic desktop publishing; publishing 
consultancy services; advisory services relating to publishing; publishing services; electronic publishing services; 
providing electronic publications; publication of printed matter and printed publications; production of radio and 
television programmes; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of texts, other than 
publicity texts; publication of books, reference books, directories, manuals, reports, magazines, journals, periodicals, 
dictionaries, exam papers, lecture notes, worksheets, quizzes, puzzles, examination marking criteria, pamphlets, booklets,
flashcards, vocabulary lists and educational material including online publication; publishing; writing of texts, other than 
publicity texts; bibliographic information; language interpreter services; translation; lending libraries; mobile library 
services; providing museum facilities; teaching, examination and assessment services including computer assisted and 
computer mediated services and on-line services; boarding school education; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; 
arranging and conducting of conferences; educational examination; educational services provided by schools; arranging 
and conducting of in-person educational forums; production of music; on-line publication of electronic books and 
journals; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; 
providing on-line videos, not downloadable; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; practical training [demonstration]; presentation of live performances; 
publication of books; recording studio services; arranging and conducting of seminars; songwriting; arranging and 
conducting of symposiums; teaching / educational services / instruction services; training services provided via 
simulators; tutoring; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; writing of texts; provision of information relating 
to education, teaching, training and assessment, provided on-line from a computer database or from the Internet; 
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; creating and maintaining web sites for others; 
digitisation of documents; hosting web sites; IT consultancy; providing information on computer technology via a 
website; website design consultancy; design of software for managing and monitoring online forums for discussion; 
creating electronically stored web pages for online services and the Internet; hosting of digital content; advisory services 
relating to computer based information systems; design of websites; online hosted computer services; managing web 
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sites for others; constructing an Internet platform for the exchange of information; hosting an Internet platform for the 
exchange of information; hosting a website containing information and advice relating to education, teaching, training 
and assessment; certification [quality control]; providing quality assurance services; process monitoring for quality 
assurance; accreditation services for developing, evaluating and test standards for the purpose of accreditation; software 
as a service [SaaS]; calibration [measuring]; cloud seeding; cloud computing; computer programming; computer 
software design; computer system analysis; computer system design; computer software consultancy; computer 
technology consultancy; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; conversion of computer 
programs and data, other than physical conversion; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for 
others [information technology services]; data encryption services; digitization of documents [scanning]; electronic data 
storage; handwriting analysis [graphology]; installation of computer software; maintenance of computer software; 
monitoring of computer systems by remote access; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of 
computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; outsource service providers in the field of 
information technology; quality control; recovery of computer data; research and development of new products for 
others; surveying; technical research; web site design consultancy; information, advisory and consultancy services 
relating to the aforesaid services.
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3828238    13/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399260]
Fortum Corporation
Keilaniementie 1 FI-02150 Espoo Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry and science; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; adhesives used in industry; ion exchangers [chemicals]; ion exchange materials; fuels for 
nuclear reactors; water purification chemicals; hydrogen; uranium.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; electrical energy; fossil fuels; biofuels; peat; waste as fuel; gases; biogas; bio oil; pyrolysis oil; 
wood charcoal; aviation fuels; natural gas; coal; biomass fuels; fuel oils; waste-derived fuels.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and
wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; metal tanks for storage 
and disposal of waste; containers for storage and disposal of waste (of metal); posts (of metal).

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools in the field of energy industry; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine
coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); power plants; power plant components; turbines and 
turbine blades for production of electricity; generators; (power plant) boilers; heat exchangers as parts of machines; 
pumps; feed water tanks, being parts of machines; coal pulverizers; crushing machines; conveyors; machines for 
processing water; water filtering machines; machines and devices for processing sewage water; machines for processing 
radioactive materials; machines for processing nuclear power plant waste; equipment and machines for milling waste; 
windmills; waste disposal apparatus and machines; sewage treatment machines and apparatus; machines for handling 
nuclear waste.

Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, and measuring apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; data processing equipment, computers; computer software; electricity grid apparatus; electronic 
apparatus and instruments relating to consumption, production and measurement of energy; apparatus for smart 
electricity grid relating to consumption, production, measurement of production, adjustment and control, safety, 
convenience of use and use of energy; constructional measuring, adjusting and supervision equipment; apparatus and 
instruments for electrochemical storage of energy; apparatus for control and transformation of power; accumulators; 
electric apparatus and instruments used with batteries in the field of energy consumption, production, measurement of 
production, regulation and control, safety, convenience of use and use; solar batteries; turbine vibration measurement 
systems; meters; electricity meters; remotely read electricity meters; electrical systems consisting of regulators, 
thermostats and electrical resistance filaments; electrical coupling panels; electrical connectors; multipole connectors; 
electrical sockets; power switchboards and centers; electrical detectors; remote control units; remote controllers; timers; 
electronic alarm systems and devices; solar panels; azimuth instruments; electric cables; optical cables; fiber optical 
cables; electric cable tubes; charging apparatus; charging poles; charging apparatus and charging poles for electric 
vehicles; battery charging devices; battery charging monitors; battery charging indicators; software for management of 
energy information/data, process control, production planning, optimization and data collection; programs for simulation 
and modeling of power plant processes; power plant simulators; programs for modeling combustion in power plant 
boilers; software for remote monitoring of power plants; revision optimization software; programs for document 
management and management of archived data; terminals; energy consumption display units; electronic and computer 
devices for wireless data transmission; terminals for electronic payments with credit and debit cards; electronic 
publications, handbooks, and manuals in electronic form; electronic bulletin boards; data processing equipment, 
computers, computer hardware and computer software relating to the use of energy, distribution of energy, energy 
efficiency and energy technology.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; nuclear power plants; boilers for power plants; boilers for central heating units; combustion 
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chambers; burners; oil heating apparatus; heat pumps; valves (faucets); collectors of solar thermal energy; heating 
systems consisting of regulators, thermostats and electrical resistance filaments; steam accumulators; water purification 
plants; clarification plants; purification plants for industrial wastewater; apparatus for processing wastewater; wastewater 
processing apparatus (purification); purification apparatus for waste materials; water filtering units; water treatment 
plants; sewage treatment plants; purification installations and apparatus for waste material and liquids; machines and 
devices for processing sewage water; sewage treatment machines and apparatus.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; photographs; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); pens; 
brochures, magazines, posters, postcards, stickers, handbooks and manuals in paper form; company magazines; news 
reported in printed form; newsletters; periodicals; lecture folders, educational folders.

Cl.17;Plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; semi-worked plastic substances; recycled plastics; granules 
and aggregate of recycled polyethylene, polypropylene and polyethylene terephthalate.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; buildings, non-metallic; utility poles, non-
metallic; chimneys, not of metal; electrical substation buildings, non-metallic, transportable; doors, windows, not of 
metal; glass for buildings; building materials of recycled plastic; planks, plank boards, interlocking plank boards, beams 
and posts of plastic.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products; litter for animals.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing; arrangement of 
electronic transactions for others; arranging commerce or electronic commerce transactions relating to sales, purchasing 
of energy (electricity, heat, steam, district heating, district cooling); electronic retailing and wholesaling of different types 
of meters, monitoring and control devices relating to energy via Internet or extranet; electronic presentation of goods; 
presentation of services relating to sales of energy; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third 
parties; arranging of trading transactions and commercial contracts; arranging contracts for the purchase and sale of 
products, for others; management assistance and consultation in the field of energy intensive industry and energy 
industry; compilation of information relating to business; advising relating to business management; research relating to 
business management; business appraisal and auditing services; business efficiency expert services; compilation, 
systematization, organization of information; search and retrieval of data and information for others from computer files; 
collection of information for databases; compilation of data into databases; updating of databases; systematization of 
databases; database maintenance, management and services related thereto; consultation relating to data processing; 
services organized online or via Internet extranet networks, namely search, retrieval, indexing and organization of data in 
electronic telecommunication networks; online advertising in data networks; production of audio-visual recordings or 
material for use in advertising; publication of advertising leaflets; analysis, management and optimization of costs 
relating to the use and maintenance of machines, devices and power plants; data processing services; electricity meter 
reading for billing purposes.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; electronic commerce relating to energy stock 
exchange; transfer and dissemination of capital via data networks; electronic payment services; electronic transfer 
services for capital; electronic transfer services for funds; investment management and consultation services; financial 
services for investment analysis, appraisal and consultation; electronic payment services involving electronic processing 
and subsequent transmission of payment data.

Cl.37;Repair of machines, devices and instruments used in the field of energy industry; installation services for 
machines, devices and instruments used in the field of energy industry; construction, overhaul, repair and installation 
services relating to production, transmission and supply of energy; assessment and inspection services relating to 
construction, overhaul, maintenance and repair in power plant operations and energy intensive industry; installation, 
overhaul and maintenance services for equipment relating to production, use, transmission and supply of energy; power 
plant construction; mobilization services of power plants, namely, installation, maintenance and repair services including 
the installation, maintenance and repair of power plant safety systems; installation, overhaul, maintenance and advisory 
services for different types of power plants and industrial production plants; maintenance planning; optimization of 
overhaul programs; construction, installation, overhaul and repair of power plant boilers; construction and installation of 
power plant air ducts; construction and installation of power plant burners; overhaul and repair of burners; overhaul of 
turbines; overhaul of generators; condition management relating to power plants and energy intensive industry; reliability 
and condition management of power plants and industrial machinery as well as process equipment; technical analysis 
regarding failure for machines and apparatus; building and implementation services relating to energy solutions for 
buildings as well as to cooling solutions for computer rooms and industrial processes; installation and overhaul services 
for solar electricity systems and advisory services relating thereto; installation and overhaul services for solar heat 
systems and advisory services relating thereto; construction of waste incineration plants and waste processing plants; 
construction, overhaul, repair and installation of waste incineration equipment; installation and repair of electrical, 
heating and central heating equipment; maintenance services of equipment and hardware for process automation 
systems and computer systems; fundamental improvement services for electric power transmission networks; cabling; 
cabling beneath ground; drilling of pipelines; drilling of pipes; inspection for maintenance and repair of oil burners; 
charging point and charging station services for electric vehicles; installation, maintenance and repair of charging 
apparatus and electric monitoring apparatus; battery charging relating to computers; installation, maintenance and repair 
of district heating apparatus; construction of nuclear reactors; cleaning of nuclear plant.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; electronic transmission of measured data; providing Internet connections for supplying 
information, making orders and concluding contracts and for reclamations; computer aided data transmission; data 
network services; electronic, electric and digital transmission and distribution of data, signals and messages via data 
networks; providing connections and rental of connection time for data networks and computer databases; rental of 
connection access time for databases; electronic data interchange services; electronic communication services; delivery 
of messages as electronic data transmission; transfer of digital files; electronic bulletin board services; providing 
telecommunication connections and links to databases, computer networks and Internet; providing Internet and extranet 
connections; providing access and connections to global data network; transmission of digital data for enabling booking, 
activation and payment of charging station visits for electric vehicles; broadcasting of radio and television programs; 
broadcasting of programs relating to the energy industry via Internet; providing access to extranet accounts for 
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management of customer data; remote transmission of data by means of telecommunications; providing access to 
databases; providing access to the web sites on the internet; data network services relating to transmission of data.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; transmission, delivery and distribution of energy; transmission and 
distribution of electricity; transmission and distribution of heat; distribution of natural gas; consultation services relating 
to transmission and distribution of energy; storage of energy; storage of electricity; storage of heat; delivery of reserve 
power, steam, pressurized air or water; carbon dioxide storage; management, use and control of electricity and heat 
supply networks; land, air and water transport services; supply of natural gas; supply of energy; supply of electricity; 
heat supply services; supply of district cooling.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials and objects in the field of energy industry; production of energy; production of electricity; 
production of heat; production of steam; production of district heating or district cooling; combined production of 
electricity and heat; combined production of heat/steam and electricity; consultation services relating to production of 
energy; production of energy via combustion, namely, control of combustion for different kinds of combustion and 
burning technologies and boilers; capture and treatment of carbon dioxide; ash treatment; waste treatment; incineration 
of waste and trash for production of energy; consultation services relating to waste treatment; nuclear waste processing 
services; decontamination of nuclear waste; treatment of water, waste water, sewage water and liquids; services for 
removing components from liquids by selective ion exchange materials; water purification for nuclear power plants; 
services for removing radioactive components from radioactive waters in nuclear power plants; treatment of hazardous 
waste; rental of water treatment equipment; refining of materials by catalytic pyrolysis process; flue gas purification; 
consultation relating to the production of energy via remotely controlled power plants; processing of nuclear fuels; 
nuclear fuel recycling; treatment of contaminated soil; high temperature incineration of hazardous waste; carbon dioxide 
capture.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; providing of educational briefing and information occasions; arranging and 
conducting seminars and workshops; publication of magazines and electronic magazines; audio-visual recording 
services; production of radio news broadcasts; production of audio-visual recordings and presentations; publication of 
books and periodicals provided in electronic form (online); provision of non-downloadable electronic publications; news 
reporting; providing on-line publications, not downloadable, in the nature of news articles; production of radio 
broadcasts.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; scientific and industrial research relating to 
production, transmission and distribution of energy; providing and analysis of scientific or industrial research data; 
design services relating to production, transmission and distribution of energy; smart house and smart electricity grid 
design services; design services for hydropower and consultation services relating thereto; design services relating to 
energy solutions in buildings as well as to cooling solutions in computer rooms and industrial processes; thermal 
performance design services and consultation and expert services relating to thermal performance; technical monitoring 
services relating to production, transmission and distribution of energy; energy auditing; technical inspection services 
for power plants; engineering services; quality control engineering services; technical consultancy in the field of energy 
saving and energy efficiency in the electrical and energy industry; product development; design of power plant boilers; 
design of burners; design and optimization of a maintenance strategy for power plants; improvement and optimization 
services based on measurement and appraisal of energy efficiency in power and industrial plants; improvement and 
optimization services based on measurement and appraisal of maintenance efficiency in power and industrial plants; 
measurement of maintenance efficiency in power plants; engineering technical operation services for power plants or 
industrial production plants; consultancy services in relation to advisory and research in the field of environmental 
protection relating to power plants and industry; technical consultancy provided to companies' in the field of energy use 
and environmental issues; information, consultation and advisory services relating to energy efficiency, use and saving 
of energy as well as to sustainable development; development of integrated energy plans; life time and life cycle 
analyses; life cycle analyses for machines, devices and plants; technical analyses of life cycle cost effects; analysis of 
technical risks relating to operation and processes of machines and devices; technical analysis of hazards relating to 
processes; technical project management and control; remote monitoring and reporting services for buildings, power 
plants and devices relating thereto; remote monitoring and reporting for parameters in energy production; debugging and 
troubleshooting via information/data networks; technical research services, namely prediction of damages; automatic 
checking and inspection of meters and electricity meters; remote quality control for voltage load; dimensioning of 
electrical, heating and central heating devices; rental of instruments relating to monitoring and supervision of energy 
meters and energy in buildings; chemical analyses; chemical research; chemistry services; analysis of water, oil analysis; 
fiber-technical research and design services; testing services and technical consultation relating to production, 
transmission and distribution of energy as well as to dam and concrete construction; geological prospecting, geological 
assessment, geological research, geological surveys; technical services and consultation relating to emission control; 
provision of scientific data, advice and consultation relating to carbon dioxide offsetting; project and design services 
relating to telecommunication equipment; design, testing, technical research and advisory services, all relating to data 
processing, programming of computers and global computer networks; design, maintenance and consultation services 
relating to computer programs and software; information/data system analysis, design and testing services; installation 
and implementation of software for data systems; design and testing services for process automation systems and 
related computer systems; services relating to modeling and simulation of power plants and processes; services relating 
to simulation of combustion processes and emissions in power plants; development of computer programs; overhaul, 
updating and support services for computer programs and software; rental of computer programs; technical support 
services for computer software providing access to computer software, data networks and Internet; rental of computers 
for data processing; database services, namely development of database programs; database content design and 
maintenance services; rental of database programs; development of infrastructure for charging stations of electric 
vehicles; design of charging network stations for electric cars; testing of electric cars; design services for a network 
environment, computer systems and computer programs relating to payment of charging fees for electric cars; services 
relating to helpdesk operation, namely technical information or information exchange support services in emergency and 
special situations via telephone, email, Internet or short message (SMS); technical consultation services; technological 
analysis and research services; computer software support and maintenance; energy consultation; remote metering of 
energy; testing of nuclear material; nuclear engineering services; consulting services in the field of energy usage 
management and energy efficiency; storage of information in a database.
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Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals; consultation services relating to safety of 
production, transmission and distribution of energy; nuclear safety consultation services for nuclear power plants; safety 
surveys for power plants; identification and analysis of safety risks relating to the operation and processes of machines 
and devices; licensing of intellectual property rights; copyright management services; security control relating to 
industrial plants; security consultation; emergency alert services for emergency situations and situations of threat.
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3828345    25/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399820]
Rosenberger Hochfrequenztechnik GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstraße 1 83413 Fridolfing Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine parts for the vehicle industry as well as for producers of gears; machine tools; all above-
mentioned goods excluded for the treatment of pipes.

Cl.9;Electric and electronic apparatus and instruments, particularly scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments, namely for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, such apparatus and instruments in the field of high frequency 
technology as well as industrial measuring and analysis technology; electronic components, electric and electronic 
commutators and circuits as well as connecting elements including connectors [included in this class], in particular USB 
connectors; electric cables, glass fiber cables, optical fibre cables, optical waveguides and cable harnesses, cable 
connectors, cable couplings, cable sockets, cable distributor housings, cable protection housings, splice modules for 
cables, cable runways as well as cable holders therefor; apparatus for recording and transmission of sound and images; 
magnetic data carriers; data processing apparatus and computer apparatus as well as interfaces for computers; machine-
readable data carriers recorded with programs; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; 
antennas and component parts for antennas, particularly socket connectors, male connectors, adapters, filters, cables, 
converters, amplifiers and controllers.

Cl.42;Design and development of electrical hardware, particularly connectors, antenna systems, measuring devices 
and medical apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 06/04/2017; Application No. : UK00003223490 ;United Kingdom 

3828364    19/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399814]
Yumpingo Ltd
The Oast House, Oast House Lane Farnham, Surrey GU9 0NW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; business analysis, research and information services; business
assistance, management and administrative services; commercial trading and consumer information services; loyalty, 
incentive and bonus program services; distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; advertising, 
marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; product demonstrations services; provision of
advertising space, time and media; public relations services; organizing and conducting trade shows and exhibitinos for 
commercial or advertising purposes; advertisement for others on the internet; advertisement via mobile phone networks; 
advertisements (placing of -); advertising; advertising and marketing; advertising and promotion services and related 
consulting; advertising by transmission of on-line publicity for third parties through electronic communications networks; 
advertising of business web sites; advertising of the goods of other vendors, enabling customers to conveniently view 
and compare the goods of those vendors; advertising, including on-line advertising on a computer network; advertising 
services relating to hotels; advertising services relating to the provision of business; arranging and conducting marketing 
promotional events for others; arranging and placing of advertisements; arranging of competitions for advertising 
purposes; arranging of product launches; assistance to management in commercial enterprises in respect of advertising; 
banner advertising; classified advertising; collection of information relating to advertising; compilation of advertisements;
compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the internet; compilation of advertisements for use on the 
internet; compilation, production and dissemination of advertising matter; computerised business promotion; information 
services relating to advertising; issuing and updating of advertising texts; management assistance for promoting 
business; market campaigns; online advertising; online advertising network matching services for connecting advertisers 
to websites; conducting online business management review surveys; organisation of trade fairs for advertising 
purposes; pay per click advertising; placing advertisements for others; preparation and realization of media and 
advertising plans and concepts; product sampling; promotion, advertising and marketing of on-line websites; promotion 
[advertising] of travel; response advertising; sales promotions at point of purchase or sale, for others; sales promotion; 
sales promotion for others; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; updating of advertising material; 
updating of advertising information on a computer data base; trade promotional services; trade marketing [other than 
selling]; collection and systematization of business data; market research; acquisition of commercial information relating 
to companies; analysis of business information; analysis of business statistics; analysis of business management 
systems; analysis of business information relating to company behaviour; assessment analysis relating to business 
management; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business analysis; benchmarking (evaluation 
of business organisation practices); benchmarking services; business analysis services; business analysis of markets; 
business analysis; business appraisals and evaluations in business matters; business data analysis services; business 
efficiency studies; business information; business information agency services; business information for enterprises 
(provision of -); business information services provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; business 
information services provided online from a global computer network or the internet; business management analysis; 
business investigations; compilation and provision of trade and business price and statistical information; computer 
assisted business information; computerised business information services; computerised business research; 
computerised information services to business opportunities appraisals; conducting of business appraisals; conducting 
of business research; conducting of business feasibility studies; conducting of internal business communication 
surveys; evaluations relating to business management in professional enterprises; evaluations relating to commercial 
matters; expert evaluations and reports relating to business matters; information and data compiling and analyzing 
relating to business management; information and expert opinions relating to companies and business; information in 
business matters; information or enquiries on business and marketing; information services relating to business matters; 
information services relating to businesses; providing business information in the field of social media; providing 
business information via a web site; providing business information, also via internet, the cable network or other forms of 
data transfer; providing consumer product information relating to software; providing information about commercial 
business and commercial information via the global computer network; providing online commercial directory 
information services; provision of business and commercial information; provision of business data; provision of 
business information relating to the agricultural industry; provision of on-line business and commercial information; 
provision of sales analyses; provision of statistical information relating to business; research of business information; 
services to determine the audience affected by advertisements; surveys for business purposes; updating of business 
information on a computer data base; business consultancy and advisory services; administration relating to business 
appraisal; administration relating to business planning; administration relating to marketing; agency services for 
arranging business introductions; arranging of business introductions; assistance to commercial enterprises in the 
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management of their business; assistance to industrial or commercial enterprises in the running of their business; 
assistance to industrial enterprises in the conduct of their business; assistance relating to business organisation; 
business consultation and management regarding launching of new products; business consultation and management 
regarding marketing activities; business efficiency expert services; business examinations services; business expertise 
services; business intelligence services; business management; business management assistance for industrial or 
commercial companies; business networking services; business process management and consulting; computerised 
business management [for others]; company management, including consultancy in demographic matters; consultancy 
relating to search engine optimisation; development of hospital management systems; management of business projects 
[for others]; management of telephone call centers for other; market reporting services; preparation of documents 
relating to business; providing market intelligence services; preparation of economic reports; provision of business 
assistance; provision of commercial and business contact information; strategic business planning; supply chain 
management services; administrative order processing; advertising of the services of other vendors, enabling customers 
to conveniently view and compare the services of those vendors; advice and information about customer services and 
product management and prices on internet sites in connection with purchases made over the internet; advisory services 
relating to commercial transactions; advisory services relating to the purchase of goods on behalf of others; advisory 
services relating to the purchase of goods on behalf of business; arranging commercial transactions, for others, via 
online shops; computerized on-line ordering services; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer 
advice shop]; price comparison rating of accommodations; price comparison services; price analysis services; 
subscription to a television channel; subscriptions (arranging of) to books, reviews, newspapers or comic books; 
subscriptions (arranging -) to a telematics, telephone or computer service [internet]; subscription to an information media 
package.

Cl.42;Testing, authentication and quality control; advisory services relating to product testing; advisory services 
relating to material testing; analysis and evaluation of product design; analysis and evaluation of product development; 
certification [quality control]; conducting of quality control tests; conformance testing services; consultancy services 
relating to quality control; design services relating to data transmission test tools; new products (testing of -); process 
monitoring for quality assurance; quality control of manufactured goods; quality control of raw materials; quality control 
relating to the hygiene of foodstuffs; quality control testing; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of 
others for the purpose of certification; testing services for the certification of quality or standards; design services; 
information technology consulting services; consultancy services in the filed of science and information technology; 
computerised food analysis services; creation of control programs for automated measurement, assembly, adjustment, 
and related visualisation; development of new technology for others; development of new products; development of 
testing methods; provision of information relating to technology via expert opinions; expert reporting services relating to 
technology; mapping services; measurement services; product research; professional advisory services relating to food 
technology; providing on-line information in the field of technological research from a computer database or the internet; 
providing technological information about environmentally-conscious and green innovations; rental of measuring 
apparatus; research and development of new products; research and development of new products for others; research 
and development services; research to develop new products; food research; scientific testing services; services for the 
development of methods of testing; technical consultancy in relation to research services relating to foods and dietary 
supplements; technical consultancy in relation to the technical research in the field of food and beverages; technical data 
analysis services; hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; data duplication and conversion 
services, data coding services; it consultancy, advisory and information services; rental of computer hardware and 
facilities; software development, programming and implementation; administration of user rights in computer networks; 
analytical services relating to computers; computer network services; computer services for the analysis of data; data 
migration services; data mining; computer system analysis; design and development of data display systems; design and 
development of data entry systems; design and development of data processing systems; design and development of 
data storage systems; design and development of electronic database software; design and development of systems for 
data input, output, processing, display and storage; design and development of wireless data transmission apparatus; 
design and development of wireless data transmission apparatus, instruments and equipment; design of computer 
machine and computer software for commercial analysis and reporting; design, creation and programming of web pages; 
development and testing of computing methods, algorithms and software; development of computer based networks; 
development of computer systems; development of systems for the processing of data; development of systems for the 
storage of data; development of systems for the transmission of data; integration of computer systems and networks; 
providing internet search engines; planning, design, development and maintenance of online websites for third parties; 
preparation of computer programs for data processing; providing information about the design and development of 
computer software, systems and networks; rental and maintenance of computer software; rental of computer hardware 
and computer software; rental of computers and computer software; research in the field of data processing technology; 
research in the field of information technology; research relating to data processing; research relating to computers; 
research relating to telecommunication techniques; research relating to the computerised automation of administrative 
processes; research relating to the computerised automation of industrial processes; research relating to the 
computerised automation of technical processes; updating websites for others; advisory services relating to computer 
hardware design; advisory services relating to computer systems design; computer network design for others; 
consultancy services for designing information systems; consultancy with regard to webpage design; creating and 
designing web pages for others; creating and maintaining computer sites (web sites) for others; creating and maintaining 
web sites for others; creating and updating of home pages for computer networks; creating electronically stored web 
pages for online services and the internet; creating home pages for others; creating of home pages for computer 
networks; creating, designing and maintaining web sites; creation and provision of web pages to and for third parties; 
creation of internet web sites; creation, design, development and maintenance of web sites for third parties; design and 
creating websites for others; design and development of networks; design and development of computer hardware; 
design and development of diagnostic apparatus; design and development of multimedia products; design and 
development of new technology for others; design and development of testing and analysis methods; design and 
maintenance of computer sites for third parties; design and maintenance of web sites for others; design, creation, hosting 
and maintenance of internet sites for third parties; design of diagnostic apparatus and equipment; design of homepages 
and websites; design of information systems relating to management; design of restaurants; design services for data 
processing systems; design services for display systems for exhibition; design services for display systems for 
presentation purposes; design services for display systems for promotional purposes; design services in relation to 
restaurants; design services relating to the creation of networks; design sketching of packaging, containers, dinnerware 
and table utensils; designing and developing webpages on the internet; designing and implementing network web pages 
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for others; designing and implementing web sites for others; designing websites for advertising purposes; graphic design
for the compilation of web pages on the internet; internet web site design services; planning [design] of restaurants; 
planning [design] of pubs; product design; product design and development; product development; product development 
consultation; product development for others; professional consultancy relating to fitted kitchen design; providing 
information in the field of product development; services for the planning [design] of catering establishments; web site 
design and creation services; website development for others; website development services.

Cl.43;Booking of restaurant seats; arranging of meals in hotels; catering for the provision of food and beverages; 
consultancy services relating to food; consultancy services relating to food preparation; cafés; canteens; cafeteria 
services; bistro services; carvery restaurant services; agency services for reservation of restaurants; cookery advice; 
consulting services in the field of culinary arts; delicatessens [restaurants]; food preparation services; grill restaurants; 
hospitality services [food and drink]; hotel restaurant services; making reservations and bookings for restaurants and 
meals; juice bars; ice cream parlour services; mobile restaurant services; night club services [provision of food]; 
personal chef services; preparation and provision of food and drink for immediate consumption; pizza parlors; providing 
food and drink catering services for exhibition facilities; providing food and drink for guests; providing food and drink for 
guests in restaurants; providing food and drink in internet cafes; providing food and drink in bistros; providing food and 
drink in restaurants and bars; providing food and drink in doughnut shops; providing information in the nature of recipes 
for drinks; providing of food and drink via a mobile truck; provision of information relating to food and meals, in the form 
of personalized meal planning via a website; provision of information relating to restaurants in the form of reviews; 
providing information relating to restaurants and bars; provision of information relating to bars; provision of information 
relating to restaurants; provision of information relating to the preparation of food and drink; pubs; ramen restaurant 
services; reservation services for booking meals; restaurant information services; restaurant reservation services; 
restaurant services incorporating licensed bar facilities; restaurant services provided by hotels; restaurants; self-service 
restaurant services; self-service cafeteria services; salad bars; services for the preparation of food and drink; serving 
food and drink for guests; serving food and drink for guests in restaurants; serving food and drink in internet cafes; 
serving food and drink in doughnut shops; serving food and drink in restaurants and bars; serving food and drinks; 
serving of alcoholic beverages; snack-bars; sommelier services; take-out restaurant services; tapas bars; takeaway 
services; tea rooms; travel agency services for booking restaurants; wine bar services; wine tasting services (provision of
beverages); teahouse services; services for providing food and drink; provision of food and drink.
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3830439    06/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399035]
TM Global Co., Ltd.
411, 28, Digital-ro 33-gil, Guro-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; skin care cosmetics; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; depilatory wax; depilatory creams; depilatory 
preparations; depilatories; beauty creams; skin lotions; cosmetic dyes; make-up; lipsticks; mascara; nail varnish for 
cosmetic purposes; cosmetic preparations for body; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for hair; hair 
colorants.

Cl.5;Menstruation bandages; belts for sanitary napkins [towels]; sanitary napkins; sanitary towels; menstruation 
tampons; disposable pads for incontinents; pants, absorbent, for incontinents; sanitary tampons; panty liners [sanitary]; 
sanitary panties; tampons for medical purposes; tampons; pantyliners; cotton for medical purposes; medical dressings.

Cl.10;Sutures; medical thread; needles for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments other than for dental 
purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; medical devices for the cosmetic treatment of the skin; medical 
apparatus and instruments for the treatment of skin; medical apparatus and instruments for dermatological use; skin 
treatment apparatus and instruments.
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Priority claimed from 12/04/2017; Application No. : 2017-050676 ;Japan 

3830460    23/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398397]
ABeam Consulting Kabushiki Kaisha (d/b/a ABeam Consulting Ltd.)
1-4-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku 100-0005 Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer hardware; computer peripheral devices; personal digital assistants in the shape of a 
watch; smart phones; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic publications recorded on computer media. 

Cl.16;Printed matter

Cl.35;Advertising; business management analysis; business consultancy services; market research; providing 
information on commercial sales; financial statement preparation; import-export agency services; arranging contracts for 
the buying and selling of computers and computer software; business management consultancy and advisory services 
concerning operation of computerized information systems; commercial consultancy in the field of merger and 
acquisitions and other commercial consultancy; providing information relating to business management analysis and 
consultancy; systemization of information into computer databases; providing employment information.

Cl.36;Providing corporate financial information; analysis of corporate financial matters; financial consultation, namely, 
guidance and advice on corporate financial matters; investment services; providing information relating to capital 
investment.

Cl.37;Installation, repair or maintenance of computers (including central processing unit and peripheral equipment 
including electronic circuits recorded with computer programs).

Cl.38;Telecommunication (other than broadcasting); providing electronic telecommunication connections; providing 
internet chatrooms; providing online forums; communications by cellular phones; communication by computer terminals; 
computer aided transmission of messages and images; streaming of data; providing access to databases; providing user 
access to global computer networks; rental of access time to global computer networks; electronic bulletin board 
services [telecommunications services]; transmission of electronic mail; broadcasting; news agencies; rental of 
telecommunication equipment including telephones and facsimile apparatus; information about telecommunication.

Cl.41;Teaching and educational services; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars, symposiums and 
workshops; provision of non-downloadable electronic publications; reference libraries of literature and documentary 
records; publication of books; production of videotape films for education purposes (except for movies, television 
programs and advertising); book rental; rental of records or pre-recorded magnetic audio tapes; rental of image pre-
recorded magnetic tapes.

Cl.42;Cloud computing services, namely providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments; 
technological advice relating to computers and industrial machines; computer programming; remote monitoring services 
of computer programs; providing technical information in relation to computer design; providing technical information in 
relation to computer programming; providing technical information regarding research on computer hardware, computer 
programs and computer networks; consultancy and provision of information in the field of computer programming; rental 
of Internet servers; consultancy in the field of computer design and providing information thereto; providing technical 
information about telecommunications networks by computer terminals; rental of computers; providing computer 
programmes in data networks; software as a service [SaaS]; installation and maintenance of computer programs.
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3830480    01/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399085]
UNICHI HOLDINGS PTY LTD
PO Box 1325, Macquarie Centre Post Office, Level 2, 97 Waterloo Road Macquarie Park NSW 2113 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; cosmetics for the use on the hair; skincare cosmetics; sun creams (cosmetics).

Cl.5;Dietary nutritional supplements; dietary supplements; dietary supplements with a cosmetic effect; nutritional 
supplements; vitamin supplements.
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3830486    04/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1398213]
Friedrich Picard GmbH & Co. KG
Dietrich-Benking-Str. 78 44805 Bochum Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Bearings; ball-bearings; shaft sealing rings (parts of machines); angle rings (parts of machines, engines and 
motors); cylindrical roller bearing inner rings (parts of machines, engines and motors); rolling elements being 
components for roller bearings; linear ball-bearings (parts of machines, engines and motors); linear guides (parts of 
machines, engines and motors); ball rings for bearings; axial spherical roller bearings; axial deep groove ball bearings; 
axial angular contact ball bearings; axial cylindrical roller bearings; flanged housings (parts of machines, engines and 
motors); roller bearings; self-oiling bearings; lubrication rings; pivot bearings [parts of machines]; housing end caps for 
bearings; tapered roller bearings; bearing housings; plummer block housings; self-aligning ball bearings; spherical roller 
bearings; deep groove ball bearings; slide bearings; angular contact ball bearings; shoulder ball bearings; radial insert 
ball bearings; barrel roller bearings; four-point contact bearings; y-bearings; rolling mill bearings; bearings for 
transmission shafts; bottom brackets; ball bearing cages; anti-friction bearings; cylindrical roller bearings; high-precision 
bearings; ceramic bearings; needle roller bearings; precision bearings; v-belts for machines (machine parts), in particular 
fan belts for land vehicle engines, v-belts moulded cogged, v-belts wrapped, wedge belt us-standard, wedge belts us-
standard moulded cogged raw edge, wedge v-belts moulded cogged, wedge v-belts wrapped.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retailing and wholesaling in 
relation to machines, namely machine tools, material manufacturing and treatment machines, filtering machines, 
separators, centrifuges, tools and goods of common metal, in particular bearings, ball-bearings, steel balls, fixed rings, 
sleeves, rollers, groove nuts, washers, shaft sealing rings (parts of machines), angle rings (parts of machines, engines 
and motors), cylindrical roller bearing inner rings (parts of machines, engines and motors), rolling elements being 
components for roller bearings, linear ball-bearings (parts of machines, engines and motors), linear guides (parts of 
machines, engines and motors), ball rings for bearings, axial spherical roller bearings, axial deep groove ball bearings, 
axial angular contact ball bearings, axial cylindrical roller bearings, flanged housings (parts of machines, engines and 
motors), roller bearings, self-oiling bearings, lubrication rings, pivot bearings [parts of machines], housing end caps for 
bearings, tapered roller bearings, bearing housings, plummer block housings, self-aligning ball bearings, spherical roller 
bearings, deep groove ball bearings, slide bearings, angular contact ball bearings, shoulder ball bearings, radial insert 
ball bearings, barrel roller bearings, four-point contact bearings, y-bearings, rolling mill bearings, bearings for 
transmission shafts, bottom brackets, ball bearing cages, anti-friction bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, high-precision 
bearings, ceramic bearings, needle roller bearings, precision bearings, online or catalogue mail order in the field of 
machines, namely machine tools, material manufacturing and treatment machines, filtering machines, separators, 
centrifuges, tools and goods of common metal, in particular bearings, ball-bearings, steel balls, fixed rings, sleeves, 
rollers, groove nuts, washers, shaft sealing rings (parts of machines), angle rings (parts of machines, engines and 
motors), cylindrical roller bearing inner rings (parts of machines, engines and motors), rolling elements being 
components for roller bearings, linear ball-bearings (parts of machines, engines and motors), linear guides (parts of 
machines, engines and motors), ball rings for bearings, axial spherical roller bearings, axial deep groove ball bearings, 
axial angular contact ball bearings, axial cylindrical roller bearings, flanged housings (parts of machines, engines and 
motors), roller bearings, self-oiling bearings, lubrication rings, pivot bearings [parts of machines], housing end caps for 
bearings, tapered roller bearings, bearing housings, plummer block housings, self-aligning ball bearings, spherical roller 
bearings, deep groove ball bearings, slide bearings, angular contact ball bearings, shoulder ball bearings, radial insert 
ball bearings, barrel roller bearings, four-point contact bearings, y-bearings, rolling mill bearings, bearings for 
transmission shafts, bottom brackets, ball bearing cages, anti-friction bearings, cylindrical roller bearings, high-precision 
bearings, ceramic bearings, needle roller bearings, precision bearings, v-belts for machines (machine parts), in particular 
fan belts for land vehicle engines, v-belts moulded cogged, v-belts wrapped, wedge belt us-standard, wedge belts us-
standard moulded cogged raw edge, wedge v-belts moulded cogged, wedge v-belts wrapped; arranging and conducting 
of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; procurement services for others [purchasing goods 
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and services for other businesses]; business inquiries.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair and installation in relation to machines, engines and motors, and parts of machines, 
engines and motors; cleaning and preservation of roller bearings and ball bearings and parts for roller bearings and ball 
bearings; installation, maintenance and repair of machines, in particular roller bearings.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; storage of goods; packing and repacking of goods; freight 
forwarding services; mail forwarding services; storage information; courier services for merchandise; logistics in the 
transport sector; rental of warehouses and storage containers; delivery of goods by mail order.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2017; Application No. : 017040338 ;European Union 

3830500    04/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1398748]
MH medical hemp GmbH
Wilhelm-Kabus-Straße 74 10829 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Pharmaceutical active ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations to combat chronic 
pain, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorders, sleep disorders, nervous conditions, nausea and feelings of sickness 
caused by chemotherapy, tourettes syndrome, fits, epilepsy.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling in relation to pharmaceutical active ingredients for use in the manufacture of 
pharmaceutical preparations to combat chronic pain, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorders, sleep disorders, nervous 
conditions, nausea and feelings of sickness caused by chemotherapy, tourettes syndrome, fits, epilepsy.
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3830516    12/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1399286]
Yunnan Taetea Industry Group Co., Ltd.
Floor 12, Donghang Investment Building, No. 219 Chuncheng Road, Kunming City Yunnan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; providing telecommunications connections to 
a global computer network; providing Internet chatrooms; providing access to databases; providing online forums; 
television broadcasting; wireless broadcasting; message sending; communications by computer terminals; 
teleconferencing services.

Cl.45;On-line social networking services; clothing rental; funerary undertaking; opening of security locks; dating 
services; fire-fighting; organization of religious meetings; adoption agency services; lost property return; rental of safes; 
genealogical research; planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; intellectual property consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 02/03/2017; Application No. : Z-201770264 ;Slovenia 

3830526    12/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399787]
ISOKON d.o.o., Slovenske Konjice
Mestni trg 5A SI-3210 Slovenske Konjice Slovenia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Plastics in the form of sheets, films, blocks, rods and tubes; extruded plastics [semi-finished products]; plastics 
in extruded form for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of blocks for use in manufacture; extruded plastics 
in the form of pellets for use in manufacture; extruded plastic in the form of bars, blocks, pellets, rods, sheets and tubes 
for use in manufacturing; extruded plastics in the form of sheets for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of 
tubes for use in manufacture; extruded plastics in the form of bars for use in manufacture; recycled plastics; plastic rods 
and bars; plastic substances, semi-processed; plastics materials in the form of sections [semi-finished products]; 
plastics products in the form of profiles [semi-finished]; plastics materials in the form of tapes [semi-finished products]; 
plastics materials in the form of blocks [semi-finished products]; plastics materials in the form of plates [semi-finished 
products]; panels made of polyvinylchloride based expanded polymer [semi-finished]; plastics materials in the form of 
sheets [semi-finished products]; laminated plastic surface protection materials; plastics materials in the form of strips 
[semi-finished products]; plastics materials in the form of rods [semi-finished products]; plastic fibers [fibres], not for 
textile use; foils of plastics [semi-finished products]; plastic film, not for wrapping; stuffing materials of plastics; injection 
moulding plastics; recycled rubber mixed with plastic material; plastic seals; non-metal gaskets; stuffing rings (non-
metallic -); sealing strips (non-metallic-); scaling membranes (non-metallic -); plastics fibres for use in the manufacture of 
packings; polyurethane foam [semi-finished]; polyurethane foam in blocks; polyester; polyvinyl chloride compounds 
[semi-processed]; panels made of polyvinylchloride based expanded polymer for use in manufacture; synthetic rubber; 
synthetic resins [semi-finished products]; insulating materials; insulating materials produced from plastics; plastic foam 
materials for use in manufacture; filtering materials [semi-processed foams or films of plastic]; insulating coatings of 
plastic resin; insulation sheets; acoustic insulating panels made from non-metallic materials; water-tight revetments for 
the protection of foundations; guttapercha; latex [rubber]; asbestos; mica; caulking materials; ground cover polythene; 
flexible tubes, not of metal; hose pipes made of plastic; flexible hoses composed of plastics; hydraulic hoses of plastic; 
industrial hoses of plastic; non-metallic underground tubing; pressure hoses (non-metallic -); pipe muffs, not of metal; 
reinforcing materials, not of metal, for pipes; tube junctions (non-metallic -); polyethylene resin [semi-finished]; sheets of 
printable coated polyethylene; insulating materials made of polyethylene foam; insulating materials made of polyurethane 
foam; spunbond melt blown polyethylene for use in manufacture; polyethylene synthetic resin [semi-processed] for foam 
mouldings; polyethylene sheeting for laying over the frames of horticultural structures; polyethylene sheets for laying on 
the ground to suppress weeds; sheets of printable polypropylene; polypropylene films, other than for wrapping or 
packaging; polypropylene foil, other than for wrapping.

Cl.19;Duckboards, not of metal; floor boards (non-metallic-), blockboard; building panels, not of metal; blocks (non-
metallic -) for use in flooring construction; athletic flooring, not of metal; synthetic flooring materials or wall-claddings; 
modular plastic decking to serve as a ground cover; modular building units (non-metallic -); non-metal decking; ceiling 
coffers of non-metallic materials; ceiling panels, not of metal; ceiling tiles (non-metallic -); platforms, prefabricated, not of 
metal; paving products (non-metallic paving slabs, not of metal); cladding panels (non-metallic -); manufactured building 
elements (non-metallic -); cladding sheets (non-metallic -); preformed building sections (non-metallic -); platforms of non-
metallic materials; structures made of non-metallic materials; prefabricated building components (non-metallic -); floors, 
not of metal; slabs, not of metal, for building; modular units (non-metallic -) for constructing prefabricated buildings; 
skating rinks [structures, not of metal]; partitioning materials (non-metallic -); wall panelling made of non-metallic 
materials; building laths (non-metallic -); building sections (non-metallic -); flooring screeds; floor drains of non-metallic 
materials; building boards of plastics materials; plastic floorboards; plastic wallboards; translucent building panels made 
from plastics materials; soffit boards (plastic -); plastics sheets for roofing; corrugated sheets made of plastics materials 
[roofing material]; multilayer panels of plastic for use in building; crash barriers of plastic for roads; construction 
elements of plastic; building materials of plastics material; expanded plastics for use in construction; manhole covers, 
not of metal; plastic fences; fencing panels (non-metallic -); plastic posts; plastic tiles; tile floorings, not of metal; plastic 
conduits for drainage; plastic pipes for plumbing purposes; damp proof membranes of synthetic plastics materials; road 
humps (non-metallic -) [portable] for slowing traffic; road humps (non-metallic -) for slowing traffic; non-metal speed 
bumps; rainwater drainage apparatus of plastics materials; films of plastic for use in building; storage tanks [structures], 
not of metal; foundry molds [moulds], not of metal; rigid pipes, not of metal; buildings, transportable, not of metal; board 
material made of polyethylene used as u wood substitute; corrugated polypropylene sheets [roofing material].

Cl.35;Retail services in relation to construction equipment; wholesale services in relation to construction equipment; 
retail services in relation to sporting equipment; wholesale services in relation to sporting equipment; retail services in 
relation to floor coverings; wholesale services in relation to floor coverings; wholesale services in relation to medical 
apparatus; retail services in relation to medical apparatus; sales administration; advertising; direct mail advertising; radio 
advertising; television advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; marketing; direct marketing; market 
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research; rental of advertising space; bill-posting; dissemination of advertisements; document reproduction; public 
relations services; business management; business administration; clerical services; secretarial services; opinion 
polling; shop window dressing; sample distribution; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; business merchandising display services; import and 
export services; information services relating to businesses; presentation of companies and their goods and services on 
the Internet; business management for shops.
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3830532    20/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399855]
Luoyang Northglass Technology Co., LTD
No.20 Binhe Road, Hight-New Technology Development Zone, Luoyang City Henan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Glass-working machines; machinery equipment for glass industry (daily use glass included); polishing glass 
machine; glass cutting machine; automatic blowing machine (glass processing machinery); bottle-making machine; 
extracting mill (glass processing machinery); tube coiling machine (glass processing machinery); pipe grind machine 
(glass processing machinery).

Cl.19;Alabaster glass; building glass; glass granules for road marking; insulated glass; window glass (other than 
vehicle window glass); window glass for building; safety glass; insulating glass for building.
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Priority claimed from 15/02/2017; Application No. : AM 60161/2017 ;Austria 

3830542    14/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1399824]
easE-link GmbH
Stremayrgasse 16 A-8010 Graz Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs for autonomous driving of vehicles; computer programs and software for image processing on 
mobile phones; computer programs for data processing; electrical controls for automatic slides; limiters [electricity]; 
embedded software packages; displays for vehicles, electrical connection sockets, display panels for vehicles; 
connection boxes [electricity]; computer programs for use in the autonomous navigation of vehicles; battery chargers for 
mobile phones in vehicles; navigation devices for vehicles [on-board computer]; remote warning devices [excluding anti-
theft alarm devices for vehicles]; voltage regulators for vehicles; computer applications for automatically controlling the 
control of vehicles; rearview cameras for vehicles; speed indicators for vehicles, batteries [electrically] for vehicles; fuel 
indicators for vehicles; computer programs for network management; temperature control devices [electrical switch] for 
electricity charging devices for vehicles; holders for tablet computers for use in vehicles; vehicle breakdown warning 
lamps; warning lamps (beacons); electric locks for vehicles; devices and instruments for controlling of electricity; 
connection sockets, connection boxes [electricity]; communication devices for vehicles; computer software [stored], 
emergency light beams for vehicles [light-emitting signal devices]; temperature control devices [thermostats] for 
electricity charging devices for vehicles; navigation devices for interactive displaying in vehicles; electric cables, 
electricity connectors, electricity meters, electricity inverters, electricity limiters, electricity transformers, electricity 
reducers, electricity cables, electricity switch boxes, electricity switchers; automatic control devices for electricity 
charging devices for vehicles; acoustic alarm devices; devices and instruments for the switching of electricity; screens 
for a panoramic view in vehicles; electrical sockets, connection boxes [electricity]; speed control apparatuses for 
vehicles; charging stations for electric vehicles; connection sockets for electrical conductors; computer software for 
controlling vehicles; plates for electric accumulators, adapter [electricity]; fuses for vehicles; electrical batteries for 
vehicles; apparatus for the automatic speed control of vehicles; branch terminals [electricity]; vehicle dipsticks; computer 
programs for use in the autonomous controlling of vehicles; electrical branch boxes; electrical branch boxes, branch 
boxes [electricity]; charging devices for electrical accumulators; devices and instruments for accumulating and storing 
electricity; voltage regulator for electric current; electronic devices to assist parking process; computer programs for 
controlling of vehicles; apparatus for the automated parking control; multi camera systems for vehicles; parking meters 
for vehicles; computer programs for providing an all-round view in vehicles; devices and instruments for conducting 
electricity; video recorders for vehicles; armatures [electricity]; devices for speed control of vehicles; electronic devices 
to assist driver; apparatus for controlling static electricity, video processors for all-round view in vehicles; image 
processing software for inner cameras of vehicles; computer programs for computer-based assistance in the steering of 
vehicles; alarm transmitter on an ultrasound basis for reversing warning device for vehicles.

Cl.11;Air-conditioning equipment for electricity charging devices for motor vehicles; ventilation devices for electricity 
charging devices for vehicles; air supply [deduction shafts] for electricity charging devices for vehicles; lighting 
apparatus and light reflectors for vehicles; heating ventilation and air-conditioning systems for electricity charging 
devices for vehicles; light strips for vehicles; air-conditioning systems for electricity charging devices for vehicles, de-
icing devices for electricity charging devices for vehicles; heating apparatuses for electricity charging devices for 
vehicles; defrosting devices for electricity charging devices for vehicles; space heaters for electricity charging devices for
vehicles, fans for electricity charging devices for vehicles; lamps for direction indicator of vehicles; ventilation systems 
[air-conditioning] for electricity charging devices for vehicles; radiator for use on vehicles; heating systems for electricity 
charging devices for vehicles; lamps for vehicles; lighting apparatuses for vehicles.

Cl.12;Fitted vehicle covers; protective linings [parts of vehicles] for upholstered recesses in vehicles; anti-theft 
protection, security and safety devices and systems for vehicles; chassis for vehicles, inner protection equipment [parts 
of vehicles] for vehicles; acoustic reversing warning device for vehicles; mud flaps for motor vehicles; adapted coatings 
for instrument panels of vehicles; spray protections [dirt collectors] for vehicles; spray protections [dirt collectors] for 
motor vehicles; body work parts for vehicles; alarm devices for motor vehicles; acoustic safety signal apparatuses for 
vehicles; protective covers [adapted] for vehicles; adapted cover hoods for vehicles; alarm apparatuses for vehicles; 
inner linings for motor vehicles; adapted body panels for vehicles; mud flaps for vehicles; splash-guard plates for motor 
vehicles; burglar alarm for vehicles; parts and fittings for vehicles; linings for vehicles; axles for leaf spring suspension in 
vehicles; axles for air suspension systems in vehicles, protective covers for vehicles [adapted]; acoustic anti-theft alarm 
devices for vehicles; anti-glare devices for vehicles; splash-guard plates for vehicles; acoustic anti-theft alarm devices for 
motor vehicles; adapted tarpaulins for vehicles; automatically steered vehicles; driverless vehicles [autonomous 
vehicles]; components for the outer body of vehicles; alarm systems for vehicles; hydraulic traction control systems for 
vehicles; hydraulic power transmission control units for land vehicles; adapted roller blind for vehicles; anti-static strips 
for vehicles; direction indicators for vehicles; protective plates [dirt collector] for vehicles; axles and articulated shafts for 
motor vehicles; dirt catcher staples as parts of vehicles; body panels for vehicles; covering hoods for vehicles; axles for 
leave spring suspension systems in vehicles, tank caps for vehicles; adapted movable supporting frames for vehicles; 
direction indicators for motor vehicles; tank covers for vehicles; chassis for motor vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2017; Application No. : 302017000107295 ;Italy 

3830552    06/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1400252]
FOSBER S.P.A.
Via Provinciale per Camaiore, 27/28 I-55060 MONSAGRATI PESCAGLIA (LU) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machinery and machinery lines for processing of cardboard, corrugated cardboard, in sheets and reels; splicers, 
corrugator groups, double facers, roll stand splicers, roll stands, glue machines, paper cutters, slitter scorers, stackers 
and manufacturing process controlling devices as parts, fittings and spare parts for machines for the manufacturing of 
cardboard, corrugated cardboard, in sheets and reels; machinery and machinery lines for processing of cardboard, 
corrugated cardboard in sheets or reels, also comprising controlling computerized equipment.

Cl.9;Computerized equipment for the control and management machinery, systems and machinery lines for processing 
cardboard, corrugated cardboard, in sheets and reels.
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